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ABSTRACT 
After an injury or for tissue homeostasis organisms often need to reactivate developmental 
programs involving proliferation and differentiation to restore damaged cells. However, 
inappropriate activation or defects in the control of these processes can cause abnormal 
proliferation and tumor formation. The development of the nervous system of the fruit fly 
Drosophila melanogaster provides an excellent model system to study the underlying molecular 
mechanisms of such developmental processes. Neural stem cells, called neuroblasts divide 
asymmetrically in order to generate several thousand neurons that will eventually form the adult 
brain. During division neuroblasts distribute a set of specialized proteins to opposite domains of 
the cell membrane. Subsequently the mitotic spindle aligns with the cortical axis of polarity so 
that after cytokinesis the two new daughter cells differ in their protein composition and size. 
While the larger daughter cell continues life as a stem cell including re-growth and proliferation 
the smaller daughter cell divides only once more into two neurons. The larval brain is a highly 
proliferative tissue and defects in the control of asymmetric cell division, cell fate and 
proliferation can induce tumorous overgrowth. Therefore the identification of factors regulating 
Drosophila neuroblast development can contribute to explaining tumor formation. 
The aim of my thesis work was to identify and study factors involved in proliferation 
control and asymmetric cell division in the central nervous system of Drosophila melanogaster. We 
performed a genome wide RNAi screen to systematically knock down genes in the neuroblasts of 
the larval fly brain. We identified 620 genes that participate in neuroblast regulation. Of these 18 
are necessary to maintain normal proliferation and their loss leads to neuroblast overproliferation. 
Besides known processes involved in asymmetric cell division and mitosis like spindle orientation 
and the APC/C a bioinformatics analysis identified chromatin remodeling, splicing and 
transcriptional elongation as key processes regulating neuroblast biology. In a parallel project I 
studied the epigenetic repressor lethal (3) malignant brain tumor (l(3)mbt). Loss of l(3)mbt leads to 
tumorous over-growth of the larval brain. Phenotypic and molecular analysis lead to the 
conclusion that L(3)mbt controls proliferation of the neuroepithelium of the optic anlagen by 
ensuring correct expression of target genes of the Salvador-Warts-Hippo pathway and by 
controlling JAK/STAT signaling levels. Furthermore analyses of the genome wide binding sites 
of L(3)mbt by chromatin immunoprecipitation showed that L(3)mbt binds to insulator elements 
which indicates a possible function for L(3)mbt as an insulator protein.  
Taken together the screen identified parallel or downstream processes of asymmetric cell 
division that regulate proliferation and differentiation of neural stem cells and therefore identified 
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important entry points for further studies of neural development. The work on L(3)mbt 
characterized the role of Salvador-Warts-Hippo signaling during neuroepithelial development and 
how deregulation of developmental pathways in a neuroepithelium initiate formation of brain 
tumors. Furthermore this work also identified L(3)mbt as a novel insulator protein that is 
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 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF D R O S O P H I L A  
1.1.1 Structure and function of the adult central nervous system 
The adult central nervous system (CNS, Fig. 26A, B) of Drosophila melanogaster (D. 
melanogaster) is roughly half a millimeter wide and one millimeter long and has three major parts: 
the brain that consists of the central brain (CB) and two optic lobes (OL) as well as the thoraco-
abdominal ganglion or ventral nerve cord (VNC) that would be equivalent to the spinal cord in 
vertebrates (Hartenstein et al., 2008; Ito and Awasaki, 2008). The CNS processes sensory inputs 
such as odors from the antennae or light from the eyes. These inputs are integrated with other 
brain activities to coordinate and control the motoric output that results in concise behaviors like 
flying, foraging or mating. The brain is divided in different compartments called ganglia that 
accomplish distinct functions like the processing of sensory inputs and motor-control.  
Each ganglion consists of the inner neuropile that contains axons and dendrites. The 
neuropile is surrounded by neuronal cell bodies that lay at the surface of the ganglia and also of 
the brain where they form the cortex. The majority of the neurons in the central brain are 
monopolar, which extend only one neurite in the brain. To form synaptic connections with other 
neurites the filaments branch out to form arborisations. The neuronal cell bodies are surrounded 
by cortex glia that gives support and supplies them with nutrients. Approximately 25% of the fly 
brain consists of glia cells (Allen and Barres, 2009). The surface glia forms a thin seal around the 
CNS and insulates it against the high potassium levels of the hemolymphe (Schwabe et al., 2005). 
The neuropile glia enwraps the major brain areas (Fig. 26C, D): antennal lobes (AL), mushroom 
bodies (MB) and central complex (CC). These three structures all belong to the supra-esophageal 
ganglion (above the esophagus) whereas the sub-esophageal ganglion is located below the 
esophagus. Other neural fibers in the central brain that do not have a unit structure are called 
diffuse neuropile. 
In summary the adult CNS consists of three large parts namely the CB, the two OLs and 
the VNC. These are subdivided in several ganglia. The center of the CNS and the ganglia consists 
of neuropile whereas the neuronal cell bodies surround the CNS and the ganglia. 
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Figure 1) Overview of the Drosophi la  adult Central Nervous System  
A) Schematic drawing of an adult fly (grey) with Central Nervous System (CNS, blue) consisting of the brain and 
the Ventral Nerve Cord (VNC). Adapted from (Hartenstein, 1993). B) Schematic drawing of adult CNS. (Cell 
bodies are not shown.) Adapted from (Maurange et al., 2008). C, D) Frontal and dorsal view of adult brain, 
stained for Synaptotagmin to label neuropil (cell bodies appear as unstructured ghost staining (grey) surrounding 
the brain). Ganglia are outlined in white dashed line and labeled in the front view only. Adapted from 
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1.1.2 Development and origin of the central nervous system 
The adult brain structures are formed during the embryonic and larval stages of 
development. Similarly to the adult CNS the embryonic and larval CNS consist of a central brain 
(CB) with optic lobes (OL) and a ventral nerve cord (VNC) (Fig. 2B). The many thousand 
neurons of the adult brain are generated by a relatively small number of neural stem cells called 
neuroblasts (Nbs) (Wheeler, 1891; Wheeler, 1893). Nbs delaminate from the head and ventral 
neuroectoderm during early embryonic stages E9 to E11 (Fig. 2A) (Hartenstein, 1993). 
Embryonic or primary Nbs are organized in several distinct segments that are called neuromeres 
and produce an invariant lineage of glia and neurons (Udolph et al., 1993). In the brain region 
that contains about 100 Nbs several neuromeres are fused together. Primary Nbs divide up to 10 
times every 45 to 60 minutes (Hartenstein et al., 1987; Bossing et al., 1996). During mitosis 
embryonic and also larval Nbs produce one large daughter cell and one small ganglion mother 
cell (GMC) (Fig. 2C, D). The larger daughter retains Nb identity and continues proliferation. The 
smaller GMC, however, divides once more after 60-100 minutes and gives rise to two post-
mitotic cells that take on glial or neuronal fate (Hartenstein et al., 1987; Udolph et al., 1993; 
Hartenstein et al., 2008). Since embryonic Nbs do not re-grow they become smaller with each 
division. During late embryonic stages (E14-15) the Nbs become dormant or differentiate 
(Prokop and Technau, 1991) whereas a large fraction of embryonic Nbs dies during the transition 
to the larva (White et al., 1994; Bossing et al., 1996). In each hemisphere only the four mushroom 
body (MB) Nbs and one ventro-lateral Nb continue to proliferate (Ito and Hotta, 1992). In stage 
E17 (Fig. 2A) the ventral nerve cord (VNC) is contracted and the neuromeres are fused together 
(Hartenstein, 1993). However, the segments are still distinguishable by parasegment specific 
expression of homeotic genes (Maurange and Gould, 2005). 
In early second larval instar stage (L2) the dormant Nbs resume proliferation (Fig. 2C, D, 
E) and generate the secondary larval Nb lineages (Prokop and Technau, 1991; Ito and Hotta, 
1992). Larval Nbs divide up to 50 times asymmetrically (Truman and Bate, 1988). In contrast to 
embryonic Nbs larval Nbs re-grow after each division (Truman and Bate, 1988). At the end of 
the larval period most secondary Nbs stop to re-grow, become smaller and ultimately cease 
proliferation shortly after pupation. During pupal stages neurons differentiate to form the adult 
brain (Truman and Bate, 1988). 
In summary the neurons of the adult brain are generated by neural stem cells, called Nbs, 
which are mostly specified in the embryo and divide asymmetrically to generate an Nb and a 
GMC, that divides once more into two neurons. 
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Figure 2) Development of the Drosophi la  embryonic and larval Central Nervous System  
A) Development of embryonic Central Nervous System (CNS, lilac). Adapted from (Hartenstein, 1993). B) 
Embryonic (lilac) and larval CNS (Neuroepithelia of optic lobes in green; Nbs in red; neurons in blue). 
Embryonic brain adapted from (Sousa-Nunes et al., 2010). C) Cross section of third instar larval brain. (Nbs in 
red; optic lobe epithelia in green; neuropile in light lilac; surface glia in light lilac; cortex glia in grey and white; 
optic lobe neurons in grey.) Adapted from (Hartenstein et al., 2008). D) Canonical central brain Nb lineage. (Nb 
in red; GMC and secondary neurons in blue; primary neurons in lilac.) Adapted from (Hartenstein et al., 2008). 
E) Proliferation periods of Nb lineages during development (Mushroom body (MB); central brain (CB); thoracic 
segments (T1-T3); abdominal segments (A3-A7); terminal segments (Term).) Adapted from (Truman and Bate, 
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1.1.3 Overview of the different neuroblast lineages 
What is the origin of the adult neuropile compartments? The ~120 Nbs in each larval brain 
hemisphere and the ~141 larval thoracic Nbs (Truman and Bate, 1988; Chell and Brand, 2010) 
do not all follow the same canonical proliferation pattern and several different Nb lineages can be 
distinguished in the larval brain (Fig. 3A). 
The majority of CB and VNC Nbs belongs to the type I lineages in which the Nb 
expresses Asense (Ase) and Prospero (Pros) (Boone and Doe, 2008; Neumuller and Knoblich, 
2009). In the type I Nbs Pros is excluded from the nucleus. The eight type II Nb lineages seem 
structurally similar to other Nbs and contain one large Nb. They reside in the dorsal medial part 
of each central brain hemisphere. However, they express different markers and show a distinct 
proliferation pattern (Bello et al., 2008; Boone and Doe, 2008; Bowman et al., 2008). Their Nbs 
do not express the transcription factors Asense (Ase) and Prospero (Pros). After an initial delay 
the daughter cells of type II Nbs start to express the transcription factors Deadpan (Dpn) and 
Ase. They then undergo about ten more divisions and are called intermediate progenitors (INP). 
This additional proiferation increases neuron number and is in contrast to the canonical GMCs 
of the type I Nbs that divide only once more (Bayraktar et al., 2010). The INPs are reminiscent to 
lineage restricted intermediate progenitors in vertebrates, where they are commonly used to 
increase neuron numbers. The type II lineages contribute neurons for the central complex 
(Bayraktar et al., 2010) that coordinates locomoter behavior. 
Among the best-studied Nb lineages are the four Nbs that generate neurons for the adult 
mushroom bodies (MB). Because of their ordered structures the mushroom bodies attracted 
attention already since 1850 (Dujardin, 1850). Mushroom bodies are present across several taxa 
including annelids, insects and other arthropods except crustaceans (Strausfeld et al., 1998). They 
are the olfactory learning and memory centers and also can carry out elementary cognitive 
functions (Strausfeld et al., 1998). The cell bodies of the 2500 mushroom body neurons, the so-
called Kenyon cells, reside at the dorsal side of the larval and adult brain. They project one 
neurite into the center of the brain (Hovhanyan and Raabe, 2009). Proximal to the cell bodies 
one part of the neurite branches off into dendrites that connect to other neurons of the 
mushroom body (Lee et al., 1999; Reuter et al., 2003). The dendrites and their connections form 
the calyx right below the Kenyon cell bodies. The other part of the neurite extends as axon 
further into the brain and together with the other MB axons forms a peduncle that splits off into 
three major branches: the  γ lobe, the α’/β’ lobes and the α/β lobes. Interestingly each of the 
four mushroom body Nbs can generate all Kenyon cell types and therefore contribute to each 
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lobe. The Kenyon cells of each lobe are generated sequentially during development, which is 
regulated by different levels of the transcription factor Chinmo (see 1.1.4). 
Due to their high number optic lobe Nbs are the most prominent Nbs in the larval brain. 
There are approximately 2000 optic lobe Nbs per hemisphere. In contrast to all other Nbs optic 
lobe Nbs are generated during larval stages and produce the neurons of the optic ganglia, which 
are part of the visual system. The development of the optic lobes will be discussed in section 
1.4.4.  
In summary structurally different Nb lineages contribute to different adult ganglia and 
there are so far four different lineages described. These are the type II lineages that contribute to 
the central complex, the type I lineages, the MB lineages that generate the Kenyon cells and the 
OL lineages that contribute to the optic ganglia. However, one Nb lineage can also contribute to 
different neuron populations. A detailed analysis of the proliferation pattern of different Nb 
lineages allows subdividing these four lineages further, which will be discussed in the next 
chapter. 
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Figure 3) Drosophi la  larval neuroblast lineages 
A) Larval Nb (Nb) lineages and their origin. (Central brain lineages: type I Nbs, type II Nbs, mushroom body 
Nbs (MB); outer optic anlagen (OOA) form the optic lobe lineage (medulla ganglion). Adapted from (Sousa-
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1.1.4 Proliferation and aging of neuroblasts 
Nbs are cell cycle extremists with cycling times of 45 to 90 minutes (Truman and Bate, 
1988; Hartenstein et al., 2008) and their high proliferative potential has to be tightly controlled. 
After the primary embryonic proliferation period most Nbs enter quiescence before they re-enter 
the cell cycle and produce their secondary lineages during larval stages. However, at the end of 
the larval development Nbs need to finally stop their proliferation. Intrinsic and extrinsic factors 
orchestrate such changes of the cell cycle.  
Among the extrinsic factors is Anachronism (Ana), which regulates quiescence of 
embryonic Nbs (Ebens et al., 1993; Park et al., 1997). When Ana is missing embryonic Nbs start 
to proliferate prematurely. Ana is a glycoprotein that is secreted from the glia surface and arrests 
Nbs in G1 phase. This block can be overcome by a proteoglycan encoded by terribly reduced optic 
lobes (trol) (Datta and Kankel, 1992; Datta, 1995). Trol is a sevenpass transmembrane protein that 
reaches into the extra cellular matrix (ECM) and is involved in fibroblast growth factor (FGF) 
and Hedgehog (Hh) signaling in D. melanogaster (Hartenstein et al., 2008). Another secreted factor 
that regulates Nb proliferation is the steroid hormone ecdysone, which is produced by the ring 
gland, a hormone-producing gland that resides at the dorsal side of the larval brain (Redfern, 
1983; Hartenstein, 2006; Leopold and Perrimon, 2007). The active form, 20-hydroxyecdysone, 
induces proliferation in cultured D. melanogaster Nbs (Datta, 1999). In contrast ecdyson can also 
inhibit Nb proliferation during adult neurogenesis in the cricket brain (Cayre et al., 1997). In D. 
melanogaster ecdyson induces methamorphosis at the end of the larval stage (Borst et al., 1974) and 
triggers cell death (Yin and Thummel, 2005). Therefore, ecdyson can have diverse and even 
opposing roles during development and neurogenesis. Additionally, the existence of a diffusible 
signal has been proposed, which is derived from the fat bodies and causes quiescent Nbs in 
culture to start proliferation (Britton and Edgar, 1998). The fat body signal possibly triggers the 
release of IGF/insulin like peptides (ILP) from glia cells, which surround individual Nb lineages 
and could function as niches (Doe, 2008; Chell and Brand, 2010). The ILPs trigger activation of 
the insulin/PI3K-Akt pathway in Nbs that then leads to growth and exit from Nb quiescence ( 
Chell and Brand, 2010). Lastly the nutrition of flies has been shown to influence proliferation 
although mitotic cells continue their proliferation independently from nutrition state whereas 
endoreplicating cells become quiescent without nutrients (Britton and Edgar, 1998). Therefore, 
several cell extrinsic factors, which include the glycoprotein Ana, the steroid hormone ecdyson 
and the ILP ligands regulate Nb proliferation.  
In addition to these external-acting factors there are intrinsic factors that regulate Nb 
proliferation. The temporal series is a set of transcription factors that are expressed subsequently 
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during development and thereby defines the age of a Nb. When a Nb is born a cascade of 
transcription factors is started that will each induce expression of the next, which eventually will 
lead to the termination of Nb proliferation (Fig. 4A). The temporal series consists of the 
transcription factors Hunchback (Hb), Kruppel (Kr), POU domain (Pdm), Castor (Cas) and 
finally Seven up (Svp) (Pearson and Doe, 2004). Cas and Svp induce a switch of cell size and 
identity in neurons, which causes later born neurons to be smaller. Chinmo (chronologically 
inappropriate morphogenesis) and Broad Complex are two downstream targets of Svp and Cas 
that mediate these effects (Maurange et al., 2008). 
In the mushroom bodies the neurons of different lobes are generated sequentially during 
development. The four mushroom body Nbs generate neurons of the γ lobes during third instar 
larval stages (L3), neurons of the α’/β’ lobes are formed from mid L3 to the beginning of 
pupation and α/β lobe neurons are made last during pupal stages (Fig. 4B) (Lee et al., 1999). 
How can the same mushroom body Nb generate neurons of all three lobes? It was shown that 
different levels of Chinmo confer the distinct fate of the γ, α’/β’, and α/β lobes (Zhu et al., 
2006). Chinmo is likely a transcriptional regulator since it contains a BTB and several zinc finger 
domains. Early born MB neurons have high levels of Chinmo whereas late born MB neurons 
have low levels. Chinmo acts like a temporal morphogen and different levels of the protein 
specify different neuronal fates (Doe, 2006). When Chinmo is lost, early born neurons adopt the 
late fate. Contrarily, Chinmo over expression causes late born neurons to become early fated and 
to contribute to the γ lobe. Posttranslational regulations of the chinmo5’UTR determine the 
different levels of Chinmo protein although the nature of this translational control is not clear 
yet. High Chinmo levels therefore can function as a “fountain of youth” and confer early born 
neuron identity. This effect however is limited to GMCs and just born neurons, whereas mature 
neurons are not sensitive to Chinmo anymore. 
The termination of Nb proliferation at the end of larval development is an important 
mechanism to control their proliferative potential. In type I central brain and ventral nerve cord 
Nbs there have been two expiration mechanisms described so far (Sousa-Nunes et al., 2010). The 
first mechanism employs apoptosis during late larval stages and therefore is called type Ia 
(apopotosis). It is used by Nb lineages that reside in the lower VNC. Apoptosis is triggered by a 
pulse of the homeotic (Hox) gene Abdominal A (Abd-A). Polycomb group (PcG) proteins usually 
suppress Hox gene expression in Nbs (Bello et al., 2007). Hence, the loss of PcG genes like 
Polycomb or Sex combs extra for example leads to misexpression of Abd-A, which triggers 
transcription of the cell death genes reaper, hid and grimm (RHG) (Maurange et al., 2008). In the 
second type of termination Nbs end their proliferation by differentiation and are called type Id 
(differentiation). They reside in the central brain and upper part of the VNC. Terminal 
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differentiation of type Id lineages is mediated by nuclear Prospero that triggers cell cycle exit after 
one symmetric division (Maurange et al., 2008). It was recently shown that genetically induced 
symmetric divisions do not lead to differentiation of larval Nbs although the same experiment 
lead to gradual differentiation into neurons in embryonic Nbs (Kitajima et al., 2010). Similarly the 
ratio of apical/basal determinants is important since it specifies Nb/GMC identity and small 
amounts of the apical complex induce Nb fate whereas only the overexpression of basal 
determinants leads to premature differentiation (Cabernard and Doe, 2009). Therefore the fate of 
symmetrically dividing Nbs depends on the developmental stage and the ratio of determinants. 
How are apical determinants inactivated at the end of Nb proliferation? One could speculate that 
smaller cells reduce the amount of cortical aPKC, which would shift the ratio of apical/basal 
determinants in favor of the basal determinants. Cell size itself could in turn be controlled via a 
reduction in growth signals from the glia sheet analogous to Nb re-growth for cell cycle reentry 
after embryonic Nb quiescence (Chell and Brand, 2010). However the exact role of shrinkage, 
symmetric division, nuclear Prospereo and other factors in terminating Nb proliferation still 
awaits further investigation.  
Mushroom body Nbs neither use apoptosis nor differentiation to end their proliferation. In 
contrast to other Nb lineages MB Nbs continue proliferation until mid pupal stages (Lee et al., 
1999). It has been shown that the orphan nuclear receptor Tailless (Tll) is necessary for this 
prolonged mushroom body proliferation. Loss of Tll leads to premature loss of mushroom body 
Nbs in early pupal stages (Kurusu et al., 2009). Interestingly pan neural over expression of Tll 
leads to Nb over proliferation that most likely is not limited to mushroom body lineages (Kurusu 
et al., 2009). The Tll over expression tumors are negative for Pros and otherwise show no defects 
in asymmetric cell division, which could indicate a role for Tll in preventing differentiation or 
promoting Nb fate. 
Therefore several factors can determine the fate of the neurons produced by the Nb in 
addition to cell fate determinants. The time of birth of an Nb as well as the Nb age determine the 
neuron type it generates, whereas the entry and exit of the cell cycle influence the number of 
progeny. All these processes need to be tightly regulated and integrated with the developmental 
stage and nutrition status of the animal. 
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Figure 4) Ageing of Drosophi la  neuroblasts 
A) Temporal series and ageing in larval type I Nb (Nb) lineages (upper panel: type I Nb d - differentiation 
lineage (central brain); lower panel: type I Nb a - apoptotic lineage (ventral nerve cord)). (Hunchback – Hb; 
Seven up – Svp; Kruppel – Kr; POU domain protein 2 – Pdm; Castor – Cas; Quiescence – Q; Dichaete – D; 
Grainy head – Grh; nuclear Prospero – nuc Pros; Broad Complex – Br-C; Abdominal A – Abd A; Reaper Head 
Grim – RHG.) Adapted from (Maurange et al., 2008; Sousa-Nunes et al., 2010). B) Mushroom body Nb lineage 
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1.2 NOTCH AND THE PRONEURAL GENES REGULATE FATE 
DECISIONS DURING D R O S O P H I L A  NEUROGENESIS 
In a developing organism different cell types succeed each other and many cells give rise to 
gradually more and more specialized cell types. Notch signaling is instrumental for fate 
transitions during all steps of neurogenesis, which starts with the formation of Nbs from 
neuroepithelia and later includes Nb proliferation and neuronal differentiation. Loss of Notch 
signaling in the early embryo causes neurogenic phenotypes where all neuroepithelial cells 
convert into Nbs (Green et al., 1993). Contrary over-activation of Notch leads to an increase in 
neuroepithelial cells in the larval optic lobes (Wang et al., 2010). In the larval brain increase of 
Notch signaling leads to defects in neuron formation plus an increase in Nbs whereas loss of 
Notch function causes a decrease in Nbs (Wang et al., 2010). Therefore Notch acts as a 
fatekeeper in that it maintains a certain fate during neurogenesis while downregulation of Notch 
is necessary to allow fate changes (Udolph et al., 2009). 
1.2.1 Overview of the Notch signaling pathway 
How then is Notch activity regulated? Dependent on the cellular context there are different 
ways to regulate Notch activity cell intrinsically and extrinsically (Fig. 5A) (reviewed in (Bray, 
2006; Ilagan and Kopan, 2007; Kopan and Ilagan, 2009)). The Notch receptor undergoes 
different maturation steps that alter its ligand specificity and binding strength. Therefore, the 
levels of the enzymes involved in receptor maturation influence Notch pathway activity. Notch 
maturation starts with the chaperone O-Fucosyltransferase (O-Fut), which fucosylates Notch in 
the endoplasmatic reticulum. Fucosylation enhances Notch binding to its ligand Delta. The 
glycosyltransferase Fringe extends Notch fucosylation in the Golgi apparatus where the protease 
Furin also cleaves Notch at the cleavage site 1 (S1). The Notch receptor then incorporates as a 
heterodimer in the plasma membrane. After ligand binding of Notch the metalloprotease 
Kuzbanian cleaves the receptor at the site 2 (S2 cleavage) and produces NEXT (Notch 
extracellular domain truncated). Subsequently the γ-secretase complex cleaves NEXT at the site 3 
(S3 cleavage) and releases the Notch intracellular domain (NICD), which translocates to the 
nucleus. In the nucleus NICD inserts into the transcription complex containing the CSL 
transcription factor Suppressor of Hairless (Su(H)) and the co-activator Mastermind (Mam). 
Entry of NICD into the complex displaces the co-repressor Hairless (H) that prevents 
transcription when Notch signaling is inactive. The ternary complex of Su(H) – Mam – NICD 
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recruits histone acetyltransferases (HATs), chromatin remodelers and the mediator complex to 
enhance transcription of its target genes of the Enhancer of split (E(spl)) locus.  
Similarly, the Notch ligands Delta (Dl) and Serrate (Ser) also undergo maturation. They are 
type I transmembrane proteins with an N-terminal DSL (Delta/Serrate/lag-2) domain that 
mediates protein-protein interactions. The E3 ubiquitin ligases Neuralized (Neur) and Mindbomb 
(Mib) ubiquitinate DSL ligands and with this trigger their endocytosis. The endocytic trafficking 
of the ligands adds an undefined modification to assemble the active ligand. 
In summary, Notch signaling is very versatile and the possibilities to adjust it include 
posttranslational modifications and cleavage of pathway components. Similarly the endocytic 
trafficking of Notch components is important to regulate pathway activity. 
 
Figure 5) Notch pathway and cell fate change during Drosophi la  neurogenesis 
A) Notch pathway in D. melanogaster. (Notch extracellular truncation – NEXT; Notch intracellular domain – 
NICD; co-activators NICD: Mastermind (Mam) and Suppressor of Hairless (Su(H)); co-repressors (Co-R): 
Hairless (H) and SMRTR; Notch target genes: Enhancer of Split (E(spl))). Adapted from ePath (Biological 
Pathway maps Epitomics) B) Neuroblast (Nb) formation in neuroepithelial tissues (left panel) and neuron 
formation during asymmetric cell division (ACD) (right panel). Adapted from (Bray, 2006). C) Genetic network 
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1.2.2 One pathway can generate two fates 
The simultaneous production of self-renewing and differentiating daughter cells by a fate-
stable stem cell is a common theme during development. How can a single cell generate two 
different fates? There are two possibilities to achieve a fate change. A cell can either directly 
undergo a fate transition, which requires amplification of the stem cell pool prior to the 
transition. Contrary a cell can also undergo mitosis to separate different fates and couple 
proliferation and fate change in one step. During D. melanogaster neurogenesis several fate changes 
succeed each other: In embryos a fraction of epithelial cells in the neuroectoderm change their 
fate to become Nbs, which then divide asymmetrically to produce neurons. Notch signaling is 
essential in all these fate decisions. How is the same pathway regulated in such different cellular 
contexts of “fate-transition” versus “fate-splitting”? 
In a tissue the fate of several cells has to be coordinated in order to avoid the depletion of 
the stem cell pool. Therefore, neuroepithelial tissues use extrinsic Notch activation and secrete 
the ligands Delta and Serrate (Fig. 5B). However, within the ligand-producing cell high levels of 
Delta can inhibit Notch signaling (D'Souza et al., 2008). Therefore, neuroepithelial cells that 
expresses high Delta can activate Notch in their neighbors but themselves down-regulate Notch 
activity (Jennings et al., 1994). This enables single cells to transition from neuroepithelial fate to 
Nb fate. 
However, in single cells that divide asymmetrically Notch inhibition would ideally occur 
during or shortly after mitosis. Therefore, larval brain Nbs deposit the Notch inhibitor Numb 
exclusively into the future GMC (Fig. 5B). Numb binds to Notch and links it to α-Adaptin, 
which mediates endocytosis of Notch in the sensory organ precursor (SOP) cell (Hutterer and 
Knoblich, 2005). Therefore, it is assumed that Numb similarly down-regulates Notch in the 
GMC to allow a fate change. The GMC then undergoes one more final differentiating division. 
Since Nbs are single units this cell intrinsic way to inhibit Notch is ideal to balance differentiation 
and self-renewal.  
Thus, the various intrinsic and extrinsic ways to influence Notch activity enable a single 
pathway to adapt to diverse cellular circumstances ranging from single cells to whole tissues and 
to regulate several different cell fate changes. 
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1.2.3 Cells change their fate through direct transition or through mitosis 
What then is upstream of Notch signaling? The genes of the achaete-scute complex (Ac/Sc) 
induce Delta expression and are necessary and sufficient to initiate neuronal differentiation. 
Therefore, they are also called proneural genes.  
The four Ac/Sc genes achaete, scute, lethal of scute and asense reside next to each other in a 
100kb locus on the X chromosome. They encode specific transcription factors of the basic helix-
loop-helix (bHLH) class (Bertrand et al., 2002). These transcription factors function as 
heterodimers and bind other bHLH transcription factors or the E-protein Daughterless (Da) to 
recognize a consensus motif called E-box (CANNTG).  
In neuroepithelial tissues the proneural genes of the Ac/Sc complex are expressed in 
groups of cells that are called proneural cluster. There they promote their own and Delta 
expression, which leads to Notch signaling in neighboring cells but also to the cell intrinsic 
suppression of Notch (Fig. 5C). Active Notch signaling in turn represses the transcription of 
proneural genes. Subtle differences in Delta levels are amplified through repeated rounds of 
signal sending and receiving. Ultimately, the cell with the highest Delta levels will “win” and 
change towards a neuronal fate. This reciprocal signaling forms the base of a process called lateral 
inhibition in which the cell with the highest Dl levels eventually inhibits its neighbors to adopt 
the same fate as itself. However, not only direct neighbors can engage in Dl-Notch signaling. Via 
thin basal processes neuroepithelial cells are able to contact cells that are several cell-diameters 
away (Cohen et al., 2010). Such filopodia are important for correct spacing of proneural clusters 
and aid in fine-tuning lateral inhibition. 
To enforce a neuronal fate Ac/Sc proteins induce transcription of neuronal transcription 
factors like Prospero (Southall and Brand, 2009). In addition proneural genes influence the cell 
cycle via the activation of cyclin-dependent kinase (Cdk) inhibitors like p21 and via the down-
regulation of the phosphatase String (Cdc25) that promotes G2-M transitions (Bertrand et al., 
2002). It has also been proposed that proneural genes contribute to the diversity of neuronal 
subtypes by combining different bHLH and homeodomain proteins (Guillemot, 2007). Thus, 
proneural genes regulate Notch signaling, induce neuronal transcription programs and alter the 
expression of cell cycle genes. 
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1.3 ASYMMETRIC CELL DIVISION IN D R O S O P H I L A  NEUROBLASTS 
The controlled activation and inhibition of signaling pathways, like Notch, is a key 
mechanism to separate cell fates during development. However, it is not enough to be able to exit 
one fate program like self-renewal. The differentiating cell also needs to manifest a new fate.  
During asymmetric cell division (Fig. 6A) fate changes are established by a group of 
proteins called cell fate determinants such as the endocytotic adapter Numb, the neuronal 
transcription factor Prospero and the Brain tumor protein Brat. Numb is involved in down-
regulation of Notch signaling (Berdnik et al., 2002) and therefore is thought to inhibit Notch in 
the GMC. However, Prospero induces neuronal differentiation (Chu-Lagraff et al., 1991; Doe et 
al., 1991; Vaessin et al., 1991) and inhibits cell cycle genes to mediate cell cycle exit (Southall and 
Brand, 2009). Brat regulates cell growth and most likely via translational repression but its 
specific mode of action in neuroblasts is currently unknown (Sonoda and Wharton, 2001; Bello et 
al., 2006; Betschinger et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2006c; Bowman et al., 2008). The reliable delivery of 
cell fate determinants to the correct daughter cell is crucial, since their missegration leads to an 
imbalance in differentiation versus self-renewal. Subsequently, this leads to an increase in Nb 
numbers at the expense of neurons and the formation of transplantable tumors (Bowman et al., 
2006; Cabernard and Doe, 2009; Kitajima et al., 2010; Caussinus and Gonzalez, 2005).  
How do Nbs ensure the correct segregation of their cell fate determinants? The basic 
principle of asymmetric determinant segregation is the establishment of an apical and a basal 
membrane domain within the same cell during mitosis. This requires an initial event that breaks 
the cortical symmetry of interphase cells. The first complex that assembles at the apical cortex 
during early prophase is the so-called Partitioning defective (Par)-complex (Fig. 6B) (Kemphues 
et al., 1988). The Par-complex contains Par-6 and atypical protein kinase C (aPKC) (Izumi et al., 
1998) and either one of the proteins Lethal (2) giant larva (Lgl) or Bazooka (Baz, also called Par-
3) (Petronczki and Knoblich, 2001; Betschinger et al., 2003; Yamanaka et al., 2003). Par-6 can 
bind directly to the Rho GTPase Cell division cycle 42 (Cdc42), which is prenylated and therefore 
could localize the Par-complex to the membrane (Ridley, 2006; Hutterer et al., 2004). However, 
Baz can also directly bind to phosphoinositide lipids in the membrane (Krahn et al., 2010). The 
apical domain serves as an “organizing center” for Nb mitotic polarity and directs the basal 
localization of determinants.  
During interphase Lgl inhibits aPKC activity and therefore has to be removed from the 
complex to activate aPKC (Wirtz-Peitz et al., 2008). During prophase the Par-complex becomes 
restricted to the apical cortex and induces formation of the basal domain independently of 
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microtubules (Fig. 6C) (Knoblich, 2010). The mitotic kinase Aurora A (AurA) phosphorylates 
apical Par-6, which leads to the activation of aPKC and subsequent phosphorylation of Lgl by 
aPKC (Betschinger et al., 2003). Phosphorylated Lgl leaves the Par-complex and Par-3/Baz 
enters it (Wirtz-Peitz et al., 2008). Baz activates aPKC that has now specificity for Numb, which 
is still uniformly cortical. Upon phosphorylation by aPKC Numb dissociates from the membrane 
and remains only at the basal cortex (Fig. 6E) (Smith et al., 2007). This phosphorylation mediated 
membrane displacement is a common theme during ACD. The adaptor protein Miranda (Fig. 
6E), which localizes Brat and Prospero to the basal membrane, also leaves the membrane upon 
phosphorylation by aPKC (Atwood and Prehoda, 2009). Thus the apical Par-complex displaces 
basal cell fate determinants via a phosphorylation cascade from the apical domain.  
After the membrane domains are established the mitotic spindle is aligned with the cortical 
polarity axis (Fig. 6D). At the apical side the active Par-complex connects to the spindle via 
interaction of Baz with the protein Inscuteable (Insc) (Kraut et al., 1996; Schober et al., 1999; 
Wodarz et al., 1999). Insc binds to Partner of Inscuteable (Pins) and the G protein subunit αi 
(Gαi) (Parmentier et al., 2000; Schaefer et al., 2000), which are both in a complex with 
Mushroom body defective (Mud) (Bowman et al., 2006; Izumi et al., 2006; Siller et al., 2006). The 
Mud – Pins – Gαi-complex could anchor via Gαi to the cortex that is N-myristoylated (Sprang, 
1997). Mud is homologous to vertebrate NuMa and can bind to both astral microtubules and 
Pins (Bowman et al., 2006; Izumi et al., 2006; Siller et al., 2006; Sun and Schatten, 2006). When 
the spindle does not align correctly with the cortical polarity axis, as it is the case in Mud mutants 
the cortical domains missegregate. In such cases the ratio of apical complex to basal determinants 
will decide about the fate since the presence of aPKC dissociates the determinants from the 
membrane and renders them inactive (Cabernard and Doe, 2009). Therefore, Insc connects the 
active Par-complex with the Mud – Pins – Gαi-complex to orient the mitotic spindle along the 
cortical polarity axis. 
The spindle orientation is initially inherited from the embryonic neuroepithelium and 
embryonic Nbs divide perpendicular to the plane of the epithelium (Rhyu et al., 1994; Kraut et 
al., 1996). During their first embryonic division Nbs rotate their spindle 90 degree (Kaltschmidt et 
al., 2000). However, during all subsequent divisions the spindle orientation is relatively fixed 
along the apical basal axis, which is maintained in the larval Nbs (Rebollo et al., 2009). The 
predetermined orientation is achieved through anchoring of one centriole to the part of the 
cortex where the apical complex will assemble (Conduit and Raff, 2010; Conduit et al., 2010). 
This is mediated by the unequal incorporation of Centrosomin (Cnn) in the pericentriolar 
material (PCM), which is higher in the centrosome that is anchored. Dissociation studies have 
shown that embryonic Nbs rely on external signals to maintain the same spindle orientation over 
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several rounds of divisions (Siegrist and Doe, 2006). However, in larval Nbs the spindle 
orientation is set cell autonomously and depends on interphase microtubules (Januschke and 
Gonzalez, 2010). The microtubules communicate with the cortex to determine the spindle 
orientation and depolymerization of microtubules during interphase randomizes the cortical 
crescent position. During anaphase the spindle itself becomes asymmetric and forms many long 
astral microtubules at the apical pole whereas the basal centrosome only has short astral 
microtubules. It is not clear if the spindle is pulled into the GMC or pushed by the astral 
microtubules of the apical pole. However, the spindle eventually relocates to the basal side, which 
causes the differently sized daughter cells. In summary the spindle orientation of Nbs becomes 
fixed after the first division during embryogenesis and embryonic Nbs rely on external cues to 
maintain the predetermined spindle orientation. However, larval Nbs use cell-autonomous cues 
that depend on interphase microtubules to anchor one of their centrosomes to the future apical 
cortex. 
If phosphorylation detaches determinants from the membrane the need for a phosphatase 
arises in order to dephosphorylate determinants and enable them to associate with the basal 
cortex. A clonal screen in larval Nbs identified Falafel (Flfl), the regulatory subunit R3 of the 
protein phosphatase 4 (PP4) complex, which is necessary for correct Miranda localization (Sousa-
Nunes et al., 2009). This Serine/Threonine phosphatase belongs to the PP2A familiy of 
phosphatases and functions as a heterotrimeric complex consisting of the catalytic subunit PP4C 
(or PP4-19C) and two regulatory subunits PP4R2 and PP4R3 (or Flfl) (Cohen et al., 2005). Flfl 
binds directly at the N-terminal cortical localization domain of Miranda and membrane targeted 
Flfl is sufficient to recruit Miranda to the cortex. In wild type Nbs Flfl localizes to the 
centrosomes but also the nucleus in interphase and the cytoplasm during mitosis (Sousa-Nunes et 
al., 2009). Similarly the catalytic subunit of protein phosphatase 2A, called Microtubule star (Mst) 
dephosphorylates Par-6 and thereby suppresses aPKC activity (Ogawa et al., 2009). 
There are several back up mechanisms that ensure correct determinant distribution, which 
become active once certain components of the asymmetric cell division machinery have failed. In 
insc mutants for example the apical complex completely delocalizes. In this case the determinants 
still segregate asymmetrically via the “Telophase pathway” that uses astral microtubules to deliver 
Dlg via the plus end directed kinesin KHC73 to one spindle pole where Dlg accumulates and 
recruits Pins and Mud (Knoblich, 2010).  
At the end of mitosis during telophase Aur-A kinase is degraded by the anaphase 
promoting complex cyclosome (APC/C) that has E3 ubiquitin ligase activity. Another target of 
the APC/C is Miranda. In ida (APC5) mutants Miranda is mislocalized to the cytoplasm during 
prophase and to centrosomes during meta- and anaphase (Slack et al., 2007). Miranda therefore 
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depends on ubiquitination by the APC/C for its cortical localization. In the highly polarized Nb 
even the components of the cytokinesis furrow become asymmetric (Fig. 6F). The furrow 
components Anillin, Pavarotti and Myosin are initially uniformly cortical but localize to the basal 
cortex and furrow, which is dependent on the Mud – Pins – Gαi-complex (Cabernard et al., 
2010). 
In summary the asymmetric segregation of specialized sets of proteins during mitosis 
requires an elaborate machinery including cortical proteins and the spindle apparatus that have to 
be coordinated with the cell cycle. In addition the system contains multiple redundant mechanism 
to ensure the correct segregation of determinants. 
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Figure 6) Asymmetric cell division and cell cycle of Drosophi la  neuroblasts 
A) Nb (Nb) cell cycle and mitotic stages (Cyclin – Cyc; Cyclin dependent kinase – Cdk; .Cell division cycle– Cdc; 
Aurora – Aur; Synthesis – S; Gap – G). Adapted from ePath (Biological Pathway maps Epitomics). B) Apical 
complex formation in early prophase (Mushroom body defective – Mud; Rapsynoid (Raps) – Pins (Partner of 
Inscuteable); Cell division control protein 42 – Cdc42; Inscuteable – Insc; G protein αi subunit - Gαi; Lethal (2) 
giant larva - Lgl). Red lines denote protein-protein interactions. Adapted from (Prehoda, 2009). C) Subunit 
exchange in apical complex (atypical Protein Kinase C – aPKC; Aurora A – AurA; Lethal giant larvae – Lgl; 
Partition defective 6 – Par-6; Bazooka – Baz; phosphorylation – P). Adapted from (Wirtz-Peitz et al., 2008). D) 
Apical complex containing Baz with substrate specificity for Numb. Red lines indicate protein-protein 
interactions. Adapted from (Prehoda, 2009). E) Basal complex (Prospero – Pros; Brain tumor – Brat; Miranda – 
Mira; Partner of Numb – Pon; Numb). Blue lines indicate protein-protein interactions. Adapted from (Prehoda, 
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1.4 THE VISUAL SYSTEM OF  D R O S O P H I L A  
How the white gene makes red eyes. The white gene encodes for an ABC transporter (also called 
traffic ATPase) that binds either one of the proteins Brown or Scarlet to form heterodimeric 
complexes. These transporter complexes localize to the membrane of pigment cells in the D. 
melanogaster retina and take up precursor pigments (Ewart and Howells, 1998). After the pigments 
are assembled to drosopterin (red) and xanthommatin (brown) they are deposited in granules. 
The pigments are then re-delivered to the membrane, where they absorb stray light to isolate 
neighboring ommatidia against each other. If fly eyes would absorb all light they would appear 
black since no light could leave them. However, the pigments absorb only the light of lower 
wavelengths like blue, green and yellow. They are translucent for the light of longer wavelengths 
like red. Hence, only red light leaves the eyes and therefore wild type D. melanogaster have red-
brown eyes. Rhodopsin is the actual light-sensing pigment in D. melanogaster, also known as visual 
purple, and its different isoforms enable flies to see light ranging from UV to green whereas red 
light cannot be sensed. Thus the white gene regulates the transport that is necessary for the 
assembly of the red-brown pigments, which isolate ommatidia against each other. 
1.4.1 Architecture and function of the adult visual system 
How many eyes does a fly have? Surprisingly the adult fruit fly comes with seven optic 
organs: two prominent compound eyes, three small ocelli and two extra-retinal photoreceptors 
called Hofbauer-Buchner eyelets, which originate from the larval eyes, called Bolwig’s organs 
(Hofbauer and Buchner, 1989; Friedrich, 2006). The ocelli are small single lens eyes located at the 
dorsal center of the fly head and are used to stabilize flight posture and to a minor extent 
synchronize the circadian rhythm (Rieger et al., 2003; Krapp, 2009). The eyelets are situated 
between the retina and the succeeding optic ganglia and also contribute to the circadian rhythm 
(Rieger et al., 2003). Furthermore there are groups of neurons in the dorsal and lateral fly brain 
that express so-called clock genes, which regulate the circadian rhythm of the fly (Helfrich-
Forster, 2002). In addition these dorsal and lateral neurons (DNs, LNs) express the blue-light 
receptor cryptochrome (Helfrich-Forster, 2002). Thus D. melanogaster has a variety of light 
detectors that are important for flight behavior and circadian rhythm. 
Admittedly the compound eyes (Fig. 7A) are the most protuberant of the fly’s light sensing 
equipment. Whereas lens eyes, which are more prevalent in mammals, contain only a single light 
collector, compound eyes that are predominantly seen in arthropods can be assembled from up 
to several thousand light collectors, called ommatidia or facets (Fig. 7B). This multimeric 
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composition of compound eyes confers their owner with several advantages like excellent motion 
detection and a large angle of view. On the downside the resolution and also the range of vision 
is very low. These attributes make the compound eye ideal for organisms like insects that have a 
short range and are in constant movement during flight. Flies not only can detect light but also 
posses a “sun compass” that enables them to detect polarized light. This feature of the 
compound eyes helps the animal to orient and for example to determine the position of the sun 
on cloudy days (Borst, 2009).  
The retina forms the outer most surface of the compound eye and is assembled from 800 
facets, which are arranged in a honeycomb like array (Fig. 7C) (Basler and Hafen, 1991; Knust, 
2007). Each ommatidium consists of about 20 cells and contains an upper light-focusing complex 
and a lower light sensing part. The whole ommatidium is surrounded by secondary and tertiary 
pigment cells, which shield the inner light sensing cells from stray light of neighboring 
ommatidia.  
The upper ommatidium (Fig. 7F) is formed by two primary pigment cells that build a fluid 
filled extracellular cavity called the pseudocone, which is covered by the cornea or lens. The lens 
is a chitinous extracellular secretion from the primary pigment cells and the cone cells that form 
the bottom of the pseudocone and could function similar to an iris. The cone cells extend until 
the base of the ommatidium to support the photoreceptor cells (Katz and Minke, 2009; Charlton-
Perkins and Cook, 2010).  
The lower part of the ommatidium (Fig. 7F) consists of eight photoreceptor cells that are 
also called retinula cells (R1-8) (Fig. 7D). The photoreceptor cells are sensory neurons that sense 
light and “translate” it into electric signals (Basler and Hafen, 1991; Borst, 2009). The R1 to R6 
cells are arranged in a circle. The R7 and R8 cells are smaller and occupy the center of the circle 
where the R7 cell is positioned above the R8 cell. Retinula cells (Fig. 7G) detect light with a 
specialized membrane structure called rhabdomere. The rhabdomeres consist of 30.000-50.000 
microvilli, which extrude like a stick from the plasma membrane and have a diameter of 50-60nm 
and are 1,5µm long. Microvilli contain dense bundles of actin filaments and contain the light 
sensitive pigment rhodopsin (Katz and Minke, 2009). Rhodopsin is formed from Opsin, a 
membrane bound G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR), linked to a light-sensing chromophore 
(3-hydroxy retinal), which is derived from the aldehyde of vitamin A. Different isoforms and 
levels of Rhodopsin determine the optical properties of R cells (Fischbach and Hiesinger, 2008; 
Borst, 2009). Light is absorbed by the chromophore and thereby converts rhodopsin into 
activated metarhodopsin. The reversion of activated metarhodopsin back to rhodopsin takes 
place with the light of longer wavelengths (red). Since the pigments that optically isolate 
ommatidia are translucent for red light metarhodopsin can be converted back constantly by 
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ambient light (Hardie and Raghu, 2001). To see polarized light flies use special ommatidia at the 
dorsal rim of the compound eyes. In these ommatidia the microvilli of different rhabdomeres are 
arranged perpendicular to each other and therefore detect the vector of light instead of its 
wavelength (Borst, 2009). Thus the compound eyes not only detect light but also the vector of 
light and a sophisticated arrangement of different pigment cells allows to sense light and to 
isolate ommatidia. 
The R cells of each ommatidium form initially a common axon bundle that extends 
through the basement membrane at the bottom of the retina into the fly brain to target the optic 
processing centers (Fig. 7E). The visual processing centers consist of three major optic ganglia: 
the lamina, the medulla and the lobula complex, which consists of the lobula and the lobula plate. 
Axons of the photoreceptor cells R1 to R6 connect to the lamina whereas R7 and R8 are wired 
up to the medulla. The cell bodies of optic neurons surround the ganglia and send their dendrites 
and axons into the neuropile (Borst, 2009). The columnar composition of the retina is mirrored 
in the optic ganglia, which are arranged in cartridges (lamina) and columns (medulla) (Clandinin 
and Zipursky, 2002). Due to the curvature of the compound eye R-cells of different ommatidia 
detect the same point in space. These R-cells then project to the same group of lamina neurons 
(Clandinin and Zipursky, 2002). The overlap of the input in the same cartridge therefore 
amplifies the light signal and increases the sensitivity of the eye in low-light conditions. 
Furthermore all R-cells of a single ommatidium project to different lamina units respectively. 
Therefore the R-cells of several different ommatidia feed into the same neuropile unit whereas 
the R-cells of the same ommatidium project to different lamina units. This organization is called 
neural superposition (Morante and Desplan, 2005). 
In summary the adult visual system of the fly has a modular structure and contains 
ommatidia to collect and sense light, which is translated in electrical signals and relayed to the 
optic ganglia. 
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Figure 7) Overview of the Drosophi la  adult visual system  
A) Photograph of adult fly head. (7 eyes: 2 Compound eyes (CE); 3 ocelli (O, arrow); 2 extra retinal 
photoreceptors between retina and lamina). Adapted from (Udan et al., 2003). B) Scanning electron micrograph 
(SEM) of compound eye ommatidia (appears rough because of “corneal nipples” that prevent reflection). 
Adapted from William S. Stark, St. Luis University, USA. C) Midpupal retina stained for Discs large (Dlg) to 
outline ommatidia substructure. Adapted from (Udan et al., 2003). D) Electron micrograph of cross section 
through the proximal R8-containing portion of an ommatidium. (Retinal cell – R; microvilli - MV) Adapted from 
(Baumann and Lutz, 2006). E) Visual system and optic ganglia of D. melanogaster. Adapted from (Fischbach and 
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1.4.2 Development of the compound eye 
“…holds the potential to endlessly complicate the study of cell fate induction.” 
(Cagan, 2009) 
The compound eye develops from the eye-antennal disc that invaginates from embryonic 
ectoderm to form one epithelial pocket. Subsequently, the pouch is split in two eye fields. Each 
field consists of approximately 70 cells (Dominguez and Casares, 2005; Cagan, 2009). During the 
first and second larval stages (L1 and L2) the epithelia of the eye-antennal discs proliferate and 
increase their size, whereas differentiation of the photoreceptors starts throughout the third larval 
instar stage (L3) and is completed during pupal stages.  
In early larval stages (L1) the eye-antennal disc has a flat sac-like structure and consists of 
two epithelia. The main disc epithelium will later form the adult eye and head structures and is 
overlaid by a second thin peripodial membrane forming a squamous epithelium. This membrane 
is believed to also have functions for the differentiation of the eye disc (Cagan, 2009) and is 
involved in the eversion and fusion of the disc during metamorphosis (Dominguez and Casares, 
2005).  
In late L2 and early L3 stages a change in gene expression initiates the differentiation at the 
posterior rim of the eye disc. Through actin and myosin dynamics cells alter their shape and sink 
basally to form the morphogenetic furrow (MF), which extends along the width of the disc 
(Benlali et al., 2000). The MF sweeps across the disc epithelium from posterior to anterior and 
thereby transforms unpatterned proliferative cells into differentiated photoreceptor cells (Ready 
et al., 1976; Kumar, 2001; Silver and Rebay, 2005). Decapentaplegic (Dpp) signaling is active in 
the cells of the MF that is bordered at the posterior side by a stripe of Hedgehog (Hh) signaling 
(Lee et al., 1992; Heberlein et al., 1993; Ma et al., 1993; Heberlein and Moses, 1995). Anterior to 
Dpp the proneural transcription factor Atonal (Ato) is expressed and becomes restricted to 
groups of cells in the MF and is finally expressed only in single retinal cell precursors posterior to 
the MF (Jarman et al., 1994; Heberlein and Moses, 1995; Dokucu et al., 1996). Together with the 
ubiquitously expressed transcription factor Daughterless (Da) Ato regulates retinal cell 
differentiation by specifying the R8 cell (Brown et al., 1996). This cell acts as a founder and 
recruits surrounding cells to differentiate into the remaining retinal cells of the future 
ommatidium (Reddy et al., 1997). The epidermal growth factor (EGF) pathway and Notch 
signaling aid in spacing of the developing ommatidia (Rodrigues et al., 2005; Roignant and 
Treisman, 2009). In the anterior part of the eye disc two Wingless (Wg) signaling centers reside at 
each rim of the disc (Silver and Rebay, 2005). Wg and also Patched (Ptc) inhibit MF progression 
(Ma and Moses, 1995; Treisman and Rubin, 1995). The Jak/Stat pathway is necessary to 
overcome this inhibition to allow initiation of the MF (Ekas et al., 2006; Tsai et al., 2007). 
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Therefore, several signaling pathways including Dpp, Hh, Wg, Ptc, Notch, EGF and Jak/Stat as 
well as the proneural gene Ato act together to regulate progression of the MF and differentiation 
of the photorecptor cells. 
1.4.3 The retinal determination gene network directs eye formation 
One of the earliest genes discovered in D. melanogaster is eyeless (ey) and loss of ey leads to 
small eyes (Hoge, 1915; Richards and Furrow, 1922). Contrarily, the targeted expression of ey 
results in the formation of ectopic eyes (Halder et al., 1995). Similarly it was shown in vertebrates 
that over expression of Pax6, which is orthologous to ey leads to the formation of ectopic eye 
structures in the frog Xenopus laevi (Chow et al., 1999). A single factor can therefore initiate the 
complete program necessary to build the different cell types of an eye. Ey encodes a transcription 
factor and together with its paraloge twin of eyeless (toy) forms the top of a regulatory network 
controlling eye specification and eye development. This network consists of a core set of highly 
conserved transcription factors that is called the retinal determination gene network (RDGN). 
The RDGN further contains the transcription factors sine occulis (so), eyes absent (eya), dachshund 
(dac), optix and eyegone (eyg) (Silver and Rebay, 2005). 
The RDGN members are expressed in distinct domains from anterior to posterior across 
the eye disc. Although the RDGN network is well studied it is still under investigation how the 
signaling pathways involved in patterning of the eye disc epithelia control expression of RDGN 
members. It was shown that Dpp and HH are involved in regulating RDGN expression and that 
Dpp acts downstream or in parallel to Ey to activate RDGN expression (Silver and Rebay, 2005). 
Thus the RDGN is essential to specify eye fate and acts downstream or in parallel to the signaling 
pathways governing MF progression and differentiation. 
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1.4.4 Development of the optic ganglia 
During embryogenesis the three optic ganglia the lamina, the medulla and the lobula 
complex start their development from a small patch of neuroepithelial cells that is called the optic 
lobe placode. The placode invaginates during E12 to E13 and forms an epithelial vesicle of 
approximately 85 cells. The vesicle becomes attached to the basal surface of the brain 
hemispheres where it later forms the optic anlagen (Green et al., 1993). Notably, this placode is 
distinct from the eye-antennal disc. During optic lobe placode invagination Notch signaling 
maintains its epithelial state and prevents premature Nb formation (Green et al., 1993). After 
invagination is finished the cells of the optic vesicle become quiescent and only start to 
proliferate again during first larval instar stage (L1).  
The optic anlagen of the first instar larval brain are horseshoe shaped and consist 
exclusively of epithelial cells that proliferate to increase the anlagen size (Fig. 8A). During late L1 
and early L2 stages part of the optic anlagen splits off and invaginates into the brain to form the 
inner optic anlagen (IOA), whereas the remaining cells at the brain surface become the outer 
optic anlagen (OOA). The two anlagen remain attached but are clearly separable structures. 
There are two domains of wingless expression at the tip of the horseshoe shaped early optic 
anlagen, which are maintained during larval development and are reminiscent to the wingless 
domains of the eye-antennal disc (Kaphingst and Kunes, 1994). Partially overlapping with the 
Wingless domains is a Distal-less (Dll) expression area that borders on a Dpp area. It is under 
speculation if these signaling centers could contribute to neuron differentiation and axon 
targeting. So far there has been no evidence that Dpp or HH are necessary at least for medulla 
differentiation (Yasugi et al., 2008).  
At the end of the second instar the optic lobe neuroepithelia strongly expand and cover 
one third of the lateral anterior side of each brain hemisphere. The optic lobe epithelia continue 
proliferation but simultaneously start neuronal differentiation. The IOA generate neurons for the 
proximal medulla and the lobula complex ganglia whereas the OOA generate the distal medulla 
and the lamina ganglia (Fischbach and Hiesinger, 2008). Lamina neurons are directly formed 
from lamina precursor cells at the lateral edge of the OOA neuroepithelium (Fig. 8B, C). Lamina 
precursor cells are generated in the lamina furrow that is similar to the morphogenetic furrow in 
the eye disc (Selleck and Steller, 1991; Selleck et al., 1992; Yasugi et al., 2008). The photrecptor 
neurons of the eye disc send signals along the axons of the optic stalk and trigger Hh and EGF 
signaling to induce differentiation into lamina neurons (Huang and Kunes, 1996; Huang and 
Kunes, 1998; Huang et al., 1998). This system allows the direct coordination of photoreceptor 
cell number with lamina neuron number.  
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Whereas lamina neurons are directly generated from the optic anlagen epithelium the mass 
of medulla and lobula neurons is generated via fast cycling neural progenitors called optic lobe 
Nbs (Fig. 8B, C). Optic lobe Nbs derive from the larval IOA and OOA. In contrast to central 
brain Nbs, which delaminate from the embryonic neuroectoderm towards the center of the 
embryo, medulla Nbs segregate laterally from the medial edge of the larval optic lobe epithelia. 
The so-called transition zone (TZ) is the border between neuroepithelium and Nbs where 
neuroepithelial cells are remodeled into Nbs (Egger et al., 2007a; Yasugi et al., 2008; Yasugi et al., 
2010). The TZ is marked by the transient expression of different proteins including the proneural 
gene lethal of scute (l(1)sc), the Notch ligand Delta, the protease Rhomboid that processes the 
EGFR ligand Spitz and the Nb marker Deadpan (Dpn) as well as epithelial markers like PatJ 
(also called Discs lost (Dlt)). The transition zone contains rows of two to four cells that either co- 
or individually express these different proteins (see table A below for a detailed overview). In 
addition cell cycle activity across the OLs changes and whereas epithelial cells proliferate in 
clusters, the cells of the TZ arrest their cell cycle and start fast proliferation after their transition 
to Nbs (Table A). The finding that glia cells are interspersed with Nb lineages in the medulla 
suggests that glia cells could form compartments for OL Nb lineages (Ngo et al., 2010). 
Furthermore neuroepithelial cells divide with their spindles parallel to the plane of the epithelium 
and therefore keep up a monolayered epithelium. This orientation is rotated 90 degrees in optic 
lobe Nbs with the spindle dividing along the apical basal axis and segregatingthe progeny towards 
the center of the optic lobes (Egger et al., 2007b). A change in spindle orientation by over 
expression of Insc changes spindle orientation in the OOA neuroepithelium but does not lead to 
premature Nb formation (Egger et al., 2007a). Therefore the spindle orientation follows the cell 
fate in the optic lobes and possibly plays rather a role in correctly positioning neurons within the 
tissue. Thus the OLs are divided in several zones with varying differentiation states that range 
from undifferentiated neuroepithelia to Nb and neuronal fates. The transition of these states is 
regulated by several signaling pathways and the proneural gene l(1)sc. 
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Table A) Markers for different tissues of the larval outer optic anlagen (OOA).  
(NE = neuroepithelium, TZ = transition zone, NB = Nb, AB = antibody, low/medium/high/no = expression level 
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Although a variety of pathways control proliferation of the OL neuroepithelia several tissue 
specific functions can be assigned to each of them. The Notch pathway is necessary to keep the 
epithelial fate and the loss of Notch leads to premature differentiation into Nbs (Green et al., 
1993; Egger et al., 2010; Reddy et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010; Yasugi et al., 2010). However, 
different Notch reporters show distinctive activities across the OLs, which make it difficult to 
assess Notch signaling activity (see table A). Additionally the Jak/Stat pathway also negatively 
regulates Nb formation (Yasugi et al., 2008). It is ubiquitously active in neuroepithelia during 
early larval development and later becomes restricted to the lateral (lamina) side (Yasugi et al., 
2008; Ngo et al., 2010). The Jak/Stat pathway can inhibit expression of l(1)sc and is necessary to 
prevent the premature differentiation into Nbs and thereby promotes an epithelial fate (Yasugi et 
al., 2008). In addition Jak/Stat signaling is active in glia cells surrounding the brain and in the 
lamina part of the OLs (Yasugi et al., 2008; Ngo et al., 2010). A third signaling component of the 
neuroepithelium is the Salvador-Warts-Hippo (SWH) pathway that also has been shown to 
control optic lobe neuroepithelial growth and differentiation (Reddy et al., 2010). Specifically the 
SWH pathway is required to ensure the cell cycle arrest at the transition zone. When SWH 
signaling is disturbed the differentiation into Nbs is delayed and neuroepithelial proliferation is 
increased whereas the over activation of the pathway (e.g. through the loss of the co-activator 
yki) causes the premature differentiation in Nbs (Reddy et al., 2010). It was proposed that the 
regulation of cell cycle speed can influence cell fate and that the temporary arrest at the transition 
zone is necessary to accumulate Delta (Ngo et al., 2010; Reddy et al., 2010). Furthermore the 
SWH pathway is involved in regulating dMyc (called Diminuitive (Dm) in Flybase) as well as the 
Jak/Stat pathway cell-nonautonomously in other fly tissues (see part 1.5.2 for details), which 
could indicate cross talk between the signaling pathways. In summary Notch, Jak/Stat and SWH 
signaling maintain the neuroepithelial fate and regulate neuroepithelial proliferation. 
In contrast, EGF signaling is necessary for the differentiation into Nbs since the loss of 
EGF signaling prevents Nb formation and its over activation induces the premature 
differentiation into Nbs (Yasugi et al., 2010). Additionally proneural genes are also involved in 
Nb formation and L(1)sc overexpression in neuroepithelia downregulates NICD and causes 
premature differentiation into Nbs (Egger et al., 2010). In wild type OLs L(1)sc is expressed in 
the TZ where it could induce high levels of Delta (Heitzler et al., 1996; Bertrand et al., 2002). 
Delta is secreted and induces Notch signaling in neighboring cells through trans-interactions. 
However, for the wing disc it was shown that in the same cell high levels of Delta inhibit Notch 
signaling via cis-interactions whereas low levels of Delta activate Notch signaling (Klein et al., 
1997; Micchelli et al., 1997; Fiuza and Arias, 2007; D'Souza et al., 2008). Therefore it was 
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speculated that the high levels of Delta in the TZ act to temporarily suppress Notch. However, it 
was not tested if the NICD downregulation upon l(1)sc over expression is achieved via the up 
regulation of Delta. The differentiation of the IOA is not well studied but it is known that the 
neuroepithelium of the IOA also generate Nbs, which then produce two different neuron 
populations for the proximal medulla and the lobula complex (Ngo et al., 2010). Thus EGF 
signaling and the proneural gene l(1)sc regulate the differentiation of OL neuroepithelia into Nbs. 
In summary the optic ganglia develop from neuroepithelial precursors that generate 
neurons and Nbs during larval stages. The differentiation of neuroepithelial cells is governed by 
the sequentially organized temporal and spatial action of several signaling pathways including 
Jak/Stat, Notch, EGF and SWH. 
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Figure 8) Development of the Drosophi la  visual system 
A) Optic lobe development from first to third larval instar. (Neuroepithelial cells – NE; Nbs – Nb; Lamina 
neurons – La). B) Third instar larval brain (lateral view). C) Optic lobe Nb formation from neuroepithelia (cross 
section). Adapted from (Egger et al., 2007a). D) Signaling pathways in different optic lobe cell types. (Bars 
represent expression levels of pathway component or intensity of pathway activity according to the reporter.) E) 
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1.5 D R O S O P H I L A  AS CANCER MODEL 
Several key regulators of D. melanogaster neurogenesis were identified in screens for tumor 
suppressors (Gateff, 1978). These screens identified brain tumor (brat) (Arama et al., 2000), one of 
several inhibitors of self-renewal that segregate into the GMC during Nb division (Bello et al., 
2006; Betschinger et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2006c), as well as lethal (2) giant larvae (lgl) and lethal (1) 
discs large (dlg), two key regulators of asymmetric cell division and inhibitor segregation (Ohshiro 
et al., 2000; Peng et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2006b). Characterization of these genes demonstrated 
that defects in the asymmetric cell division of Nbs result in the formation of a stem cell derived 
tumor, which starts to metastasize upon transplantation and becomes aneuploid (Gateff, 1978; 
Caussinus and Gonzalez, 2005). Very similar tumor phenotypes have been described for the 
conserved transcriptional inhibitor lethal (3) malignant brain tumor (l(3)mbt) (Fig. 9A) (Gateff et al., 
1993; Wismar et al., 1995). L(3)mbt is a conserved tumor suppressor (Koga et al., 1999; Boccuni 
et al., 2003) that is also required for germ-cell formation in D. melanogaster (Yohn et al., 2003). Its 
vertebrate homologs are deleted in myeloid hematopoietic diseases (Boccuni et al., 2003) or have 
been implicated in medulloblastoma (Northcott et al., 2009).  
1.5.1 The tumor suppressor Lethal (3) malignant brain tumor 
How L(3)mbt suppresses tumorigenesis is currently unknown. L(3)mbt was suggested to 
bind to the cell cycle regulator E2F (Lewis et al., 2004) and the tumor suppressor Rb (Trojer et 
al., 2007) but the relevance of these interactions is unclear. L(3)mbt contains three MBT domains 
(Wang et al., 2003) that are flanked by two Zinc-finger domains as well as a C-terminal sterile 
alpha (SAM) protein interaction motif (Fig. 9B). The first Zinc-finger is of the C2C2 type, which is 
also called FCS Zinc-finger. It was proposed that the FCS Zinc-finger could bind non-sequence 
specific to RNA (Zhang et al., 2004; Lechtenberg et al., 2009). 
MBT (malignant brain tumor) domains were shown to bind mono- or dimethylated histone 
tails without a strong specificity for particular Lysine residues (Trojer et al., 2007; Grimm et al., 
2009). Each MBT domains contains a binding pocket of 15Ao x 10Ao that could fit a ligand the 
size of a nucleotide tri phosphate or a single strand oligo (Wang et al., 2003). In the folded full-
length protein however only one MBT repeat actually binds to methylated histones (Grimm et al., 
2009). The third MBT repeat of dSfmbt is essential for binding to methylated histones and 
correspond to the second MBT repeat of L(3)mbt (Grimm et al., 2009). 
This domain composition is shared with the Polycomb-group (PcG) proteins dSfmbt and 
Sex combs on midleg (Scm) (Fig. 9C). While dSfmbt is a member of the PhoRC complex 
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(Klymenko et al., 2006) and Scm is part of the Polycomb repressive complex 1 (PRC1) (Shao et 
al., 1999), the binding partners and molecular activity of L(3)mbt in D. melanogaster are currently 
unknown.  
The single knock out of the mouse homolog L3mbtl1 is viable and has no reported 
phenotype (Qin et al., 2010) whereas knock out of the mouse homolog L3mbtl3 leads to 
embryonic lethality due to defects in myeloid progenitor differentiation (Arai and Miyazaki, 
2005). Similarly loss of the human homologs L3MBTL1 and L3MBTL2 have been associated 
with myeloid disorders (MacGrogan et al., 2001; MacGrogan et al., 2004; Perna et al., 2010) and 
recently loss of L3MBTL4 was associated with breast cancer (Addou-Klouche et al., 2010). 
Biochemical experiments on the vertebrate homolog L3MBTL have suggested a role in 
chromatin compaction by simultaneous binding of histone tails on adjacent nucleosomes (Trojer 
et al., 2007) but whether this role is conserved in D. melanogaster or even for all family members is 
not known. 
Recently Janic et al. showed that L(3)mbt controls the expression of germline genes like 
Vasa in the larval brain (Janic et al., 2010). In addition the genes vasa, piwi, aubergine and nanos are 
necessary for tumor formation in l(3)mbt mutants and the authors conclude that germline genes 
drive tumor formation. However they could not demonstrate that overexpression of germline 
genes is sufficient for tumor formation. These findings are consistent with a role for L(3)mbt in 
the germline where it is necessary for the correct differentiation during oogenesis (Gateff and 
Miyamoto, 1990). 
In summary it seems difficult to connect the different phenotypic and mechanistic data sets 
on l(3)mbt in D. melanogaster, mouse and human. The variety of phenotypes from tumor formation 
to roles in the hematopoetic system could reflect a variety of target genes. The effect of their 
deregulation could depend on the tissue or developmental stage. Another interesting point to 
consider is the temperature sensitivity of all existing l(3)mbt alleles in D. melanogaster. This could 
indicate that the process where L(3)mbt is involved itself is temperature sensitive and not the 
truncated protein variants. 
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Figure 9) Lethal(3)malignant brain tumor gene and protein structure 
A) Genomic locus lethal(3)malignant brain tumor (l(3)mbt) containing two transcripts. Adapted from Ensembl. B) 
Domain structure of L(3)mbt protein. (Zinc finger – Znc; nuclear localization domain – NLS; malignant brain 
tumor repeat – MBT; sterile alpha motif – SAM; amino acid – AA; kilo Dalton – kDa.) C) Cladogram of 
evolutionary relationship and domain organization of MBT proteins. All known MBT proteins in C. elegans, D. 
melanogaster and H. sapiens are indicated. Color-coding of the domains corresponds to the legend. Yellow asterisk 
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1.5.2 The Salvador-Warts-Hippo pathway 
The Salvador-Warts-Hippo (SWH) pathway (Fig. 2I) is one of the most important signaling 
cascades in proliferation and organ size control (Saucedo and Edgar, 2007; Reddy and Irvine, 
2008; Zeng and Hong, 2008). At the core of this pathway is a protein complex containing the 
kinases Hippo (Hpo) and Warts (Wts) and their binding partners Salvador (Sav) and Mob as 
tumor suppressor (Mats) (Fig. 10A). The proteins Expanded (Ex) and Merlin (Mer) contain a 
membrane-binding domain and regulate activity of the Hpo – Wts kinase cassette. The apical 
domain protein Kibra also contains a membrane targeting domain and is in the same complex 
with Ex and Mer (Baumgartner et al., 2010; Genevet et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2010; Xiao et al., 
2011). Kibra binds to Sav and Mats to stimulate SWH pathway activity (Grusche et al., 2010b). 
The transmembrane protein Crumbs (Crb) is another upstream input into the SWH pathway and 
is necessary for the correct localization of Ex to the subapical membrane (Chen et al., 2010; 
Grzeschik et al., 2010; Ling et al., 2010). The key substrate of the kinase complex is the 
transcriptional co-activator Yorkie (Yki), which is retained in the cytoplasm upon 
phosphorylation by Warts (Huang et al., 2005; Dong et al., 2007; Oh and Irvine, 2008). When 
Hippo and Warts are inactive, Yki enters the nucleus where it acts together with the transcription 
factors Scalloped (Goulev et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008a; Zhao et al., 2008) and 
Homothorax (Peng et al., 2009) to activate proliferative genes like Cyclin E and the microRNA 
bantam (ban) (Thompson and Cohen, 2006) and Drosophila inhibitor of apoptosis 1 (diap1, also called 
thread (th)). In D. melanogaster the main role of the pathway is to limit proliferation in imaginal discs 
and its absence leads to tumorous overgrowth (Harvey and Tapon, 2007). Besides ban, CycE and 
th Yki regulates also myc (called diminutive (dm) in Flybase) levels (Neto-Silva et al., 2010; Ziosi et 
al., 2010). Yki and Myc engage in a negative feedback loop in which high levels of Myc reduce 
Yki mRNA levels possibly via a posttranscriptional mechanism. The protein phosphatase 2A 
(PP2A) dSTRIPAK is another negative regulator of SWH activity and is necessary to prevent 
Hpo activation (Ribeiro et al., 2010). 
However the SWH pathway is also important for regeneration (Fig. 10B). In the gut of D. 
melanogaster Yki activates Upd expression after the tissue was damaged to stimulate cell non-
autonomously intestinal stem cell proliferation (Karpowicz et al., 2010; Ren et al., 2010; Shaw et 
al., 2010; Staley and Irvine, 2010). Similarly in regenerating wing discs the SWH pathway needs to 
be repressed to allow Yki to be hyperactive, which is necessary for regeneration (Grusche et al., 
2010a). In the optic lobes of the D. melanogaster larval brain the SWH pathway regulates 
proliferation of the neuroepithelium and is necessary to arrest cells at the border of the 
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epithelium before they change their fate to become Nbs (Reddy et al., 2010). In D. melanogaster 
SWH is also involved in Malphigian tubules development and in humans it regulates centrosome 
disjunction (Mardin et al., 2010; Zeng et al., 2010). In vertebrates, many homologs of key 
pathway members are tumor suppressors indicating functional conservation of SWH signaling 
(Harvey and Tapon, 2007). 
The SWH pathway plays diverse roles not only during development but also during 
regeneration. To understand how the SWH pathway acts in these diverse situations it will be 





Figure 10) Salvador-Warts-Hippo (SWH) pathway overview 
A) Overview of SWH signaling pathway. (Crumbs – Crb; Expanded – Ex; Merlin – Mer; Kibra – Kbr; Hippo – 
Hpo; Salvador – Sav; Mob as tumor suppressor – Mats; Warts - Wts ; Yorkie – Yki; Protein phosphatase 2 A – 
PP2A; Diminutive (Dm) – Myc; Scalloped – Sd; unpaired – upd; Drosophila inhibitor of apoptosis 1 (thread (th)) – 
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1.5.3 Identification of novel factors involved in tumor suppression 
Stem cells play important roles in tissue homeostasis and development. In adult organisms, 
they ensure continuous replacement of dying or damaged cells while during development, they 
generate most of the cell types in a developing organ. To fulfill this task, stem cells can maintain 
an undifferentiated state but at the same time generate daughter cells that are lineage restricted 
and ultimately undergo terminal differentiation. Understanding, how the balance between self-
renewal and differentiation is controlled within a stem cell lineage, is important since defects in 
the control of this process can result in tissue degeneration or tumorigenesis. 
D. melanogaster Nbs are one of the best-understood model systems for stem cell biology 
(Doe, 2008; Southall et al., 2008; Zhong and Chia, 2008; Neumuller and Knoblich, 2009). In a 
series of asymmetric cell divisions (ACDs) that occur during embryonic, larval and pupal stages 
of fly development, Nbs give rise to all neurons and glia cells in the adult D. melanogaster brain. In 
the absence of the cell fate determinants numb, pros or brat, the balance between self-renewal and 
differentiation is perturbed resulting in the formation of a brain tumor (Bello et al., 2006; 
Betschinger et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2006c). In brat mutants the small daughter cells of the type II 
Nbs fail to turn on INP markers and continue to express Nb characteristics (Bowman et al., 
2008). The mis-specified Nbs continue to divide asymmetrically but no longer obey the signals 
that terminate Nb proliferation at the end of the larval period. When transplanted into adult host 
flies, they continue to proliferate indefinitely, become aneuploid and start to metastasize 
(Caussinus and Gonzalez, 2005; Beaucher et al., 2007). Similar defects are observed upon 
inactivation of numb and pros in Nbs (Bello et al., 2006; Choksi et al., 2006; Bowman et al., 2008), 
although in these cases, type I Nbs are affected as well. Tumors are also formed in miranda (mira) 
(Betschinger et al., 2006), lethal (2 )giant larvae (lgl) (Lee et al., 2006b), aurora A (Lee et al., 2006a; 
Wang et al., 2006), partner of numb (pon) (Wang et al., 2007) and polo (Wang et al., 2007) mutants or 
upon over-activation of atypical protein kinase C (aPKC) (Lee et al., 2006b) where the 
asymmetric localization of Numb, Pros and Brat is perturbed. They also arise in mutants 
affecting centrosome function (Basto et al., 2006; Basto et al., 2008) or spindle orientation 
(Bowman et al., 2006) where determinant segregation is defective. Experiments using a mouse 
breast cancer model have indicated a similar causal relationship between asymmetric stem cell 
division and tumorigenesis (Cicalese et al., 2009) in vertebrates. Consistently, human homologs of 
Numb (Pece et al., 2004), Pros (Petrova et al., 2008) and Brat (Boulay et al., 2009) have all been 
connected to cancer indicating that the results obtained in D. melanogaster are relevant for 
understanding mammalian tumorigenesis. 
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The genetic networks downstream of Brat, Numb and Pros that restrict self-renewal to 
only one daughter cell are currently poorly understood. Microarray experiments (Loop et al., 
2004) and transcriptional target identification have identified lists of potential maintenance and 
differentiation regulators but the functional relevance of these is largely unknown (Choksi et al., 
2006; Southall and Brand, 2009). In mammalian stem cells, genome wide RNAi studies have been 
performed in cell culture (Ding et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2009). Ideally, however, stem cells are 
studied in their natural environment where the interactions with the surrounding niche and the 
tissue specific characteristics of individual lineages are maintained. In D. melanogaster, this has 
recently become possible through the establishment of a transgenic RNAi library that can be 
expressed in a tissue specific manner (Dietzl et al., 2007).  
The use of transgenic RNAi to analyze self-renewal in D. melanogaster Nbs on a genome-
wide level allows identification of novel factors involved in Nb self-renewal and differentiation. 
Precise quantifications of the resulting loss-of-function defects in proliferation, cell growth, Nb 
lineage and shape can be clustered hierarchical and specify putative functional categories. By 
integrating functional data with publicly available gene- and protein interaction data, networks of 
functionally related genes can be determined that control cytokinesis, cell growth and 
differentiation in the D. melanogaster brain. 
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1.6 GENE REGULATION AND NUCLEAR COMPARTMENTS IN 
D R O S O P H I L A   
In written music bar lines demarcate single bars against each other. Bar lines are important 
to separate different parts of the music with variable speed and volume from each other. In the 
genome of eukaryotes from yeast to humans, insulator DNA elements have a similar function to 
bar lines in written music. These DNA elements separate chromatin domains with different 
activities from each other. They are found at the borders of heterochromatin to prevent their 
spreading into active regions. Insulators also reside between enhancers and promoters of adjacent 
but differently regulated genes to prevent crosstalk between these regulatory elements. By 
blocking regulatory elements, insulator DNA elements influence transcription levels. 
Insulator DNA elements were first discovered in D. melanogaster but also exist in yeast, sea 
urchins, frogs, chicken, mice and humans. There are two assays that test for insulator function. If 
placed between the enhancer and the promoter of a reporter gene, insulator DNA elements can 
block the activation of the promoter, which is called enhancer blocking. However, when insulator 
elements flank a transgene they protect it from position effects and shield it against silencing or 
activating proteins from neighboring chromatin domains. In this case insulator DNA acts as a 
boundary and prevents the silencing of transcription. Thus insulators are often also called 
boundary elements. 
1.6.1 Insulator DNA elements separate chromatin domains  
The Abdominal B (Abd-B) locus in the Bithorax cluster (BX-C) is one of the most well 
studied insulator-containing regions (Valenzuela and Kamakaka, 2006) (Fig. 11A). Abd-B is the 
last gene of the Bithorax cluster (BX-C) and is only active in the most posterior parts of the 
developing fly where it confers abdominal identity. This reflects the colinearity of the Hox genes, 
which are arranged on the DNA correspondingly to their expression domains along the body 
axis. In the CNS of the D. melanogaster larva Abd-B is only active in the parasegments PS10 to 
PS14 at the tip of the ventral nerve cord (Mohan et al., 2007).  
Then how is this differential regulation achieved? Remarkably the extensive 55kb cis-
regulatory region downstream of the Abd-B gene contains all necessary information (Mihaly et al., 
2006). This cis-regulatory region contains sub-domains, which are only transcribed in their 
respective parasegment but silenced in all other parasegments (PS10-14) of the developing fly 
(Valenzuela and Kamakaka, 2006). This is regulated by different sequence elements. The 
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infraabdominal (iab, iab-5 to iab-8,9) elements are parasegment specific enhancer sequences 
whereas the polycomb response elements (PRE) and the trithorax response elements (TRE) 
conduct the activation and silencing of each sub-domain. The sub-domains are separated by 
insulator elements called Miscadastral Pigmentation (MCP) and Frontabdominal (Fab, Fab-6 to 
Fab-8). The insulator elements of the Abd-B locus therefore mediate two functions. They prevent 
activation of sub-domains in the inappropriate parasegments via TrX proteins from neighboring 
domains and thereby block enhancers. In addition the boundary elements also prevent the 
spreading of PcG mediated silencing from adjacent sub-domains and therefore act as barriers of 
heterochromatin.  
The scs (special chromatin structure) and scs’ insulator elements were the first to be 
discovered and reside in the hsp70 locus at chromosome region 87A7 where they insulate 
neighboring genes against the hsp70 locus (West et al., 2002). The gypsy retrotransposon is 
another insulator element. Insertion of the gypsy insulator element near the promoter region of 
active genes can lead to loss of function phenotypes of the affected genes when the insulator 
blocks communication of the promoter with its enhancer. There are several endogenous 
insertions in the D. melanogaster genome of gypsy but it is also used to isolate P-element 
transformation vectors (Sarkar et al., 2006; Markstein et al., 2008).  
Additionally, there are several other insulator elements studied in D. melanogaster (West et 
al., 2002). With respect to development of the nervous system, the Notch mutation facet-strawberry 
(faswb) is quite important. The region deleted in faswb has enhancer blocking and barrier properties 
and protects Notch against position effects. The faswb element therefore corresponds to an insulator 
(Vazquez and Schedl, 2000). The even skipped (eve) promoter also contains an insulator element 
that traps distal enhancers and thereby mediates enhancer blocking (Ohtsuki and Levine, 1998). 
Another element called SF1 separates the Sex combs reduced (Scr) and fushi tarazu (ftz) promoters in 
the Antennapedia complex (ANT-C) (Belozerov et al., 2003). In vertebrates the CHS4 region of 
the β-globin gene is one of the most well studied insulators. In this case different parts of the 
insulator direct enhancer blocking and barrier function (Chung et al., 1993; Giles et al., 2010). In 
summary insulator DNA sequences are necessary for the correct expression of homeotic genes 
but are also involved in the regulation of developmental and housekeeping genes and are 
generally necessary to separate different chromatin and promoter regions. 
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Figure 11) Insulator DNA elements and proteins in Drosophi la  
A) Insulator DNA elements. (Insulator proteins: Boundary element-associated factor of 32kD – BEAF-32; 
Centrosomal protein of 190 kDa – CP190; Trithorax-like (Trl) – GAF; Suppressor of hairy wings – Su(Hw); 
Deformed wings (dwg) - Zwille 5 (Zw5); Modifier of mdg4 (Mod(mdg4)) – MDG4. Insulator elements: special 
chromatin structure – scs; Miscadastral Pigmentation - Mcp; Frontabdominal – Fab. Enhancer element: 
intraabdominal – iab. Parasegment – PS; transcription start site – TSS) B) Insulator mechanisms: decoy model – 
insulator recruits enhancer away from promoter; barrier model – insulator forms physical barrier to progressing 
Polymerase II; loop model – insulator proteins interact and form chromatin loops. C) Insulator body formation 
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1.6.2 Insulator proteins and their “molecular environment” 
Insulator DNA elements fulfill their diverse functions via proteins that bind sequence 
specifically to these elements. In vertebrates, the zinc-finger protein CTCF binds to the CHS4 
insulator of the β-globin locus (Bell et al., 1999) and the D. melanogaster homologue dCTCF also 
has an insulator function (Moon et al., 2005). Although CTCF is currently the only known 
vertebrate insulator protein (Schoborg and Labrador, 2010) there are several other insulator 
proteins known in D. melanogaster. At the hsp70 locus Zw5 binds to the scs insulator element and 
BEAF-32 (Boundary element-associated factor of 32kD) to scs’. The suppressor of Hairy wing 
(Su(Hw)) contains 12 zinc finger motifs and binds to reiterated binding sites in the gypsy element 
(Parkhurst et al., 1988; Spana et al., 1988). Su(Hw) recruits the two insulator proteins Modifier of 
mdg4 (Mod(mdg4)) and Centrosomal protein 190kD (CP190) to the gypsy insulator element 
(Gause et al., 2001; Pai et al., 2004), and CP190 also binds to CTCF (Mohan et al., 2007). All 
members of the CP190-Mod(mdg4)-Su(Hw) complex interact with the E3 ubiquitin ligase 
dTopors (Topoisomerase I-interacting RS protein). dTopors colocalizes with the nuclear lamina 
and therefore may link insulator proteins to the stable matrix of the nuclear envelope (Capelson 
and Corces, 2005). There is one other insulator proteins in D. melanogaster. The Trithorax-like (Trl, 
also called GAF or GAGA factor) has been associated with the SF1 insulator element (Majumder 
et al., 2009).  
Loss-of-function phenotypes often provide information about the function of a protein. So 
far in the fly insulator proteins are mostly associated with homeotic phenotypes like changes in 
body color (Mohan et al., 2007). However, other insulator phenotypes relate to the mutation 
inducing effects of gypsy insertions. In these cases insulator proteins are necessary to maintain 
silencing at the gypsy insertions. Therefore, the loss of insulators rescues the gypsy-induced 
phenotype (Jack, 1985; Parkhurst and Corces, 1986; Tsai et al., 1997). However, the endogenous 
phenotypes of most insulator proteins are still not well characterized. 
The insulator proteins CTCF, CP190, Su(Hw) and Zw5 contain arrays of zinc finger motifs 
that bind directly to DNA, and BEAF-32 and GAF both contain single zing finger motifs. 
Recent genome-wide binding site studies of insulator proteins in D. melanogaster have speed up the 
characterization of insulator proteins (Holohan et al., 2007; Bushey et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2009; 
Negre et al., 2010). Chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by microarray analysis has 
identified unique sequence motifs for CP190, CTCF, BEAF-32 and Su(Hw) (Zhao et al., 1995; 
Adryan et al., 2007; Holohan et al., 2007; Negre et al., 2010).  
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The binding sites of these insulators often cluster together in the genome. There are two 
broad classes of insulator proteins that can be defined by their binding site distribution and 
protein composition. The class I insulators consist of BEAF-32, CP190 and CTCF, which show a 
similar binding site distribution and bind to open chromatin, gene boundaries and between 
differentially expressed promoters. They seem to regulate actively transcribed genes and are often 
found in the promoter regions of active genes. A recent study in yeast showed that transcription 
factor binding sites at active genes often lack nucleosomes (Dai et al., 2009). In humans CTCF is 
flanked by an array of 20 nucleosomes (10 at each side), whereas the actual CTCF binding site is 
nucleosome free (Filippova et al., 2001; Fu et al., 2008). Insulators therefore seem to have some 
similar features to transcription factors (Ohler and Wassarman, 2010). However, in contrast to 
transcription factors, they block communication of promoters with other activating or silencing 
elements. Another difference to specific transcription factors becomes apparent when one 
compares the binding sites of insulators to transcription factors in different tissues. Insulator 
proteins seem to occupy for the most part the same binding sites in different tissues and at 
different developmental stages (Kagey et al., 2010; Negre et al., 2010) and therefore would 
resemble basal transcription factors. 
Su(Hw) binding sites seem to be distinct from the class I sites and therefore comprise their 
own class II. However, Su(Hw) seems to demarcate lamina-associated domains (LAD) in the D. 
melanogaster genome (van Bemmel et al., 2010). These interactions between nuclear lamina and the 
genome are thought to have a role in gene regulation. Other insulator proteins seem to be mostly 
absent from these LAD regions. Su(Hw) weakens the interactions between the genome and 
nuclear lamina but is not essential for border formation and it therefore fine-tunes these 
interactions.  
In summary there are seven insulator proteins in D. melanogaster: CP190, CTCF, BEAF-32, 
Su(Hw), Zw5, Mod(mdg4), GAF that are often found close to promoters but also delimit larger 
chromatin domains. 
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1.6.3 Mechanisms of insulator function: three’s the charm 
There are several models proposed as to how insulators mediate their blocking function 
(Bushey et al., 2008) (Fig. 11B). In the decoy model, the insulator DNA is thought to recruit 
transcription factors and act as a promoter, thereby trapping enhancers away from their actual 
promoters. In the barrier model, insulator proteins are thought to act in front of the promoter as 
actual barricades for the incoming transcriptional machinery. Lastly, in the loop model, the 
insulator elements are thought to pair with each other and additional nuclear structures like the 
nucleolus and the nuclear lamina (Capelson and Corces, 2005) and thereby create chromatin 
loops. These loops constitute different chromatin domains that can be differently regulated and 
thereby separate regulatory elements. For example, at the Abd-B cis-regulatory region the iab-6 
enhancer element would be in an active domain whereas its neighboring subdomains iab-5 and 
iab-7 would be in a PcG mediated repressed state. In parasegment 11 only the iab-6 enhancer can 
therefore interact with its promoter. There is experimental evidence for all three of these models 
but they are not exclusive and could very well work in conjuction. The loop domain could for 
example act as a physical barrier to the transcription machinery. Conversely, other reports show 
that promoters can also act as insulators (Chopra et al., 2009). At promoters with a stalled Pol II 
complex the proteins DSIF and NELF promote insulator activity possibly via interaction with 
insulator sequences like the Fab elements. 
It was also observed that insulator proteins form small nuclear foci termed insulator bodies 
(Fig. 11C). These foci possibly correspond to higher-order aggregations of insulator proteins and 
are important for insulator function. These insulator bodies connect to nuclear structures like the 
nucleolus in mammalian cells (Yusufzai et al., 2004) or the nuclear lamina in D. melanogaster 
(Capelson and Corces, 2005). dTopors could link insulator proteins to the nuclear lamina and 
Su(Hw) might be involved in defining the borders of the lamina associated domains (see above). 
In addition small non-coding RNAs have been shown to help with forming insulator bodies (Lei 
and Corces, 2006). Loss of Piwi or Aubergine, two proteins involved in RNAi-mediated gene 
silencing (Lin and Yin, 2008; Ghildiyal and Zamore, 2009; Beisel and Paro, 2011), leads to 
dissociation of insulator bodies in D. melanogaster disc and brain cells and subsequent loss of 
insulator activity. Since these proteins do not influence the association of insulators with 
chromatin it is thought that their involvement in small RNA production is important for 
insulator body formation and therefore insulator function. Thus, Piwi and Aubergine are 
necessary for insulator body formation and function. The RNA helicase Rm26, in contrast, has 
the opposite effect and negatively regulates insulator body formation. The miRNA pathway 
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however is not involved since mutations in loquacious do not influence insulator function. 
Insulator bodies however are sensitive to increased temperatures and a 20 minute heat shock at 
37oC disassembles insulator bodies (Gerasimova et al., 2000). Similarly SUMO post-translational 
modification of CP190 and Mod(mdg4) inhibits the formation of insulator bodies (Capelson and 
Corces, 2006). Overexpression of Lesswright (Lwr), the SUMO conjugating E2 enzyme Ubc9 in 
D. melanogaster, disrupts insulator bodies in disc and brain cells and loss of lwr can rescue insulator 
body formation in mod(mdg4) mutants. 
A number of other proteins have been associated with insulator DNA elements. CTCF 
binding sites overlap with cohesin and mediator complex binding sites in vertebrates (Rubio et 
al., 2008; Wendt et al., 2008; Kagey et al., 2010) The functional connection of these proteins 
awaits further elucidation but one could speculate about a role for cohesin in insulator mediated 
loop formation (Carretero et al., 2010). 
In summary insulator proteins interact with each other to connect chromatin elements 
from different areas, which leads to chromatin loop formation. These loops and interactions can 
in various ways block the transcriptional machinery as well as other chromatin regulators. Lastly 
insulator proteins form higher order complexes called insulator bodies that can be connected to 
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2. RESULTS 
2.1 THE TUMOR SUPPRESSOR L(3)MBT INHIBITS NEUROEPITHELIAL 
PROLIFERATION AND ACTS ON INSULATOR ELEMENTS 
Our data show that tumor formation in l(3)mbt mutants is very different from the known 
D. melanogaster tumor models. We demonstrate that proliferation control genes that are normally 
repressed by the SWH signaling pathway are upregulated in l(3)mbt mutants. Neuroepithelial cells 
in the optic lobes overproliferate in an uncontroled manner in l(3)mbt mutants and generate 
excess numbers of Nbs which are the major cell type found in late l(3)mbt tumors. We generate 
specific antibodies to show that L(3)mbt is a nuclear protein that binds specific chromatin 
elements. We identify DNA consensus motifs in L(3)mbt binding regions and demonstrate that 
these coincide with sequences bound by the chromatin insulators CTCF, CP190 and BEAF-32. 
Like in CTCF mutants, the homeotic gene Abdominal-B (Abd-B) is deregulated in the absence of 
L(3)mbt suggesting that L(3)mbt exerts its function by acting as a chromatin insulator. 
2.1.1 l (3)mbt  tumors originate in the optic lobes 
Like lgl, dlg and brat mutations, l(3)mbt mutations result in extended larval third instar 
periods during which brain lobes expand into large transplantable tumors that ultimately kill the 
animal (Loffler et al., 1990; Gateff et al., 1993; Gateff et al., 1993; Wismar et al., 1995; Caussinus 
and Gonzalez, 2005). l(3)mbt tumors - like the ones forming in brat or lgl - mostly consist of 
neural stem cells that are positive for the Nb marker Deadpan (Fig. 12A). In brat and lgl mutants, 
tumor formation is due to a defect in asymmetric cell division (Bello et al., 2006; Betschinger et 
al., 2006; Lee et al., 2006b; Lee et al., 2006c; Bowman et al., 2008) that leads to the massive 
expansion of Nbs at the expense of neurons. For reasons that are not understood, these mutant 
Nbs no longer obey growth inhibitory signals and can proliferate into adulthood in surviving flies 
(Bello et al., 2006; Betschinger et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2006b; Lee et al., 2006c; Bowman et al., 
2008).   
To test whether a similar defect causes tumor formation in l(3)mbt mutants, we used 
various markers of asymmetric cell division (Fig. 12B, 13A and data not shown). Surprisingly, we 
did not find any defects in the asymmetric segregation of determinants. However, we found a 
massive expansion of neuroepithelia in the optic lobes, which were identified by staining for the 
epithelial marker DE-Cadherin. In wild type brains (Fig. 12C, control), the IOA are located in the 
center of the brain lobes and the OOA consist of an epithelial monolayer at the surface of the 
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brain lobes. OL Nbs form at the edge of this epithelium (Fig. 12D, E). In l(3)mbt mutants, the 
neuroepithelium of IOA and OOA was massively expanded (Fig. 12C, middle and right panels). 
It covered the entire brain lobe and formed numerous folds that extended into the lumen of the 
brain. Initially, this led to a delay in OL Nb formation at the edges of the NE (Fig. 12, top view). 
During later stages, OL Nbs were formed and eventually, their number was significantly 
increased compared to a wild type brain (Fig. 12A). Unlike in wild type, Nb formation was also 
seen in the center of the OL epithelium (Fig. 12C, close up). To quantify the epithelial 
phenotype, we reconstructed optic lobe neuroepithelia (of IOA and OOA) in 3D from DE-
Cadherin stainings (see methods). While OL epithelia were on average 1.2x105µm3 in wild type 
third instar larvae, their average size was 3x105µm3 in l(3)mbt76 mutants (Fig. 12F). Note that this 
is an underestimation because overall brain size is sometimes reduced in l(3)mbt76 mutants when 
compared to wild type larvae of the same developmental stage, possibly due to a delay in overall 
brain development (data not shown). Furthermore, l(3)mbt76 is a hypomorph because the size of 
the optic lobe neuroepithelium was even larger in l(3)mbt76/Df(3R)D605 larvae (8.25x105µm3, Fig. 
12F). Importantly, the onset of epithelial hyperplasia preceded other phenotypic abnormalities 
(Fig. 12G). During first larval instar (L1), cell number and mitotic pattern within the OL of 
l(3)mbt mutants were normal and during early second instar (L2 early), the IOA and OOA 
separated normally. Starting in late second instar (L2 late), however, the mutant epithelia 
expanded and started folding. Thus, tumor formation in l(3)mbt mutants starts during late L2 
stages in the epithelial cells of the optic lobe.  
Epithelial expansion was also seen in l(3)mbt mutant wing imaginal discs (Fig. 16B, C, data 
not shown and (Gateff et al., 1993)). In most adult wings, this resulted in a significant size 
increase (Fig. 13D, E) but occasionally, very small deformed wings could also be observed. Thus, 
epithelial tissues overproliferate in l(3)mbt mutants. 
Our data suggest that l(3)mbt is actually required in OL epithelia and not in Nbs. Since 
tumors do not form in l(3)mbt clones and available RNAi lines do not cause OL phenotypes, we 
generated a small hairpin micro RNA (Haley et al., 2008) to test this hypothesis. Expression of 
l(3)mbtshmiR in central brain (CB) Nbs resulted in complete depletion of detectable L(3)mbt protein 
(Fig. 13C) but l(3)mbtshmiR did not cause overproliferation when expressed in central brain or optic 
lobe Nbs (Fig. 13B, C). When expressed in neuroepithelia of the optic lobes, however, l(3)mbtshmiR 
caused a strong overproliferation in the IOA and OOA (Fig. 12H). Taken together, these data 
suggest that overproliferation of neuroepithelial cells initiates tumor formation in l(3)mbt mutants.  
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Figure 12) l(3)mbt is necessary to prevent tumorous over proliferation of the larval CNS 
(A) Brains of control and l(3)mbt76/Df(3R)D605 larvae raise at 32oC stained for Deadpan (anterior). (B) Brains 
of control and l(3)mbt76 mutant larvae stained for Miranda and PH3 (for overview see Fig. 13A). (C) Brains of 
control and l(3)mbtts1 mutant larvae expressing GAL41407,CD8-GFP and stained for Deadpan and E-Cadherin. 
Upper panels show top views (anterior side) with optic lobe neuroepithelia (NE) outlined. Middle panels show 
cross section through brain, optic lobe tissues are outlined: neuroepithelia (NE) of inner optic anlagen (IOA), 
NE of outer optic anlagen (OOA) and optic lobe Nbs (OL NBs). White boxes outline close up cross section 
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late third instar larval brain (lateral view). Optic lobes consist of outer (OOA) and inner optic anlagen (IOA). 
Only OOA are shown and contain Nbs (NB, dark blue), neuroepithelium (NE, red) and lamina (La, grey). 
Central brain (CB) and ventral nerve cord (VNC) Nbs in light blue. (E) Schematic drawing of neurogenesis in 
outer optic anlagen. Neuroepithelial cells (NE, red) give rise to medulla Nbs (NB, blue) and lamina cells (grey). 
NBs give rise to medulla neurons (green). (F) Quantification of optic lobe neuroepithelial (NE) volume for the 
following genotypes: l(3)mbt76/TM3 (N=16), l(3)mbt76-/- (N=5) and Df(3R)D605/l(3)mbt76 (N=4). N is the 
number of brain hemispheres quantified. (G) First and second instar stage optic lobes of control and l(3)mbt76 
mutant brains stained for PH3 (left panel only) and Actin. Note that in late L2 inner and outer optic anlagen 
(IOA, OOA) are clearly detectable in WT whereas they are indistinguishable in the l(3)mbt76 mutants. (H) 
Outer optic anlagen (OOA) (upper two panels) and inner optic anlagen (IOA) (bottom panels) of third instar 
brains expressing GAL4C855a, CD8-GFP, l(3)mbtshmiR at 29oC (top and left panel) and 32oC (middle and 





Figure 13) related to Figure 12 
(A) Brains of control and l(3)mbt76 mutant larvae stained for Actin, Miranda and Phoshpo-Histone3 (PH3). Close 
ups in main Fig. 12 are outlined in white boxes. (B) Larval brains expressing Gal4c253; UAS-CD8-GFP and 
Gal4c253; UAS-CD8-GFP; UAS-L(3)mbtshmiR in optic lobe Nbs (NB) stained for Miranda and Prospero. (C) Close 
up on larval central brain (CB) Nbs, optic lobe (OL) Nbs and neuroepithelia (NE) in Gal41407, UAS-CD8-GFP 
and Gal41407, UAS-CD8-GFP; UAS-L(3)mbtshmiR expressing brains stained for L(3)mbt. (D) Adult wings of 
Canton S and l(3)mbt76 escaper flies (females only). (Note the wing vein defects in l(3)mbt76 (arrowheads).) (E) 
Quantification of wing size area in 105 pixel for Canton S (N=16), l(3)mbt76 larger (N=16) and l(3)mbt76 smaller 
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2.1.2 Signaling pathways controlling optic lobe proliferation 
Epithelial overproliferation can be associated with defects in apical basal polarity 
(Hariharan and Bilder, 2006). Staining of l(3)mbt mutants for aPKC and Actin did not reveal any 
change in their apical accumulation (Fig. 14A, B) indicating that other pathways must be 
responsible. Multiple signaling pathways have been shown to control proliferation in OL epithelia 
(Yasugi et al., 2008; Reddy et al., 2010). We used the GAL4C855a driver line to express dominant 
active, dominant negative and RNAi constructs for the major signaling pathways, epigenetic 
complexes and epithelial polarity genes in the optic lobe neuroepithelia and compared the 
resulting phenotypes to l(3)mbt mutants (Fig. 15E). The GAL4C855a driver is expressed in the IOA 
and OOA from first to third larval instar (Fig. 15A). It is also expressed in wing and eye imaginal 
disc epithelia (Fig. 15B). We analyzed the size of the epithelia in the IOA, the OOA and the 
imaginal discs as well as the number of OL Nbs and roughly estimated any increase or decrease 
compared to a wild type animal (Fig. 15C, D, E).  
Activation of the epidermal growth factor (EGF) pathway promoted epithelial growth but 
the effect was much stronger in the IOA and weaker in the OOA (Fig. 14C, 15E). Activation of 
the Jak/STAT pathway increased epithelial size (Fig. 14D, 15E) in agreement with a described 
role of this pathway in preventing the transition from the NE to the Nb stage (Yasugi et al., 
2008). However, the deregulation of the Dpp pathway or over activation of the FGF pathway did 
not result any visible phenotypes in this assay (Fig. 14C, D). Although those phenotypes suggest 
that multiple pathways and epigenetic regulators control OL development, none of these 
pathways recapitulates what we find for l(3)mbt mutants. 
In contrast, inhibition of the Salvador-Warts-Hippo (SWH) (Fig. 14I) signaling pathway 
resulted in a phenotype that is strikingly similar to l(3)mbt mutants (Fig. 14F, H, 15E; see also 
(Reddy et al., 2010)). Knock down of expanded (ex) in the optic lobes by RNAi (Fig. 15C) resulted 
in an epithelial overproliferation phenotype similar to what has been described for ex mutants 
(Reddy et al., 2010). When we overexpressed the Hippo kinase together with the apoptotic 
inhibitor P35, optic lobe epithelia were significantly reduced (Fig. 14E). Upon expression of a 
non-phosphorylatable, constitutively active form of Yorkie (Dong et al., 2007; Oh and Irvine, 
2008), neuroepithelia in both the IOA and OOA overproliferated in a dramatic manner and their 
size was five to ten fold increased (Fig 14F, G). A similar although somewhat milder phenotype 
was observed upon expression of ban (Fig. 14H, 15E), a growth-promoting micro RNA that is 
inhibited by the SWH pathway during proliferation control. Thus, inhibition of the SWH 
pathway or overexpression of target genes repressed by this pathway can recapitulate the 
increased OL proliferation seen in l(3)mbt mutants. 
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Figure 14) Candidate screen reveals function for SWH pathway in optic lobe proliferation 
Optic lobes of control and l(3)mbtts1 mutant brains expressing GAL41407, CD8-GFP and stained for aPCK and 
Cnn (same channel, surface and cross section views). Note the mitotic GAL41407, CD8-GFP positive cell within 
the mutant epithelium (white arrow). (B) Optic lobe epithelium in cross section view of control and l(3)mbt76 
mutant brains stained for Actin. (C) Larval brains expressing a dominant active (DA) form of Egfr (λ-Top) 
display strong overproliferation of inner optic anlagen (IOA) neuroepithelia whereas a dominant negative (DN) 
form of Bsk has no phenotype. Brains express GAL4C855a and are stained for Actin, Miranda and Prospero. (D) 
Larval brains expressing a dominant active (DA) form of Jak (HopTum) show overproliferation of outer optic 
anlagen (OOA, outline) whereas a dominant active (DA) form of FGF receptor lambda-Htl-H3 has no 
phenotype. All brains express GAL4C855a and are stained for Actin, Miranda and Prospero. (E) Larval brains 
expressing Hpo and anti-apoptotic p35 permanently activate the Salvador-Warts-Hippo (SWH) pathway and 
show underproliferation of optic lobe neuroepithelia (NE, outlined) whereas control brains show no phenotype. 
All brains express GAL4C855a and are stained for Actin, Miranda and Prospero. (F) Larval brains expressing 
dominant active (DA) YkiS168A-RFP show strong overproliferation of optic lobe neuroepithelia (NE, outlined) 
but no overproliferation of Nbs (NB) whereas control brains show no phenotype. All brains express GAL4C855a 
and are stained for Actin and Miranda. (G) Quantification of optic lobe neuroepithelial (NE) volume of control 
(N=11) and YkiS168A-RFP (N=4) expressing brains. N is the number of brain hemispheres quantified. (H) Larval 
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control brains show no phenotype. All brains express GAL4C855a and are stained for Actin and Miranda. (I) 





Figure 15) related to Figure 14 
(A) Larval brains (L1 to L3) showing expression area of Gal4C855a, UAS-CD8-GFP stained for Miranda. All three 
panels show the same magnification. (B) Wing and eye disc of third instar larvae showing expression area of 
Gal4C855a, UAS-CD8-GFP. (C) Larval brains expressing Gal4C855a (control) and Gal4C855a, ex-IR and stained for 
Actin, Miranda and Prospero. (D) Larval brains expressing a dominant active (DA) form of FGF receptor 
lambda-Htl-H3 showing no phenotype or a dominant negative (DN) form of FGF receptor Htl showing less 
Nbs. RNAi knock down of PRC2 component Nurf (Nurf-p55-IR) with Gal4C855a leads to loss of optic lobe 
neuroepithelia. All brains were stained for Actin, Miranda and Prospero. Inhibition of the PRC2 components 
Nucleosome remodelling factor-55 (Nurf-55/Caf1) or Enhancer of zeste (E(z)) caused a reduction of optic lobe 
neuroepithelia and a reduction in optic lobe Nb number consistent with a growth promoting role. Expression of 
a dominant-negative fibroblast growth factor (FGF) receptor reduces OL Nb number and results in smaller 
brains which is suggesting a fairly general role of this pathway in growth or progression to the next larval stage. 
(E) Visual representation of candidate screen results. Phenotypes were scored on a scale from -10 (dark blue) to 
+10 (dark red) for smaller and larger than wild type size of outer optic anlagen (OOA), inner optic anlagen 
(IOA), discs as well as less and more Nbs (Nb). Inhibition of the PRC1 components Sex comb on midleg (Scm) or 
Polycomb (Pc) caused an increase in disc epithelial size indicating a growth limiting role that is consistent with a 
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2.1.3 L(3)mbt tumor formation involves deregulation of the SWH pathway 
To test whether the SWH pathway might be involved in initiating tumorigenesis in l(3)mbt 
mutants, we used expression sensors for SWH target genes to test whether their levels were 
changed (Fig. 16). The SWH pathway inhibits expression of the anti-apoptotic gene diap1 (called 
thread in Flybase), the micro RNA ban, and – as part of a negative feedback loop – the ex gene 
itself (Pan, 2007) (Fig. 14I). In the diap1-GFP4.3 reporter the second transcriptional start site of 
diap1 (TSS2) controls expression of GFP (see Fig. 22A for a map of the diap1 locus, (Zhang et al., 
2008a)). In wild type brains we observed diap1-GFP4.3 expression in the neuroepithelium of the 
optic lobes during second and early third larval instars (Fig. 16A). During mid third instar (L3 
mid) expression was restricted to three small stripes extending proximally to distally within the 
neuroepithelium. In late third instar (L3 late), diap1-GFP4.3 was downregulated in almost all 
neuroepithelial cells except the three narrow stripes but remained highly expressed in the lamina 
precursor cells. In l(3)mbt mutants, diap1-GFP4.3 remained expressed throughout the overgrowing 
neuroepithelium indicating that the SWH pathway no longer downregulated diap1 expression 
(Fig. 16B, note that GFP expression in the control was low in the OL epithelium (white outline); 
high expression was seen in the lamina precursor cells). In the wing imaginal disc, diap1-GFP4.3 
was highly expressed along the dorso-ventral compartment boundary and in a stripe between the 
hinge and notum but it was upregulated in the entire wing pouch in l(3)mbt mutants (Fig. 16B). 
The ex-lacZ reporter was moderately expressed in the epithelia of the OOA but not significantly 
above background elsewhere in the wild type brain (Fig. 16C). In l(3)mbt mutants, ex-lacZ was 
upregulated in the neuroepithelium (Fig. 16C). A similar upregulation was seen in the wing 
imaginal disc where the anatomy allowed better estimation of reporter activity (Fig. 16C). To test 
ban activity we utilized a GFP sensor carrying multiple ban binding sites. Binding of the miRNA 
ban leads to downregulation of the GFP in ban expressing areas (Brennecke et al., 2003). In wild 
type optic lobes the ban-GFP sensor was not detectable indicating that ban was expressed. Since 
the limited dynamic range of the ban sensor did not allow us to detect further ban upregulation in 
the optic lobes (data not shown), we repeated the test in wing imaginal discs (Fig. 16D). In a wild 
type wing imaginal disc, the GFP sensor was regulated in a distinct pattern indicating different 
levels of ban expression. In l(3)mbt mutants, however, GFP was lost presumably because ban was 
not repressed by the SWH pathway. Thus, l(3)mbt either inhibits the expression of SWH target 
genes or has a positive effect on SWH signaling. These effects were cell autonomous and not a 
consequence of tumor formation since expression of l(3)mbtshmiR in the posterior compartment of 
the wing disc using GAL4en (engrailed-GAL4) increased expression of ban (Fig. 16F), diap1-GFP4.3 
(Fig. 16E) and ex-lacZ (Fig. 16G) only in this compartment. 
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To test whether derepression of SWH target genes is important for tumor formation in 
l(3)mbt mutants, we searched for genetic interactions between l(3)mbt and SWH pathway mutants. 
Mutations in the microRNA ban resulted in a strong reduction in overall brain size (Fig. 19A), 
while l(3)mbt mutants showed a strong epithelial hyperplasia (Fig. 18A). When both mutations 
were combined, neuroepithelial size was reduced and tumors did not form (Fig. 18A). 
Quantification of this phenotype (Fig. 18B) indicated that neuroepithelial size is reduced from 
4.5x105µm3 in ban1/+; l(3)mbt76 to less than 1x105µm3 in ban1; l(3)mbt76 animals at the same 
developmental stage. Expression of the positive regulator Expanded (Ex) could completely 
rescue the overproliferation in l(3)mbt76 mutants (Fig. 18C, D; OL neuroepithelial size 3.3x105µm3 
in l(3)mbt76 mutants, 1.8x105µm3 in l(3)mbt/+ or in GAL4C855a>UAS-Ex, l(3)mbt76 animals). 
Finally, tumor size in l(3)mbt mutants could be reduced by removing one copy of the 
transcriptional regulator yorkie (yki) (Fig. 18E, 19B, C, D; OL neuroepithelial size from 3x105µm3 
in l(3)mbt76/E2 to 2.2x105µm3 in l(3)mbt76/l(3)mbtE2; yki/+). Taken together, these results indicate 
that upregulation of genes that are normally repressed by the SWH pathway is important for 
tumor formation in l(3)mbt mutants. We can not exclude, however, that deregulation of other 
signaling pathways also has an important contribution. 
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Figure 16) SWH target genes are misregulated in l (3)mbt  mutants 
(A) Simulated time course of optic lobe development from second to third larval instar stage in WT brains 
expressing diap1-GFP4.3 (outlined) and stained for Miranda and Actin. Note the changing expression pattern of 
diap1-GFP4.3 in optic lobes. All brains recorded with the same magnification. Optic lobes consist of Nbs (NB), 
neuroepithelia (NE) and lamina neurons (La). (B) diap1-GFP4.3 expressed in control and l(3)mbt76 mutant brains 
stained for Miranda (Mira, top panels, optic lobe neuroepithelia are outlined). diap1-GFP4.3 expressed in control 
and l(3)mbt76 mutant wing discs stained for DAPI (bottom panels, maximum intensity projections). Each 
genotype contains one copy of diap1-GFP4.3. (C) ex-lacZ (ex697) expressed in control and l(3)mbtE2/Df mutant 
brains (top panels) stained for LacZ, optic lobe neuroepithelia are outlined. ex-lacZ expressed in control and 
l(3)mbtE2/Df mutant wing discs stained for LacZ (bottom panels, maximum intensity projections). Each genotype 
contains one copy of ex-lacZ. (D) bantam-Sensor-GFP expressed in control and l(3)mbt76 mutant wing discs. Note 
that bantam-sensor-GFP is reduced in l(3)mbt76 mutants reflecting an increase in bantam activity. Each genotype 
contains one copy of bantam-sensor-GFP. (E) Wing disc expressing GAL4en; diap1-GFP4.3; UAS-l(3)mbtshmiR and 
stained for L(3)mbt (maximum intensity projection). (F) Wing disc expressing GAL4en; bantam-sensor-GFP; UAS-
l(3)mbtshmiR and stained for L(3)mbt (maximum intensity projection). (G) Wing disc expressing GAL4en; ex-lacZ; 
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Figure 17) related to Figure 16 
(A) Scalloped(Sd)-GFP expressed in control and l(3)mbt76 mutant brains (upper panel) and in control and l(3)mbt76 
mutant wing discs (bottom panel) stained for Miranda (upper panel) or Actin (bottom panel). Scalloped (Sd) is 
expressed in the optic lobe neuroepithelia (NE, outlined) and wing pouch as well as in neurons of the central 
brain (upper panel) and neurons of the optic lobes (not visible in this plane, only in deeper sections of the brain). 
(B) Wing discs of control and l(3)mbt76 mutant larvae stained for Yki and Lamin to outline the nucleus. Yki is not 






















































Figure 18) SWH pathway shows genetic interaction with l (3)mbt  
(A) Genetic interaction of ban1 and l(3)mbt76: ban1/+, l(3)mbt76 mutant brain and ban1, l(3)mbt76 double mutant brain 
stained for Actin, Deadpan and Prospero. Double mutants display the ban1 phenotype (see also Figure S4A). All 
pictures show the same magnification. (B) Quantification of optic lobe neuroepithelial (NE) volume of control 
(N=5), ban1/+, l(3)mbt76 (N=5) and ban1, l(3)mbt76 (N=6) brains. N is the number of brain hemispheres quantified. 
(C) Genetic interaction of Ex and l(3)mbt76: GAL4C855a, UAS-Ex, l(3)mbt76/+ control brains, UAS-Ex, l(3)mbt76 
mutant brains and GAL4C855a, UAS-Ex, l(3)mbt76 rescued brains stained for Actin, Deadpan and Prospero (Pros). 
All pictures show the same magnification. (D) Quantification of optic lobe neuroepithelial (NE) volume of 
GAL4C855a, UAS-Ex, l(3)mbt76/+ control brains (N=5), UAS-Ex, l(3)mbt76 mutant brains (N=6) and GAL4C855a, 
UAS-Ex, l(3)mbt76 rescued brains (N=5). N is the number of brain hemispheres quantified. (E) Genetic 
interaction of l(3)mbtE2 and ykiB5: l(3)mbtE2 single mutant brain and ykiB5/+; l(3)mbtE2 double mutant brain stained 
for Miranda, E-Cadherin and Prospero. Double mutants show suppression of l(3)mbtE2 phenotype by halving Yki 
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Figure 19) related to Figure 18 
(A) Third instar larval brain mutant for ban1 stained for Actin, Miranda and Prospero. (B) Further brain samples 
for genetic interaction of l(3)mbtE2; ykiB5/+ stained for Miranda, E-Cadherin and Prospero (Pros). (C) Genetic 
interaction of l(3)mbtE2/76 and ykiB5: l(3)mbtE2/76 single mutant brain and ykiB5/+; l(3)mbtE2/76 double mutant brain 
stained for Deadpan and Actin. (D) Quantification of optic lobe neuroepithelial (NE) volume of l(3)mbtE2/76 
(N=4) and ykiB5/+; l(3)mbtE2/76 (N=5) brains. (E) Genetic interaction of Hpo and l(3)mbt76: UAS-Hpo, 
l(3)mbt76/Df(3R)D605 mutant and GAL4C855a, UAS-Hpo, l(3)mbt76 rescued brains stained for Actin, Deadpan and 
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2.1.4 L(3)mbt is a nuclear protein 
The SWH signaling pathway represses target gene expression by phosphorylating the 
transcriptional co-activator Yorkie (Dong et al., 2007; Oh and Irvine, 2008). Phosphorylation 
excludes Yorkie from the nucleus so that it no longer activates gene expression. Neither the 
subcellular localization of Yorkie (Fig. 17B and data not shown) nor the expression of the 
associated transcription factor Scalloped (Goulev et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008a; 
Zhao et al., 2008) (assayed by a Scalloped-GFP reporter, Fig. 17A) were changed in OL epithelia or 
wing discs of l(3)mbt mutants, indicating that L(3)mbt does not influence SWH signaling activity. 
To test the subcellular localization of L(3)mbt we generated an antibody against a C-
terminal fusion protein (aa1244-1477) (Fig. 20A). In D. melanogaster embryos and in larvae, the 
antibody gave a nuclear signal in all interphase cells, while staining was much weaker and 
dispersed in the cytoplasm during mitosis (Fig. 20A and data not shown). Staining was specific 
since it was lost from l(3)mbt mutant larvae (data not shown) and upon l(3)mbtshmiR expression (Fig. 
13C, 16E, F, G). Thus, L(3)mbt is a nuclear protein which is consistent with the presence of a 
nuclear localization signal in the primary sequence of L(3)mbt. 
We generated transgenic flies expressing RFP- or GFP fusions to L(3)mbt to follow its 
localization in real time. Live imaging of larval Nbs expressing RFP-L(3)mbt revealed that the 
fusion protein is nuclear like the endogenous protein and showed that it concentrated on nuclear 
dots in interphase cells (Fig. 20B). In mitosis, the protein was completely lost from those dots 
and diffused throughout the cell so that it became barely detectable. After mitosis, the protein re-
entered the nucleus of both the Nb and GMC daughter cell. When expressed in salivary glands, 
L(3)mbt localized to multiple bands on polytene chromosomes that were often characterized by 
reduced DAPI staining (Fig. 20C). Although we can not test the functionality of our fusion 
constructs in rescue experiments due to the strong overexpression phenotype of L(3)mbt, we are 
confident that they recapitulated the distribution of the endogenous protein. First, all aspects of 
the localization (nuclear localization, loss from chromatin in mitosis, discrete bands in salivary 
glands (data not shown)) could be recapitulated by antibody staining. Second, expression of GFP-
L(3)mbt caused the same phenotypes as overexpression of untagged L(3)mbt (data not shown), 
which were opposite to the ones observed in loss-of-function mutations. When expressed in the 
OL neuroepithelia, GFP-L(3)mbt inhibited growth and proliferation so that the size of the NE 
never extended beyond what is normally seen during first instar (Fig. 21A) while expression in 
the eye reduced its size and results in necrotic patches (Fig. 21B). Thus, L(3)mbt is a nuclear 
protein that might exert its function by associating with chromatin. 
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Figure 20) L(3)mbt localizes to the nucleus 
(A) Larval brain (anterior) stained for L(3)mbt and Miranda. Overview and close up on central brain Nbs (NB, 
outlined) in inter- and anaphase are shown. Note dispersion of L(3)mbt in mitotic NBs. (neuroepithelium = NE, 
outlined in overview) (B) Stills of time lapse imaging of mitotic central brain NB expressing GAL41407, CD8-GFP 
and RFP-L(3)mbt. Note that RFP-L(3)mbt is reduced and dispersed in the cytoplasm during mitosis. Arrow points 
to RFP-L(3)mbt dots in interphase nuclei. (C) Close up of polytene chromosome expressing GAL41407, GFP-










































































Figure 21) related to Figure 20 
(A) Control larval brains of L3 and L1 stages and brains expressing UAS-GFP-L(3)mbt with GAL4C855a stained 
for E-Cadherin. Note the block in L1 stage development in GFP-L(3)mbt expressing brains. (B) Adult eyes of 
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2.1.5 L(3)mbt binds to SWH pathway target loci  
Since L(3)mbt does not seem to influence Yorkie localization, we tested whether it 
associates with the upstream control regions of SWH target genes. We performed chromatin 
immunoprecipitation (ChIP) followed by quantitative PCR analysis from cross linked wild type 
third instar larval brain and imaginal disc cells (see Methods). diap1 can be transcribed from three 
promoters, two of which (TSS2 and TSS3) are bound by Scalloped (Wu et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 
2008a), the transcription factor associated with Yorkie. Reporter experiments have indicated that 
TSS2 is active in wing imaginal discs (Wu et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008a). In our ChIP 
experiments both L(3)mbt and the PcG protein dSfmbt (which was used as a control) bound to 
TSS2 in a moderate but significant and reproducible manner (Fig. 22A). L(3)mbt (but not 
dSfmbt) also bound strongly to TSS1. This is surprising because GFP-reporters including TSS1 
(diap1-GFP5.1 in (Wu et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008a)) are expressed neither in wing nor in eye 
imaginal discs. However, we found that diap1-GFP5.1 was expressed in the Nbs and neurons of 
the optic lobes and its expression was strongly upregulated in l(3)mbt mutants (Fig. 22B). For 
TSS3, we detected weak binding of L(3)mbt but the significance of this interaction is unclear (Fig. 
22A). Neither L(3)mbt nor dSfmbt bound to the coding region of diap1 or to other, euchromatic 
or heterochromatic control regions. L(3)mbt did not bind to the Polycomb response element 
(PRE) in the Ubx locus, a region that is bound by PcG proteins, including the MBT repeat 
domain proteins dSfmbt and Scm (Fig. 22A) (Grimm et al., 2009). This suggests that unlike these 
other MBT repeat domain proteins, L(3)mbt is not a PRE-binding factor. However, L(3)mbt did 
bind to other SWH target genes like Cyclin E (Fig. 22A) (Harvey et al., 2003). These data suggest 
that L(3)mbt is associated with the upstream control regions of different SWH target genes. 
To determine binding sites of L(3)mbt on a genome-wide level, we used Solexa sequencing. 
Two independent ChIP experiments were sequenced and the results were highly correlated 
(Pearson correlation 0.8835, Fig. 23A). Since our data set contained an unusually high number of 
reads (34-39 million reads), we developed new peakfinder software called PyPeak that was 
particularly optimized for rich data sets (see methods). While our software was comparable to the 
commonly used MACS software (Zhang et al., 2008b) for the lower ranking peaks, we found that 
it was superior in identifying high ranking peaks (estimated by the number of times we found an 
identified consensus motif in the predicted peaks, see methods and Fig. 25D). In particular, 
PyPeak made use of the high number of sequences to refine the identified peaks and often 
identified two independent binding sites where MACS predicted one wide binding region (data 
not shown). To define a cut off for “true bound regions” we plotted the calculated false 
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discovery rate (FDR) against the peak score (Fig. 23B). We identified a highly stringent set of 
3314 L(3)mbt bound regions at a 0.5% FDR, as well as a larger set of 4572 bound regions at a 
3% FDR, including more low occupancy peaks. Analysis of the binding site distribution showed 
that L(3)mbt bound preferentially between 700bp upstream and 200bp downstream of 
transcriptional start sites (Fig. 22C). Within this promoter proximal section the most frequent 
L(3)mbt binding site was at 250bp upstream of the TSS. Remarkably this “peak” contained two 
maxima with a distance of approximately 150bp. 
To characterize L(3)mbt target genes more globally, we first assigned to each bound region 
the gene with closest TSS from the peak summit (see Methods) and then we conducted a 
biological pathway (KEGG) and gene ontology (GO) analysis on these target genes (Bauer et al., 
2010). Unfortunately the SWH pathway is not yet annotated in either of these databases, 
however, when we manually added it into our analysis the SWH pathway and SWH target genes 
came up in the top 10 overrepresented pathways among L(3)mbt bound genes (data not shown). 
Besides we performed a statistical analysis to test whether SWH target genes were enriched 
among genes bound by L(3)mbt. We identified seven out of ten known and predicted SWH 
target genes (ban, CycA, CycB, CycE, E2f, diap1, fj, ex, Mer, wg, Ser) and found a significant 
enrichment (p-value 0.025) of these targets among genes bound by L(3)mbt at a 3% FDR (Fig. 
22F,G). Importantly, the functional binding site at TSS1 of the diap1 locus that we first identified 
by direct testing (Fig. 22A) was confirmed (Fig. 22F). In addition, we found a low occupancy 
peak at a conserved site 23kb upstream of the ban transcription unit (Fig. 22F). Thus, L(3)mbt is 
bound at multiple SWH target genes. 
Among the KEGG pathways basic housekeeping functions were enriched like the 
ribosome or heparane sulfate biosynthesis (Fig. 22D). In addition, we found enrichment for 
genes in the Jak/STAT signaling pathway. This pathway was previously shown to regulate optic 
lobe neuroepithelial growth (Yasugi et al., 2008) and indeed, we could find a significant 
upregulation of the pathway in both OL neuroepithelia and wing discs of l(3)mbt mutants using a 
10xSTAT92E-GFP sensor (Bach et al., 2006) (Fig. 22E). 
Finally, we found the process "oocyte maturation" among the top 20 categories in the 
KEGG analysis (data not shown). Genes involved in oogenesis were also identified as enriched 
by the GO term analysis of L(3)mbt targets (Fig 23C). L(3)mbt bound close to the TSS of vasa 
(vas), bag of marbles (bam) and benign gonial cell neoplasm (bgcn), for example (Fig. 22H). This is 
consistent with reports describing defects in oogenesis and germ cell formation in l(3)mbt mutants 
(Gateff and Miyamoto, 1990; Yohn et al., 2003). Whether oogenesis genes are repressed in other 
tissues by L(3)mbt and whether expression of these genes contributes to tumor formation, is 
currently unclear. Thus, our data suggest that L(3)mbt might repress transcription of SWH target 
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genes by directly binding to their upstream control regions. The fact that L(3)mbt also regulates 
Jak/STAT target genes and genes involved in oogenesis suggests that multiple pathways could 
contribute to tumor formation. 
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Figure 22) L(3)mbt binds at the TSS and regulates SWH target genes and Jak/STAT 
pathway activity 
(A) ChIP analysis at the th/diap1, CycE, Ubx and control loci in WT brain and imaginal disc tissues performed 
with antibodies against dSfmbt and L(3)mbt. ChIP signals at PREs (green boxes) and other regions are presented 
as percentage of input chromatin (distances from transcription start site (TSS) indicated in kb). Error bars 
correspond to standard deviation of three ChIP experiments. (B) diap1-GFP5.1 (including the first TSS of diap1) 
expressed in WT and l(3)mbt76 mutant brains stained for Miranda (single plane in top panels, maximum intensity 
projections in bottom panels). (C) Histogram of L(3)mbt binding frequency relative to the closest TSS. (D) 
KEGG pathway analysis of L(3)mbt target genes (3% FDR). Purple bars represent the observed percentage of 
target genes in a particular KEGG pathway. Grey bars represent the percentage expected on the basis of all 
annotated genes. The significance (posterior probability) of this enrichment is based on a Bayesian model-based 
gene set analysis (MGSA) (Bauer et al., 2010). (E) 10xStat92E-GFP expressed in wing discs (top panels, 
maximum intensity projections) and brains (bottom panels, single planes) of l(3)mbt76/+ control and l(3)mbt76 
mutant larvae stained for Miranda (bottom panels only). (F) ChIP-Seq tracks for L(3)mbt (purple) and ChIP-chip 
tracks for the PcG proteins Ph, Pho and dSfmbt (grey) at the th/diap1 and bantam loci. Purple and grey boxes 
represent bound regions. For L(3)mbt bound regions at 0.5% and 3% FDR are indicated. Annotated genes and 
genome coordinate positions correspond to the D. melanogaster BDGP Release 5 (UCSC dm3) assembly. Green 
lines indicate L(3)mbt low occupancy peak at -23kb, and Hth and Yki binding site at -14kb (Peng et al., 2009) 
relative to the bantam miRNA. (G) ChIP-Seq tracks for L(3)mbt (purple) at Salvador-Hippo-Warts (SWH) 
pathway target genes CycA, CycB and E2F and the SWH member sd. Rectangles outline L(3)mbt binding sites at 
the TSS. Boxes indicate L(3)mbt bound regions at 0.5% and 3% FDR. (H) ChIP-Seq tracks for L(3)mbt (purple) 
at germline genes vas, bam and bgcn. Rectangles outline L(3)mbt binding sites at the TSS. Boxes indicate L(3)mbt 
bound regions at 0.5% and 3% FDR. 
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Figure 23) related to Figure 22 
(A) Quantification of the biological reproducibility of the ChIP-seq experiments. The read coverage at all called 
peaks regions was calculated for both replicates, plotted against each other and the Pearson correlation 
calculated. (B) L(3)mbt bound region peaks score at 0.5% and 3% FDR. The false discovery rate (FDR) was 
estimated as the ratio of the number of peaks called in the control to the number of peaks called for the ChIP 
data for a given threshold. A peak score threshold was set to a value where further increase would no longer 
result in a significant lowering of the FDR. (C) Gene Ontology (GO) analysis of L(3)mbt (3% FDR) target 
genes. Purple bars represent the observed percentage of target genes in a particular GO category. Grey bars 
represent the percentage expected on the basis of all annotated genes. The significance (posterior probability) of 
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2.1.6 L(3)mbt binds to insulator elements 
The molecular mechanism by which L(3)mbt controls gene expression is not clear. The 
postulated functions of the protein are largely based on its ability to bind histones, but so far our 
analysis did not reveal an obvious correlation with specific histone marks at the diap1 locus (data 
not shown). To learn more about L(3)mbt binding specificity, we searched for DNA motifs that 
are enriched among L(3)mbt binding sites. Our analysis revealed a total of seven DNA consensus 
motifs that were enriched in a statistically significant manner (Fig. 24A, Fig 25A). Three of these 
did not match any known consensus motif and may indicate that L(3)mbt associates with a DNA 
binding protein that remains to be identified (Fig 25A). Four others matched the consensus for 
the known chromatin insulators CP190, BEAF-32, CTCF and Su(Hw) (Fig. 24A) (Zhao et al., 
1995; Adryan et al., 2007; Holohan et al., 2007; Negre et al., 2010). To learn more about these 
four motifs present in L(3)mbt bound regions, we first plotted the percentage of bound regions 
with a consensus versus the rank of those regions. Second, we determined the frequency of sites 
that contained one, two or more motifs. Finally, we used published ChIP-chip data (Negre et al., 
2010) to determine the overlap in binding sites between L(3)mbt and each of the four chromatin 
insulators (Fig. 24B). CP190 showed the strongest overlap in binding sites but this might be due 
to the large number of CP190-bound regions (over 6,000). The CP190 motif occured only once 
per region and was more frequent in lower-ranking L(3)mbt binding peaks. The BEAF-32 motif, 
in contrast, was present more than once in the bound regions and there was a strong overlap in 
binding sites of BEAF-32 with those of L(3)mbt. The CTCF motif typically occured in one copy 
but was most frequent among the highest-ranked L(3)mbt binding peaks. CTCF binding sites 
overlapped extensively with L(3)mbt bound regions. Although the Su(Hw) binding motif was 
significantly enriched in L(3)mbt bound regions there was only a small overlap of the overall 
binding sites of both proteins. Thus, our analysis suggests an overlap in high affinity binding sites 
between L(3)mbt and the chromatin insulator CTCF. The lack of common bound regions with 
Su(Hw) suggests that L(3)mbt could belong to the class I of chromatin insulator proteins (Negre 
et al., 2010). 
The most well studied locus for insulator proteins is the Hox gene cluster of the Bithorax 
complex (BX-C) that controls differentiation of the abdominal and posterior thoracic segments 
(Valenzuela and Kamakaka, 2006; Mohan et al., 2007). Remarkably, L(3)mbt binding sites within 
this locus correlated strongly with CP190 and CTCF whereas with Su(Hw) sites the correlation 
was much weaker (Fig. 24C). To test whether L(3)mbt binding sites in the Hox-cluster are 
functional, we analyzed the expression of the homeotic gene Abdominal-B (Abd-B). CTCF mutants 
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show a characteristic downregulation of Abd-B in parasegments PS10-PS14 at the tip of the 
ventral nerve cord (VNC) in the larvae (Mohan et al., 2007). We stained the l(3)mbt mutant larval 
CNS for Abd-B and Deadpan (Fig. 24D) and found reduction of Abd-B staining that closely 
resembled the change seen in CTCF mutants. Taken together, our data demonstrate that L(3)mbt 
binds to insulator sequences and acts as a chromatin insulator at the Abd-B locus. Notably, a 
strong correlation between L(3)mbt and chromatin insulator binding was also observed at the 
SWH target genes ban and diap1 (Fig. 25B, C). At the first TSS of diap1, where L(3)mbt binding 
was strongest, the insulator proteins CP190, BEAF-32, CTCF and, to a lesser extent, Su(Hw) 
were also bound indicating that this region could act as an insulator. Importantly in l(3)mbt76 
mutants the diap1-GFP5.1 reporter was higher expressed (Fig. 22B), indicating that L(3)mbt is 
necessary to maintain wild type expression levels. These data suggest that a loss of insulator 
function could be responsible for the target gene deregulation and ultimately for tumor formation 
in l(3)mbt mutants. 
Results 




Figure 24) L(3)mbt binds at insulator-bound regulatory domains and influences Abd-B 
expression 
(A) De novo identified sequence motifs significantly enriched in L(3)mbt bound regions (0.5% FDR) correspond 
to motifs for the insulator-associated proteins CP190, BEAF-32, CTCF and Su(Hw) (Zhao et al., 1995; Negre et 
al., 2010). Discovered motifs are depicted as sequence logos generated from a position weight matrix (PWM). 
Histograms show motif enrichment in L(3)mbt bound regions, computed as the ratio of the PWM match 
frequency in the dataset (purple) and the background (grey) frequency (significance of the enrichment is assessed 
using Fisher’s exact test). Plots represent the percentage of ranked L(3)mbt bound regions (purple dots) 
containing the corresponding motif (black dotted line represents L(3)mbt bound regions at 0.5% FDR). 
Histograms (grey) show the number of motifs found per L(3)mbt bound regions at 0.5% FDR. (B) Venn 
diagrams showing the overlap of regions bound by L(3)mbt (0.5% FDR, purple) and regions bound by insulator-
associated proteins (grey) CP190, BEAF-32 and CTCF (class I), and Su(Hw) (class II) (Negre et al., 2010). (C) 
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BEAF-32, CTCF and Su(Hw) (Negre et al., 2010) at the Bithorax complex (BXC) locus. Purple and grey boxes 
represent bound regions. For L(3)mbt bound regions at 0.5% and 3% FDR are indicated. Annotated genes and 
genome coordinate positions correspond to the D. melanogaster R5/dm3 assembly. (See also Figure 25) (D) 
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Figure 25) related to Figure 24 
(A) de novo identified sequence motifs significantly enriched in L(3)mbt bound regions (0.5% FDR) depicted as 
sequence logos generated from a position weight matrix (PWM). Histograms show motif enrichment in L(3)mbt 
bound regions, computed as the ratio of the PWM match frequency in the dataset (purple) and the background 
(grey) frequency (significance of the enrichment is assessed using Fisher’s exact test). Plots represent the 
percentage of ranked L(3)mbt bound regions (purple dots) containing the corresponding motif (black dotted line 
represents L(3)mbt bound regions at 0.5% FDR). Histograms (grey) show the number of motifs found per 
L(3)mbt bound region at 0.5% FDR. (B) ChIP-Seq tracks for L(3)mbt (purple) and ChIP-chip tracks for 
insulator-associated proteins (grey) CP190, BEAF-32, CTCF and Su(Hw) (Negre et al., 2010) at the diap1 locus. 
Purple and grey boxes represent bound regions, respectively. (C) ChIP-Seq tracks for L(3)mbt (purple) and 
ChIP-chip tracks for insulator-associated proteins (grey) CP190, BEAF-32, CTCF and Su(Hw) (Negre et al., 
2010) at the bantam locus. Purple and grey boxes represent bound regions, respectively. For L(3)mbt bound 
regions at 0.5% and 3% FDR are indicated. Green lines indicate L(3)mbt low occupancy peak at -23kb, and Hth 
and Yki binding site (Peng et al., 2009) at -14kb relative to the bantam miRNA. (D) Comparison of peak finder 
programs PyPeak and MACS. PyPeak improves the motif occurrence among the high confidence peaks in the 
identified peak centers over peak centers identified by MACS and randomly selected genomic regions of the 
same size. 
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2.2 GENOME WIDE ANALYSIS OF SELF-RENEWAL IN D R O S O P H I L A  
NEURAL STEM CELLS BY TRANSGENIC RNA I 
In stem cell lineages, the balance between self-renewal and differentiation is precisely 
controlled to ensure tissue homeostasis and prevent tumorigenesis. Here, we use genome-wide 
transgenic RNAi to identify 620 genes potentially involved in controlling this balance in D. 
melanogaster Nbs. We quantify all loss-of-function phenotypes and derive measurements for 
proliferation, cell lineage, cell size or cell shape. We identify a set of transcriptional regulators 
essential for self-renewal and use hierarchical clustering and integration with interaction data to 
create functional networks for the control of Nb self-renewal and differentiation. Our data 
identify key roles for the chromatin remodeling Brm complex, the spliceosome and the 
TRiC/CCT-complex and show that the alternatively spliced transcription factor Lola and the 
transcriptional elongation factors SSRP and Barc control self-renewal and prevent Nb 
overproliferation. As our data are strongly enriched for genes highly expressed in murine neural 
stem cells they are likely to provide valuable insights into mammalian stem cell biology as well. 
2.2.1 Screen design and quality control 
To analyze self-renewal in Nbs on a genome wide level, we designed an RNAi screening 
strategy that maximizes knockdown efficiency in Nbs and allows rapid identification of 
phenotypes. For this, we combined insc-Gal4 (Betschinger et al., 2006) with UAS-Dicer-2 
(expressing the RNAse Dicer-2) and UAS-CD8::GFP (a C-terminal GFP fusion to the CD8 
transmembrane domain). While UAS-Dicer-2 enhances RNAi efficiency (Dietzl et al., 2007), UAS-
CD8::GFP outlines the plasma membrane and internal membranes. Insc-Gal4 is expressed in type 
I and type II Nbs and INPs. Insc-Gal4>>UAS-CD8::GFP outlines most GMCs and young 
neurons as well (Betschinger et al., 2006), presumably due to perdurance of Gal4 and/or 
CD8::GFP. Therefore, our screening setup allows the identification of most cells in each Nb 
lineage without the need for antibody staining. 
In a pilot screen using RNAi lines targeting known regulators of Nb self-renewal we could 
replicate the published loss-of-function phenotypes of brat, pros, and numb in a highly 
reproducible manner (Fig. 26A). Importantly, the overproliferation phenotypes caused by these 
lines could easily be identified based on the CD8::GFP reporter (Fig. 26A). Since all lines causing 
visible phenotypes in the pilot screen are lethal when crossed to UAS-Dicer-2; insc-Gal4 (data not 
shown), we chose to screen for lethality first and analyze only the brains of lethal lines by 
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confocal microscopy (Fig. 26B). In total, we screened 17362 RNAi lines from the VDRC GD 
library corresponding to 12314 individual genes, approximately 89% of the annotated protein 
coding genes in D. melanogaster. 24.1% of the lines caused lethality (corresponding to 3412 or 
27.7% of the analyzed genes) (Fig. 26C, note that only genes that fit our quality criteria (see 
below) are represented in this panel.). This suggests a potential role of those genes in 
neurogenesis although the expression of insc-Gal4 in other tissues (particularly in the larval gut 
and salivary glands) could also be responsible for the lethality. Among the 4182 lethal lines, 
analysis of CD8::GFP expression identified 832 lines (687 genes) that cause abnormalities in Nb, 
GMC or INP number, size or shape or cause the formation of intracellular CD8::GFP 
accumulations (Note that only 620 of these fit our quality criteria and were included in the 
analysis (see below)). We measured the average diameter and number of Nbs and their early 
daughter cells as well as the number and size of GFP aggregates within these cell types. From 
these measurements, we derived numbers that express phenotypic strength in 13 distinct 
categories on a scale from 0 to 10 (see methods for details). This quantification assigns to each 
gene a string of numbers describing a putative loss of function phenotype in Nbs. These 
quantitative phenotypic data are provided in a downloadable Table S1 as well as a searchable 
online database both at http://Nbs.imba.oeaw.ac.at/login.php (Login: NBScreen, Password: 
phustafa). Thus, our screen has identified and quantified putative loss-of-function Nb 
phenotypes for 4.5% of all protein coding genes in the D. melanogaster genome. 
Results 




Figure 26) Transgenic RNAi screen 
(A) Larval brains expressing RNAi targeting brat, numb or pros by insc-Gal4 (and control: no RNAi) stained for 
Mira. CD8::GFP marks insc-Gal4 expression area. (Overview and close up (zoom 2)) (B) Workflow of the in vivo, 
genome wide Nb RNAi screen. (C) Lethality rate of the primary genome wide RNAi screen (GD library). 
Progeny of all lethal and semi-viable crosses were dissected and brains were analyzed by confocal microscopy. 
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Quality control 
Previous studies have demonstrated that off-target effects can be associated with the use of 
long double stranded RNA molecules in D. melanogaster (Kulkarni et al., 2006; Ma et al., 2006). To 
evaluate the quality of our dataset, we made use of a second recently created RNAi library (KK 
library) generated by site-specific integration of UAS-RNAi constructs. In this library 314 lines 
were available for the 687 genes that caused visible brain phenotypes and 235 of these (75%) are 
also lethal when crossed to insc-Gal4 (79 non-lethal lines). We randomly selected 135 lines from 
the lethal set for phenotypic analysis. We compared scores in the “GMC_less” category, the most 
frequent phenotype identified in the screen, and found that 121 KK lines display a phenotype 
identical to the corresponding GD line while for 14 lines (10.4%), only one of the two lines 
targeting the same gene had a phenotype in that category (Fig. 27A, Fig. 28). To improve the 
overall reliability of the primary screening results, we used the S19 score that expresses the 
specificity of each RNAi construct on a scale from 0 (no specificity) to 1 (completely specific) 
(Kulkarni et al., 2006; Dietzl et al., 2007). Of the lethal 79 GD lines where the corresponding KK 
line was viable, 25.3% had a S19 score of less than 0.85. However, only 6.4% of the 235 GD lines 
in which the lethality could be verified by a KK line were below this score. Thus, using the S19 
score to predict quality of RNAi lines significantly improves specificity and we therefore 
discarded lines with a score below or equal 0.85 from our analysis. In 226 of the 288 lines that fit 
this criterion, lethality could be verified by a KK line suggesting that the reproducibility of our 
final dataset is 78.5% (Fig. 27B) and therefore significantly higher than in previous transgenic 
RNAi screens (Mummery-Widmer et al., 2009). 
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Figure 27) Quality control and transcriptional regulators  
(A) Larval brains expressing non-overlapping GD and KK RNAi lines targeting the same gene for different 
phenotypes and no RNAi (control): Brat-RNAi (GD31333 and KK105054) as an example for overproliferation 
stained for Dpn and Elav. For underproliferation Orc2-RNAi (GD47604 and KK107035, Nb_loss_large) stained 
for Mira and Caspase, nop56-RNAi (GD51775 and KK103738, Nb_loss_small) stained for Mira and Pros, dia-
RNAi (GD20518 and KK103914, Nb_huge) stained for Actin and DNA are shown. (B) Lethality rate of a re-
screen using the KK RNAi library. Lines for the re-screen were chosen from GD lines of the primary RNAi 
screen that were lethal and resulted in a visible phenotype in Nb lineages. (C) Heat map showing over- and 
underrepresentation of tissue-specific  gene sets (as defined by their transcriptional up-regulation in the listed 
tissues) in the phenotypic categories found in the screen (L. represents larval tissue). Colour code represents Z-
score with colours from red (underrepresented) to blue (overrepresented) (see materials for details) (D) Table 
containing overlap of mammalian orthologs of genes that resulted in a phenotype in the primary RNAi screen 
with mammalian gene sets available from MSigDB v2.5. The data set is significantly enriched for genes that are 
upregulated in murine neural stem cells and embryonic stem cells compared to differentiated cells. (E) Network 
of transcriptional regulators that result in Nb maintenance defects upon knock down. Genes are shown as nodes, 
and node color reflects the phenotype (blue denotes underproliferation). The intensity of the colour denotes the 
phenotypic strength. The node shape refers to the comparison of our data set with the gene set of the MSigDB 
v2.5 described in Figure 27D and Table S2 (circle: not annotated; rectangle: upregulated in mouse stem cells 
(neural (n) and hematopoietic (h) and embryonic (e); n and h; n and e; e; h) compared to differentiated brain and 
bone marrow cells; triangle: upregulated in mouse neural stem cells but not in embryonic and hematopoietic stem 
cells compared to differentiated brain and bone marrow cells). Edges denote the interaction/association of the 
nodes (edge width reflects evidence count: thick edges represent multiple evidences of interactions). Distinct 
molecular complexes are outlined in green. The remaining genes are sorted according to their known function 
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Figure 28) related to Figure 27 
Table showing 38 genes, identified in the course of the re-screen, for which non-overlapping GD and KK RNAi 
lines are existing and for which insc-Gal4 mediated knock down results in similar phenotypes. 
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To test the expression pattern of the identified genes, we used expression data from 
Flyatlas (Chintapalli et al., 2007). The set of identified genes is significantly enriched for genes 
expressed in the larval CNS (Fig. 27C). Surprisingly, the set is also enriched for genes expressed 
in ovaries whereas most other tissues are underrepresented. This is probably because the 
expression of insc-Gal4 in other tissues like the gut or salivary glands causes early lethality for 
genes generally required in all tissues. Indeed, genes upregulated in a wide variety of tissues other 
than the larval brain are enriched among the “early lethal” genes for which lethality before the 
larval third instar prevented the analysis of brain phenotypes (Fig. 27C and data not shown).  
Close mammalian homologs were identified for 88.23% of the genes causing D. melanogaster 
phenotypes (Table S1 (see online database). To test the relevance of our dataset for mammalian 
stem cell biology, we compared the identified genes to previously assembled mammalian datasets 
that are based on expression and predicted function by searching the Molecular Signature 
Database (MSigDB) (Subramanian et al., 2005). We found that our gene set is significantly 
enriched for genes highly expressed in mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells and neural stem cells 
(Fig. 27D) (Ramalho-Santos et al., 2002). Subsets of genes expressed in mammalian stem cells 
that cause phenotypes in D. melanogaster Nbs may represent valuable starting points for functional 
analyses and are provided in Table S2 (see online database). 
2.2.2 Transcriptional network for self-renewal 
To isolate regulators of self-renewal among the genes identified in the screen we used three 
strategies. First, we identified all putative transcription factors and chromatin regulators that 
cause either loss or underproliferation of Nbs and are therefore candidate components of a 
transcriptional self-renewal network. Second, we defined genes that cause Nb phenotypes and 
were previously shown to interact with any known regulator of ACD, the key process controlling 
Nb self-renewal. Third, we used hierarchical clustering of our quantitative phenotypic data to 
identify groups of genes causing similar phenotypes. 
33 experimentally verified or computationally predicted transcription factors and chromatin 
regulators cause underproliferation phenotypes (Adryan and Teichmann, 2006; Pfreundt et al., 
2010). Among those are 13 known transcription factors, 12 genes whose domain composition 
implies a role in transcriptional regulation and eight chromatin regulators (Fig. 27E, see below for 
explanation of network construction). These include the Polycomb group genes Polycomb-like (Pcl) 
and multiple sex combs (mxc) but also Su(z)12 which has previously been implicated in Nb self-
renewal (Bello et al., 2007). In addition, we identify Su(var)2-10 the D. melanogaster homolog of 
Pias1 (Hari et al., 2001), the Hp1 homolog Su(var)205 (Vermaak and Malik, 2009), the Hdac1 
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homolog Rpd3 (De Rubertis et al., 1996) and domino, a gene that is also required for stem cell 
maintenance in D. melanogaster ovaries (Xi and Xie, 2005). We also find the specific transcription 
factors spalt related (salr) (Mollereau et al., 2001), lethal of scute (l(1)sc) (Martin-Bermudo et al., 1991), 
retinal homoebox (Rx) (Davis et al., 2003) and longitudinals lacking (lola) (Giniger et al., 1994), which 
have been implicated in nervous system development before. Besides these known regulators, 
several putative transcription factors have not been characterized before. CG9895 is homologous 
to the mammalian Kruppel-like factors Klf1, 2, 4 and 8 (Sur, 2009). CG9571 has homology to 
mammalian Foxg1 (Copley, 2005), which is expressed in forebrain progenitors and involved in the 
regulation of self-renewal (Shen et al., 2006; Fasano et al., 2009). 
It is interesting that none of the previously characterized Nb specific transcription factors 
(Southall and Brand, 2009), Asense Snail and Deadpan were identified in our screen. RNAi 
against ase (using GD28280, GD29041), snail (using GD6232) or dpn (using KK106181) all do not 
result in obvious Nb phenotypes. This is not inconsistent with the described mutant phenotypes. 
Although dpn and ase mutants have defects in the optic lobes, central brain Nbs do not show 
phenotypes strong enough to be identified in our screen ((Wallace et al., 2000; Bowman et al., 
2008) and data not shown). Of the 33 transcription factors identified in our screen only 13 genes 
are among the identified ase, sna or dpn target genes (Southall and Brand, 2009). Thus, our RNAi 
screening results nicely complement previous approaches using target identification of known 
transcription factors to build a transcriptional network (Southall and Brand, 2009).  
2.2.3 Regulatory network for Asymmetric Cell Division 
In Nbs, the ACD machinery ensures correct segregation of cell fate determinants into the 
differentiating daughter cell, which is orchestrated by the apical Par/aPKC and Pins/Gαi-
complexes as well as proteins that control spindle orientation. As existing gene annotations 
proved unreliable, we manually extracted a set of 53 genes previously implicated in ACD or 
spindle orientation (Fig. 29A). We used this set to query a database containing all publicly 
available two-hybrid, biochemical, interolog and genetic interactions between D. melanogaster 
genes as well as a set of interaction data extracted from the literature by text mining tools (see 
methods). The resulting interaction network was reduced by only allowing connections with 
genes that had resulted in a phenotype in our screen (Fig. 29A). In the resulting functionally 
annotated interaction network (and in all the networks described below), blue nodes indicate 
under proliferation phenotypes while red stands for overproliferation and grey indicates 
intracellular GFP aggregates. Genes upregulated in mouse neural, hematopoietic or embryonic 
stem cells are displayed as rectangles. Genes upregulated in neural stem cells but not in 
hematopoietic or embryonic stem cells are shown as triangles (Fig. 29A). 
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To predict protein complexes and genetic pathways implicated in ACD we used clustering 
algorithms (MCODE, MCL, see methods), which identify regions of highly interconnected nodes 
within the interaction network. We identified six potential complexes. Three of these control cell 
cycle processes like kinetochore / mitotic spindle assembly, mitotic protein degradation 
(proteasome and anaphase promoting complex (APC)) and DNA replication. This is expected as 
extensive connections have been reported between the cell cycle machinery and ACD (Basto et 
al., 2006; Slack et al., 2007; Wirtz-Peitz et al., 2008). In addition, our analysis also identified the 
RNA splicing machinery, the TRiC/CCT complex (TCP-1 ring complex or chaperonin 
containing T-complex 1) and a chromatin-remodeling complex. They had not been implicated in 
ACD before and were analyzed in more detail. Chromatin remodeling was also identified by the 
hierarchical clustering analysis and is described further below. 
Results 
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Figure 29) Regulatory network for Asymmetric Cell Division 
(A) Network of genes implicated in ACD. Genes are shown as nodes and genes previously implicated in ACD 
are marked with a bold outline. The node colour indicates the observed phenotype in the screen: blue for 
underproliferation, red for overproliferation that has been confirmed by a re-screen and grey for GFP aggregates 
whereas the intensity of the colour marks the phenotypic strength. White nodes denote genes that did not score 
in our screen but were implicated in ACD by other studies. The node shape refers to the MSigDB v2.5 data (see 
Fig. 27E for details). Edges denote the interaction/association of the nodes (edge width reflects evidence count: 
thick edges represent multiple evidences of interactions). Distinct molecular complexes are outlined in green. (B) 
Larval brains expressing lola-RNAi (either against all isoforms (all) or one isoform (B)) or no RNAi (control) by 
insc-Gal4 and stained for Mira and Pros. (Overview and close up (zoom 2)) (C) Schematic showing Lola domain 
structure and lola isoforms. Blue squares represent a BTB (Bric-a-brac, Tramtrack, Broad-complex) domain and 
red squares represent a Zn finger domain. Each line represents a lola isoform. Green bars mark target regions of 
RNAi constructs. The coloured isoforms are either differentially expressed in brat-RNAi vs wt (B, C, D, H, S, up- 
or downregulation additionally marked by an arrow) or were knocked down with an isoform-specific RNAi line 
(B and N). (D) Larval brains expressing PpP4-19C-RNAi or no RNAi (control) by insc-Gal4 (type I and type II 
Nb lineages) or ase-Gal4 (type I Nb lineages) and stained for Mira and Pros. (underproliferation is marked by 




One of the complexes identified contains 35 genes that regulate various aspects of RNA 
metabolism and transcription (Fig. 29A, “splicing”). 27 of these have previously been shown to 
regulate RNA splicing. Interestingly, eight of these genes were previously identified in an RNAi 
screen for alternative splicing (Park et al., 2004). In a cellular assay, B52, Hrb87F, CG6841, Pea 
and U2af50 are needed for alternative splicing of Dscam while B52, Crn and snRNP70K are 
involved in alternative splicing of dAdar and CG10418 controls splicing of paralytic. In our screen, 
most of these genes cause underproliferation and loss of Nbs and this might indicate a role for 
alternative splicing in Nb proliferation. 
Alternative splicing in flies has been implicated in sex determination, behaviour and axon 
guidance (Park and Graveley, 2007). To identify potential targets of alternative splicing in Nbs, 
we searched for genes where individual RNAi lines resulted in divergent phenotypes. 
Interestingly, the gene lola is targeted by three different RNAi lines, one of which causes 
overproliferation (GD12573) while the other two lines (GD41415, GD25333) cause 
underproliferation in Nb lineages (Fig. 29B, online DB). This difference is not due to off-targets 
as the overproliferation phenotype could be confirmed by another non-overlapping RNAi line 
from the KK library (data not shown, see methods for details). Lola is a transcription factor 
involved in axon guidance during nervous system development (Giniger et al., 1994; Madden et 
al., 1999; Crowner et al., 2002; Goeke et al., 2003). The gene encodes at least 20 different 
isoforms that share a common N-terminal BTB-domain but differ in their C-terminal Zn finger 
region (Goeke et al., 2003; Ohsako et al., 2003). Both RNAi lines that cause overproliferation 
target the common N-terminal region and are predicted to affect all of the 20 isoforms. The two 
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lines causing Nb loss, however, specifically target the lola splicing isoforms B and N (Fig. 29C). 
Thus, different splicing isoforms of lola seem to promote or inhibit Nb self-renewal. To test 
whether lola isoforms are differentially expressed in Nbs vs. neurons, we performed a microarray 
analysis of wild type (wt) brains and brat-RNAi brains, which mostly consist of overproliferating 
type II Nbs. Interestingly, while isoforms D and H are downregulated in brat mutant brains, the 
expression of isoforms B, C and S is significantly increased (see arrowheads in Fig. 29C). Thus, 
alternative splicing of lola seems to be important for controlling proliferation in the developing D. 
melanogaster brain. 
Alternative splicing of lola has been implicated in axon guidance where individual isoforms 
have different expression patterns and slightly different phenotypes (Goeke et al., 2003). In D. 
melanogaster ovaries, lola regulates programmed cell death of nurse cells and the isoforms required 
are different from those acting in axon guidance (Bass et al., 2007). Lola has been shown to 
antagonize the Notch pathway (Zheng and Carthew, 2008) but also to enhance Delta induced 
tumor formation (Ferres-Marco et al., 2006). Notch-Delta signaling is important for balancing 
proliferation and differentiation in D. melanogaster Nbs. Thus, the different phenotypes of the 
various lola-RNAi lines could be explained if different splicing isoforms would have distinct 
effects on Notch-Delta signaling. 
TRiC/CCT complex 
The TRiC/CCT complex (TCP-1 ring complex or chaperonin containing T-complex 1) 
contains eight proteins that co-purify with the protein phosphatase PP4 (Gingras et al., 2005). In 
our screen, four of these (Cct5, Tcp-1eta, CG7033 and CG5525) result in underproliferation 
phenotypes while the others are early lethal (Cct1γ) or cause lethality without an obvious Nb 
phenotype (Tcp-1like, CG8258 and Tcp-1ζ). The catalytic subunit of PP4 itself (Pp4-19C) also 
causes Nb underproliferation although a subset of Nbs displays an overproliferation phenotype 
(Fig. 29A, D, note that genes causing both under- and overproliferation are shown in red). The 
overproliferation phenotype is not confined to type II lineages as it is also seen with ase-Gal4, 
which drives RNAi in type I lineages only (Fig. 29D). In addition, one of the two regulatory 
subunits (PPR2/PPp4R2r) also results in Nb underproliferation. 
The TRiC/CCT complex is the major ATP-dependent chaperonin in the eukaryotic 
cytoplasm (Hartl and Hayer-Hartl, 2009). It interacts with folding intermediates of a diverse range 
of polypeptides and prevents the formation of protein aggregates. It has a critical role in folding 
the cytoskeletal proteins actin and tubulin (Dunn et al., 2001). Although it has been implicated in 
many cellular processes like cell cycle progression, chromatin remodeling and DNA repair 
(Dekker et al., 2008; Yam et al., 2008) a role in stem cell self- renewal has not been demonstrated 
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before. In D. melanogaster, a previous study has identified PP4 as a regulator of the asymmetric 
localization of Mira and its cargo proteins Pros and Brat in dividing Nbs (Sousa-Nunes et al., 
2009). In Nbs mutant for the PP4 regulatory subunit falafel (flfl/PP4R3) or upon Pp4-19C-RNAi, 
Mira fails to localize asymmetrically and is found in the cytoplasm or in the nucleus instead 
(Sousa-Nunes et al., 2009). This has been reported to lead to reduced Nb proliferation although 
the overproliferation phenotype has not been described before. Whether PP4 acts in the 
TRiC/CCT complex to perform its role in Mira localization is currently unclear. PP4 has also 
been described to localize to centrosomes and act in centrosome maturation and spindle 
formation in D. melanogaster and C. elegans (Helps et al., 1998; Sumiyoshi et al., 2002). As tubulin is 
a major substrate of the TRiC/CCT and correct orientation of the mitotic spindle is essential for 
ACD, this might provide an alternative explanation for the Nb phenotypes. 
2.2.4 Hierarchical clustering of phenotypes 
Our analysis has assigned to each gene a string of numbers describing a putative loss of 
function phenotype in Nbs. This “phenotypic barcode” allows us to computationally analyze and 
group genes based on the similarity of their Nb phenotypes. Phenotypic clustering of genes has 
been carried out in C. elegans before although using a less complex dataset that describes 
phenotypes in a non-quantitative manner (Piano et al., 2002). We used a hierarchical clustering 
algorithm on a reduced set of phenotypic categories describing Nb and GMC size, an increase or 
decrease in Nb number and an increase or decrease in the number of daughter cells generated by 
each Nb. In addition, we included the presence of GFP-aggregates within a cell, a phenotype that 
might indicate cell death or any other disturbance of internal cellular membranes. The analysis 
identified several clusters of similar phenotype combinations and allowed a clearly arranged 
visualization of our screening results (Fig. 30A). 
To define groups of genes that might perform a similar function we used specific 
combinatorial criteria. We call these groups “phenogroups”. In particular, we defined the 
phenogroups overproliferation, Nb_loss_large, Nb_loss_small, Nb_loss_normal, Nb_huge using 
criteria described below. 
Genes required for restricting self-renewal and potential tumor suppressors are expected to 
cause an increase in Nb or total cell number. We therefore generated an “overproliferation” 
phenogroup of 29 genes where “Nb_more >= 2” or “GMC_more >= 2”. Analysis of genes 
promoting self-renewal is more complex. Such genes should cause a reduction of total cell 
number within Nb lineages. However, underproliferation is the most common phenotype in our 
analysis (538 of 620 genes) and can also arise from a number of unspecific biological defects, 
such as cell death, a cell-cycle block or a defect in a basic metabolic process. We therefore 
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analyzed all genes where “Nb_less >= 2” and grouped them into three mutually exclusive 
phenogroups depending on whether Nb loss is associated with increased, decreased or 
unchanged Nb size (Fig. 29A). The Nb_loss_small, Nb_loss_large and Nb_loss_normal 
phenogroups were defined as “Nb_less >=2 AND Nb_small >=2”, “Nb_less >=2 AND 
Nb_large >=2” and “Nb_less >=2 AND Nb_small <=1 AND Nb_large <=1”, respectively. 
Genes in the Nb_loss_large and the Nb_loss_normal phenogroup are almost always associated 
with the accumulation of GFP aggregates suggesting that they act in basic cellular processes (Fig. 
30A). Such aggregates are almost never observed in the Nb_loss_small phenogroup indicating 
that those genes might play a role in cell growth but are not essential for cell survival. Besides 
these four phenogroups, the clustering algorithm identified a group of genes causing an extreme 
increase in Nb size without loss and we combined those genes in the Nb_huge phenogroup (Fig. 
30A).  
To test whether phenogroups are enriched for genes involved in specific biological 
processes, we performed a Gene Ontology (GO) term analysis (Fig. 30B and Fig. 31). The 
overproliferation phenogroup is strongly enriched for processes like GMC fate determination, 
neurogenesis and Nb differentiation indicating that it contains regulators of ACD and 
differentiation. The Nb_huge phenogroup is strongly enriched for cell division and cytokinesis 
indicating that the large Nb size is due to defects in cytokinesis. For the genes that cause Nb loss, 
the GO term analysis revealed that the clustering algorithm had indeed separated distinct 
functional phenogroups. The Nb_loss_normal and Nb_loss_large phenogroups are enriched for 
genes regulating cell cycle, mitosis and DNA replication but also RNA and nucleotide 
metabolism. The Nb_loss_small phenogroup on the other hand is strongly enriched for 
ribosome biogenesis and assembly and rRNA metabolism indicating that a defect in cell growth is 
responsible for this phenotype. Thus, phenogroups are highly enriched for genes directing 
specific cellular processes. 
This was further confirmed by analyzing the Nb_huge phenogroup in more detail. 
Interaction network analysis of this group identified a complex containing most of the known 
regulators of cytokinesis like Incenp, zipper and aurora B (Fig. 33A). The complex also contains the 
apoptosis inhibitor Deterin (CG12265) (Jones et al., 2000) that is homologous to survivin, a 
regulator of cytokinesis in mammals (Balasubramanian et al., 2004). Besides the previously known 
cytokinesis regulators (Fig. 33B), we also find the tubulin subunits betaTub60D and alphaTub67C 
and the kinase Pka-C2 in this phenogroup. Actin staining of these RNAi lines reveals massive 
enlargement of Nbs and increased cellular DNA content characteristic for a cytokinesis defect 
(Fig. 33C). 
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Figure 30) Hierarchical clustering of phenotypes 
(A) Heat map representation of the established distinct phenotypes following agglomerative hierarchical 
clustering. Individual columns in the heat map represent scored phenotypes and the phenotypic profile of 
individual genes is displayed in rows. Colors denote the phenotypic score (white represents no phenotype, dark 
blue represents the strongest phenotype). Established phenogroups are shown as boxes in the following colors: 
Nb_huge as orange; Overproliferation as red; Nb_loss_small, Nb_loss_large and Nb_loss_normal as grey. (B) 
Heat map displaying over- and underrepresentation of selected GO terms in phenogoups Nb_huge, 
Overproliferation, Nb_loss_small, Nb_loss_large and Nb_loss_normal (Colour code represents Z-score with 
colours from red (underrepresented) to blue (overrepresented) (see materials for details)). (For additional analysis 
see Fig 31.) 
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Figure 31) related to Figure 30 
Heat map displaying over- and underrepresentation of GO terms in phenogroups Nb_huge, Overproliferation, 
Nb_loss_small, Nb_loss_large and Nb_loss_normal (Colour code represents Z-score with colours from red 
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2.2.5 Cell growth and Nb self-renewal 
Genes required for maintaining self-renewal capacity should cause a loss of Nbs and 
therefore be in the phenogroups Nb_loss_small, Nb_loss_large and Nb_loss_normal. As Nb loss 
can also be caused by apoptosis, we stained RNAi lines targeting a representative set of genes in 
the three phenogroups for apoptotic cells with an antibody that detects the activity of the D. 
melanogaster caspase-9 homolog DRONC (Fan and Bergmann, 2009). While the number of 
apoptotic cells typically was not increased in the Nb_loss_small group, we often observed a 
strong increase in caspase positive cells for genes in the Nb_loss_normal and Nb_loss_large 
phenogroups (Fig. 27B and data not shown). Consistent with this, expression of the apoptosis 
inhibitor p35 together with genes in the Nb_loss_small phenogroup (nop56 and RpL10Aa) did 
not prevent Nb loss (data not shown). Together with the fact that GFP-aggregates are seen in the 
Nb_loss_large and Nb_loss_normal phenogroup, these data indicate that self-renewal genes are 
enriched in the Nb_loss_small phenogroup. 
Besides four genes regulating cell cycle progression, a network analysis of the 
Nb_loss_small phenogroup identified one cluster of genes regulating ribosome biogenesis and 
protein biogenesis (Fig. 32A). The cluster contains the genes nmd3, CG7338, Mys45A, Nop60B, 
CG11583, Nop56 and CG5033, which are known to localize to nucleoli or be required for 
ribosome biogenesis. It also contains the genes Dpb73, CG8461, CG8064, CG4554, CG4806, 
CG9246, CG7993, CG7728, CG12325, CG5800, CG1671 and kurz (kz) where homologs in S. 
cerevisiae play a role in ribosome biogenesis (determined by GO-term analysis, see methods). 
Surprisingly, however, the network contains only a subset of the D. melanogaster ribosomal 
proteins while most other ribosomal subunits cause early lethality and could therefore not be 
analyzed in Nbs (data not shown). Thus, most ribosomal subunits are generally required in all D. 
melanogaster cells while some have a more specific function. Among those are RpL10Aa and 
RpS10a (Fig. 32B) but also RpS5b, a subunit that causes Nb underproliferation but is not 
contained in the interaction network because its Nb size phenotype is below the cutoff threshold. 
These subunits are duplicated in the D. melanogaster genome (Marygold et al., 2007) and in all cases 
the alternative isoform (RpL10Ab, RpS10b and RpS5a, respectively) causes early lethality. A 
previous gene expression analysis has revealed that RpS10a and RpS5b are significantly 
overrepresented in D. melanogaster ovarian stem cells compared to the corresponding embryonic 
lethal isoform (Kai et al., 2005). Our results indicate that certain ribosomal subunits are 
duplicated in the fly genome with one isoform being required in all cells and another isoform 
acting more specifically in stem cell lineages and maybe other cell types where growth needs to be 
precisely controlled. 
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Functional diversification of duplicated ribosomal subunits has been demonstrated before 
in yeast. In S. cerevisiae, several ribosomal subunits exist as two isoforms that serve distinct 
functions and cause different phenotypes when deleted (Komili et al., 2007). For several of these, 
only one paralog is required for the correct local translation of the ASH1 RNA during ACD. A 
distinct genetic pathway exists for the assembly and localization of ribosomes containing those 
specific isoforms but is not required generally for ribosome assembly. In vertebrates, duplication 
of ribosomal protein genes is rare although multiple splice variants exist that can be expressed in 
a tissue specific manner (Nakao et al., 2004). In humans (but not mice) the Rps4 gene is 
duplicated. The two isoforms RPS4X and RPS4Y are located on the X and Y-chromosomes, 
respectively (Fisher et al., 1990). RPS4Y has been implicated in Turner syndrome (Fisher et al., 
1990), but this is likely due to a dosage effect since the two isoforms are functionally equivalent. 
Although the phenomenon of ribosomal protein gene duplication is conserved, there is no single 
duplication that is seen in all animal species. In D. melanogaster, individual duplications arose at 
various points in evolution. While RpL7 is duplicated in all Diptera and RpS5 in all Drosophilidae, 
RpS10 and RpL10A are duplicated only in the melanogaster subgroup (Marygold et al., 2007). 
Whether the duplications simply reflect a higher demand for protein translation efficiency in 
certain tissues or whether there is a true functional diversification like in yeast will be an 
interesting question to pursue. 
Taken together, these data suggest that cell growth is rate limiting for stem cell self-renewal 
in the D. melanogaster brain. While growth defects result in premature differentiation, defects in 
cell cycle progression or basic nucleotide metabolism are more likely to result in apoptotic Nbs. 
This is consistent with previous observations, which demonstrated that Nbs stop growing and 
become smaller before they exit the cell cycle and terminally differentiate during pupal stages of 
development (Maurange et al., 2008). 
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Figure 32) Cell growth and Nb self-renewal 
(A) Network for Nb_loss_small phenogroup. The intensity of the colour marks the phenotypic strength. Node 
shape refers to MSigDB v2.5 data (see Fig. 27E for details). Edges denote the interaction/association of the 
nodes (edge width reflects evidence count: thick edges represent multiple evidences of interactions). Distinct 
molecular complexes are outlined in green. (B) Larval brains expressing RpL10Aa-RNAi, RpS10a-RNAi or no 
RNAi (control) by insc-Gal4>>CD8::GFP and stained for Mira. Dotted lines outline individual Nbs. (Overview 





















































Figure 33) related to Figure 32 
(A) Network of all genes of the Nb_huge phenogroup. The node shape refers to the comparison of our data set 
with the gene set of the MSigDB v2.5 (see Fig. 27E for details). Edges denote the interaction/association (edge 
width reflects evidence count: thick edges represent multiple evidences of interactions) (B,C) Knock down of 
genes previously implicated in cytokinesis (B) and of alphaTub67C and betaTub60D (C) result in similar 
phenotypes. All brains are stained for Actin and DNA. Actin staining reveals massively enlarged cells and DNA 
staining (DAPI) reveals the increased cellular DNA content. 
 
2.2.6 Differentiation and tumor suppression 
Inhibitors of self-renewal and genes required for differentiation are expected to be in the 
overproliferation phenogroup. However, apparent overproliferation phenotypes could also be 
generated by longer GFP expression in Nb lineages or by an increase in proliferation. Since the 
CD8::GFP reporter did not allow us to distinguish those, we stained all 29 lines in the 
overproliferation phenogroup for the Nb marker Mira and for Pros, a marker for GMCs and 
neurons. This analysis identified 18 genes where RNAi results in the formation of extra Nbs (Fig. 
34, 35). 
Interaction network analysis of the overproliferation genes revealed two protein complexes 
(Fig. 34A). The first complex contains the segregating determinants Numb, Pros, Mira and Brat 
and the phosphatase PP4 (see above, (Sousa-Nunes et al., 2009)). Numb connects to α-Adaptin 
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and AP-2σ, two components of the AP2 complex involved in receptor-mediated endocytosis. 
Although Numb has been shown to bind to α-Adaptin (Santolini et al., 2000) and acts through 
α-Adaptin in sensory organ precursor cells (Berdnik et al., 2002) it has not been implied in tumor 
suppression and regulation of stem cell proliferation before. Knock down of α-Adaptin or AP-
2σ results in the formation of ectopic Nbs that co-express Mira and Dpn but are negative for the 
neuronal markers Pros and Elav (Fig. 34B, 35A and data not shown). 
To address whether the observed phenotypes for α-Adaptin and AP-2σ  are specific to a 
subset of Nb lineages, we utilized the fact that only type I Nbs express Ase. We generated a line 
that drives expression of UAS constructs specifically in type II Nb lineages by combining worniu-
Gal4 (wor-Gal4) with a transgene expressing the Gal4 inhibitor Gal80 from the ase promoter (Fig. 
35E). As α-Adaptin- and AP-2σ −RNAi result in Nb overproliferation when driven from this line, 
the AP-2 complex is required in type II Nbs. However, overproliferation is also seen upon knock 
down of the genes in type I lineages using ase-Gal4 indicating that AP-2 is required in all central 
brain Nbs to restrict proliferation (Fig. 35B, C). A similar overproliferation phenotype is evident 
in clones of α-Adaptin mutants, confirming the specificity of the RNAi line (Fig. 35D). These data 
are similar to the phenotype of the α-Adaptin binding partner numb but distinct from brat which 
specifically regulates differentiation in type II Nb lineages. This suggests that D. melanogaster 
Numb exerts its tumor suppressor function by regulating endocytic trafficking and the AP-2 
complex. In vertebrates, Numb acts as a tumor suppressor by degrading p53 (Colaluca et al., 
2008) and this might indicate an interesting difference between D. melanogaster and mammalian 
systems. 
Chromatin remodeling 
The second complex contains the genes brahma (brm), moira (mor) and osa, which are part of 
the chromatin remodeling Brm complex (Papoulas et al., 1998). RNAi of either brm, mor or osa 
results in the generation of extra Mira positive Nbs at the expense of Pros positive neurons (Fig. 
34C). To test whether the phenotype arises from type I or type II Nbs, we used ase-Gal4 and wor-
Gal4, ase-Gal80 (Fig. 34D, E). Expressing RNAi with wor-Gal4, ase-Gal80 resulted in an 
overproliferation phenotype while ase-Gal4 had no effect indicating that type II Nbs are more 
sensitive to the loss of the Brm complex. 
Components of the Brm and the related Brg complexes have been implicated in tumor 
suppression (Reisman et al., 2009) and in controlling the balance between proliferation and 
differentiation in mammalian neural stem cells (Yoo and Crabtree, 2009). Consistent with this, 
both Brm and Osa are upregulated in mouse neural stem cells (Fig. 34A). 
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Transcriptional elongation 
In the overproliferation network, the Brm complex connects to the genes Ssrp and CG6049 
(Fig. 34A). RNAi targeting Ssrp or CG6049 results in an expansion of Nbs at the expense of 
neurons (Fig. 34B, 36B). Ssrp is a subunit of the so-called FACT complex that is required for 
transcriptional elongation on chromatin templates (Orphanides et al., 1999; Belotserkovskaya and 
Reinberg, 2004). The FACT complex acts by destabilizing nucleosomes and facilitates 
transcription by allowing PolII to pass (Belotserkovskaya et al., 2003; Kaplan et al., 2003; 
Saunders et al., 2003). It is connected to the Brm complex because the yeast version of the Brm 
complex (Swi/Snf) is also implicated in histone disassembly and removal during transcriptional 
elongation (Schwabish and Struhl, 2007).  
CG6049 is the D. melanogaster homolog of human Tat-SF1 (Zhou and Sharp, 1996). Besides 
roles in HIV infection (Zhou and Sharp, 1996) and RNA splicing (Fong and Zhou, 2001), Tat-
SF1 also has a prominent function in transcriptional elongation (Li and Green, 1998). It is an 
activator and binding partner of the Paf1 complex and the transcription elongation factor DSIF 
(Chen et al., 2009). DSIF is a heterodimer of Spt4 and Spt5 that binds to RNA Polymerase II and 
can both promote and inhibit transcriptional elongation (Wada et al., 1998). Together with the 
negative elongation factor NELF, it can cause stalling of PolII transcription while Paf1 and Tat-
SF1 are its cofactors for activating transcriptional elongation. As the FACT complex is one of the 
most prominent genetic and physical interaction partners of Paf1 (Squazzo et al., 2002; 
Belotserkovskaya and Reinberg, 2004; Adelman et al., 2006), all genes in the Brm/CG6049/Ssrp 
interaction network may regulate Nb self-renewal through a common mechanism. 
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Figure 34) Differentiation and tumor suppression 
(A) Network of genes resulting in overproliferation. The intensity of the colour denotes the phenotypic strength. 
The node shape refers to the MSigDB v2.5 data (see Fig. 27E for details). Edges denote the 
interaction/association of the nodes (edge width reflects evidence count: thick edges represent multiple evidences 
of interactions). Distinct molecular complexes are outlined in green. (B) Larval brains expressing daughterless-
RNAi, AP2-sigma-RNAi, Ssrp-RNAi or no RNAi (control) by insc-Gal4 and stained for Mira and Pros (Overview 
and close up (zoom 2)). (C-E) Larval brains expressing RNAi targeting brahma, moira and osa or no RNAi 
(control) by different Gal4-lines and stained for Mira and Pros. (C) insc-Gal4 (type I and type II Nb lineages). 


















































































Figure 35) related to Figure 34 
(A) Insc-Gal4 mediated knock down of alpha-Adaptin, CG6066, Ada1-2, hermaphrodite (her) and ccn result in the 
formation of ectopic Nbs. All brains are stained with Mira and Pros, CD8::GFP marks the insc-Gal4 expression 
area. (B,C) Knock down of alpha-Adaptin and AP2-sigma in type I (B) or type II (C) lineages results in the 
formation of ectopic Nbs. All brains are stained for Mira and Pros. (D) Self-renewal defects are observed in α-
Adaptin3 mutant MARCM clones. Clones are marked by GFP expression. All brains are stained for Mira and 
Pros. (E) Establishment of a type II Nb specific Gal4 line. The expression pattern of the Gal4-line is marked by 
CD8-GFP. All brains are stained for Mira and Pros. Knock down of brat and numb in type II lineages using wor-
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2.2.7 barc  regulates intermediate neural progenitors 
As CG6049 had not been characterized before, we chose this gene for in depth analysis. 
We renamed CG6049 into barricade (barc) to indicate the block in Nb lineage progression we 
observe upon RNAi. Barc is conserved from yeast to humans. Like its vertebrate homolog Tat-
SF1, it contains two RNA recognition modules (RRM), a nuclear localization signal and a 
conserved region that contains two motifs known to bind to FF domains (Smith et al., 2004) and 
that we named the Barc-Tat-SF1 (BTS) motif (Fig. 36A).  
To determine the specificity of the barc-RNAi phenotype, we generated an RNAi resistant 
barc construct by introducing the maximum number of mutations in the RNAi target sequence 
while maintaining the amino acid sequence (see methods for details). When expressed together 
with barc-RNAi, this construct can rescue both lethality and the Nb phenotype (Fig. 36B, D). In 
addition, the barc-RNAi phenotype could be confirmed by a second, non-overlapping RNAi line 
(Fig. 37A). Thus, barc is a regulator of lineage progression in D. melanogaster Nbs. 
The barc-RNAi overproliferation phenotype arises in the dorso-medial brain area where 
type II lineages are located. While barc-RNAi in type II lineages using wor-Gal4; ase-Gal80 causes 
overproliferation (Fig. 36C), ase-Gal4>>barc-RNAi has no overproliferation phenotype (data not 
shown). Thus, barc-RNAi causes overproliferation in type II but not type I lineages. To determine 
the cell type responsible for the overproliferation, we used lineage markers. The additional 
CD8::GFP positive cells in the type II lineages are actively proliferating as they express Cyclin E 
(Fig. 36B). They are positive for Mira and Dpn (Fig. 36B, C, Fig. 37B), which are expressed both 
in Nbs and in INPs. On average, the number of Mira positive cells is approximately four fold 
increased (Fig. 36D), whereas the overproliferating cells in barc-RNAi do not express the 
neuronal marker Elav (Fig. 36E). As we still only detect one large Ase negative type II Nb and 
the extra cells express the INP marker Ase (Fig. 36F), we conclude that barc is required for INPs 
to generate differentiating neurons. Upon barc-RNAi, the daughter cells retain the INP fate and 
this results in the overproliferation phenotype. Although barc-RNAi does not cause a similar 
overproliferation phenotype in type I lineages, we observe that the diameter of type I Nbs is 
increased from 15 +/- 0.31 µm (S.E.M., n=47) to 17.16 +/- 0.27 µm (S.E.M., n=43) (Fig. 36G). 
This phenotype could either indicate an increase in growth rate or a decrease in cell cycle 
progression in barc-RNAi type I Nbs. Interestingly, a recent study reported a decrease in pH3 
positive cells upon CG6049-RNAi in cell culture (Andersen and Tapon, 2008). Thus, barc is 
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required for lineage progression in type II Nb lineages but might also have a function in mitotic 
progression of type I Nbs. 
To test Barc expression and subcellular localization, we generated a peptide antibody. The 
antibody detects a single band of approx. 75kD on a western blot (Fig. 37C). Although the 
predicted molecular weight of Barc is 64kD, we believe that this band is specific because it can be 
blocked by the antigenic peptide (Fig. 37C). In addition, the anti-Barc immunoflurescence signal 
is absent after barc-RNAi (Fig. 37D) and increased upon Barc overexpression (data not shown). 
Barc antibody staining reveals that Barc is a nuclear protein that is predominantly expressed in 
both type I and type II Nbs and to a lesser extent in INPs, GMCs and differentiated neurons 
(Fig. 37D, E). Thus, we have identified a nuclear regulator of type II Nb lineages that allows 
INPs to generate daughter cells, which undergo terminal neural differentiation. 
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Figure 36) barc  regulates intermediate neural progenitors 
(A) Schematic showing domain architecture and evolutionary conservation of Barc (CG6049): RNA recognition 
modules (RRM) in red, the conserved BTS motif in yellow and NLS (highest confidence) in blue. Mm denotes 
Mus musculus, Dm Drosophila melanogaster, Ce Caenorhabditis elegans, Sc Saccharomyces cerevisiae, At Arabidopsis thaliana. 
(B) Larval brains expressing barc-RNAi or no RNAi (control) by insc-Gal4>>CD8::GFP and stained for Mira and 
CycE shown as merge and single channels (note the medio-posterior overproliferation in the middle panel). 
Rescue of overproliferation by co-expression of barc-RNAi with barc-RNAi resistant (right row). (C) Larval brains 
expressing barc-RNAi or no RNAi (control) by wor-Gal4, ase-Gal80 (type II lineages) and stained for Mira. (D) 
Quantification of Mira positive cells in type II lineages per brain hemisphere (n denotes number of brain 
hemispheres analyzed; error bars represent standard error of the mean). (E) Larval brains expressing barc-RNAi 
or no RNAi (control) by insc-Gal4 and stained for Elav. Rescue of Elav expression by co-expression of barc-RNAi 
with barc-RNAi resistant (right row). (F) Close up of larval type II Nb lineages expressing barc-RNAi by insc-Gal4 
and stained for Ase. (G) Quantification of Nb size in type I lineages (n denotes Nbs analyzed, error bars 















































































































Figure 37) related to Figure 36 
(A) Insc-Gal4 mediated knock down of barc unsing an independent non-overlapping RNAi line results in the 
formation of ectopic cells postive for Mira. (B) Insc-Gal4 mediated knock down of barc results in the formation 
of ectopic cells postive for Dpn. (C) The Barc antibody recognizes a band of approximately 75kD in a wt 
embryo lysate on a Western Blot that can be blocked by the antigenic peptide. (D, E) Endogenous Barc localizes 
to the nucleus in interphase and is expressed in INPs, GMCs, neurons and predominantly Nbs. Barc staining is 
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3. DISCUSSION 
3.1 L(3)MBT REGULATES NEUROEPITHELIAL PROLIFERATION AND 
ACTS ON INSULATOR ELEMENTS 
In D. melanogaster, brain tumors arise from defects in asymmetric cell division of Nbs 
(Gonzalez, 2007). Our data indicate that l(3)mbt mutations cause the formation of very similar 
terminal tumor phenotypes through a different mechanism. Proliferation of neuroepithelial cells 
in the developing optic lobe is controlled by the SWH signaling pathway ((Reddy et al., 2010) and 
this report). In l(3)mbt mutants, target genes of the SWH signaling pathway are upregulated and 
neuroepithelial cells overproliferate in an uncontrolled manner. After an initial delay in 
neurogenesis, large numbers of Nbs are formed and develop into a transplantable brain tumor 
(Gateff et al., 1993; Caussinus and Gonzalez, 2005). ChIP-Seq analysis indicates that L(3)mbt 
exerts its function as a tumor suppressor by binding at insulator elements. Together with the 
similar effect of L(3)mbt and CTCF on Abd-B expression, our data suggest that L(3)mbt is a 
chromatin insulator and is the only such protein besides CTCF that is conserved between D. 
melanogaster and mammals. 
3.1.1 A new mechanism for tumor formation in Drosophi la  
brat, lgl and dlg were originally identified as mutations inducing brain tumors in D. 
melanogaster. In all cases, tumor formation is due to defects in asymmetric cell division resulting in 
the formation of abnormally proliferating tumor Nbs at the expense of differentiating neurons 
(Ohshiro et al., 2000; Peng et al., 2000; Bello et al., 2006; Betschinger et al., 2006; Lee et al., 
2006b; Lee et al., 2006c). In brat mutants, this defect can be traced back to a block in 
differentiation within the type II Nb lineage (Bowman et al., 2008): The expression of the 
transcription factor Asense is not initiated in brat mutant intermediate neural progenitors (INPs) 
and as a consequence, mutant INPs de-differentiate into type II Nbs. For reasons that are 
currently unclear, these re-specified cells are different from wild type Nbs and give rise to 
immortalized tumors upon transplantation into adult flies (Caussinus and Gonzalez, 2005). 
A very similar terminal phenotype is observed in l(3)mbt mutants: Mutant brains are 
enlarged and consist mostly of Nbs that proliferate indefinitely upon transplantation (Gateff et 
al., 1993; Caussinus and Gonzalez, 2005). Our data indicate, however, that tumor formation in 
l(3)mbt mutants is initiated in a different manner. In this case, it is the massive expansion of 
neuroepithelial tissue caused by upregulation of SWH target genes that results in the formation of 
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a huge number of Nbs. Like in brat mutants, it is currently unclear why those Nbs proliferate 
indefinitely upon transplantation. It is possible that large numbers of Nbs simply outcompete the 
machinery that limits proliferation, either because they secrete an autocrine growth factor or 
because external growth inhibitory factors become limiting. Alternatively, Nbs could be 
immortalized by second site DNA mutations that become more likely due to the large number of 
Nbs. Clearly, identifying the mechanisms that cause tumor cells to lose proliferation control is 
one of the most interesting questions in D. melanogaster tumor biology. 
Can deregulation of SWH targets alone explain tumor formation in l(3)mbt mutants? The 
SWH pathway clearly is essential as yorkie mutations can rescue tumor formation. When activated 
Yorkie is overexpressed, however, neuroepithelia in the OL expand massively but do not form 
the large numbers of Nbs seen in l(3)mbt mutants. Formation of OL Nbs from neuroepithelia is 
regulated by Notch signaling (Egger et al., 2010; Ngo et al., 2010; Yasugi et al., 2010). As Notch 
pathway genes are bound by L(3)mbt (Table S1 and data not shown), this pathway could 
contribute to tumor formation as well. We also observe increased activity of the Jak/STAT 
pathway, a major regulator of OL development (Yasugi et al., 2008). L(3)mbt tumors could 
therefore result from the combined deregulation of several signaling pathways similar to the 
multifactorial origin of mammalian tumors. 
3.1.2 L(3)mbt acts on insulator elements 
Our results indicate that L(3)mbt acts on insulator elements. These sequence elements are 
often located near promoters and isolate them from the activity of nearby enhancers acting on 
other genes (Valenzuela and Kamakaka, 2006; Bushey et al., 2008). As we identify insulator 
sequences bound by L(3)mbt near the critical SWH targets, it is highly likely that the chromatin 
insulator function of L(3)mbt is responsible for its tumor suppressor activity. 
So far, the chromatin insulators Su(Hw), CP190, BEAF-32, Mod(mdg4), GAF and CTCF 
were found in D. melanogaster and are characterized by specific short DNA binding consensus 
motifs (Zhao et al., 1995; Ohtsuki and Levine, 1998; Adryan et al., 2007; Holohan et al., 2007; 
Negre et al., 2010). Genome-wide binding studies showed that there are two main categories of 
insulator elements (Class I and Class II) depending on the distribution of their binding sites and 
the protein composition. The Class I insulators, consisting of CP190, CTCF and BEAF-32, 
frequently bind together while Su(Hw) binding sites are distinct (Negre et al., 2010). Our binding 
site analysis showed that L(3)mbt binding sites remarkably overlap with the same sites as CP190, 
CTCF and BEAF-32, placing the protein into what has been called the class I of chromatin 
insulators. 
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The identification of a DNA consensus motif for a histone binding protein like L(3)mbt is 
highly unexpected as insulators are typically nucleosome free (Negre et al., 2010). Currently, the 
activity of these important transcriptional regulators could be explained in several ways 
(Valenzuela and Kamakaka, 2006; Bushey et al., 2008). Either, they form physical barriers 
blocking the interaction between enhancers and promoters. Alternatively, they mimic promoters 
and compete with endogenous promoters for enhancer interaction. Finally, they could interact 
with each other or nuclear structures to form loop domains that regulate transcriptional activity. 
Our data suggests another model in which insulators interact with histones on nearby 
nucleosomes and influence the structure of higher order chromatin. Importantly, in the regions 
flanking CTCF binding sites nucleosomes are enriched for histones mono and dimethylated on 
H3K4 or monomethylated on H3K9 or H4K20 (Fu et al., 2008), the variants to which MBT 
domains can bind in vitro (Klymenko et al., 2006; Trojer et al., 2007; Grimm et al., 2009; Bonasio 
et al., 2010). As the human L(3)mbt homolog L3MBTL1 was shown to compact nucleosome 
arrays in vitro (Trojer et al., 2007), a model becomes feasible in which simultaneous binding to 
insulators and the surrounding nucleosomes reduces flexibility and thereby restricts the ability of 
nearby enhancers to interact with promoters on the other side of the insulator. It should be 
emphasized, however, that our data could equally well be worked into the other prevalent models 
for insulator activity. Since L(3)mbt is currently the only chromatin insulator besides CTCF that 
is conserved in vertebrates, analysis of its homologs will certainly allow to distinguish between 
those possibilities. 
3.1.3 A conserved role for L(3)mbt 
OL development resembles vertebrate neurogenesis (Egger et al., 2007a). Both processes 
consist of an initial epithelial expansion phase followed by neurogenesis through a series of 
asymmetric divisions (Gotz and Huttner, 2005). Together with previous findings (Reddy et al., 
2010), our data demonstrate that l(3)mbt and the SWH pathway are crucial regulators of the initial 
neuroepithelial proliferation phase. Interestingly, the SWH pathway has been implicated in 
regulating neural progenitors in the chicken embryo (Cao et al., 2008) where overexpression of 
the Yorkie homolog YAP delays neurogenesis and increases progenitor cell number. These data 
firmly confirm the parallels between OL development and vertebrate neurogenesis and it will be 
exciting to test the role of mammalian L(3)mbt proteins in this process. Although YAP 
overexpression has not been demonstrated to cause brain tumor formation, it is remarkable that 
L3MBTL3 is deleted in a subset of human medulloblastomas (Northcott et al., 2009). 
Medulloblastoma is the leading cause of childhood cancer death and investigating the role of the 
SWH pathway might contribute to the progress in fighting this disastrous disease.  
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3.2 FINDING NOVEL FACTORS IN NB PROLIFERATION 
Our screen has identified a total of 620 genes that are potentially involved in controlling 
self-renewal in D. melanogaster neural stem cells. We demonstrate that precise quantification of 
phenotypic data allows a computer analysis that can lead to biological insights that are not easily 
obtained through classical single-gene approaches. Through network analysis, we have identified 
splicing control as a key regulator of Nb self-renewal. Alternative splicing of lola might be one of 
the targets of this machinery as different isoforms of this transcription factor are differentially 
expressed and phenotypically distinct. We also show that duplicated forms of ribosomal subunits 
are functionally distinct with one form being more specifically required in Nbs. Finally, we 
demonstrate that genes involved in transcriptional elongation and chromatin remodeling are 
important regulators of Nb self-renewal and differentiation. It is known that more than one third 
of all D. melanogaster genes are in a poised state where active RNA polymerase is stalled in a 
promoter proximal position. Release of stalled polymerases might contribute to the rapid 
activation of differentiation genes during Nb ACD. Transcriptional elongation is important for 
controlling vertebrate stem cell lineages as well (Hendrix et al., 2008; Bai et al., 2010), but how 
stalled promoters are released in a cell type specific manner is currently unknown. Analysis in the 
simple D. melanogaster Nb lineage could shed some light on this important question in stem cell 
biology.  
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4. MATERIALS & METHODS 
If not indicated otherwise the exact procedures, buffer compositions and explanations of 
the mechanisms can be found in Sambrook et al. (Sambrook J, 2001). 
4.1 FLIES 
4.1.1 Drosophi la  Strains and Constructs 
Fly strains, clonal analysis and constructs for L(3)mbt project 
The l(3)mbt alleles used in this study were: l(3)mbtts1, l(3)mbtE2 (Gateff et al., 1993; Wismar et 
al., 1995), l(3)mbt76; Yohn et al., 2003, Genetics, 165, 1889-900} (original stock contained 
suppressive second site mutation, chromosome was cleaned during recombination to new 
FRT82B). All experiments and controls with l(3)mbt mutants were conducted at 29oC except if 
noted otherwise. Other mutant fly strains were: exe1 (Boedigheimer and Laughon, 1993); ykiB5 
(Huang et al., 2005); bandelta1 (Hipfner et al., 2002); Df(3R)D605 (Bloomington). The SWH and 
Jak/STAT pathway reporter lines were: ex697 (ex-lacZ) (gift from N.Tapon) (Boedigheimer and 
Laughon, 1993); diap1-GFP4.3 and diap1-GFP5.1 (Zhang et al., 2008a); ban-sensor-GFP (Brennecke 
et al., 2003); Sd-GFPtrapCA07575 (Buszczak et al., 2007); 10xStat92E-GFP (Bach et al., 2007). 
Complete list of all fly strains used and sources in supplemental experimental procedures. 
The UAS-constructs for L(3)mbt and Yki were cloned using the Gateway System 
(Invitrogen). l(3)mbt was PCR-amplified from DGRC cDNA clone pB SK LD05287 and yki was 
cloned from mixed stage cDNA (for primer sequences see supplemental information). 
L(3)mbtshmiR was cloned according to the description in Haley et al. (2008) (primer sequences can 
be found in the supplemental information). All experiments with l(3)mbtshmiR were conducted at 
32oC except if noted otherwise (over proliferation phenotype in optic lobe neuroepithelia is 
observed only at 32oC). The following driver lines were used: GAL41407 (insc-Gal4) (Luo et al., 
1994) and GAL4C855a (Hrdlicka et al., 2002), GAL4c253, GAL4en (all Bloomington Stock Center). 
All other UAS lines used in this study (including candidate screen) are listed in the supplemental 
information. 
Fly strains, clonal analysis and constructs for Nb project 
Besides the driver line the following fly strains were used: ase-Gal4 (Zhu et al., 2006) and 
wor-Gal4, ase-Gal80 always in combination with UAS-Dicer-2; UAS-barc, UAS-barc-resistant, UAS-
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barc-RNAi-2nd line, MARCM stocks using elav-Gal4 (C155) (Lee and Luo, 1999), FRT40A, alpha-
Adaptin3 (Gonzalez-Gaitan and Jackle, 1997). 
The barricade RNAi resistant sequence was generated using a custom made Perl script 
(available upon request) and the resulting fragment (sequence available upon request) was de novo 
synthesized (Mr. Gene). This fragment, covering the RNAi resistant part, was cloned into the 
pDONOR221-barricade backbone using the enzymes ApaI and PstI. This vector was used to 
generate a pUASt-barricadeRNAi-resistant.  
RNAi crosses were set up at 25°C and larvae were raised at 29°C. Brains of wandering 
third instar larvae were dissected and further processed for immunofluorescence. The KK line 
(KK101925) targeting lola was early lethal when crossed to insc-Gal4 and was therefore crossed to 
wor-Gal4, ase-Gal80 that has a more restricted expression area. For MARCM experiments, larvae 
were heat-shocked for 1 hr at 37°C and dissected 3 or 4 days later as wandering third-instar 
larvae. 
Barricade (CG6049) was cloned from total mixed stage cDNA with the primers: 5’-
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTAATGAGCGACGAAGGTGGC-3’and 5’-
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTACTAAGGGGTGGCGTCTCC-3’ and recombined into 
the Gateway pDONOR221 vector. The resulting entry clone was used to generate pUASt-
barricade destination vector, which was used to generate transgenic flies by using standard P-
element transformation.  
The barricade independent RNAi line was created by amplifying a fragment using the 
primers 5’-CGCGAATTCATTACCATGCCACACTTGCC-3’ and 5’- 
GCGTCTAGAGCGGAAGCTGCTATGTCTAG-3’. 
To generate a type II Nb specific driver line we combined wor-Gal4 that expresses in type I 
and type II Nbs with a transgene expressing the Gal4 inhibitor Gal80 from the ase promoter to 
obtain a line that drives expression of UAS constructs specifically in type II Nb lineages. The ase 
promoter fragment was amplified using the primers: 5`-
GATCGAATTCCAGTATGTTTCCACGCTAGC-3` (containing an EcoRI site) and 5'-
CTGAGGATCCTAAGGCGGCCATAATTAAGT-3' (containing a BamHI site) The gal80 was 
amplified from flies carrying a functional gal80 as a transgene using the primers 5'- 
CTGAGGATCCATGGACTACAACAAGAGATC-3' (containing a BamHI site) and 5'-
GCATCTCTAGACTATAAACTATAATGCGAGA-3' (containing a XbaI site). SV40 polyA 
was amplified using the primers 5'- 
GGATCTCTAGAGATCATAATCAGCCATACCA-3' (containing a XbaI site) and 5'- 
CGATCTGCAGGATCCAGACATGATAAGATA-3' (containing a PstI site). Thereafter, the 
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promoter fragment, gal80 and SV40 were subsequently cloned into the pCASPER vector and 
transgenic flies were established by conventional P- element mediated fly transformation.  
A construct encoding for Histone::RFP fusion was cloned into a fly transformation vector 
containing a ubiquitous promoter. This construct was injected into Pin/CyO flies and a line in 
which the transgene maps to the CyO chromosome was selected for all further experiments.  
4.1.2 Candidate screen for L(3)mbt project 
UAS constructs were crossed to the GAL4C855a driver line and larvae were raised at 29°C. 
Brains of wandering third instar larvae were dissected and further processed for 
immunofluorescence (IF). IF z-stacks were scored manually for brain phenotypes on a scale from 
-10 to +10 (0 = wild type optic anlagen size; +10 = l(3)mbt76 mutant optic anlagen; -10 = strong 
underproliferation). 
4.1.3 Genome wide RNAi screen in larval Nbs (Nb screen) 
The RNAi driver line was established by recombining a UASt-CD8::GFP onto the 
inscuteable-Gal4 (1407-Gal4) chromosome. Thereafter a heat shock inducible hid gene (hs-hid) on 
the Y chromosome and a homozygous viable UAS-Dicer-2 on the X chromosome were crossed 
into the insc-Gal4 background. Heterozygous driver line virgins (balanced over CyO) were 
isolated following 2 consecutive 1 hour heat shocks at embryonic stages and crossed to males 
carrying a UAS-RNAi transgene derived from the VDRC.  
Males from the Vienna D. melanogaster RNAi Center (VDRC) carrying an inducible UAS-
RNAi construct were crossed to virgins of the driver line containing UAS-Dicer-2; insc-Gal4, 
UAS-CD8::GFP. Crosses were set up at 25°C and after one day transferred to 29°C. In case of 
homozygous RNAi lines, crosses were flipped after four days. Lethality was determined in the 
first cross by the presence of balancer chromosome flies only. In case of lethality larvae of the 
right genotype were identified by insc-Gal4 driven CD8::GFP (brain and salivary gland) using a 
fluorescence microscope. 6 larvae per genotype were dissected in PBS and fixed in 5%PFA in 
PBS for 20 minutes. After mounting the specimen in Vectashield, a confocal stack of the brain 
was recorded using a ZEISS LSM confocal microscope. All phenotypic abnormalities were 
recorded and stored in a database (http://Nbs.imba.oeaw.ac.at (Login: NBScreen, Password: 
phustafa)) [This database will be open to public access upon acceptance of this manuscript] 
Crosses were set up on 25°C and after one day transferred to 29°C. In case of homozygous 
RNAi lines, crosses were flipped after four days. Lethality was determined in the first cross by the 
presence of balancer chromosome flies only. In case of lethality larvae of the right genotype were 
identified by insc-Gal4 driven CD8::GFP (brain and salivary gland) using a fluorescence 
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microscope. 6 larvae per genotype were dissected in PBS and fixed in 5%PFA in PBS for 20 
minutes. After mounting the specimen in Vectashield, a confocal stack of the brain was recorded 
using a ZEISS LSM confocal microscope. 
For RNAi lines on the X chromosome or heterozygous RNAi lines, lethality was 
determined by presence of males only for the X chromosome and otherwise as before. In case of 
lethality for the X chromosome CD8::GFP positive female larvae were selected for dissection. In 
case of lethality for the heterozygous RNAi lines, flies were crossed against a balancer 
chromosome visible at larval stages (Tm6b for the 3rd chromosome and CyO, carrying a 
ubiquitously expressed His2A::mRFP1, for the 2nd chromosome). The heterozygous RNAi lines 
were crossed once more against the RNAi driver line and larvae of the right genotype were 
identified by CD8::GFP and absence of the balancer chromosome.  
4.1.4 Phenotypic annotations of Nb screen 
Phenotypic annotations were performed with the LSM image examiner software. 
Phenotypes affecting the whole brain were described using numbers ranging from 0 to 10 
depending on their strength (0 indicates wt, 1 indicates a possible phenotype that is below a 
cutoff and numbers from 2-10 represent definitive phenotypes with increasing strength). 
Phenotypes which are only detectable in a defined region of the brain, whereas other parts are 
not affected were quantified using a similar scoring system in a “regional” field but back-
calculated into a global average for computational analysis. 
For cell size measurements, the maximal diameter of 10 to 15 Nbs or GMCs/INPs was 
determined: In the Nb_large phenotypes 0 corresponds to ~15µm reflecting a wt Nb diameter. 
The biggest cell diameter was found upon cdc45 (TID 41084) (~27µm) knock down which 
corresponds to the score 9. Lines with Nbs bigger than 30µm diameter were set to 10. Lines 
where Nb size exceeds two cell diameters were additionally scored as abnormally large cells (see 
online database). In the Nb_small phenotypes 0 corresponds to ~15µm reflecting a wt Nb 
diameter. The smallest cell diameter was found upon omd (TID 44969) (~7µm) knock down 
which corresponds to the score 10. 
In the cell count phenotypes (Nb_more/less and GMC_more/less) cell number was 
quantified on the posterior brain hemisphere. In the Nb_less/ GMC_less phenotypes, 0 
corresponds to ~30 Nbs (and ~4 CD8::GFP expressing daughter cells per Type I lineage) per 
posterior brain hemisphere and lines that result in a complete absence of CD8::GFP expressing 
cells score with 10. Lines with intermediate phenotypes are scored between 2 and 10 depending 
on their Nb/GMC number. The Nb/GMC_more phenotypes were quantified in a similar 
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manner. As Nb/GMC number cannot be reliably quantified in strong phenotypes (e.g. pros-
RNAi), phenotypic scores in these cases reflect an approximation.  
Intracellular CD8::GFP aggregates were quantified by determining their number and size 
within cells. A score of 10 in the GFP_aggregate_number reflects lines in which the entire cell is 
filled with aggregates. Maximum size of CD8::GFP aggregates was observed upon knock down 
of Trxr-1 (TID 47306), which hence marks the maximum score. Deformations of Nbs and GMC 
from the wt spherical appearance were similarly expressed in numeric values ranging from 0 – 10 
(2-5 = mildly deformed, 6-10 = extremely deformed). 
These quantified “phenotypes” were then used to create different “categories” for the 
bioinformatic analysis (see text for details)  
4.2 IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY 
4.2.1 Image acquisition and live imaging for L(3)mbt project 
Images were acquired on a Zeiss LSM510 Meta confocal microscope with a 25x oil 
immersion objective at 1 x zoom (for brains and discs), with a 60x oil immersion objective at 3 x 
zoom (for polytene chromosomes). For live imaging, larval brains were dissected in PBS, 
mounted on a round coverslip in PBS and covered with bioFOLIE25 (In Vitro Systems and 
Services, 96077317). For three-dimensional (3D) recordings a z-stack of 15-20µm at 0.8-1µm 
distance was acquired at intervals of 30s. A wet chamber prevented evaporation. 
NE tumor volume was quantified using Amira 3D reconstruction software. Brains were 
recorded as confocal z-stacks of 40-80µm at 2µm distance acquired with a 25x oil immersion 
objective at 1 x zoom. The stacks were loaded into the software and the optic lobe 
neuroepithelium was manually outlined (Actin positive; Deadpan negative) in each z-slice. From 
this data the 3D surface was automatically created and the volume calculated. Significance was 
calculated by using unpaired t-test with Welch’s correction to account for the unequal variances 
of tumor and wild type samples and visualized as aligned dot plot with mean and standard error 
of the mean (SEM) indicated. 
4.2.2 Antibodies and Immunohistochemistry for L(3)mbt project and Nb screen 
L(3)mbt antibodies were raised in guinea pigs against amino acids 1244 to 1477 of the 
L(3)mbt protein fused to Maltose Binding Protein (MBP) (affinity purified, IF: 1:200, ChIP: 
~5µg (10µl/250µl chromatin)). Other antibodies were rabbit anti-Miranda (1:200; (Betschinger et 
al., 2006)), rat anti-E-Cadherin (1:100, Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, University of 
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Iowa, DSHB), guinea pig anti-Deadpan (1:1000, gift from J. Skeath), goat anti-aPKCzeta (1:200, 
Santa Cruz Biotechnology), mouse and rabbit anti-phospho histone H3 (1:2000, Cell Signaling), 
mouse anti-Prospero (1:50, MR1A, DSHB), mouse anti-Lamin (1:50, ADL67.10, DSHB), 
chicken anti-beta Galactosidase (1:100, Abcam), rabbit anti-Yorkie (1:200, Duojia Pan), rabbit 
anti-dSfmbt531-980aa (ChIP: 20µl, (Klymenko et al., 2006)), guinea pig anti-Ase (1:100 Bhalerao et 
al., 2005), rabbit anti-Elav (1:300 (DSHB)), rat anti-Mira (1:100), rabbit anti-Caspase (1:200 Cell 
Signaling Technology), Barc specific antisera were generated in rabbits against the N-terminal 
peptide: KSEQLEKSEEAEEKKGDAEGQE, Alexa Fluor 488 and 568 phalloidin (Invitrogen). 
All secondary antibodies were generated in donkey and were from Invitrogen. 
Immunofluorescence experiments in larval brains and discs were carried out as described 
(Betschinger et al., 2006). Briefly, brain-disc complexes were dissected in PBS and fixed for 15-
20min in 4% PFA in PBS, 0.1% TritonX-100 (1 change of fixative); antibodies were diluted in 
10% normal donkey serum in PBS, 0.1% TritonX-100; brains were mounted in Vectashield 
containing DAPI (Vector Laboratories). 
4.3 BIOCHEMISTRY 
4.3.1 Chromatin preparation from Drosophi la  larval tissue for the L(3)mbt project 
Chromatin preparation and ChIP were essentially carried out as described in (Oktaba et al., 
2008). Chromatin was prepared from wild type wandering third larval instar brain-disc complexes 
(only wing, haltere and third leg discs were used). 200 wild-type (Oregon R) third instar larvae 
were dissected in ice-cold PBS and, after removing gut and fat body, carcasses with attached 
discs were fixed for 20 min at RT by gently mixing in 1 ml crosslinking solution (1.8% 
formaldehyde, 50mM Hepes pH8, 0.1mM EDTA, 0.5mM EGTA, 100mM NaCl). The 
crosslinking solution was changed 3-4 times during fixation and, crosslinking was stopped by 
washing for 3 min in 1ml PBS/0.01% TritonX-100/125 mM glycine with 3-4 washes. Fixed 
carcasses were washed for 10 min in 1 ml wash A (10mM Hepes pH7.6, 10mM EDTA, 
0.5mM EGTA, 0.25% TritonX-100) and subsequently for 10min in 1ml wash B (10mM 
Hepes pH7.6, 200mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 0.5mM EGTA, 0.01% TritonX-100) changing the 
wash solution 3-4 times. Carcasses were stored at 4C in wash B (maximal O/N). Brain and 
disc tissue were hand dissected in wash B. 
Sonication of dissected material was performed in 0.5ml RIPA buffer (140mM NaCl, 
10mM Tris-HCl pH8.0, 1mM EDTA, 1% TritonX-100, 0.1% SDS, 0.1% sodium 
deoxycholate, 1mM PMSF, 0.% N-Laurylsarcosine,1 x Complete protease inhibitor cocktail 
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(Roche)) in two steps. First sonication was conducted 2 times for 2min with a tip sonicator 
(Omni-Ruptor 250 (Omni-International Inc.), microtip, power output: 20, pulser: 60). The 
material was transferred to a glass round bottom Covaris sonication tube (TC12x24, 520056) 
and sonicated 3 times for 10min in a Covaris machine (Covaris S, maximum all). This 
sonication yielded genomic DNA fragments of ~500bp for ~80% of the chromatin (residual 
unfragmented DNA could not be brought down by further increasing the sonication times). 
Insoluble material was removed by centrifugation at 4C for 20min at 16000g and soluble 
chromatin in the supernatant was aliquoted and quick-frozen in liquid nitrogen prior to storage 
at -80C. 
4.3.2 Chromatin immunoprecipitation and ChIP-seq for the L(3)mbt project 
Essentially as described in Oktaba et al. (Oktaba et al., 2008). 35ul of chromatin were 
quantified by qPCR after reversal of cross-links (treated from RNase step onwards as described 
below), to obtain an estimate of the chromatin concentration (input DNA). For 
immunoprecipitations, 110 or 250ul of sonicated chromatin solution were taken up in 1 ml RIPA 
buffer (140mM NaCl, 10mM Tris-HCl pH8.0, 1mM EDTA, 1% TritonX-100, 0.1% SDS, 0.1% 
sodium deoxycholate, 1mM PMSF). Chromatin was pre-cleared by adding 50% v/v beads 
suspension (0.1gr Protein A Sepharose CL-4B beads (GE-Healthcare, cat no. 17078001) 
equilibrated in 1ml RIPA/Complete protease inhibitor cocktail, incubated at 4C for 1hr, 
centrifuged at 4C for 10min at 16000g and beads resuspended in 500ul RIPA/Complete protease 
inhibitor cocktail and incubated at 4C for 1hr. The chromatin was removed after centrifugation at 
4C for 30sec at 16000g and incubated with specific antibodies (anti-L(3)mbt1244-1477aa and anti-
dSfmbt531-980aa) at 4C overnight (12-16hr). Antibody-chromatin complexes were recovered by 
incubation with 40ul of 50% v/v beads suspension at 4C for 3 hr. At 4C, 10 min 1 ml washes 
were performed as follows: 5 x RIPA, 1 x LiCl (250mM LiCl, 10mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1mM 
EDTA, 0.5% NP-40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate), 2 x TE (10mM Tris-HCl pH8.0, 1mM 
EDTA), removing each time the solution by centrifugation at 4C for 30sec at 16000g. Antibody-
chromatin complexes were resuspended in 100ul TE and incubated with 50ug/ml RNase (Roche, 
cat no. 11119915001) at 37C for 30min, then adjusted to 0.5% SDS, 0.5mg/ml proteinase K and 
incubated at 37C O/N. For reversal of cross-links, samples were incubated at 65C for 6 hr or 
O/N, followed by phenol/chloroform extraction using Phase-Lock heavy gel tubes (Eppendorf, 
cat no. 32005152) following manufacturer’s instructions and DNA precipitation. The pellet was 
resuspended in 500ul H2O prior to storage at -20C. 10ul of eluate were used to check enrichment 
of specific primers by qPCR. For L(3)mbt ChIP-seq 12 ChIPs were pooled into 30ul H2O and 
used for library preparation according to the Illumina ChIP-seq protocol. 
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4.3.3 Quantitative PCR for the L(3)mbt project 
Essentially carried out as described in Oktaba et al. (Oktaba et al., 2008). ChIP eluate was 
analyzed using a real-time PCR instrument (Applied Biosystems 7500) using SYBR Green 
(Applied Biosystems, cat no. 4309155) and standard settings (Applied Biosystems). PCR was 
performed in duplicates and serial dilutions of purified input DNA were measured together with 
the immunoprecipitated DNA samples. This allowed calculating the amount of target sequence in 
immunoprecipitated chromatin relative to the amount of target sequence in input chromatin. 
With each antibody immunoprecipitation reactions were performed in triplicates and for each 
PCR fragment, the amount of DNA in the immunoprecipitated material was expressed as 
percentage DNA present in the input material. In the graphs, average values with the 
corresponding standard deviations are shown in each case. The sequences of primers that were 
used to amplify D. melanogaster genomic DNA are shown below.  
4.3.4 Gene expression analysis for the Nb screen 
Total RNA was isolated from third instar larval brains of either wild type or brat-RNAi 
(GD31333 and KK105054) crossed to UAS-dicer-2; insc-gal4, UAS-CD8::GFP/CyO. The 
experiments were done in triplicates. For each sample brains from 50-70 animals were dissected 
in PBS on ice and RNA was isolated using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen) according to the 
manufacturers instructions. The following experimental steps were done by the Microarray DNA 
Facility of the Max Planck Institute of Molecular Cell Biology and Genetics in Dresden. The two 
principle steps were the amplification and biotin-labeling of the RNA using MessageAmp™III 
RNA AmplificationKit from Ambion and the hybridization of the RNA to the GeneChip® D. 
melanogaster Genome 2.0 from Affymetrix. The analysis of Affymetrix microarray data was 
performed using the R environment for statistical computing. Raw intensity values from three 
biological replicates of a control and two different brat-RNAi fly lines were log-transformed and 
normalised with the variance stabilising normalisation algorithm (vsnrma function, vsn package). 
Differentially expressed genes were identified using the LIMMA package. P-values were adjusted 
for multiple testing to control the false discovery rate. Only transcripts with a log2 fold-change 
(log2FC) > 0.4 and an adjusted p-value < 0.05 were considered for further analysis (Isoform B 
log2FC 0.58, adj. p-value 0.00022; Isoform C log2FC 0.67, adj. p-value 0.012; Isoform D log2FC -
0.44, adj. p-value 0.0015; Isoform H log2FC -0.42, adj. p-value 0.0063; Isoform S log2FC 0.45, adj. 
p-value 8.58x10-6). 
4.4 BIOINFORMATICS ANALYSIS 
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4.4.1 ChIP-Seq analysis for L(3)mbt project 
All uniquely mappable reads from two biological replicates were mapped to the genome 
(FlyBase 5.27) using Bowtie 0.12.5 (Langmead et al., 2009) and analyzed by custom peakfinding 
software (PyPeak) using the default settings. The false discovery rate (FDR) was estimated as the 
ratio of the number of peaks called in the control to the number of peaks called for the ChIP 
data for a given threshold. A peak score threshold was set to a value where further increase 
would no longer result in a significant lowering of the FDR (Fig. S6B). The chosen threshold 
resulted in an estimated FDR of 0.5%. To include low occupancy L(3)mbt bound regions we 
chose a second threshold at a FDR of 3%. 
All ChIP-Seq datasets have been deposited to the GEO repository (GSE*****). The peak 
finding software is available under the terms of the GNU General Public License and can be 
downloaded at http://github.com/steinmann/pypeak. The frequency of peak distances with 
respect to the closest TSS was computed. See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for 
detailed protocols 
Genome assembly, annotation and visualization 
Analyses were done using the D. melanogaster BDGP Release 5 (UCSC dm3) genome 
assembly and the Flybase 5.26 genome annotation release. ChIP-Seq tracks were visualized with 
the Integrated Genome Browser (IGB) (Nicol et al., 2009). We identified 3314 L(3)mbt bound 
regions at a 0.5% False Discovery Rate (FDR) and 4572 bound regions at a 3% FDR. We 
computed the frequency of peak distance with respect to the closest TSS.  
Target gene assignment 
We assigned to each of the 3314 L(3)mbt bound regions (0.5% FDR) the gene with closest 
TSS from the peak summit of the region (Flybase 5.26). Bound regions further than ±5 kb from 
a TSS were left without assigned gene (311/3314 or 9.3%). 2730 unique genes were assigned as 
target genes. The 2730 target genes were tested for enriched Gene Ontology (GO) slim term 
annotations (www.geneontology.org) with a hypergeometric distribution test, taking as 
background all annotated genes. As the number of tested terms is small, p-values were not 
adjusted for multiple testing. 
KEGG pathway analysis 
We assigned to each of the 4572 L(3)mbt bound regions (3% FDR) the gene with closest 
TSS from the peak summit of the region. Bound regions further than ±5 kb from a TSS were left 
without assigned gene (415/4572 or 9%). 3543 unique genes were assigned as target genes. 
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Pathway maps for D. melanogaster were downloaded from the KEGG database 
(www.genome.jp/kegg/, Release 53.0). The Ontologizer application (Bauer et al., 2008) was 
adapted to test the 3543 target genes for enrichment in KEGG pathways. The significance 
(posterior probability) of this enrichment is based on a Bayesian model-based gene set analysis 
(MGSA) taking as background all annotated genes (Bauer et al., 2010).	  
Gene Ontology analysis 
We assigned to each of the 4572 L(3)mbt bound regions (3% FDR) the gene with closest 
TSS from the peak summit of the region. Bound regions further than ±5 kb from a TSS were left 
without assigned gene (415/4572 or 9%). 3543 unique genes were assigned as target genes. The 
Ontologizer application (Bauer et al., 2008) was used to test the 3543 target genes for enriched 
Gene Ontology (GO) term annotations (www.geneontology.org). Only terms from the 
biological process subontology were considered in the analysis. The significance (posterior 
probability) of the enrichment is based on a Bayesian model-based gene set analysis (MGSA) 
taking as background all annotated genes (Bauer et al., 2010). 
Motif analysis 
De novo motif discovery analyses were performed on 100 bp long regions centered on the 
peak summit of the 3314 L(3)mbt bound regions (0.5% FDR) using RSAT (van Helden, 2003) 
and MEME (Bailey and Elkan, 1994) tools. Position weight matrices (PWM) were obtained from 
enriched patterns.  
RSAT. De novo motif discovery was performed using the Oligo-analysis tool against a 
background that consisted of repeat-masked sequences around the TSS (-700 to +200 bp) of all 
annotated D. melanogaster genes. Enriched 8-mers were assembled into patterns with the Pattern-
assembly tool (occ_sig>2 and maximum substitution 1) and converted to position weight 
matrices (PWM) with the Convert-matrix tool. 
MEME. De novo motif discovery was performed using the following parameters: 
distribution of zero or one occurrence per sequence model, allowing sites on + and – strands, 6 
as minimum and 25 as maximum motif width, and as background model a 2-order Markov model 
for the repeat-masked sequences around the TSS (-700 to +200 bp) of all annotated D. 
melanogaster genes. 
All discovered motifs shown as logos in Figure 7 and S7 were discovered with both RSAT 
and MEME tools, but the GGTT motif that was found only using MEME. PWM of the motifs 
are shown below. 
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Binding site predictions were generated with the Patser tool (Hertz and Stormo, 1999) 
using the PWMs resulting from the de novo motif discovery analyses. The Patser score cut-offs 
that were used varied for each motif, from ls2 to ls0. 
Motif enrichment was computed as the ratio of the observed motif frequency in the 3314 
L(3)mbt bound regions (0.5% FDR) and the frequency of the motif in the background that 
consisted of repeat-masked sequences around the TSS (-700 to +200 bp) of all annotated D. 
melanogaster genes. Significance of the enrichment was assessed using a Fisher’s exact test. The 
fraction of regions with motif was assessed in the ranked 4572 L(3)mbt bound regions (3% 
FDR). The number of motifs identified in each of the 3314 L(3)mbt bound regions (0.5% 
FDR) was counted.  
Venn diagram counts 
Two or more regions that overlap with at least one base were merged and defined as a 
‘common’ region. Overlaps were generated using the 3314 L(3)mbt bound regions (0.5% FDR) 
and regions bound by insulator-associated proteins CP190 (6648), BEAF-32 (4706), CTCF (2487, 
overlap of CTCF-N and CTCF-C bound regions) and Su(Hw) (3258, overlap of Su(Hw)-1 and 
Su(Hw)-2 bound regions, (Negre et al., 2010)) 
4.4.2 Bioinformatics for Nb screen 
Functional annotation of phenotypically defined gene sets was obtained using 'Over 
Representation Analyses' (ORA). The probability for a particular functional category to be 
enriched or depleted from a gene set- compared to the reference set of all screened genes- was 
assessed using the hypergeometric test with Benjamini-Hochberg correction for multiple testing. 
Non-specific filtering removed genes lacking any mapping for a particular category from further 
consideration. Standardized difference scores (Z-scores) are shown as heat maps, where values 
above 2 and below -2 signifying statistical over-abundance and under-representation. Annotations 
such as the association of genes to Gene Ontology (GO) terms were obtained from FlyBase 
release 2008_04, the Gene Ontology Consortium (Ashburner et al., 2000) and the Gene ontology 
website curated by the GO consortium (http://www.geneontology.org/). Gene-based expression 
information, such as the tissue-specific transcriptional upregulation in comparison to whole fly, 
was obtained from flyatlas microarray data analysis. We used the D. melanogaster Transcription 
Factor Database (FlyTF.org) and their datasets „equivalent to release v1 - putative TFs (754 
Genes)“ and „proteins involved in chromatin-related processes  (160 Genes)“ to identify all 
putative and known chromatin associated genes and transcription factors among the genes 
associated with loss of Nbs (Adryan and Teichmann, 2006). To identify potential orthologs 
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between D. melanogaster and mouse and between D. melanogaster and human, we used pre-
computed orthology predictions obtained from compara49, inparanoid6.1, homologene08, and 
orthomclv2 (Kuzniar et al., 2008) databases. If multiple potential orthologs were predicted for an 
individual D. melanogaster gene a single ortholog with best support was chosen for MSigDB 2.5 
overlap analysis. 
Interaction maps among proteins of phenotypically defined gene sets were based on the D. 
melanogaster interactome as in (Mummery-Widmer et al., 2009). The interactome included direct 
and indirect (functional) associations from DroID (www.droidb.org) (v5), STRING (v7.0 and 
v8.2) and BioGRID (v2.0.40). Resulting networks were drawn using Cytoscape 
(http://www.cytoscape.org). Genes are shown as nodes, and the node color reflects the 
phenotype where blue nodes denote underproliferation and grey nodes GFP aggregates. 
Overproliferation phenotypes were confirmed in a rescreen with Mira and Pros 
immunofluorescence stainings and are shown as red nodes. In case of lola and Pp4-19C the 
overproliferation phenotype is displayed and nodes are in red. The intensity of the colour denotes 
the phenotypic strength. Edges denote the interaction/association of the nodes based on two-
hybrid, biochemical, interolog and genetic interactions between D. melanogaster genes text mining 
tools (edge width reflects evidence count: thick edges represent multiple evidences of 
interactions). 
We used the clustering algorithms „Molecular Complex Detection“ MCODE (Bader and 
Hogue, 2003) and „Markov Cluster“ MCL (Enright et al., 2002).  
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Table 1 List of flystrains used in the L(3)mbt project 
Genotype From Reference 
10xSTAT92E-GFP Gyeong-Hu Baeg (Bach et al., 2007)	  
ban1/TM6B, Tb, Hum 	   Barry Thompson (Hipfner et al., 2002)  
bantam-sensor-GFP Barry Thompson (Brennecke et al., 2003)  
Canton S Krystyna Keleman Bloomington 
Df(3R)D605 Bloomington Bloomington 
diap1-GFP4.3/TM3, Sb Lei Zhang (Zhang et al., 2008a) 	  
diap1-GFP5.1/TM6, Tb, Hum Lei Zhang (Zhang et al., 2008a) 	  
ex-lacZ(ex697)/CyO 	   Nic Tapon (Boedigheimer and Laughon, 1993)  
FRT40A exe1/CyO, Kr-GFP 	   Georg Halder (Boedigheimer and Laughon, 1993)  
FRT42D ykiB5/CyO	   Duojian Pan (Huang et al., 2005)  
Gal41407	   Bloomington (Luo et al., 1994)  
GAL4C253	   Bloomington Bloomington 
Gal4C855a	   Bloomington (Hrdlicka et al., 2002)  
l(3)mbt76, FRT82B/TM6B, Tb, Hum	   Ruth Lehmann (Yohn et al., 2003)  
l(3)mbtE2/TM6B	   Ruth Lehmann (Wismar et al., 1995)  
l(3)mbtts1/TM3, act>GFP, Ser	   Ruth Lehmann (Gateff et al., 1993)  
Sd-GFPtrapCA07575 Flytrap (Buszczak et al., 2007)  
UAS-bantam/TM6B, Tb, Hum Barry Thompson (Brennecke et al., 2003) 
bantam-sensor-GFP, l(3)mbt76/TM6B, Tb, Hum	   this study  
diap1-GFP4.3, l(3)mbt76/TM6C, Tb, Sb	   this study  
diap1-GFP5.1, l(3)mbt76/TM6B, Tb, Hum	   this study  
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ex-lacZ(ex697)/CyO ; l(3)mbtE2/TM6B, Tb, Hum	   this study  
FRT42D ykiB5/CyO ; l(3)mbtE2/TM6C, Sb, Tb	   this study  
FRT80B ban1, l(3)mbt76/TM6C, Sb, Tb	   this study  
GAL41407, UAS-CD8-GFP/CyO ; l(3)mbtts1/TM6B	   this study  
GAL4C855a, l(3)mbt76/TM6C, Tb, Sb	   this study  
GAL4en, bantam-sensor-GFP	   this study  
GAL4en, ex-lacZ(ex697)/CyO	   this study  
GAL4en/CyO; diap1-GFP4.3/TM6B, Tb, Hum	   this study  
Sd-GFPtrapCA07575;;FRT82B l(3)mbt76/TM6B	   this study  
UAS-Ex, l(3)mbt76/TM6B, Tb, Sb	   this study  
UAS-GFP-l(3)mbt/CyO  this study  
UAS-l(3)mbtshmiR/TM3, Sb	   this study  
UAS-RFP-l(3)mbt/TM6C, Tb, Sb  this study  
UAS-yki-S168A-RFP/TM3, Sb, c3v this study  
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Dpp UAS-Bsk[DN20-1a]/TM6 DN down Helena Richardson 
Dpp yw; UAS-dad t4[put] DN down Helena Richardson 
Dpp UAS-punt delta l 1B2, 4B2 DN down Mike O'Connor 
Dpp UAS-Sax delta l 11A2; 11A3 DN dwon Mike O'Connor 
Dpp UAS-SaxA-6A3 DA up Mike O'Connor 
EGF UAS-Top 4.4 #1 DA up Trudi Schüpbach 
FGF UAS-DN htl, CD8-GFP/Cyo en lacZ DN down Talila Volk 
FGF UAS-lambda htl H2 (40-6-3) DA up Michelson 
FGF UAS-lambda htl H3 (40-22-2) DA up Michelson 
FGF w; p(UAS-lambda btl)}	   DA up Denise Montell 
SWH w; UAS-p35; UAS-hpo/TM6B  up Georg Halder 
SWH mats-IR17716  down VDRC 
SWH UAS-bantam/TM6B  down Barry Thompson 
SWH Ex-IR109281  down VDRC 
SWH w;;UAS-Ex  up Georg Halder 
SWH UAS-RFP-yki168A  down this study 
Jak/STAT UAS-Hop [Tum]/CyO DA up Denise Montell 
Jak/STAT UAS-Upd 17-1 DA up Doug Harrisson 
Jak/STAT upd-IR3282  down VDRC 
PDGF UAS-DN-PVR/CyO #1 DN down Pernille Rorth 
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PDGF UAS-DN-PVR/CyO #2 DN down Pernille Rorth 
PDGF 
w;;UAS-lambda PVR1/ (TM3,Sb,Ser) 
#1 
DA up Pernille Rorth 
Notch numb-IR061  up VDRC 
Wnt UAS-arm[910] Bl4782 DA up  
cell cycle E2F-IR15886   VDRC 
PRC1 pWiZ-Pc12-1/2    Takashi Nishimura 
PRC1 pWiZ-Pc3-1/3    Takashi Nishimura 
PRC1 PSC-IR30586   VDRC 
PRC1 PSC-IR30587   VDRC 
PRC1 Scm-IR3795   VDRC 
PRC2 Nurf-p55-IR26455   VDRC 
PRC2 E(Z)-IR27645   VDRC 
PRC2 ESC-IR5690   VDRC 
PhoRC Sfmbt-IR   VDRC 
Epigenetic l(3)mbt76	     Ruth Lehmann 
Epigenetic Trx-IR37715   VDRC 
Polarity UAS-aPKC   Joerg Betschinger 
Polarity Baz-IR058   VDRC 
Polarity CDK5-IR   VDRC 
Polarity crumbs-IR065   VDRC 
Polarity Scrib-IR   VDRC 
Polarity lgl-IR   VDRC 
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other ase-IR28280   VDRC 
other bib-IR   VDRC 
other RhoGAP-IR   VDRC 
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Table 3 List of primers for cloning used in the L(3)mbt project 
Description Sequence 
gateway forward primer for cloning l(3)mbt ATGCTGCCATTGTCGATGGCCA 
gateway reverse primer for cloning l(3)mbt 
AGAGGACGTGCGCAAGGGCG 
 










GW primer SP fro yki cDNA full length from DQ099897 ATGTGCGCGTGCCTAATC 
GW primer ASP fro yki cDNA full length from DQ099897 ATTTTATACCATTCCAAATC 
GW l(3)mbt pDONR221  SP fus protein for AB TAAGGAGGACTCCCAACAAGAG 
GW l(3)mbt pDONR221 ASP fus protein for AB CTAAGAGGACGTGCGCAAGGG 
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Table 4 List of primers for ChIP used in the L(3)mbt project 
Gene Sequence Reference 
th/diap1 TSS 1 fwd TAAGATGCATCAGTGGGATCA 
th/diap1 TSS 1 rev TGAACTACCGTTTCGATTTCC 
th/diap1 TSS 2 fwd ACCACTCGATGTGAAAACAGG 
th/diap1 TSS 2 rev CGGCGAATTTTTCGGTAATG 
th/diap1 TSS 3 fwd CCAGATACTGTAGGGGCAACA 
th/diap1 TSS 3 rev CGGATTCTTTCACTTCGGATT 
th/diap1 coding fwd TGCAAACAAACGTGTGTCATT 
th/diap1 coding rev AGATGGCGACCGTAGAGTTG 
CycE fwd GATTTTTATTGGCGCGTTATTC 
CycE rev ATCAGCCCGGAAAAATAGTGA 
this study 
Ubx PRE fwd TAGTCTTATCTGTATCTCGCTCTTA 
Ubx PRE rev CAGAACCAAAGTGCCGATAACTC 
Ubx coding fwd ATGATATCTCGTCTGGCACTAC 
Ubx coding rev AGACATCCAGCAAACTGCGATA 
control 1 fwd CCGAACATGAGAGATGGAAAA 
control 1 rev AAAGTGCCGACAATGCAGTTA 
control 2 fwd CAGTTGATGGGATGAATTTGG 
control 2 rev TGCCTGTGGTTCTATCCAAAC 
(Papp and Muller, 2006) 	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Table 5 Motif position weight matrices (PWM) for L(3)mbt project 
CP190 motif 
A 3 2 0 0 5 198 0 186 0 9 65 
C 118 0 0 10 197 2 194 8 196 29 0 
G 10 204 186 14 0 6 1 1 0 2 114 
T 75 0 20 182 4 0 11 11 10 166 27 
 
BEAF-32 motif 
A 9 588 0 0 0 593 0 492 105 50 139 
C 137 0 27 593 0 0 0 0 33 216 163 
G 8 5 0 0 593 0 0 3 372 150 42 
T 353 0 566 0 0 0 593 98 83 177 249 
 
CTCF motif 
A 76 64 93 159 19 353 0 215 1 0 3 17 5 5 32 
C 178 244 57 141 140 3 1 3 6 3 0 337 2 310 136 
G 49 22 170 56 7 4 359 136 64 359 312 1 346 8 26 
T 59 32 42 6 196 2 2 8 291 0 47 7 9 39 168 
 
Su(Hw) motif 
A 50 19 62 22 61 2 3 150 0 179 5 1 2 11 12 62 19 4 18 
C 29 61 9 28 0 0 184 40 7 0 174 12 7 9 52 24 0 5 138 
G 47 12 104 19 18 189 0 0 2 10 4 1 2 8 11 79 163 177 20 
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T 66 100 17 123 113 1 5 2 183 3 9 178 181 164 117 27 10 6 16 
 
TGCCA motif 
A 132 149 60 292 47 72 0 25 0 64 0 0 434 64 227 
C 100 100 256 23 1 161 2 159 0 1 436 452 0 118 148 
G 138 132 37 127 396 73 452 5 63 389 0 1 20 203 25 
T 84 73 101 12 10 148 0 265 391 0 18 1 0 69 54 
 
AAGCAGT motif 
A 14 11 128 133 0 0 133 0 0 6 
C 2 112 0 0 2 133 0 0 0 8 
G 101 0 3 0 131 0 0 133 0 92 
T 16 10 2 0 0 0 0 0 133 27 
 
GGTT motif 
A 105 8 9 30 23 19 95 178 105 102 106 104 55 74 90 72 9 
C 117 10 24 37 5 177 53 96 2 82 486 164 221 227 0 517 14 
G 119 601 586 22 151 185 425 62 506 34 18 44 58 184 545 41 1 
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5.3 THESIS 
Introduction: text and figures written and prepared by CR, except for parts 1.5.1 
and 1.5.2 (partly from L(3)mbt manuscript) and part 1.5.3 (from 
Nb project manuscript) 
Results and Discussion: manuscripts of L(3)mbt and Nb screen projects (see 5.1 and 5.2 
for contributions to each project) 
Material and Methods: manuscripts of L(3)mbt and Nb screen projects (see 5.1 and 5.2 
for contributions to each project) 
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chr3L 1352183 1352583 31.15 FBgn0029514CG9166 312 312 1E+06 +
chr2R 7924568 7924968 25.88 FBgn0010339CG8340 128up upstream of RpIII128 8E+06 +
chr3R 14067937 1.4E+07 30.11 FBgn0020238CG31196 14-3-3epsilon14-3-3epsilon 1E+07 +
chr3R 20870719 2.1E+07 22.69 FBgn0259178CG42283 5PtaseI 5PtaseI 2E+07 -
chr2L 13021415 1.3E+07 45.33 FBgn0028965CG9933 A16 A16 1E+07 -
chrX 1589755 1590155 18.75 FBgn0023130CG3771 a6 a6 2E+06 -
chr2L 17477751 1.7E+07 62.60 FBgn0027885CG6582 Aac11 Aac11 2E+07 -
chr2R 12030420 1.2E+07 26.28 FBgn0027091CG8431 Aats-cys Cysteinyl-tRNA synthetase 1E+07 +
chr3R 21091315 2.1E+07 10.07 FBgn0027090CG10506 Aats-gln Glutaminyl-tRNA synthetase 2E+07 -
chrX 18409200 1.8E+07 28.54 FBgn0027087CG6335 Aats-his Histidyl-tRNA synthetase 2E+07 +
chrX 18409948 1.8E+07 7.60 FBgn0027087CG6335 Aats-his Histidyl-tRNA synthetase 2E+07 +
chrX 18411458 1.8E+07 17.81 FBgn0027087CG6335 Aats-his Histidyl-tRNA synthetase 2E+07 +
chrX 9502734 9503134 16.93 FBgn0027084CG12141 Aats-lys Lysyl-tRNA synthetase 1E+07 -
chr2R 9855515 9855915 13.38 FBgn0020766CG13348 Aats-phe Phenylalanyl-tRNA synthetase 1E+07 +
chr3R 12660364 1.3E+07 23.93 FBgn0000014CG10325 abd-A abdominal A 1E+07 -
chr3R 12774305 1.3E+07 7.54 FBgn0000015CG11648 Abd-B Abdominal B 1E+07 -
chr3R 12760444 1.3E+07 10.55 FBgn0000015CG11648 Abd-B Abdominal B 1E+07 -
chr3R 12759828 1.3E+07 14.80 FBgn0000015CG11648 Abd-B Abdominal B 1E+07 -
chr3R 12795253 1.3E+07 231.16 FBgn0000015CG11648 Abd-B Abdominal B 1E+07 -
chr3R 12783480 1.3E+07 108.12 FBgn0000015CG11648 Abd-B Abdominal B 1E+07 -
chr3L 16640907 1.7E+07 166.77 FBgn0000017CG4032 Abl Abl tyrosine kinase 2E+07 -
chr2R 8401999 8402399 12.91 FBgn0033749CG8819 achi achintya 8E+06 -
chrX 15274232 1.5E+07 19.48 FBgn0000028CG9151 acj6 abnormal chemosensory jump 6 2E+07 -
chr3L 13294907 1.3E+07 24.69 FBgn0003034CG17673 Acp70A Accessory gland peptide 70A 1E+07 +
chr2R 1903307 1903707 161.20 FBgn0000043CG12051 Act42A Actin 42A 2E+06 -
chr3R 11263743 1.1E+07 140.01 FBgn0000047CG5178 Act88F Actin 88F 1E+07 +
chr4 1105321 1105721 25.20 FBgn0024913CG11062 Actbeta Activin-beta 1E+06 -
chr3R 12803645 1.3E+07 78.94 FBgn0015008CG8953 Actn3 alpha actinin 3 1E+07 -
chr3R 4890676 4891076 21.99 FBgn0037661CG11994 Ada Adenosine deaminase 5E+06 +
chr3R 4894008 4894408 9.02 FBgn0037661CG11994 Ada Adenosine deaminase 5E+06 +
chr3R 4895675 4896075 7.92 FBgn0037661CG11994 Ada Adenosine deaminase 5E+06 +
chr2R 5856341 5856741 12.14 FBgn0027619CG12131 Adam Adam 6E+06 +
chrX 1666634 1667034 84.33 FBgn0026086CG12598 Adar Adenosine deaminase acting on RNA2E+06 +
chr2L 6045899 6046299 9.50 FBgn0000052CG9127 ade2 adenosine 2 6E+06 -
chr2R 2550382 2550782 13.97 FBgn0000054CG15845 Adf1 Adh transcription factor 1 3E+06 +
chr2R 13673420 1.4E+07 8.08 FBgn0026309CG5032 aft adrift 1E+07 +
chr2R 9845539 9845939 12.49 FBgn0026611CG6671 AGO1 Argonaute-1 1E+07 -
chr2R 9844691 9845091 27.69 FBgn0026611CG6671 AGO1 Argonaute-1 1E+07 -
chr3L 15547324 1.6E+07 31.98 FBgn0087035CG7439 AGO2 Argonaute 2 2E+07 +
chr3R 2485651 2486051 48.70 FBgn0024912CG1303 agt O-6-alkylguanine-DNA alkyltransferase2E+06 -
chr2R 8457201 8457601 9.78 FBgn0033754CG8816 Ak6 Adenylate kinase 6 8E+06 -
chr2L 8416257 8416657 9.21 FBgn0027932CG13388 Akap200 A kinase anchor protein 200 8E+06 +
chr3L 7363697 7364097 7.59 FBgn0082598CG8580 akirin akirin 7E+06 +
strand
Supplemental Table S1. L(3)mbt bound regions (0.5% FDR) in CNS tissue and wing/haltere/third 
leg imaginal discs (larva).









FlyBase     
ID CG symbol name TSS
chr3R 11924366 1.2E+07 16.57 FBgn0010379CG4006 Akt1 Akt1 1E+07 +
chr3R 11925366 1.2E+07 14.69 FBgn0010379CG4006 Akt1 Akt1 1E+07 +
chr2R 19852018 2E+07 10.02 FBgn0020764CG3017 Alas Aminolevulinate synthase 2E+07 +
chr2R 5025323 5025723 31.25 FBgn0260972CG8057 alc alicorn 5E+06 -
chr3R 22087180 2.2E+07 46.42 FBgn0000064CG6058 Ald Aldolase 2E+07 -
chr2R 3361670 3362070 78.62 FBgn0010548CG11140 Aldh-III Aldehyde dehydrogenase type III3E+06 -
chr3R 25417280 2.5E+07 143.13 FBgn0086361CG1906 alph alphabet 3E+07 +
chrX 10219851 1E+07 15.70 FBgn0259170CG42275 alpha-Man-I alpha Mannosidase I 1E+07 -
chr3R 5237839 5238239 19.45 FBgn0011740CG18802 alpha-Man-II alpha Mannosidase II 5E+06 +
chr3R 11629228 1.2E+07 10.32 FBgn0026616CG4606 alpha-Man-IIbalpha-Man-IIb 1E+07 +
chr3R 11629692 1.2E+07 7.81 FBgn0026616CG4606 alpha-Man-IIbalpha-Man-IIb 1E+07 +
chr3R 2911982 2912382 49.81 FBgn0003884CG1913 alphaTub84B alpha-Tubulin at 84B 3E+06 +
chr3R 2914667 2915067 8.41 FBgn0003884CG1913 alphaTub84B alpha-Tubulin at 84B 3E+06 +
chr3R 3355865 3356265 10.81 FBgn0003885CG2512 alphaTub84Dalpha-Tubulin at 84D 3E+06 +
chrX 19642508 2E+07 15.37 FBgn0031068CG12534 Alr Augmenter of liver regeneration 2E+07 +
chr2R 8480842 8481242 89.07 FBgn0027356CG8604 Amph Amphiphysin 8E+06 +
chr2R 8232201 8232601 8.71 FBgn0033718CG13162 ana3 anastral spindle 3 8E+06 +
chrX 9003340 9003740 11.90 FBgn0030089CG9113 AP-1gamma AP-1gamma 9E+06 +
chrX 9002921 9003321 19.82 FBgn0030089CG9113 AP-1gamma AP-1gamma 9E+06 +
chr3L 21597393 2.2E+07 148.54 FBgn0023417CG7807 AP-2 AP-2 2E+07 +
chr3R 24670651 2.5E+07 40.71 FBgn0015589CG1451 Apc APC-like 2E+07 -
chr3L 1884773 1885173 7.67 FBgn0000109CG18315 Aprt Adenine phosphoribosyltransferase2E+06 -
chr3L 10892242 1.1E+07 61.82 FBgn0036111CG6391 Aps Aps 1E+07 -
chr2R 19452190 1.9E+07 39.34 FBgn0015903CG5393 apt apontic 2E+07 +
chr3R 24571765 2.5E+07 12.46 FBgn0039595CG10001 AR-2 Allatostatin Receptor 2 2E+07 -
chr3L 12573510 1.3E+07 10.93 FBgn0015904CG10571 ara araucan 1E+07 +
chr2L 6124725 6125125 46.57 FBgn0031781CG5972 Arc-p20 Arc-p20 6E+06 +
chr3L 9047937 9048337 31.89 FBgn0000116CG32031 Argk Arginine kinase 9E+06 -
chrX 18032282 1.8E+07 32.92 FBgn0017418CG5659 ari-1 ariadne 2E+07 -
chr3L 3461489 3461889 9.75 FBgn0041164CG11513 armi armitage 3E+06 +
chrX 16446993 1.6E+07 18.67 FBgn0011742CG9901 Arp14D Actin-related protein 14D 2E+07 -
chrX 17000229 1.7E+07 7.82 FBgn0065032CG8936 Arpc3B Arpc3B 2E+07 -
chr2R 9370615 9371015 24.00 FBgn0000119CG5912 arr arrow 9E+06 -
chr2R 1976464 1976864 41.14 FBgn0033062CG7843 Ars2 Ars2 2E+06 -
chr3R 11055043 1.1E+07 10.39 FBgn0038306CG6563 Art3 Arginine methyltransferase 3 1E+07 -
chr3R 5811843 5812243 26.94 FBgn0037770CG5358 Art4 Arginine methyltransferase 4 6E+06 -
chr2R 18966605 1.9E+07 13.55 FBgn0034817CG9882 Art7 Arginine methyltransferase 7 2E+07 -
chr2L 866911 867311 8.42 FBgn0029095CG4276 aru arouser 868013 -
chr3L 11203511 1.1E+07 9.72 FBgn0061469CG6190 As Angelman syndrome 1E+07 -
chr4 507196 507596 133.11 FBgn0039908CG11533 Asator Asator 504406 -
chr3R 20475612 2E+07 9.08 FBgn0000139CG6677 ash2 absent, small, or homeotic discs 2E+07 +
chr3R 1432127 1432527 8.16 FBgn0261004CG2919 asl asterless 1E+06 -
chr2R 11997895 1.2E+07 25.47 FBgn0034075CG8421 Asph Aspartyl beta-hydroxylase 1E+07 +
chr2R 17138964 1.7E+07 82.01 FBgn0034606CG18375 ASPP Ankyrin-repeat, SH3-domain, and Proline-rich-region containing Protein2E+07 -
chr2R 17138339 1.7E+07 16.56 FBgn0034606CG18375 ASPP Ankyrin-repeat, SH3-domain, and Proline-rich-region containing Protein2E+07 -
chr2R 10391189 1E+07 13.29 FBgn0000142CG8787 Asx Additional sex combs 1E+07 +
chrXHet 84617 85017 11.54 FBgn0039946CG17172 ATbp (A+T)-stretch binding protein 84843 +
chr2R 20757358 2.1E+07 8.83 FBgn0050420CG30420 Atf-2 Activating transcription factor-2 2E+07 +
chr3R 4174961 4175361 8.30 FBgn0261108CG7331 Atg13 Autophagy-specific gene 13 4E+06 +
chr3R 4175335 4175735 8.18 FBgn0261108CG7331 Atg13 Autophagy-specific gene 13 4E+06 +
chrX 7217634 7218034 12.94 FBgn0029943CG1643 Atg5 Autophagy-specific gene 5 7E+06 -
chrX 10662268 1.1E+07 237.47 FBgn0052672CG32672 Atg8a Autophagy-specific gene 8a 1E+07 -
chr3R 601114 601514 8.29 FBgn0010750CG2503 atms antimeros 601323 +
chr3L 21633798 2.2E+07 121.35 FBgn0052446CG32446 Atox1 Atox1 2E+07 +
chr3R 16773719 1.7E+07 175.29 FBgn0002921CG5670 Atpalpha Na pump alpha subunit 2E+07 +
chr3R 16774210 1.7E+07 9.86 FBgn0002921CG5670 Atpalpha Na pump alpha subunit 2E+07 +
chr3L 9722886 9723286 13.08 FBgn0019644CG8189 ATPsyn-b ATP synthase, subunit b 1E+07 +
chr3R 14921954 1.5E+07 85.29 FBgn0016120CG6030 ATPsyn-d ATP synthase, subunit d 1E+07 +
chr3R 16383252 1.6E+07 54.20 FBgn0067783CG4241 att-ORFA alternative testis transcripts open reading frame A2E+07 -
chr3R 11233885 1.1E+07 23.28 FBgn0041188CG5166 Atx2 Ataxin-2 1E+07 +
chr3R 7788639 7789039 14.65 FBgn0000147CG3068 aur aurora 8E+06 +
chr3R 46470 46870 16.60 FBgn0037218CG1107 aux auxillin 46719 +
chr3R 27571396 2.8E+07 9.81 FBgn0000150CG2210 awd abnormal wing discs 3E+07 -
chr3L 3845992 3846392 13.82 FBgn0013751CG1072 Awh Arrowhead 4E+06 +
chr3R 25848286 2.6E+07 112.08 FBgn0026597CG7926 Axn Axin 3E+07 +
chrX 16577837 1.7E+07 42.67 FBgn0000152CG9703 Axs Abnormal X segregation 2E+07 -
chr2L 2365078 2365478 16.80 FBgn0261647CG4272 Axud1 Axud1 2E+06 +
chr2L 13549074 1.4E+07 13.48 FBgn0023407CG9239 B4 B4 1E+07 -
chr3R 9486839 9487239 9.61 FBgn0004587CG10851 B52 B52 9E+06 +
chr3L 1176976 1177376 7.84 FBgn0025525CG9102 bab2 bab2 1E+06 -
chr2L 8029114 8029514 16.44 FBgn0031977CG7380 baf barrier to autointegration factor 8E+06 +
chr3L 16655014 1.7E+07 16.25 FBgn0260960CG3971 Baldspot Baldspot 2E+07 -
chr3R 22692365 2.3E+07 23.41 FBgn0027889CG6386 ball ballchen 2E+07 -
chr3R 21071129 2.1E+07 90.29 FBgn0000158CG10422 bam bag of marbles 2E+07 -
chr3R 17211833 1.7E+07 81.89 FBgn0004862CG7902 bap bagpipe 2E+07 +
chr2R 2523821 2524221 9.27 FBgn0042085CG3274 Bap170 Brahma associated protein 170kD3E+06 +
chrX 17053802 1.7E+07 17.66 FBgn0000163CG5055 baz bazooka 2E+07 +
chr2R 9382212 9382612 31.76 FBgn0033844CG6016 bbc bb in a boxcar 9E+06 -
chr3L 14506391 1.5E+07 99.65 FBgn0087007CG42230 bbg big bang 1E+07 -
chr3L 14438813 1.4E+07 13.43 FBgn0087007CG42230 bbg big bang 1E+07 -
chr3L 7118523 7118923 8.59 FBgn0035741CG14825 BBS1 BBS1 7E+06 +
chr2R 7021838 7022238 105.96 FBgn0033578CG13232 BBS4 BBS4 7E+06 +
chr3R 2585222 2585622 104.32 FBgn0000166CG1034 bcd bicoid 3E+06 -
chrX 9250177 9250577 10.72 FBgn0026149CG17252 BCL7-like BCL7-like 9E+06 +
chr2R 11819333 1.2E+07 17.15 FBgn0034049CG8291 bdg bedraggled 1E+07 -
chr2R 10657746 1.1E+07 10.78 FBgn0015602CG10159 BEAF-32 Boundary element-associated factor of 32kD1E+07 +
chr2L 16049565 1.6E+07 25.98 FBgn0013433CG4846 beat-Ia beaten path Ia 2E+07 +
chr2L 17260614 1.7E+07 13.42 FBgn0032629CG15138 beat-IIIc beat-IIIc 2E+07 -
chr3R 4486022 4486422 41.48 FBgn0000171CG9748 bel belle 4E+06 -
chrX 13889870 1.4E+07 16.19 FBgn0000173CG18319 ben bendless 1E+07 +
chr2R 10146323 1E+07 9.93 FBgn0027538CG8536 beta4GalNAcTAbeta4GalNAcTA 1E+07 +
chr3R 20848707 2.1E+07 9.68 FBgn0039258CG11780 beta4GalT7 beta-4-galactosyltransferase 7 2E+07 +
chrX 18279147 1.8E+07 9.19 FBgn0008635CG6223 betaCop beta-coatomer protein 2E+07 -
chr2L 21052340 2.1E+07 8.66 FBgn0010395CG1762 betaInt-nu beta[nu] integrin 2E+07 +
chr2R 15338874 1.5E+07 7.79 FBgn0003887CG9277 betaTub56D beta-Tubulin at 56D 2E+07 -
chr2R 19746107 2E+07 94.09 FBgn0004581CG30170 bgcn benign gonial cell neoplasm 2E+07 -
chr2L 14011499 1.4E+07 68.91 FBgn0027348CG4501 bgm bubblegum 1E+07 +
chrX 17207375 1.7E+07 9.22 FBgn0004854CG5488 B-H2 BarH2 2E+07 +
chrX 4319050 4319450 10.44 FBgn0000179CG3578 bi bifid 4E+06 +
chr2R 8758093 8758493 7.53 FBgn0000181CG3644 bic bicaudal 9E+06 +
chr2L 16041742 1.6E+07 15.13 FBgn0000182CG4824 BicC Bicaudal C 2E+07 +
chr2L 17473063 1.7E+07 16.72 FBgn0000183CG6605 BicD Bicaudal D 2E+07 -
chr3L 6987734 6988134 57.44 FBgn0045759CG18647 bin biniou 7E+06 +
chr3L 5925526 5925926 19.95 FBgn0002638CG10480 Bj1 Bj1 protein 6E+06 -
chr2R 16490693 1.6E+07 31.27 FBgn0015907CG13425 bl bancal 2E+07 +
chr3L 17400176 1.7E+07 21.92 FBgn0027660CG3897 blot bloated tubules 2E+07 -
chr3L 14043285 1.4E+07 13.71 FBgn0041161CG6451 blue bluestreak 1E+07 -
chr2R 18686209 1.9E+07 10.77 FBgn0011211CG3612 blw bellwether 2E+07 +
chr3L 11713768 1.2E+07 22.22 FBgn0036199CG7314 Bmcp Bmcp 1E+07 +
chr3L 14779229 1.5E+07 12.73 FBgn0036449CG5295 bmm brummer 1E+07 -
chrX 2341758 2342158 7.69 FBgn0040388CG32796 boi brother of iHog 2E+06 -
chr3R 12086547 1.2E+07 333.09 FBgn0040237CG6815 bor belphegor 1E+07 -
chr3L 18615528 1.9E+07 16.33 FBgn0259791CG6897 bora aurora borealis 2E+07 +
chr2L 9252976 9253376 10.23 FBgn0032105CG4454 borr borealin-related 9E+06 -
chr2R 15016882 1.5E+07 15.57 FBgn0027535CG15110 botv brother of tout-velu 2E+07 +
chr2L 19163251 1.9E+07 7.93 FBgn0010300CG10719 brat brain tumor 2E+07 +
chr2L 19165074 1.9E+07 7.85 FBgn0010300CG10719 brat brain tumor 2E+07 +
chr2L 19165897 1.9E+07 17.91 FBgn0010300CG10719 brat brain tumor 2E+07 +
chr2L 19167170 1.9E+07 8.28 FBgn0010300CG10719 brat brain tumor 2E+07 +
chr3L 5787113 5787513 13.32 FBgn0086694CG10542 Bre1 Bre1 6E+06 -
chr3R 20146098 2E+07 14.30 FBgn0011785CG31132 BRWD3 BRWD3 2E+07 +
chr2R 20230963 2E+07 21.21 FBgn0004101CG3411 bs blistered 2E+07 +
chr2L 18454441 1.8E+07 21.50 FBgn0032679CG10302 bsf bicoid stability factor 2E+07 -
chr2L 8083616 8084016 14.47 FBgn0011219CG31605 Bsg Basigin 8E+06 +
chr2L 5278350 5278750 7.67 FBgn0000228CG14025 Bsg25D Blastoderm-specific gene 25D 5E+06 -
chr4 742421 742821 22.19 FBgn0005666CG32019 bt bent 745030 +
chrX 13505911 1.4E+07 15.62 FBgn0030501CG11177 BthD BthD selenoprotein 1E+07 +
chr2L 8300755 8301155 12.85 FBgn0003502CG8049 Btk29A Btk family kinase at 29A 8E+06 -
chr3R 10648740 1.1E+07 56.62 FBgn0053555CG33555 btsz bitesize 1E+07 -
chr3R 10645491 1.1E+07 8.07 FBgn0053555CG33555 btsz bitesize 1E+07 -
chr2R 1861715 1862115 14.05 FBgn0025458CG7838 BubR1 Bub1-related kinase 2E+06 -
chr2R 7566723 7567123 14.68 FBgn0040491CG8238 Buffy Buffy 8E+06 +
chr2L 12546972 1.3E+07 72.11 FBgn0259176CG42281 bun bunched 1E+07 -
chrX 20924116 2.1E+07 10.09 FBgn0031150CG32513 bves bves 2E+07 +
chr2L 20066130 2E+07 69.30 FBgn0045064CG13969 bwa brain washing 2E+07 +
chr3R 11618135 1.2E+07 55.45 FBgn0000246CG17604 c(3)G crossover suppressor on 3 of Gowen1E+07 -
chrX 9177042 9177442 42.21 FBgn0040236CG12132 c11.1 c11.1 9E+06 -
chrX 9213118 9213518 26.58 FBgn0040235CG12135 c12.1 c12.1 9E+06 -
chr2L 8952771 8953171 26.38 FBgn0032078CG9520 C1GalTA Core 1 Galactosyltransferase A 9E+06 -
chr2L 16168039 1.6E+07 15.15 FBgn0001991CG4894 Ca-alpha1D Ca[2+]-channel protein alpha[[1]] subunit D2E+07 +
chr2L 16325958 1.6E+07 28.84 FBgn0000250CG5848 cact cactus 2E+07 -
chr2L 17734629 1.8E+07 51.11 FBgn0015609CG7100 CadN Cadherin-N 2E+07 -
chrX 8500232 8500632 36.97 FBgn0030054CG12109 Caf1-180 Caf1-180 9E+06 -
chr3R 17648228 1.8E+07 14.06 FBgn0013759CG6703 Caki Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase2E+07 -
chr2R 15312350 1.5E+07 10.54 FBgn0012051CG7563 CalpA Calpain-A 2E+07 +
chr3R 16809795 1.7E+07 10.34 FBgn0013995CG5685 Calx Na/Ca-exchange protein 2E+07 +
chr4 1071903 1072303 10.03 FBgn0004624CG18069 CaMKII Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II1E+06 -
chr2R 5333127 5333527 13.60 FBgn0259234CG42332 Camta Calmodulin-binding transcription activator5E+06 +
chrX 5226354 5226754 11.17 FBgn0010014CG4209 CanB Calcineurin B 5E+06 +
chr2R 3673271 3673671 13.03 FBgn0015614CG11217 CanB2 Calcineurin B2 4E+06 +
chr2R 3673655 3674055 12.95 FBgn0015614CG11217 CanB2 Calcineurin B2 4E+06 +
chr2R 19820911 2E+07 99.42 FBgn0004551CG3725 Ca-P60A Calcium ATPase at 60A 2E+07 -
chr2L 5532092 5532492 13.74 FBgn0051989CG31989 Cap-D3 Chromosome associated protein D36E+06 +
chr2R 9020403 9020803 15.37 FBgn0259876CG34438 Cap-G Cap-G 9E+06 +
chr3R 6586706 6587106 8.15 FBgn0037831CG14685 Cap-H2 Chromosome associated protein H27E+06 +
chr2L 3889991 3890391 9.16 FBgn0000256CG3399 capu cappuccino 4E+06 -
chr2L 3889604 3890004 7.64 FBgn0000256CG3399 capu cappuccino 4E+06 -
chrX 19459957 1.9E+07 7.82 FBgn0000257CG12230 car carnation 2E+07 +
chr3L 8417810 8418210 49.85 FBgn0020224CG7037 Cbl Cbl 8E+06 +
chrX 7234697 7235097 32.55 FBgn0026144CG1435 CBP sarcoplasmic calcium-binding protein7E+06 +
chr2R 9340891 9341291 22.77 FBgn0086757CG4840 cbs centrosomin's beautiful sister 9E+06 +
chrX 18666029 1.9E+07 16.87 FBgn0030954CG32540 CCKLR-17D3CCK-like receptor at 17D3 2E+07 -
chr3R 2532047 2532447 96.18 FBgn0004783CG2360 Ccp84Aa Ccp84Aa 3E+06 +
chr3R 2534579 2534979 248.44 FBgn0004783CG2360 Ccp84Aa Ccp84Aa 3E+06 +
chr3L 1545851 1546251 11.85 FBgn0041342CG1049 Cct1 CTP:phosphocholine cytidylyltransferase 12E+06 +
chr3R 3803412 3803812 8.10 FBgn0037533CG2791 CD98hc CD98 heavy chain 4E+06 -
chr3R 3798775 3799175 14.56 FBgn0037533CG2791 CD98hc CD98 heavy chain 4E+06 -
chr2L 7810594 7810994 9.31 FBgn0031952CG7134 cdc14 cdc14 8E+06 -
chr3L 7242287 7242687 11.23 FBgn0012058CG8610 Cdc27 Cdc27 7E+06 -
chr3R 16561070 1.7E+07 8.48 FBgn0004107CG10498 cdc2c cdc2c 2E+07 +
chr3L 8627027 8627427 15.26 FBgn0035918CG5971 Cdc6 Cdc6 9E+06 -
chr3R 736056 736456 13.49 FBgn0051536CG31536 Cdep Cdep 736278 +
chr2R 5328760 5329160 9.40 FBgn0029092CG11804 ced-6 ced-6 5E+06 -
chr3L 15109516 1.5E+07 12.01 FBgn0036480CG17081 Cep135 Cep135 2E+07 +
chr2L 3867469 3867869 13.14 FBgn0031575CG3980 Cep97 Cep97 4E+06 +
chr3R 1193904 1194304 24.36 FBgn0037315CG16708 Cerk Ceramide kinase 1E+06 -
chr2L 4886190 4886590 20.04 FBgn0000286CG11924 Cf2 Chorion factor 2 5E+06 -
chr2R 10060934 1E+07 11.28 FBgn0000289CG8367 cg combgap 1E+07 +
chr3L 21168456 2.1E+07 13.46 FBgn0021760CG32435 chb chromosome bows 2E+07 +
chrX 15729347 1.6E+07 12.96 FBgn0000319CG9012 Chc Clathrin heavy chain 2E+07 -
chr3L 19440054 1.9E+07 7.57 FBgn0023395CG9594 Chd3 Chd3 2E+07 +
chr2L 8477950 8478350 93.80 FBgn0053194CG33194 CheA29a Chemosensory protein A 29a 8E+06 +
chr2L 20821992 2.1E+07 16.24 FBgn0032888CG14405 CheB38c Chemosensory protein B 38c 2E+07 -
chr3R 17232470 1.7E+07 13.13 FBgn0038888CG15503 CheB93a Chemosensory protein B 93a 2E+07 +
chr3R 17234090 1.7E+07 149.45 FBgn0051438CG31438 CheB93b Chemosensory protein B 93b 2E+07 +
chr2L 5980886 5981286 12.60 FBgn0000308CG9553 chic chickadee 6E+06 -
chr2L 10437295 1E+07 14.48 FBgn0027052CG5203 CHIP CHIP 1E+07 +
chr2R 11001888 1.1E+07 187.62 FBgn0015371CG11798 chn charlatan 1E+07 +
chr3L 22871769 2.3E+07 7.54 FBgn0044324CG10712 Chro Chromator 2E+07 -
chrX 3999738 4000138 227.97 FBgn0026084CG4944 cib ciboulot 4E+06 +
chr3L 4363925 4364325 10.43 FBgn0035533CG15015 Cip4 Cip4 4E+06 -
chr2R 4501941 4502341 14.34 FBgn0033313CG8639 Cirl Cirl 5E+06 +
chr2L 15057752 1.5E+07 14.99 FBgn0000317CG7595 ck crinkled 2E+07 -
chrX 12548153 1.3E+07 11.00 FBgn0015024CG2028 CkIalpha Casein kinase Ialpha 1E+07 +
chrX 12547553 1.3E+07 16.78 FBgn0015024CG2028 CkIalpha Casein kinase Ialpha 1E+07 +
chr3L 15809873 1.6E+07 10.78 FBgn0015025CG6215 CkIIalpha-i1 CKII-alpha subunit interactor-1 2E+07 +
chr3L 710551 710951 35.89 FBgn0025676CG3217 CkIIalpha-i3 CKII-alpha subunit interactor-3 710455 -
chrX 11686359 1.2E+07 13.31 FBgn0000259CG15224 CkIIbeta Casein kinase II beta subunit 1E+07 +
chr2L 9330517 9330917 28.21 FBgn0010314CG3738 Cks30A Cyclin-dependent kinase subunit 30A9E+06 +
chrX 13716057 1.4E+07 7.87 FBgn0030529CG10997 Clic Chloride intracellular channel 1E+07 -
chr2L 11268885 1.1E+07 12.50 FBgn0040232CG6392 cmet CENP-meta 1E+07 -
chr2R 9337847 9338247 23.13 FBgn0013765CG4832 cnn centrosomin 9E+06 -
chr3R 1043056 1043456 91.90 FBgn0259212CG42312 cno canoe 1E+06 -
chr3R 25145731 2.5E+07 48.52 FBgn0015622CG11958 Cnx99A Calnexin 99A 3E+07 -
chr3L 15630053 1.6E+07 15.49 FBgn0259236CG42334 comm3 comm3 2E+07 -
chr3R 206807 207207 13.67 FBgn0037240CG1084 Cont Contactin 207032 +
chr3R 4142095 4142495 23.07 FBgn0037574CG9613 Coq2 Coenzyme Q biosynthesis protein 24E+06 -
chr2R 2760360 2760760 11.83 FBgn0033109CG9446 coro coro 3E+06 -
chr3R 16890000 1.7E+07 14.95 FBgn0025865CG3637 Cortactin Cortactin 2E+07 -
chr2R 9847860 9848260 9.15 FBgn0013770CG6692 Cp1 Cysteine proteinase-1 1E+07 +
chr2R 9851015 9851415 33.08 FBgn0013770CG6692 Cp1 Cysteine proteinase-1 1E+07 +
chrX 21884062 2.2E+07 10.17 FBgn0031191CG14617 Cp110 Cp110 2E+07 +
chr3R 11100746 1.1E+07 8.71 FBgn0000283CG6384 Cp190 Centrosomal protein 190kD 1E+07 -
chr3L 15065279 1.5E+07 90.25 FBgn0086690CG33957 cp309 cp309 2E+07 -
chr2L 1704642 1705042 17.32 FBgn0011570CG17158 cpb capping protein beta 2E+06 +
chr2L 6338518 6338918 86.57 FBgn0015623CG11567 Cpr Cytochrome P450 reductase 6E+06 +
chr2R 7139635 7140035 9.19 FBgn0033597CG9079 Cpr47Ea Cuticular protein 47Ea 7E+06 -
chr2R 8291102 8291502 9.65 FBgn0033728CG8505 Cpr49Ae Cuticular protein 49Ae 8E+06 +
chr3L 1831762 1832162 36.20 FBgn0035279CG13934 Cpr62Ba Cuticular protein 62Ba 2E+06 -
chr3L 19509620 2E+07 131.86 FBgn0036878CG9283 Cpr76Ba Cuticular protein 76Ba 2E+07 -
chr3R 22908440 2.3E+07 26.70 FBgn0039480CG6131 Cpr97Ea Cuticular protein 97Ea 2E+07 -
chrX 18264655 1.8E+07 78.67 FBgn0014467CG6103 CrebB-17A Cyclic-AMP response element binding protein B at 17A2E+07 +
chr3R 13220649 1.3E+07 14.12 FBgn0025456CG5413 CREG Cellular Repressor of E1A-stimulated Genes1E+07 -
chr4 230635 231035 12.31 FBgn0024811CG1587 Crk Crk 230882 +
chrX 2632701 2633101 32.97 FBgn0000376CG2714 crm cramped 3E+06 -
chr3R 1396798 1397198 8.72 FBgn0023023CG1411 CRMP Collapsin Response Mediator Protein1E+06 +
chr3L 21472801 2.1E+07 10.21 FBgn0014143CG5069 croc crocodile 2E+07 -
chr2L 16287642 1.6E+07 80.63 FBgn0001994CG7664 crp cropped 2E+07 -
chr3L 20834520 2.1E+07 20.38 FBgn0027055CG18332 CSN3 COP9 complex homolog subunit 32E+07 -
chr3R 18406231 1.8E+07 47.54 FBgn0028837CG6932 CSN6 COP9 complex homolog subunit 62E+07 +
chr2R 4308046 4308446 9.59 FBgn0028836CG2038 CSN7 COP9 complex homolog subunit 74E+06 +
chr3L 22260357 2.2E+07 12.78 FBgn0004179CG6395 Csp Cysteine string protein 2E+07 +
chrX 1988003 1988403 97.65 FBgn0000382CG3954 csw corkscrew 2E+06 +
chrX 2006713 2007113 41.85 FBgn0000382CG3954 csw corkscrew 2E+06 +
chr3L 7349434 7349834 15.34 FBgn0035769CG8591 CTCF CTCF 7E+06 -
chrX 4581910 4582310 46.37 FBgn0011760CG6998 ctp cut up 5E+06 +
chr2L 6663685 6664085 11.55 FBgn0000392CG11181 cup cup 7E+06 +
chr2L 3711557 3711957 15.89 FBgn0015376CG33122 cutlet cutlet 4E+06 -
chr3L 19808901 2E+07 14.31 FBgn0023094CG8727 cyc cycle 2E+07 -
chr3L 19808514 2E+07 9.60 FBgn0023094CG8727 cyc cycle 2E+07 -
chr3L 11826520 1.2E+07 26.12 FBgn0000404CG5940 CycA Cyclin A 1E+07 -
chr2R 18694323 1.9E+07 36.30 FBgn0000405CG3510 CycB Cyclin B 2E+07 -
chr3R 20696430 2.1E+07 15.02 FBgn0015625CG5814 CycB3 Cyclin B3 2E+07 -
chrX 15804014 1.6E+07 12.46 FBgn0010315CG9096 CycD Cyclin D 2E+07 -
chrX 15803575 1.6E+07 8.10 FBgn0010315CG9096 CycD Cyclin D 2E+07 -
chr2L 15748074 1.6E+07 12.77 FBgn0010382CG3938 CycE Cyclin E 2E+07 -
chr3R 27435429 2.7E+07 9.18 FBgn0039858CG11525 CycG Cyclin G 3E+07 -
chr3L 3466204 3466604 19.25 FBgn0010317CG10308 CycJ Cyclin J 3E+06 +
chr3L 17550777 1.8E+07 17.05 FBgn0025455CG6292 CycT Cyclin T 2E+07 -
chrX 16215083 1.6E+07 29.32 FBgn0004432CG9916 Cyp1 Cyclophilin 1 2E+07 -
chrX 16214216 1.6E+07 15.60 FBgn0004432CG9916 Cyp1 Cyclophilin 1 2E+07 -
chr2R 14642054 1.5E+07 15.72 FBgn0034387CG15077 Cyp12b2 Cyp12b2 1E+07 +
chr3R 6262732 6263132 86.81 FBgn0037817CG14680 Cyp12e1 Cyp12e1 6E+06 +
chrX 11929252 1.2E+07 28.29 FBgn0030369CG1786 Cyp318a1 Cyp318a1 1E+07 +
chr2R 13432446 1.3E+07 24.89 FBgn0028382CG4886 cyp33 cyclophilin-33 1E+07 +
chr2R 4460072 4460472 163.25 FBgn0033304CG2397 Cyp6a13 Cyp6a13 4E+06 +
chr2R 3420817 3421217 30.18 FBgn0033189CG2140 Cyt-b5 Cyt-b5 3E+06 +
chr2L 16719513 1.7E+07 11.23 FBgn0000409CG17903 Cyt-c-p Cytochrome c proximal 2E+07 +
chr3R 5065851 5066251 12.08 FBgn0000412CG9745 D1 D1 chromosomal protein 5E+06 -
chr2L 10387842 1E+07 11.46 FBgn0000413CG5102 da daughterless 1E+07 +
chrX 1216270 1216670 61.72 FBgn0025641CG14622 DAAM Dishevelled Associated Activator of Morphogenesis1E+06 -
chrX 15222141 1.5E+07 15.27 FBgn0015926CG6157 dah discontinuous actin hexagon 2E+07 +
chr3R 21880999 2.2E+07 22.60 FBgn0028833CG6092 Dak1 Dak1 2E+07 -
chr2L 21142261 2.1E+07 18.73 FBgn0023388CG1099 Dap160 Dynamin associated protein 160 2E+07 -
chr2L 65664 66064 7.71 FBgn0067779CG11371 dbr debra 67044 +
chr3R 26887067 2.7E+07 122.87 FBgn0002413CG2048 dco discs overgrown 3E+07 -
chr3R 26886405 2.7E+07 8.27 FBgn0002413CG2048 dco discs overgrown 3E+07 -
chr2R 13468898 1.3E+07 13.61 FBgn0034246CG6493 Dcr-2 Dicer-2 1E+07 -
chr3L 19811035 2E+07 8.42 FBgn0013799CG8567 Deaf1 Deformed epidermal autoregulatory factor-12E+07 +
chr2R 2535339 2535739 15.47 FBgn0029131CG33134 debcl death executioner Bcl-2 homologue3E+06 +
chr3R 12327011 1.2E+07 8.00 FBgn0028381CG14902 decay death executioner caspase related to Apopain/Yama1E+07 -
chr2L 21148994 2.1E+07 19.72 FBgn0086251CG9252 del deadlock 2E+07 -
chr2L 21148215 2.1E+07 12.49 FBgn0086251CG9252 del deadlock 2E+07 -
chr3R 8265083 8265483 10.76 FBgn0086687CG5887 desat1 desat1 8E+06 +
chr2L 21629133 2.2E+07 13.58 FBgn0022893CG2207 Df31 Decondensation factor 31 2E+07 -
chr2R 8644890 8645290 9.19 FBgn0020930CG8657 Dgkepsilon Diacyl glycerol kinase epsilon 9E+06 +
chr2R 14060313 1.4E+07 15.00 FBgn0027836CG5729 Dgp-1 Dgp-1 1E+07 -
chr2R 14059894 1.4E+07 8.46 FBgn0027836CG5729 Dgp-1 Dgp-1 1E+07 -
chr3R 25683061 2.6E+07 36.42 FBgn0039710CG18041 dgt1 dim gamma-tubulin 1 3E+07 -
chr2R 9184112 9184512 7.98 FBgn0052843CG32843 Dh31-R1 Diuretic hormone 31 receptor 1 9E+06 -
chr3L 4825554 4825954 15.57 FBgn0010349CG7507 Dhc64C Dynein heavy chain 64C 5E+06 -
chrX 5206059 5206459 23.42 FBgn0011761CG4193 dhd deadhead 5E+06 +
chr3L 9127416 9127816 21.78 FBgn0035964CG4665 Dhpr Dihydropteridine reductase 9E+06 +
chr2L 20757884 2.1E+07 13.57 FBgn0011202CG1768 dia diaphanous 2E+07 +
chr2R 3387331 3387731 10.67 FBgn0261397CG2146 didum dilute class unconventional myosin3E+06 +
chr2L 17433254 1.7E+07 11.37 FBgn0011274CG6794 Dif Dorsal-related immunity factor 2E+07 -
chr3L 6736668 6737068 8.92 FBgn0052393CG32393 dikar dikar 7E+06 -
chr2L 4403002 4403402 114.27 FBgn0031601CG3058 Dim1 Dim1 4E+06 +
chrX 21503768 2.2E+07 9.01 FBgn0024807CG17686 DIP1 DISCO Interacting Protein 1 2E+07 -
chr2R 14015789 1.4E+07 21.79 FBgn0040465CG12767 Dip3 Dorsal interacting protein 3 1E+07 +
chr3R 20158900 2E+07 28.82 FBgn0039183CG6413 Dis3 Dis3 2E+07 +
chrX 11263435 1.1E+07 12.22 FBgn0001624CG1725 dlg1 discs large 1 1E+07 +
chr2R 20701244 2.1E+07 8.04 FBgn0000157CG3629 Dll Distal-less 2E+07 +
chr2R 20702173 2.1E+07 8.37 FBgn0000157CG3629 Dll Distal-less 2E+07 +
chr2L 6480670 6481070 10.55 FBgn0031820CG9537 DLP Daxx-like protein 6E+06 +
chr3L 14625540 1.5E+07 8.39 FBgn0041604CG32146 dlp dally-like 1E+07 +
chr3L 5745179 5745579 10.50 FBgn0015657CG10578 DnaJ-1 DnaJ-like-1 6E+06 -
chr3L 5742702 5743102 56.41 FBgn0015657CG10578 DnaJ-1 DnaJ-like-1 6E+06 -
chr2L 13166241 1.3E+07 7.71 FBgn0032474CG9828 DnaJ-H DnaJ homolog 1E+07 -
chr3R 17497309 1.7E+07 15.82 FBgn0259113CG6349 DNApol-alpha180DNA polymerase alpha 180kD 2E+07 -
chr3R 19173593 1.9E+07 8.75 FBgn0020756CG6768 DNApol-epsilonDNA polymerase epsilon 2E+07 +
chr3R 4058927 4059327 63.88 FBgn0037554CG7602 DNApol-iota DNApol-iota 4E+06 +
chrX 3146658 3147058 10.55 FBgn0000479CG32498 dnc dunce 3E+06 +
chrX 3070341 3070741 8.30 FBgn0000479CG32498 dnc dunce 3E+06 +
chr3R 17714891 1.8E+07 130.27 FBgn0038916CG6560 dnd dead end 2E+07 -
chr3R 24713491 2.5E+07 24.75 FBgn0259220CG42320 Doa Darkener of apricot 2E+07 +
chr2L 825729 826129 11.05 FBgn0010583CG3727 dock dreadlocks 825964 +
chrX 21216124 2.1E+07 63.57 FBgn0015379CG17051 dod dodo 2E+07 +
chrX 1558826 1559226 17.30 FBgn0000482CG3093 dor deep orange 2E+06 +
chr2L 3618683 3619083 15.35 FBgn0015663CG2788 Dot Dorothy 4E+06 +
chr2R 9109673 9110073 7.55 FBgn0011763CG4654 Dp DP transcription factor 9E+06 +
chr2R 14299268 1.4E+07 9.74 FBgn0027835CG5170 Dp1 Dodeca-satellite-binding protein 11E+07 +
chr3R 2907793 2908193 7.80 FBgn0037469CG1939 Dpck Dephospho-CoA kinase 3E+06 +
chr2R 2549318 2549718 14.02 FBgn0033083CG3189 Dpit47 DNA polymerase interacting tpr containing protein of 47kD3E+06 -
chr2L 10964439 1.1E+07 71.04 FBgn0053507CG33507 dpr2 dpr2 1E+07 -
chr3L 857503 857903 46.55 FBgn0035170CG12191 dpr20 dpr20 857239 -
chr2L 2110316 2110716 9.39 FBgn0053516CG33516 dpr3 dpr3 2E+06 -
chr3L 9967266 9967666 29.27 FBgn0040823CG14162 dpr6 dpr6 1E+07 +
chr3L 1876209 1876609 32.74 FBgn0002183CG1828 dre4 dre4 2E+06 -
chr2R 5179541 5179941 19.05 FBgn0028408CG1975 Drep-2 DNA fragmentation factor-related protein 25E+06 +
chr2R 9390183 9390583 8.63 FBgn0004638CG6033 drk downstream of receptor kinase 9E+06 -
chr2L 850939 851339 38.30 FBgn0020304CG3365 drongo drongo 851096 -
chr2L 2585290 2585690 22.19 FBgn0026479CG3210 Drp1 Dynamin related protein 1 3E+06 -
chr2L 715467 715867 7.82 FBgn0000497CG17941 ds dachsous 714968 -
chr3R 12900 13300 65.58 FBgn0000500CG18090 Dsk Drosulfakinin 16170 -
chr2L 2829983 2830383 8.46 FBgn0031464CG3131 Duox Dual oxidase 3E+06 -
chr2R 18158168 1.8E+07 7.76 FBgn0020307CG5799 dve defective proventriculus 2E+07 +
chr2R 8324398 8324798 69.40 FBgn0033739CG8529 Dyb Dystrobrevin-like 8E+06 +
chr2L 15005500 1.5E+07 12.25 FBgn0040228CG10846 dyn-p25 dynactin-subunit-p25 2E+07 +
chr4 1234297 1234697 10.69 FBgn0027101CG40478 Dyrk3 Dyrk3 1E+06 -
chr3R 15391917 1.5E+07 23.44 FBgn0260003CG34157 Dys Dystrophin 2E+07 +
chr3L 246836 247236 41.92 FBgn0000541CG32346 E(bx) Enhancer of bithorax 246901 -
chr2R 7339219 7339619 17.74 FBgn0000581CG7776 E(Pc) Enhancer of Polycomb 7E+06 +
chr2R 7339804 7340204 95.19 FBgn0000581CG7776 E(Pc) Enhancer of Polycomb 7E+06 +
chrX 17735967 1.8E+07 14.36 FBgn0000617CG6474 e(y)1 enhancer of yellow 1 2E+07 +
chrX 19532290 2E+07 29.73 FBgn0087008CG12238 e(y)3 enhancer of yellow 3 2E+07 -
chrX 19531785 2E+07 14.76 FBgn0087008CG12238 e(y)3 enhancer of yellow 3 2E+07 -
chr3R 17486597 1.7E+07 14.05 FBgn0011766CG6376 E2f E2F transcription factor 2E+07 -
chr2L 745690 746090 18.01 FBgn0026438CG3159 Eaat2 Excitatory amino acid transporter 2744395 -
chr2L 740035 740435 254.98 FBgn0026438CG3159 Eaat2 Excitatory amino acid transporter 2741778 -
chr2R 3295199 3295599 65.17 FBgn0033166CG11166 Eaf ELL-associated factor 3E+06 -
chr3L 5601255 5601655 51.36 FBgn0035624CG12756 Eaf6 Eaf6 6E+06 -
chr2R 20668173 2.1E+07 17.93 FBgn0035063CG3594 Eap Exu-associated protein 2E+07 +
chrX 16172163 1.6E+07 15.25 FBgn0000536CG3525 eas easily shocked 2E+07 +
chr2R 2636512 2636912 7.85 FBgn0027066CG3265 Eb1 Eb1 3E+06 +
chrX 3735234 3735634 37.38 FBgn0000542CG2904 ec echinus 4E+06 +
chrX 3729302 3729702 9.47 FBgn0000542CG2904 ec echinus 4E+06 +
chrX 3705364 3705764 76.93 FBgn0000542CG2904 ec echinus 4E+06 +
chr3L 2265725 2266125 63.91 FBgn0000543CG5714 ecd ecdysoneless 2E+06 -
chr2R 2056893 2057293 9.77 FBgn0000546CG1765 EcR Ecdysone receptor 2E+06 -
chr3R 2509386 2509786 16.08 FBgn0000552CG2345 Edg84A Ecdysone-dependent gene 84A 3E+06 +
chr2R 13332348 1.3E+07 52.46 FBgn0027506CG6542 EDTP Egg-derived tyrosine phosphatase1E+07 -
chr2R 7779349 7779749 15.51 FBgn0000556CG8280 Ef1alpha48D Elongation factor 1alpha48D 8E+06 +
chr2R 7780644 7781044 9.79 FBgn0000556CG8280 Ef1alpha48D Elongation factor 1alpha48D 8E+06 +
chr2R 7782294 7782694 9.46 FBgn0000556CG8280 Ef1alpha48D Elongation factor 1alpha48D 8E+06 +
chr3R 25045675 2.5E+07 14.04 FBgn0029176CG11901 Ef1gamma Ef1gamma 3E+07 +
chr2L 21681948 2.2E+07 9.12 FBgn0000559CG2238 Ef2b Elongation factor 2b 2E+07 -
chr3R 10566427 1.1E+07 16.47 FBgn0011217CG7425 eff effete 1E+07 -
chr3L 21801828 2.2E+07 8.51 FBgn0000560CG7383 eg eagle 2E+07 +
chr2R 20667279 2.1E+07 35.16 FBgn0086908CG12196 egg eggless 2E+07 -
chrX 2482320 2482720 7.93 FBgn0001404CG9659 egh egghead 2E+06 +
chr2R 19634257 2E+07 43.96 FBgn0000562CG4051 egl egalitarian 2E+07 -
chr2R 7506412 7506812 25.02 FBgn0086712CG9006 Egm Enigma 8E+06 -
chr3R 13275102 1.3E+07 147.11 FBgn0000564CG5400 Eh Eclosion hormone 1E+07 -
chrX 16340881 1.6E+07 25.58 FBgn0261609CG9946 eIF-2alpha eukaryotic translation Initiation Factor 2alpha2E+07 -
chrX 1816773 1817173 28.10 FBgn0023512CG3806 eIF2B-epsiloneIF2B-epsilon 2E+06 -
chr3R 19505505 2E+07 19.94 FBgn0040227CG10161 eIF-3p66 Eukaryotic initiation factor 3 p66 subunit2E+07 +
chr3R 259475 259875 22.28 FBgn0037249CG9805 eIF3-S10 eIF3-S10 259652 -
chr2R 13423216 1.3E+07 9.05 FBgn0034237CG4878 eIF3-S9 eIF3-S9 1E+07 +
chr2L 5981339 5981739 18.37 FBgn0001942CG9075 eIF-4a Eukaryotic initiation factor 4a 6E+06 +
chr3L 9395412 9395812 72.92 FBgn0015218CG4035 eIF-4E Eukaryotic initiation factor 4E 9E+06 -
chr2R 19945079 2E+07 24.52 FBgn0034967CG3186 eIF-5A eIF-5A 2E+07 +
chr3L 3515260 3515660 16.45 FBgn0005640CG10579 Eip63E Ecdysone-induced protein 63E 4E+06 +
chr3L 3515670 3516070 8.66 FBgn0005640CG10579 Eip63E Ecdysone-induced protein 63E 4E+06 +
chr3L 17572372 1.8E+07 19.15 FBgn0000567CG32180 Eip74EF Ecdysone-induced protein 74EF 2E+07 -
chr3L 17957866 1.8E+07 8.16 FBgn0000568CG8127 Eip75B Ecdysone-induced protein 75B 2E+07 -
chr3R 1480509 1480909 10.11 FBgn0037358CG2185 elm ethanol sensitive with low memory1E+06 -
chr2R 15333607 1.5E+07 8.33 FBgn0023211CG9291 Elongin-C Elongin C 2E+07 -
chr2L 8403348 8403748 12.07 FBgn0020497CG13387 emb embargoed 8E+06 +
chr2R 8066017 8066417 9.43 FBgn0033690CG8862 EndoG Endonuclease G 8E+06 -
chr3L 14024641 1.4E+07 11.25 FBgn0061515CG6513 endos endosulfine 1E+07 -
chr2L 357779 358179 13.29 FBgn0031250CG11907 Ent1 Equilibrative nucleoside transporter 1357868 -
chrX 14812543 1.5E+07 17.27 FBgn0030597CG9504 Eo Ecdysone oxidase 1E+07 -
chr3L 4169823 4170223 14.18 FBgn0261274CG1333 Ero1L Endoplasmic reticulum oxidoreductin-1-like4E+06 +
chr3L 4170150 4170550 8.18 FBgn0261274CG1333 Ero1L Endoplasmic reticulum oxidoreductin-1-like4E+06 +
chr2L 11829247 1.2E+07 18.81 FBgn0000588CG14941 esc extra sexcombs 1E+07 -
chr2R 2985741 2986141 7.81 FBgn0028642CG12833 esn espinas 3E+06 +
chr3L 6096769 6097169 44.31 FBgn0005658CG7018 Ets65A Ets at 65A 6E+06 +
chr3R 22738420 2.3E+07 12.67 FBgn0004510CG6338 Ets97D Ets at 97D 2E+07 -
chrX 173437 173837 11.65 FBgn0005427CG3114 ewg erect wing 173667 -
chr3R 1426681 1427081 10.97 FBgn0250753CG2922 exba extra bases 1E+06 -
chr3L 16978593 1.7E+07 42.58 FBgn0261547CG42665 Exn Ephexin 2E+07 +
chr3L 8404716 8405116 12.74 FBgn0035892CG7127 exo70 exo70 8E+06 +
chr2R 12037189 1.2E+07 9.12 FBgn0029175CG8433 Ext2 Ext2 1E+07 -
chr2R 16557871 1.7E+07 9.52 FBgn0000615CG8994 exu exuperantia 2E+07 -
chr4 717310 717710 19.07 FBgn0005558CG1464 ey eyeless 718315 +
chr4 718051 718451 44.50 FBgn0005558CG1464 ey eyeless 718315 +
chr3L 12460773 1.2E+07 9.04 FBgn0000625CG10488 eyg eyegone 1E+07 -
chr3L 4072734 4073134 39.03 FBgn0016013CG14993 Faa Fumarylacetoacetase 4E+06 -
chr2R 13669277 1.4E+07 10.50 FBgn0028741CG6355 fab1 fab1 1E+07 -
chr3L 19287381 1.9E+07 67.24 FBgn0028380CG9670 fal falten 2E+07 +
chr3R 16641742 1.7E+07 25.05 FBgn0038827CG17269 Fancd2 Fancd2 2E+07 -
chr2L 10516511 1.1E+07 18.30 FBgn0021953CG7400 Fatp Fatty acid (long chain) transport protein1E+07 -
chr3L 16401088 1.6E+07 11.55 FBgn0014163CG4609 fax failed axon connections 2E+07 -
chr3L 16403588 1.6E+07 7.61 FBgn0014163CG4609 fax failed axon connections 2E+07 -
chr2R 7177121 7177521 9.13 FBgn0033609CG13213 fbl6 fbl6 7E+06 -
chr3R 9525096 9525496 39.22 FBgn0028487CG9611 f-cup flyers-cup 1E+07 -
chr2R 16555377 1.7E+07 16.92 FBgn0034542CG9025 Fem-1 Fem-1 2E+07 -
chr2R 16554619 1.7E+07 10.62 FBgn0034542CG9025 Fem-1 Fem-1 2E+07 -
chrX 10748760 1.1E+07 15.13 FBgn0030241CG11207 feo fascetto 1E+07 -
chr3R 7520404 7520804 78.45 FBgn0037937CG6913 Fer3 48 related 3 8E+06 -
chr3R 27637888 2.8E+07 15.38 FBgn0024891CG2098 ferrochelataseferrochelatase 3E+07 -
chr2R 18962113 1.9E+07 64.65 FBgn0003062CG9888 Fib Fibrillarin 2E+07 -
chr2R 18959815 1.9E+07 28.20 FBgn0003062CG9888 Fib Fibrillarin 2E+07 -
chr2R 18959390 1.9E+07 9.21 FBgn0003062CG9888 Fib Fibrillarin 2E+07 -
chr2R 1492203 1492603 14.42 FBgn0039969CG17510 Fis1 Fis1 1E+06 -
chr3L 17017203 1.7E+07 11.42 FBgn0036688CG7729 Fit2 Fermitin 2 2E+07 +
chr2R 15177332 1.5E+07 13.48 FBgn0013954CG11001 FK506-bp2 FK506-binding protein 2 2E+07 +
chr2L 9887766 9888166 125.60 FBgn0029174CG4535 FKBP59 FK506-binding protein FKBP59 1E+07 +
chr2R 9711929 9712329 42.66 FBgn0000662CG6315 fl(2)d female lethal d 1E+07 -
chr3R 9509421 9509821 14.04 FBgn0024555CG9351 flfl falafel 1E+07 +
chrX 21210539 2.1E+07 11.73 FBgn0000709CG1484 fliI flightless I 2E+07 +
chr2R 11456221 1.1E+07 55.13 FBgn0024754CG8200 Flo flotillin 1E+07 -
chrX 14733716 1.5E+07 12.18 FBgn0024753CG32593 Flo-2 flotillin 2 1E+07 +
chrX 10279704 1E+07 37.21 FBgn0000711CG2096 flw flapwing 1E+07 +
chr3R 5935756 5936156 15.69 FBgn0028734CG6203 Fmr1 Fmr1 6E+06 -
chr3L 8518153 8518553 11.10 FBgn0024236CG6817 foi fear-of-intimacy 9E+06 +
chr2L 3633858 3634258 8.46 FBgn0000721CG10033 for foraging 4E+06 -
chr2L 3657315 3657715 95.51 FBgn0000721CG10033 for foraging 4E+06 -
chr3L 7087777 7088177 22.45 FBgn0053556CG33556 form3 formin 3 7E+06 +
chr2L 1715722 1716122 108.01 FBgn0086698CG17657 frtz fritz 2E+06 -
chr3R 14333412 1.4E+07 7.69 FBgn0004652CG14307 fru fruitless 1E+07 -
chr2R 11132411 1.1E+07 74.27 FBgn0259878CG33466 Fs Follistatin 1E+07 -
chrX 2135906 2136306 8.47 FBgn0000810CG3218 fs(1)K10 female sterile (1) K10 2E+06 +
chr2L 19796158 2E+07 10.74 FBgn0004811CG10528 fs(2)ltoPP43 female sterile (2) ltoPP43 2E+07 -
chr3L 18794458 1.9E+07 23.13 FBgn0001078CG4059 ftz-f1 ftz transcription factor 1 2E+07 -
chr3L 11516400 1.2E+07 49.46 FBgn0036169CG6128 Fuca alpha-L-fucosidase 1E+07 -
chrX 11603855 1.2E+07 69.88 FBgn0030327CG2448 FucT6 alpha1,6-fucosyltransferase 1E+07 -
chr2L 9430724 9431124 26.81 FBgn0032117CG4435 FucTB FucTB 9E+06 -
chrX 22409331 2.2E+07 12.88 FBgn0044872CG40305 FucTC FucTC 2E+07 -
chrX 1305713 1306113 8.55 FBgn0259108CG34387 futsch futsch 1E+06 +
chr3L 319740 320140 43.92 FBgn0004373CG7004 fwd four wheel drive 319880 -
chrX 663784 664184 8.42 FBgn0027343CG16785 fz3 frizzled 3 664061 +
chrX 13630141 1.4E+07 36.49 FBgn0001087CG10986 g garnet 1E+07 -
chr2L 3030313 3030713 7.70 FBgn0031495CG17257 GABPI beta4GalNAcTB pilot 3E+06 +
chr2L 73087 73487 109.51 FBgn0031213CG11372 galectin galectin 73485 +
chr2L 72140 72540 141.03 FBgn0031213CG11372 galectin galectin 72388 +
chr2L 73751 74151 9.60 FBgn0031213CG11372 galectin galectin 73485 +
chr2R 11398684 1.1E+07 28.86 FBgn0034025CG8182 GalNAc-T1 GalNAc-T1 1E+07 +
chr2R 8499694 8500094 132.25 FBgn0004435CG17759 Galpha49B G protein alpha49B 9E+06 +
chr3L 9848797 9849197 7.51 FBgn0004390CG6721 Gap1 GTPase-activating protein 1 1E+07 -
chr3L 9847708 9848108 11.07 FBgn0004390CG6721 Gap1 GTPase-activating protein 1 1E+07 -
chr3L 9847101 9847501 9.22 FBgn0004390CG6721 Gap1 GTPase-activating protein 1 1E+07 -
chrX 15760788 1.6E+07 7.71 FBgn0001092CG8893 Gapdh2 Glyceraldehyde 3 phosphate dehydrogenase 22E+07 +
chrX 8046155 8046555 14.01 FBgn0030011CG10763 Gbeta5 Gbeta5 8E+06 -
chrX 8009878 8010278 10.82 FBgn0040319CG2259 Gclc Glutamate-cysteine ligase catalytic subunit8E+06 -
chrX 8009373 8009773 9.10 FBgn0040319CG2259 Gclc Glutamate-cysteine ligase catalytic subunit8E+06 -
chr3R 18512091 1.9E+07 12.30 FBgn0046114CG4919 Gclm Glutamate-cysteine ligase modifier subunit2E+07 -
chr2L 9490810 9491210 47.76 FBgn0004868CG4422 Gdi GDP dissociation inhibitor 9E+06 -
chr2L 11100717 1.1E+07 31.08 FBgn0032340CG6181 Ge-1 Ge-1 1E+07 -
chr2L 6323445 6323845 31.94 FBgn0021873CG9491 Gef26 Gef26 6E+06 +
chr3L 10456258 1E+07 22.71 FBgn0011802CG6539 Gem3 Gemin3 1E+07 -
chrX 19243321 1.9E+07 30.88 FBgn0086778CG32538 gfA giant fibre A 2E+07 -
chrX 9494810 9495210 12.67 FBgn0030141CG3002 Gga Gga 9E+06 +
chr3L 6973021 6973421 147.26 FBgn0001104CG10060 G-ialpha65A G protein alphai subunit 65A 7E+06 -
chr3L 20122033 2E+07 8.12 FBgn0005198CG6975 gig gigas 2E+07 +
chrX 10224004 1E+07 36.84 FBgn0011770CG2227 Gip GIP-like 1E+07 -
chrX 4025028 4025428 11.26 FBgn0066114CG32775 GlcAT-I GlcAT-I 4E+06 +
chr2L 9616565 9616965 36.50 FBgn0032135CG3881 GlcAT-S GlcAT-S 1E+07 +
chr3R 3091265 3091665 17.42 FBgn0001112CG1152 Gld Glucose dehydrogenase 3E+06 -
chr3R 17681756 1.8E+07 12.09 FBgn0015229CG6575 glec gliolectin 2E+07 -
chr2L 15762519 1.6E+07 10.49 FBgn0001987CG3903 Gli Gliotactin 2E+07 -
chr2L 16738234 1.7E+07 24.50 FBgn0015391CG11397 glu gluon 2E+07 -
chr3L 6612173 6612573 35.53 FBgn0004619CG8442 Glu-RI Glutamate receptor I 7E+06 +
chr2L 2130041 2130441 22.98 FBgn0004507CG7254 GlyP Glycogen phosphorylase 2E+06 +
chr2R 18014851 1.8E+07 7.84 FBgn0034697CG11061 GM130 GM130 2E+07 -
chr3R 731517 731917 107.75 FBgn0004913CG1119 Gnf1 Germ line transcription factor 1 732348 +
chr2R 20972920 2.1E+07 198.99 FBgn0004919CG2679 gol goliath 2E+07 -
chr2R 20971897 2.1E+07 42.35 FBgn0004919CG2679 gol goliath 2E+07 -
chr3R 20183503 2E+07 18.54 FBgn0039188CG17785 Golgin84 Golgin84 2E+07 -
chr2R 12022957 1.2E+07 83.05 FBgn0001124CG8430 Got1 Glutamate oxaloacetate transaminase 11E+07 +
chr2R 18204657 1.8E+07 58.88 FBgn0013272CG5820 Gp150 Gp150 2E+07 +
chr2R 18205449 1.8E+07 8.10 FBgn0013272CG5820 Gp150 Gp150 2E+07 +
chr2L 5943412 5943812 17.88 FBgn0001128CG9042 Gpdh Glycerol 3 phosphate dehydrogenase6E+06 +
chr3R 2232313 2232713 10.38 FBgn0014963CG10272 gpp grappa 2E+06 +
chr2L 21296387 2.1E+07 19.70 FBgn0041244CG31622 Gr39a Gustatory receptor 39a 2E+07 +
chr2R 17865302 1.8E+07 16.56 FBgn0041237CG13491 Gr58c Gustatory receptor 58c 2E+07 +
chr3R 12323050 1.2E+07 119.40 FBgn0038440CG14901 Gr89a Gr89a 1E+07 -
chr3R 23373143 2.3E+07 41.32 FBgn0046885CG31061 Gr98d Gustatory receptor 98d 2E+07 +
chr2R 13688194 1.4E+07 43.38 FBgn0259211CG42311 grh grainy head 1E+07 +
chr3R 4007136 4007536 23.85 FBgn0001138CG9656 grn grain 4E+06 -
chr3R 21867201 2.2E+07 14.65 FBgn0001139CG8384 gro groucho 2E+07 +
chr3R 228542 228942 17.05 FBgn0037245CG14648 growl growl 228771 +
chr2L 16679768 1.7E+07 7.61 FBgn0261278CG17161 grp grapes 2E+07 +
chr2R 12985930 1.3E+07 156.16 FBgn0010226CG8938 GstS1 Glutathione S transferase S1 1E+07 -
chr2R 12984703 1.3E+07 7.73 FBgn0010226CG8938 GstS1 Glutathione S transferase S1 1E+07 -
chr3L 8442751 8443151 16.98 FBgn0010825CG6964 Gug Grunge 8E+06 +
chr3R 14809457 1.5E+07 105.37 FBgn0026239CG31043 gukh GUK-holder 1E+07 +
chr3R 25508057 2.6E+07 11.47 FBgn0013972CG1912 Gycalpha99BGuanylyl cyclase alpha-subunit at 99B3E+07 +
chr3R 16447935 1.6E+07 44.66 FBgn0001169CG5460 H Hairless 2E+07 +
chrX 16316581 1.6E+07 7.88 FBgn0026575CG32575 hang hangover 2E+07 +
chr2RHet 3199078 3199478 7.64 FBgn0046706CG40080 Haspin Haspin 3E+06 +
chr2R 10898241 1.1E+07 79.92 FBgn0029082CG7449 hbs hibris 1E+07 +
chr4 380301 380701 14.22 FBgn0039904CG1710 Hcf Host cell factor 380578 +
chrX 7814081 7814481 37.83 FBgn0029977CG15329 hdm hold'em 8E+06 -
chr2R 5724181 5724581 26.92 FBgn0033448CG1623 hebe hebe 6E+06 -
chr3R 27811353 2.8E+07 22.30 FBgn0011224CG31000 heph hephaestus 3E+07 -
chrX 20265176 2E+07 8.81 FBgn0031107CG11734 HERC2 HERC2 2E+07 +
chr3L 14596269 1.5E+07 19.76 FBgn0040318CG13475 HGTX HGTX 1E+07 -
chr3L 12766491 1.3E+07 9.75 FBgn0036309CG10971 Hip1 Huntingtin interacting protein 1 1E+07 -
chrX 7615908 7616308 16.81 FBgn0022786CG12153 Hira Hira 8E+06 +
chr2L 5054854 5055254 25.80 FBgn0014857CG5825 His3.3A Histone H3.3A 5E+06 +
chrX 9050583 9050983 7.74 FBgn0004828CG8989 His3.3B Histone H3.3B 9E+06 -
chrX 10146790 1E+07 22.79 FBgn0001203CG32688 Hk Hyperkinetic 1E+07 -
chr2L 19045123 1.9E+07 8.73 FBgn0086441CG10473 hkl hook-like 2E+07 +
chr3L 13838376 1.4E+07 129.36 FBgn0029167CG7002 Hml Hemolectin 1E+07 +
chr3R 23114167 2.3E+07 11.31 FBgn0015737CG3373 Hmu Hemomucin 2E+07 +
chr2L 8709488 8709888 28.45 FBgn0004914CG9310 Hnf4 Hepatocyte nuclear factor 4 9E+06 -
chr2L 8689850 8690250 9.47 FBgn0004914CG9310 Hnf4 Hepatocyte nuclear factor 4 9E+06 -
chr2L 9699559 9699959 8.12 FBgn0015393CG3949 hoip hoi-polloi 1E+07 +
chr2L 294878 295278 24.62 FBgn0024352CG2720 Hop Hsp70/Hsp90 organizing protein homolog295109 +
chr3R 18571135 1.9E+07 8.58 FBgn0039019CG6990 HP1c HP1c 2E+07 +
chr3R 1082512 1082912 11.12 FBgn0086689CG31543 Hph HIF prolyl hydroxylase 1E+06 +
chr2R 15384241 1.5E+07 13.41 FBgn0261456CG11228 hpo hippo 2E+07 -
chr2R 15065976 1.5E+07 26.48 FBgn0034421CG7097 hppy happyhour 2E+07 +
chr2R 15067014 1.5E+07 8.81 FBgn0034421CG7097 hppy happyhour 2E+07 +
chr2L 21236943 2.1E+07 26.56 FBgn0261239CG8676 Hr39 Hormone receptor-like in 39 2E+07 +
chr2L 21237766 2.1E+07 14.30 FBgn0261239CG8676 Hr39 Hormone receptor-like in 39 2E+07 +
chr2R 15557224 1.6E+07 15.75 FBgn0015949CG9854 hrg hiiragi 2E+07 -
chr2L 2739799 2740199 35.11 FBgn0031450CG2903 Hrs Hepatocyte growth factor regulated tyrosine kinase substrate3E+06 +
chr2L 19444734 1.9E+07 7.53 FBgn0024230CG10234 Hs2st heparan sulfate 2-O-sulfotransferase2E+07 -
chrX 11701493 1.2E+07 17.25 FBgn0001218CG4147 Hsc70-3 Heat shock protein cognate 3 1E+07 -
chrX 11700317 1.2E+07 20.16 FBgn0001218CG4147 Hsc70-3 Heat shock protein cognate 3 1E+07 -
chr3R 11068097 1.1E+07 9.76 FBgn0001219CG4264 Hsc70-4 Heat shock protein cognate 4 1E+07 +
chr3L 9375248 9375648 12.87 FBgn0001224CG4463 Hsp23 Heat shock protein 23 9E+06 +
chr3L 9377335 9377735 13.67 FBgn0001226CG4466 Hsp27 Heat shock protein 27 9E+06 +
chrX 11002799 1.1E+07 12.38 FBgn0015245CG12101 Hsp60 Heat shock protein 60 1E+07 +
chr2R 19916163 2E+07 8.26 FBgn0061198CG30173 HSPC300 HSPC300 2E+07 -
chr3R 10337028 1E+07 10.33 FBgn0038233CG8464 HtrA2 HtrA2 1E+07 -
chr3R 5551473 5551873 16.67 FBgn0002431CG9484 hyd hyperplastic discs 6E+06 -
chr2R 5019757 5020157 40.10 FBgn0033382CG8058 Hydr1 alpha/beta hydrolase 1 5E+06 +
chr3R 4865208 4865608 10.08 FBgn0037657CG11990 hyx hyrax 5E+06 +
chr3L 9829774 9830174 14.91 FBgn0028429CG10574 I-2 Inhibitor-2 1E+07 -
chr2R 11822077 1.2E+07 25.68 FBgn0015247CG8293 Iap2 Inhibitor of apoptosis 2 1E+07 -
chr2L 13641854 1.4E+07 17.73 FBgn0028546CG9031 ics icarus 1E+07 -
chr2L 13641489 1.4E+07 9.14 FBgn0028546CG9031 ics icarus 1E+07 -
chr3L 3905141 3905541 9.61 FBgn0041147CG10850 ida imaginal discs arrested 4E+06 +
chr3L 8353927 8354327 9.88 FBgn0001248CG7176 Idh Isocitrate dehydrogenase 8E+06 -
chrX 16677250 1.7E+07 17.96 FBgn0001250CG9623 if inflated 2E+07 -
chr2L 5986070 5986470 14.35 FBgn0001941CG9078 ifc infertile crescent 6E+06 +
chr2R 19489232 1.9E+07 32.16 FBgn0067903CG33706 IM18 Immune induced molecule 18 2E+07 -
chr3L 6257550 6257950 77.01 FBgn0001258CG10160 ImpL3 Ecdysone-inducible gene L3 6E+06 -
chr2R 12788739 1.3E+07 10.57 FBgn0004784CG6518 inaC inactivation no afterpotential C 1E+07 +
chrX 13677452 1.4E+07 14.78 FBgn0261244CG33174 inaE inactivation no afterpotential E 1E+07 +
chr3L 18841501 1.9E+07 137.21 FBgn0036816CG3979 Indy I'm not dead yet 2E+07 -
chrX 18546971 1.9E+07 32.77 FBgn0030945CG6632 Ing3 Ing3 2E+07 -
chr3R 17445004 1.7E+07 169.31 FBgn0013984CG18402 InR Insulin-like receptor 2E+07 -
chr3R 5970091 5970491 9.01 FBgn0086359CG3953 Invadolysin Invadolysin 6E+06 +
chr2L 10408943 1E+07 9.39 FBgn0025366CG5277 Ip259 Intronic Protein 259 1E+07 +
chr3L 10420435 1E+07 42.76 FBgn0036083CG12303 Ir67b Ionotropic receptor 67b 1E+07 -
chr3R 15686937 1.6E+07 11.53 FBgn0038736CG4583 ire-1 ire-1 2E+07 -
chr2L 18714101 1.9E+07 40.65 FBgn0032706CG10369 Irk3 Inwardly rectifying potassium channel 32E+07 -
chr2R 15557871 1.6E+07 16.56 FBgn0028372CG11025 isopeptidase-T-3isopeptidase-T-3 2E+07 +
chr2R 8523908 8524308 153.84 FBgn0011604CG8625 Iswi Imitation SWI 9E+06 +
chr3R 1342159 1342559 12.24 FBgn0010051CG1063 Itp-r83A Inositol 1,4,5,-tris-phosphate receptor1E+06 +
chrX 13223567 1.3E+07 18.79 FBgn0040309CG1633 Jafrac1 thioredoxin peroxidase 1 1E+07 +
chr3R 1604462 1604862 54.90 FBgn0037374CG10978 jagn jagunal 2E+06 +
chr3R 20096878 2E+07 14.30 FBgn0011225CG5695 jar jaguar 2E+07 -
chr3R 26353008 2.6E+07 29.33 FBgn0027654CG2239 jdp jdp 3E+07 -
chr3R 21472486 2.1E+07 14.83 FBgn0039350CG17383 jigr1 jing interacting gene regulatory 12E+07 +
chr3R 21473707 2.1E+07 10.40 FBgn0039350CG17383 jigr1 jing interacting gene regulatory 12E+07 +
chr3R 21477786 2.1E+07 25.05 FBgn0039350CG17383 jigr1 jing interacting gene regulatory 12E+07 +
chr2R 2387665 2388065 48.62 FBgn0086655CG9397 jing jing 2E+06 +
chrX 19742407 2E+07 7.76 FBgn0031079CG11940 jog john glenn 2E+07 -
chr3L 8388066 8388466 17.99 FBgn0035887CG7170 Jon66Cii Jonah 66Cii 8E+06 -
chr2L 9567310 9567710 34.23 FBgn0032129CG4405 jp junctophilin 1E+07 -
chr2R 5984167 5984567 30.32 FBgn0001291CG2275 Jra Jun-related antigen 6E+06 +
chr3R 6175618 6176018 123.75 FBgn0015396CG4029 jumu jumeau 6E+06 +
chr3R 7445467 7445867 9.38 FBgn0051363CG31363 Jupiter Jupiter 7E+06 -
chr3R 474879 475279 20.30 FBgn0087013CG1059 Karybeta3 Karyopherin beta 3 474945 +
chr3R 1057885 1058285 12.13 FBgn0040208CG10229 katanin-60 katanin 60 1E+06 -
chrX 6245784 6246184 15.64 FBgn0086133CG3861 kdn knockdown 6E+06 +
chr2L 12822546 1.3E+07 14.08 FBgn0015399CG12283 kek1 kekkon-1 1E+07 -
chr2L 18137760 1.8E+07 7.79 FBgn0001301CG7210 kel kelch 2E+07 -
chr2R 4043991 4044391 15.17 FBgn0010504CG11546 kermit kermit 4E+06 -
chr2R 20674754 2.1E+07 8.00 FBgn0041205CG16910 key kenny 2E+07 -
chr2R 12159349 1.2E+07 22.41 FBgn0001308CG7765 Khc Kinesin heavy chain 1E+07 -
chr2R 11419658 1.1E+07 26.54 FBgn0019968CG8183 Khc-73 Kinesin-73 1E+07 -
chr2L 250884 251284 28.25 FBgn0086902CG3696 kis kismet 250795 -
chr3L 441557 441957 46.03 FBgn0001316CG17046 klar klarsicht 441079 -
chr3L 540425 540825 29.91 FBgn0001316CG17046 klar klarsicht 540589 -
chrX 11030878 1.1E+07 8.71 FBgn0030268CG1453 Klp10A Klp10A 1E+07 -
chrX 11030133 1.1E+07 10.77 FBgn0030268CG1453 Klp10A Klp10A 1E+07 -
chr3L 11788488 1.2E+07 8.91 FBgn0004381CG7293 Klp68D Kinesin-like protein at 68D 1E+07 +
chr3R 23384750 2.3E+07 64.46 FBgn0004387CG5658 Klp98A Kinesin-like protein at 98A 2E+07 -
chr3R 5951320 5951720 7.53 FBgn0001321CG6217 knk knickkopf 6E+06 -
chr2L 6088301 6088701 7.64 FBgn0028420CG18783 Kr-h1 Kruppel homolog 1 6E+06 +
chr2L 6070805 6071205 15.95 FBgn0028419CG9159 Kr-h2 Kruppel homolog 2 6E+06 +
chr2R 12128075 1.2E+07 23.15 FBgn0034098CG15707 krimp krimper 1E+07 -
chr3L 3336586 3336986 10.42 FBgn0004167CG12008 kst karst 3E+06 +
chr2L 15771003 1.6E+07 9.68 FBgn0041627CG18801 Ku80 Ku80 2E+07 -
chr2L 20097580 2E+07 10.07 FBgn0032850CG10723 Kua Kua 2E+07 +
chr3L 19999237 2E+07 10.32 FBgn0261574CG7749 kug kugelei 2E+07 +
chr3R 12905701 1.3E+07 26.82 FBgn0038476CG5175 kuk kugelkern 1E+07 +
chr3R 25551284 2.6E+07 18.48 FBgn0039688CG1964 Kul Kuzbanian-like 3E+07 +
chr2L 13550007 1.4E+07 8.87 FBgn0259984CG7147 kuz kuzbanian 1E+07 +
chr2R 10368128 1E+07 93.13 FBgn0001332CG10109 L Lobe 1E+07 +
chrX 11219189 1.1E+07 8.76 FBgn0001491CG1639 l(1)10Bb lethal (1) 10Bb 1E+07 -
chrX 6548391 6548791 23.68 FBgn0028360CG32742 l(1)G0148 lethal (1) G0148 7E+06 +
chrX 9552814 9553214 96.05 FBgn0028341CG32697 l(1)G0232 lethal (1) G0232 1E+07 -
chrX 9552393 9552793 8.74 FBgn0028341CG32697 l(1)G0232 lethal (1) G0232 1E+07 -
chrX 10259992 1E+07 15.34 FBgn0028331CG2221 l(1)G0289 lethal (1) G0289 1E+07 -
chrX 10258960 1E+07 12.80 FBgn0028331CG2221 l(1)G0289 lethal (1) G0289 1E+07 -
chrX 4593400 4593800 31.74 FBgn0028325CG7010 l(1)G0334 lethal (1) G0334 5E+06 +
chrX 4596848 4597248 15.67 FBgn0028325CG7010 l(1)G0334 lethal (1) G0334 5E+06 +
chr2R 14706725 1.5E+07 8.89 FBgn0010551CG15081 l(2)03709 lethal (2) 03709 1E+07 +
chr2L 4971330 4971730 9.48 FBgn0010607CG8886 l(2)05714 lethal (2) 05714 5E+06 -
chr2R 18949927 1.9E+07 13.28 FBgn0010622CG9893 l(2)06496 lethal (2) 06496 2E+07 -
chr2R 1640704 1641104 79.00 FBgn0022288CG12792 l(2)09851 lethal (2) 09851 2E+06 +
chr2R 4552745 4553145 119.97 FBgn0010609CG8732 l(2)44DEa lethal (2) 44DEa 5E+06 +
chr2R 19589779 2E+07 9.29 FBgn0013548CG11295 l(2)dtl lethal-(2)-denticleless 2E+07 +
chr2L 6853897 6854297 21.89 FBgn0086451CG10805 l(2)k09022 lethal (2) k09022 7E+06 +
chr2R 18954488 1.9E+07 11.79 FBgn0021979CG3082 l(2)k09913 lethal (2) k09913 2E+07 +
chr2L 3802705 3803105 14.04 FBgn0021800CG3920 l(2)k16918 lethal (2) k16918 4E+06 +
chr2R 19597182 2E+07 147.54 FBgn0011297CG4084 l(2)not lethal (2) neighbor of tid 2E+07 -
chr3R 26879494 2.7E+07 20.03 FBgn0010808CG1715 l(3)03670 lethal (3) 03670 3E+07 -
chr3L 22734441 2.3E+07 9.40 FBgn0010830CG11238 l(3)04053 lethal (3) 04053 2E+07 -
chr3L 16581129 1.7E+07 11.88 FBgn0002283CG4195 l(3)73Ah lethal (3) 73Ah 2E+07 +
chr3R 1151885 1152285 18.85 FBgn0013576CG32464 l(3)82Fd l(3)82Fd 1E+06 -
chr3R 1124717 1125117 113.18 FBgn0013576CG32464 l(3)82Fd l(3)82Fd 1E+06 -
chr3L 6117835 6118235 141.65 FBgn0002440CG12755 l(3)mbn lethal (3) malignant blood neoplasm6E+06 -
chr3R 23098810 2.3E+07 51.15 FBgn0002441CG5954 l(3)mbt lethal (3) malignant brain tumor 2E+07 -
chr2R 8340365 8340765 115.19 FBgn0010238CG12369 Lac Lachesin 8E+06 +
chr2L 15498752 1.5E+07 199.83 FBgn0002524CG4162 lace lace 2E+07 +
chr3L 9607043 9607443 75.08 FBgn0002528CG3322 LanB2 Laminin B2 1E+07 +
chr2R 10822727 1.1E+07 15.99 FBgn0033984CG10255 Lap1 Lap1 1E+07 +
chr3R 24151159 2.4E+07 10.22 FBgn0261618CG42551 larp La related protein 2E+07 -
chr3L 16704631 1.7E+07 20.71 FBgn0063485CG3849 Lasp Lasp 2E+07 -
chr2R 9092792 9093192 10.17 FBgn0005654CG4088 lat latheo 9E+06 -
chr3L 6122716 6123116 19.20 FBgn0086611CG18779 Lcp65Ag3 Larval cuticle protein 6E+06 -
chr3L 8114664 8115064 22.30 FBgn0035838CG7942 ldbr lariat debranching enzyme 8E+06 +
chr3R 3745870 3746270 13.17 FBgn0002542CG2684 lds lodestar 4E+06 +
chr2L 7856379 7856779 33.75 FBgn0040099CG7106 lectin-28C lectin-28C 8E+06 +
chr3R 22688690 2.3E+07 8.06 FBgn0051072CG31072 Lerp lysosomal enzyme receptor protein2E+07 -
chr3L 14555736 1.5E+07 73.36 FBgn0028418CG13480 Leucokinin Leucokinin 1E+07 -
chr2L 5997561 5997961 12.51 FBgn0031759CG9088 lid little imaginal discs 6E+06 -
chr2L 5999325 5999725 25.60 FBgn0031759CG9088 lid little imaginal discs 6E+06 -
chr2R 3955713 3956113 8.09 FBgn0020279CG8715 lig lingerer 4E+06 +
chr2R 3955207 3955607 9.71 FBgn0020279CG8715 lig lingerer 4E+06 +
chr3R 8227420 8227820 155.82 FBgn0038035CG17227 lig3 DNA ligase III 8E+06 -
chr2L 2886033 2886433 12.86 FBgn0041111CG8817 lilli lilliputian 3E+06 +
chr2R 4801810 4802210 28.48 FBgn0002552CG11770 lin lines 5E+06 +
chr2R 3804056 3804456 49.89 FBgn0015509CG1877 lin19 lin-19-like 4E+06 +
chr3R 7586532 7586932 9.80 FBgn0017581CG17342 Lk6 Lk6 8E+06 -
chr3R 7590108 7590508 99.79 FBgn0017581CG17342 Lk6 Lk6 8E+06 -
chr3R 9500431 9500831 41.19 FBgn0038167CG9374 lkb1 lkb1 1E+07 +
chr3L 16858190 1.7E+07 15.73 FBgn0261565CG42679 Lmpt Limpet 2E+07 +
chr3R 21713992 2.2E+07 90.90 FBgn0028717CG17367 Lnk Lnk 2E+07 +
chr3R 27283941 2.7E+07 19.36 FBgn0039848CG11335 lox lysyl oxidase-like 3E+07 -
chr3R 21546714 2.2E+07 13.85 FBgn0051092CG31092 LpR2 LpR2 2E+07 -
chr3R 21563700 2.2E+07 7.75 FBgn0051092CG31092 LpR2 LpR2 2E+07 -
chr3L 7521240 7521640 9.11 FBgn0028582CG8532 lqf liquid facets 8E+06 +
chr2L 10517084 1.1E+07 8.61 FBgn0010398CG6098 Lrr47 Leucine-rich repeat 47 1E+07 +
chr3R 19821816 2E+07 18.46 FBgn0051184CG31184 LSm3 LSm3 2E+07 +
chr2R 5073640 5074040 8.97 FBgn0002567CG8024 ltd lightoid 5E+06 -
chr2L 540457 540857 65.11 FBgn0010602CG3018 lwr lesswright 542572 -
chr3L 1206657 1207057 24.31 FBgn0004425CG1179 LysB Lysozyme B 1E+06 +
chr3L 5806122 5806522 21.99 FBgn0035640CG17498 mad2 mad2 6E+06 -
chr3R 12176800 1.2E+07 79.64 FBgn0027095CG7013 Manf Mesencephalic astrocyte-derived neurotrophic factor1E+07 +
chr3R 27894085 2.8E+07 14.24 FBgn0002645CG1483 Map205 Microtubule-associated protein 2053E+07 -
chrX 5657447 5657847 9.86 FBgn0013987CG3086 MAPk-Ak2 MAP kinase activated protein-kinase-26E+06 -
chrX 5658133 5658533 26.22 FBgn0013987CG3086 MAPk-Ak2 MAP kinase activated protein-kinase-26E+06 -
chr2R 13759420 1.4E+07 95.23 FBgn0034282CG5784 Mapmodulin Mapmodulin 1E+07 -
chr3R 20056896 2E+07 7.50 FBgn0043884CG33106 mask multiple ankyrin repeats single KH domain2E+07 +
chr2R 6627198 6627598 60.10 FBgn0024956CG7614 Mat1 Mat1 7E+06 -
chr3L 16567262 1.7E+07 8.12 FBgn0026208CG4143 mbf1 multiprotein bridging factor 1 2E+07 +
chr3L 16044890 1.6E+07 11.09 FBgn0005536CG32156 Mbs Myosin binding subunit 2E+07 +
chrX 16504485 1.7E+07 11.99 FBgn0025743CG18582 mbt mushroom bodies tiny 2E+07 +
chr3R 4090527 4090927 15.74 FBgn0014861CG7538 Mcm2 Minichromosome maintenance 2 4E+06 +
chr3R 6614047 6614447 11.27 FBgn0017577CG4082 Mcm5 Minichromosome maintenance 5 7E+06 +
chrX 6568233 6568633 7.95 FBgn0025815CG4039 Mcm6 Minichromosome maintenance 6 7E+06 +
chr3L 8884194 8884594 67.45 FBgn0020633CG4978 Mcm7 Minichromosome maintenance 7 9E+06 +
chr2L 8082838 8083238 10.63 FBgn0020240CG7586 Mcr Macroglobulin complement-related8E+06 -
chr3R 22977091 2.3E+07 211.87 FBgn0029155CG5889 Mdh Mdh 2E+07 +
chr2L 16815943 1.7E+07 75.00 FBgn0004797CG31991 mdy midway 2E+07 +
chr3L 18738614 1.9E+07 8.69 FBgn0036811CG6884 MED11 Mediator complex subunit 11 2E+07 +
chr2L 472793 473193 13.77 FBgn0027592CG4184 MED15 Mediator complex subunit 15 473021 +
chr3L 17839463 1.8E+07 8.49 FBgn0036761CG5546 MED19 Mediator complex subunit 19 2E+07 -
chr3LHet 601220 601620 11.94 FBgn0040020CG17397 MED21 Mediator complex subunit 21 601422 -
chr2R 5846216 5846616 10.81 FBgn0011656CG1429 Mef2 Myocyte enhancer factor 2 6E+06 -
chrX 1370885 1371285 15.09 FBgn0260986CG14781 mei-38 meiotic 38 1E+06 +
chr3L 13957630 1.4E+07 7.75 FBgn0025874CG8474 Meics Meiotic central spindle 1E+07 -
chr3L 7127439 7127839 10.84 FBgn0023001CG8624 melt melted 7E+06 +
chr3R 8549534 8549934 45.48 FBgn0002719CG10120 Men Malic enzyme 9E+06 -
chr3R 8545165 8545565 7.76 FBgn0002719CG10120 Men Malic enzyme 9E+06 -
chr3L 2631291 2631691 27.27 FBgn0035357CG1244 MEP-1 MEP-1 3E+06 +
chr3L 2635497 2635897 16.54 FBgn0035357CG1244 MEP-1 MEP-1 3E+06 +
chr3R 23763413 2.4E+07 20.07 FBgn0039559CG4976 Mes-4 Mes-4 2E+07 -
chrX 19606542 2E+07 7.64 FBgn0040089CG14233 meso18E meso18E 2E+07 -
chr2R 13435027 1.3E+07 13.85 FBgn0034240CG4903 MESR4 Misexpression suppressor of ras 41E+07 +
chr3L 19085511 1.9E+07 9.83 FBgn0036846CG6818 MESR6 Misexpression suppressor of ras 62E+07 +
chr3L 1639158 1639558 7.81 FBgn0035247CG13929 metl methyltransferase-like 2E+06 -
chrX 13151136 1.3E+07 41.44 FBgn0004456CG1771 mew multiple edematous wings 1E+07 -
chr3L 1940820 1941220 11.13 FBgn0035294CG1017 Mfap1 Microfibril-associated protein 1 2E+06 +
chr2R 16449689 1.6E+07 8.91 FBgn0034521CG13431 Mgat1 UDP-GlcNAc:a-3-D-mannoside-beta-1,2-N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase I2E+07 -
chr3L 3909443 3909843 30.11 FBgn0035473CG14981 mge maggie 4E+06 -
chr4 957706 958106 18.33 FBgn0019985CG11144 mGluRA metabotropic glutamate receptor957468 +
chr3R 1376185 1376585 27.53 FBgn0014342CG10390 mia meiosis I arrest 1E+06 -
chr3L 16004767 1.6E+07 14.72 FBgn0036558CG5841 mib1 mind bomb 1 2E+07 -
chr2L 21309900 2.1E+07 8.96 FBgn0032940CG18362 Mio Mlx interactor 2E+07 -
chr3L 17343352 1.7E+07 8.14 FBgn0036713CG6456 Mip Myoinhibiting peptide precursor 2E+07 -
chr2R 9393637 9394037 40.00 FBgn0033846CG6061 mip120 Myb-interacting protein 120 9E+06 +
chr2R 9396859 9397259 8.14 FBgn0033846CG6061 mip120 Myb-interacting protein 120 9E+06 +
chr2R 15179507 1.5E+07 13.03 FBgn0034430CG15119 mip40 Myb-interacting protein 40 2E+07 -
chr3L 19074519 1.9E+07 10.41 FBgn0036844CG14080 Mkp3 Mitogen-activated protein kinase phosphatase 32E+07 -
chrX 5516427 5516827 12.19 FBgn0004687CG3201 Mlc-c Myosin light chain cytoplasmic 6E+06 -
chr3R 20411048 2E+07 8.56 FBgn0083077CG34100 mld molting defective 2E+07 +
chr3R 20412359 2E+07 22.54 FBgn0083077CG34100 mld molting defective 2E+07 +
chr2R 6698338 6698738 14.44 FBgn0033549CG12936 mms4 mms4 7E+06 +
chrX 17781392 1.8E+07 59.59 FBgn0259168CG42273 mnb minibrain 2E+07 -
chr3L 11555007 1.2E+07 9.54 FBgn0259481CG11711 Mob2 Mob2 1E+07 -
chr3R 24170990 2.4E+07 135.03 FBgn0039581CG1866 Moca-cyp Moca-cyp 2E+07 +
chr3R 17202402 1.7E+07 7.81 FBgn0002781CG32491 mod(mdg4) modifier of mdg4 2E+07 -
chr3R 17199631 1.7E+07 16.07 FBgn0002781CG32491 mod(mdg4) modifier of mdg4 2E+07 -
chr3R 12481847 1.2E+07 79.41 FBgn0051217CG31217 modSP modular serine protease 1E+07 -
chrX 8792203 8792603 14.12 FBgn0011661CG10701 Moe Moesin 9E+06 -
chr3L 7005341 7005741 14.22 FBgn0260660CG42543 mp multiplexin 7E+06 +
chr3L 14530416 1.5E+07 212.76 FBgn0026409CG4994 Mpcp Mitochondrial phosphate carrier protein1E+07 +
chr2R 12108673 1.2E+07 14.72 FBgn0034091CG8448 mrj mrj 1E+07 -
chrX 14136882 1.4E+07 9.00 FBgn0030556CG1810 mRNA-capping-enzymemRNA-capping-enzyme 1E+07 -
chr3R 4126902 4127302 75.45 FBgn0037566CG7494 mRpL1 mitochondrial ribosomal protein L14E+06 +
chrX 16677753 1.7E+07 11.22 FBgn0030786CG4742 mRpL22 mitochondrial ribosomal protein L22E+07 +
chr2L 16329010 1.6E+07 12.53 FBgn0001995CG5818 mRpL4 mitochondrial ribosomal protein L42E+07 -
chr3R 7228619 7229019 13.47 FBgn0037892CG5242 mRpL40 mitochondrial ribosomal protein L407E+06 +
chr3R 18443971 1.8E+07 25.65 FBgn0038996CG6949 mRpL45 mitochondrial ribosomal protein L452E+07 +
chr2R 9841444 9841844 12.69 FBgn0050481CG30481 mRpL53 mitochondrial ribosomal protein L531E+07 +
chr2L 20098183 2E+07 9.09 FBgn0032849CG10757 mRpS18B mitochondrial ribosomal protein S18B2E+07 -
chr3L 2780649 2781049 9.69 FBgn0035374CG2101 mRpS35 mitochondrial ribosomal protein S353E+06 +
chr3R 23107440 2.3E+07 32.09 FBgn0039507CG3361 mrt martik 2E+07 -
chr3R 22701434 2.3E+07 10.18 FBgn0002838CG14251 ms(3)K81 male sterile (3) K81 2E+07 +
chr2L 19577470 2E+07 9.96 FBgn0027949CG10364 msb1l msb1l 2E+07 +
chr3R 21417217 2.1E+07 27.23 FBgn0011666CG5099 msi musashi 2E+07 +
chr3R 21341689 2.1E+07 8.13 FBgn0011666CG5099 msi musashi 2E+07 +
chr2L 18688661 1.9E+07 8.81 FBgn0005617CG10385 msl-1 male-specific lethal 1 2E+07 -
chr3R 11876288 1.2E+07 9.63 FBgn0027948CG5000 msps mini spindles 1E+07 +
chr3L 9423121 9423521 55.61 FBgn0040305CG3743 MTF-1 Metal response element-binding Transcription Factor-19E+06 +
chr3L 342850 343250 80.87 FBgn0023000CG6936 mth methuselah 346822 -
chrX 16534684 1.7E+07 9.11 FBgn0030766CG4521 mthl1 methuselah-like 1 2E+07 +
chr3L 247654 248054 8.41 FBgn0052476CG32476 mthl14 methuselah-like 14 247495 +
chr3L 248135 248535 21.51 FBgn0052476CG32476 mthl14 methuselah-like 14 247495 +
chr3L 25972 26372 53.16 FBgn0052475CG32475 mthl8 methuselah-like 8 22947 +
chr3L 332475 332875 61.46 FBgn0035131CG17084 mthl9 methuselah-like 9 332306 -
chr2L 20922771 2.1E+07 31.33 FBgn0032904CG9342 Mtp Microsomal triacylglycerol transfer protein2E+07 -
chr2L 7828147 7828547 8.13 FBgn0004177CG7109 mts microtubule star 8E+06 +
chr3R 12031098 1.2E+07 161.60 FBgn0010438CG4337 mtSSB mitochondrial single stranded DNA-binding protein1E+07 -
chr2L 14348635 1.4E+07 38.01 FBgn0028530CG18124 mTTF mitochondrial transcription termination factor1E+07 -
chrX 14141493 1.4E+07 16.64 FBgn0002873CG12047 mud mushroom body defect 1E+07 +
chrX 12861318 1.3E+07 64.42 FBgn0052644CG32644 Mur11Da Mucin related 11Da 1E+07 +
chrX 1454059 1454459 110.56 FBgn0025390CG14796 Mur2B Mucin related 2B 1E+06 -
chr3R 367739 368139 8.40 FBgn0037260CG12586 Mur82C Mucin related 82C 367258 +
chr3R 12984379 1.3E+07 67.21 FBgn0038492CG4090 Mur89F Mucin related 89F 1E+07 -
chr3L 8130663 8131063 46.03 FBgn0002899CG7972 mus301 mutagen-sensitive 301 8E+06 +
chr3R 8537892 8538292 7.73 FBgn0002905CG6019 mus308 mutagen-sensitive 308 9E+06 -
chr2R 8519748 8520148 10.41 FBgn0033757CG8811 muskelin muskelin 9E+06 -
chr3R 16886562 1.7E+07 25.84 FBgn0011672CG3671 Mvl Malvolio 2E+07 -
chr2R 5196139 5196539 65.04 FBgn0033402CG2078 Myd88 Myd88 5E+06 -
chr2L 10506654 1.1E+07 98.59 FBgn0086347CG7438 Myo31DF Myosin 31DF 1E+07 -
chr3L 1318245 1318645 14.93 FBgn0010246CG9155 Myo61F Myosin 61F 1E+06 +
chr3L 18618915 1.9E+07 10.45 FBgn0036801CG6896 MYPT-75D MYPT-75D 2E+07 +
chrX 7955420 7955820 57.29 FBgn0004657CG1560 mys myospheroid 8E+06 +
chrX 7957429 7957829 8.72 FBgn0004657CG1560 mys myospheroid 8E+06 +
chrX 3028581 3028981 138.77 FBgn0004647CG3936 N Notch 3E+06 +
chr2R 8648209 8648609 19.31 FBgn0086904CG8759 Nacalpha Nascent polypeptide associated complex protein alpha subunit9E+06 -
chr3L 4426599 4426999 13.24 FBgn0000038CG11348 nAcRbeta-64Bnicotinic Acetylcholine Receptor beta 64B4E+06 +
chr2R 18783541 1.9E+07 10.23 FBgn0034797CG12781 nahoda nahoda 2E+07 +
chr3L 14182936 1.4E+07 61.92 FBgn0036414CG5842 nan nanchung 1E+07 -
chr2R 19794632 2E+07 14.17 FBgn0015268CG5330 Nap1 Nucleosome assembly protein 1 2E+07 -
chr2R 8803194 8803594 63.57 FBgn0010488CG3845 NAT1 NAT1 9E+06 +
chr3L 9961331 9961731 23.33 FBgn0026404CG8091 Nc Nedd2-like caspase 1E+07 +
chr3L 16948269 1.7E+07 40.82 FBgn0010352CG11661 Nc73EF Neural conserved at 73EF 2E+07 +
chr3L 16949262 1.7E+07 13.45 FBgn0010352CG11661 Nc73EF Neural conserved at 73EF 2E+07 +
chr3R 25632253 2.6E+07 12.68 FBgn0002924CG7831 ncd non-claret disjunctional 3E+07 -
chr2L 18448788 1.8E+07 8.58 FBgn0086707CG12750 ncm nucampholin 2E+07 -
chrX 8145761 8146161 7.61 FBgn0017566CG2286 ND75 NADH:ubiquinone reductase 75kD subunit precursor8E+06 -
chr2L 20075520 2E+07 11.50 FBgn0004374CG10718 neb nebbish 2E+07 +
chrX 10354529 1E+07 22.56 FBgn0083167CG15304 Neb-cGP Neb-cGP 1E+07 +
chrX 10355989 1E+07 22.27 FBgn0083167CG15304 Neb-cGP Neb-cGP 1E+07 +
chrX 10356975 1E+07 22.23 FBgn0083167CG15304 Neb-cGP Neb-cGP 1E+07 +
chr3L 17526488 1.8E+07 8.36 FBgn0259174CG42279 Nedd4 Nedd4 2E+07 +
chr2L 18951676 1.9E+07 14.78 FBgn0032725CG10679 Nedd8 Nedd8 2E+07 -
chr3R 17049141 1.7E+07 22.46 FBgn0038872CG5874 NELF-A NELF-A 2E+07 +
chr2R 8553250 8553650 184.46 FBgn0261673CG8776 nemy no extended memory 9E+06 -
chr2R 8557610 8558010 37.87 FBgn0261673CG8776 nemy no extended memory 9E+06 -
chrX 14547611 1.5E+07 11.43 FBgn0015773CG18657 NetA Netrin-A 1E+07 -
chr3R 10522912 1.1E+07 50.05 FBgn0051314CG7649 Neu3 Neu3 1E+07 -
chr3R 21808443 2.2E+07 16.55 FBgn0015269CG8318 Nf1 Neurofibromin 1 2E+07 +
chrX 13518537 1.4E+07 29.09 FBgn0030505CG11172 NFAT NFAT homolog 1E+07 +
chr3L 9435191 9435591 16.57 FBgn0035993CG3891 Nf-YA Nuclear factor Y-box A 9E+06 -
chrX 6714792 6715192 10.05 FBgn0029905CG3075 Nf-YC Nuclear factor Y-box C 7E+06 -
chr2L 21104417 2.1E+07 10.37 FBgn0040297CG9256 Nhe2 Na[+]/H[+] hydrogen exchanger 22E+07 +
chr2L 21105129 2.1E+07 7.83 FBgn0040297CG9256 Nhe2 Na[+]/H[+] hydrogen exchanger 22E+07 +
chr2L 6684625 6685025 24.63 FBgn0028703CG11328 Nhe3 Na[+]/H[+] hydrogen exchanger 37E+06 -
chr3L 14795123 1.5E+07 26.55 FBgn0029148CG5258 NHP2 NHP2 1E+07 -
chr3L 10691390 1.1E+07 17.51 FBgn0036101CG6449 NijA Ninjurin A 1E+07 -
chrX 15967419 1.6E+07 33.63 FBgn0030724CG9212 Nipsnap Nipsnap 2E+07 -
chr3L 203511 203911 8.09 FBgn0024945CG7067 NitFhit Nitrilase and fragile histidine triad fusion protein203699 +
chr2R 20768839 2.1E+07 9.89 FBgn0085442CG34413 NKAIN Na,K-ATPase Interacting 2E+07 +
chr2L 1362232 1362632 40.94 FBgn0053126CG33126 NLaz Neural Lazarillo 1E+06 -
chr3L 7971853 7972253 12.75 FBgn0011817CG7892 nmo nemo 8E+06 +
chr3L 8171374 8171774 8.39 FBgn0020392CG7436 Nmt N-myristoyl transferase 8E+06 -
chrX 11474577 1.1E+07 69.05 FBgn0002948CG1763 nod no distributive disjunction 1E+07 +
chr3R 12465590 1.2E+07 19.42 FBgn0015520CG10328 nonA-l nonA-like 1E+07 +
chr2R 20130329 2E+07 7.86 FBgn0050418CG30418 nord nord 2E+07 +
chrX 4216301 4216701 37.85 FBgn0004625CG3620 norpA no receptor potential A 4E+06 +
chr2L 10837390 1.1E+07 13.65 FBgn0011676CG6713 Nos Nitric oxide synthase 1E+07 -
chr2R 5465366 5465766 12.53 FBgn0085436CG34407 Not1 Not1 5E+06 -
chr3R 9914513 9914913 105.96 FBgn0038198CG3153 Npc2b Niemann-Pick type C-2b 1E+07 +
chr3R 12437012 1.2E+07 14.43 FBgn0027109CG10342 npf neuropeptide F 1E+07 +
chrX 8411128 8411528 26.63 FBgn0002968CG1634 Nrg Neuroglian 8E+06 +
chr2L 6786609 6787009 8.60 FBgn0015776CG9258 nrv1 nervana 1 7E+06 -
chr2L 6797418 6797818 127.52 FBgn0015777CG9261 nrv2 nervana 2 7E+06 -
chr2L 21379750 2.1E+07 57.56 FBgn0032946CG8663 nrv3 nervana 3 2E+07 +
chrX 1358121 1358521 7.80 FBgn0028274CG14788 ns3 nucleostemin 3 1E+06 -
chr3R 9659240 9659640 48.14 FBgn0013998CG33101 Nsf2 NEM-sensitive fusion protein 2 1E+07 -
chrX 20905625 2.1E+07 11.36 FBgn0031145CG1740 Ntf-2 Nuclear transport factor-2 2E+07 +
chrX 20906242 2.1E+07 9.90 FBgn0031145CG1740 Ntf-2 Nuclear transport factor-2 2E+07 +
chr2L 2885087 2885487 8.04 FBgn0024947CG3059 NTPase NTPase 3E+06 -
chr2L 2882986 2883386 20.92 FBgn0024947CG3059 NTPase NTPase 3E+06 -
chr3L 17795257 1.8E+07 29.74 FBgn0052190CG32190 NUCB1 NUCB1 2E+07 -
chr3L 16801240 1.7E+07 145.95 FBgn0021768CG9710 nudC nudC 2E+07 +
chr3L 9892100 9892500 9.83 FBgn0036059CG8104 nudE nudE 1E+07 +
chr2L 7065676 7066076 22.67 FBgn0031886CG8902 Nuf2 Nuf2 7E+06 -
chr2L 9437135 9437535 15.96 FBgn0002973CG3779 numb numb 9E+06 +
chr3R 21074824 2.1E+07 9.76 FBgn0039302CG11856 Nup358 Nup358 2E+07 +
chr2R 12231745 1.2E+07 12.57 FBgn0034118CG6251 Nup62 Nup62 1E+07 +
chr3R 3172191 3172591 190.21 FBgn0051501CG31501 nxf4 nuclear export factor 4 3E+06 +
chr2L 2492893 2493293 10.83 FBgn0011818CG9884 oaf out at first 2E+06 +
chr3L 19643658 2E+07 8.21 FBgn0022774CG8782 Oat Ornithine aminotransferase precursor2E+07 -
chr2L 9520740 9521140 117.00 FBgn0032123CG3811 Oatp30B Organic anion transporting polypeptide 30B1E+07 +
chr2R 10321706 1E+07 18.95 FBgn0261613CG42702 Oaz O/E-associated zinc finger protein1E+07 +
chr2R 15587154 1.6E+07 9.18 FBgn0046880CG30129 Obp56b Odorant-binding protein 56b 2E+07 -
chr3R 25542678 2.6E+07 20.45 FBgn0039685CG7592 Obp99b Odorant-binding protein 99b 3E+07 -
chrX 8544789 8545189 10.22 FBgn0004102CG12154 oc ocelliless 9E+06 -
chr2R 8055946 8056346 14.74 FBgn0014184CG16747 Oda Ornithine decarboxylase antizyme8E+06 -
chr2L 2855869 2856269 21.36 FBgn0015521CG2986 oho23B overgrown hematopoietic organs at 23B3E+06 +
chr2R 13730643 1.4E+07 9.26 FBgn0041585CG11430 olf186-F olf186-F 1E+07 +
chr2R 13738146 1.4E+07 17.88 FBgn0041585CG11430 olf186-F olf186-F 1E+07 +
chr2R 13738570 1.4E+07 7.82 FBgn0041585CG11430 olf186-F olf186-F 1E+07 +
chr2L 17589870 1.8E+07 9.19 FBgn0032651CG5545 Oli Olig family 2E+07 +
chr3L 14664655 1.5E+07 101.08 FBgn0259175CG42280 ome omega 1E+07 +
chr3L 14667133 1.5E+07 41.85 FBgn0259175CG42280 ome omega 1E+07 +
chr2R 2540200 2540600 9.16 FBgn0050443CG30443 Opbp Optix-binding protein 3E+06 +
chr3L 2961161 2961561 25.44 FBgn0035382CG9969 Or63a Odorant receptor 63a 3E+06 +
chr3L 10239499 1E+07 33.53 FBgn0036078CG14156 Or67c Odorant receptor 67c 1E+07 -
chr3L 15072432 1.5E+07 8.30 FBgn0036474CG17871 Or71a Odorant receptor 71a 2E+07 -
chr3R 19104719 1.9E+07 17.01 FBgn0004882CG10868 orb oo18 RNA-binding protein 2E+07 -
chr2R 3413070 3413470 14.24 FBgn0022772CG10667 Orc1 Origin recognition complex subunit 13E+06 -
chr3R 9790153 9790553 66.16 FBgn0015270CG3041 Orc2 Origin recognition complex subunit 21E+07 +
chr2R 20684799 2.1E+07 81.20 FBgn0023181CG2917 Orc4 Origin recognition complex subunit 42E+07 -
chr3R 20098588 2E+07 8.92 FBgn0086365CG13610 Orct2 Organic cation transporter 2 2E+07 +
chr3R 13544109 1.4E+07 20.59 FBgn0003013CG7467 osa osa 1E+07 -
chr3R 20763813 2.1E+07 71.64 FBgn0020626CG6708 Osbp Oxysterol binding protein 2E+07 -
chr2L 20835517 2.1E+07 43.89 FBgn0032891CG9333 Oseg5 Oseg5 2E+07 -
chr3R 1996463 1996863 219.86 FBgn0037406CG15585 Osi1 Osiris 1 2E+06 +
chr3R 2035855 2036255 17.13 FBgn0037410CG1148 Osi2 Osiris 2 2E+06 +
chr3R 2064799 2065199 10.17 FBgn0027527CG1151 Osi6 Osiris 6 2E+06 +
chr3R 2080163 2080563 52.99 FBgn0037415CG15591 Osi8 Osiris 8 2E+06 +
chr3L 2228581 2228981 29.74 FBgn0035317CG13809 osm-1 osm-1 2E+06 +
chr2L 6557327 6557727 25.50 FBgn0031829CG9595 osm-6 osm-6 7E+06 -
chr3R 20895214 2.1E+07 8.27 FBgn0011336CG7748 OstStt3 Oligosaccharyl transferase 3 2E+07 -
chrX 19220760 1.9E+07 111.22 FBgn0259834CG8062 out outsiders 2E+07 -
chrX 19219762 1.9E+07 8.85 FBgn0259834CG8062 out outsiders 2E+07 -
chrX 11746389 1.2E+07 10.26 FBgn0030341CG1967 p24-1 p24-related-1 1E+07 -
chr2R 3354110 3354510 19.18 FBgn0033179CG11139 p47 p47 3E+06 -
chr3R 18879664 1.9E+07 60.78 FBgn0039044CG33336 p53 p53 2E+07 -
chr3R 5412299 5412699 19.98 FBgn0037718CG8286 P58IPK P58IPK 5E+06 +
chr2R 14027995 1.4E+07 21.11 FBgn0261619CG5119 pAbp polyA-binding protein 1E+07 +
chrX 15679484 1.6E+07 18.70 FBgn0025809CG8962 Paf-AHalpha Platelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase alpha2E+07 -
chr3R 8806310 8806710 75.70 FBgn0038100CG12358 Paip2 polyA-binding protein interacting protein 29E+06 +
chr3R 2176377 2176777 27.23 FBgn0014001CG10295 Pak PAK-kinase 2E+06 +
chr3L 9480739 9481139 8.01 FBgn0036005CG3428 pall pallbearer 9E+06 -
chr4 110312 110712 45.74 FBgn0085432CG34403 pan pangolin 111840 +
chr4 89193 89593 184.12 FBgn0085432CG34403 pan pangolin 89956 +
chr2R 15343166 1.5E+07 13.34 FBgn0260934CG8201 par-1 par-1 2E+07 +
chr2R 15356361 1.5E+07 7.92 FBgn0260934CG8201 par-1 par-1 2E+07 +
chr3R 8523148 8523548 8.86 FBgn0016693CG6148 Past1 Putative Achaete Scute Target 1 9E+06 +
chrX 6484639 6485039 13.98 FBgn0029878CG10695 Pat1 Protein interacting with APP tail-16E+06 +
chr3L 1798544 1798944 22.84 FBgn0067864CG12021 Patj Patj 2E+06 +
chr2L 12103125 1.2E+07 31.94 FBgn0029137CG6618 Patsas Patsas 1E+07 -
chr3L 7904794 7905194 15.56 FBgn0003041CG8114 pbl pebble 8E+06 -
chr3L 21310998 2.1E+07 87.75 FBgn0003042CG32443 Pc Polycomb 2E+07 -
chrX 1364513 1364913 14.04 FBgn0013720CG14779 pck pickel 1E+06 +
chr3L 15135607 1.5E+07 11.85 FBgn0014002CG6988 Pdi Protein disulfide isomerase 2E+07 -
chr2R 5313717 5314117 12.44 FBgn0017558CG8808 Pdk Pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase 5E+06 +
chr2R 4214811 4215211 8.37 FBgn0261588CG42698 pdm3 pou domain motif 3 4E+06 +
chr3L 7830190 7830590 11.33 FBgn0016694CG17888 Pdp1 PAR-domain protein 1 8E+06 -
chr2R 7915163 7915563 9.24 FBgn0260012CG17509 pds5 pds5 8E+06 +
chr2L 10056701 1E+07 16.30 FBgn0011823CG4799 Pen Pendulin 1E+07 +
chr3L 17638038 1.8E+07 48.81 FBgn0004401CG6143 Pep Protein on ecdysone puffs 2E+07 -
chr2R 5998106 5998506 16.15 FBgn0003071CG4001 Pfk Phosphofructokinase 6E+06 +
chr2R 5999601 6000001 8.70 FBgn0003071CG4001 Pfk Phosphofructokinase 6E+06 +
chrX 19399665 1.9E+07 7.91 FBgn0027621CG3400 Pfrx 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase 2E+07 +
chrX 19389295 1.9E+07 11.11 FBgn0027621CG3400 Pfrx 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase 2E+07 +
chrX 19390838 1.9E+07 14.43 FBgn0027621CG3400 Pfrx 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase 2E+07 +
chr2L 3472243 3472643 47.20 FBgn0051956CG31956 pgant4 polypeptide GalNAc transferase 43E+06 +
chrX 2039094 2039494 10.90 FBgn0004654CG3724 Pgd Phosphogluconate dehydrogenase2E+06 +
chr2R 4801389 4801789 8.92 FBgn0003074CG8251 Pgi Phosphoglucose isomerase 5E+06 -
chr3R 24973807 2.5E+07 22.58 FBgn0014869CG1721 Pglym78 Phosphoglyceromutase 2E+07 +
chr3L 9326794 9327194 9.42 FBgn0035975CG32042 PGRP-LA Peptidoglycan recognition protein LA9E+06 +
chr2R 4603096 4603496 10.91 FBgn0043575CG14745 PGRP-SC2 PGRP-SC2 5E+06 +
chr3R 26292769 2.6E+07 46.79 FBgn0039776CG31022 PH4alphaEFBprolyl-4-hydroxylase-alpha EFB 3E+07 +
chrX 11588843 1.2E+07 176.39 FBgn0011754CG1830 PhKgamma Phosphorylase kinase gamma 1E+07 +
chrX 2233926 2234326 57.73 FBgn0003079CG2845 phl pole hole 2E+06 +
chr2R 19875839 2E+07 15.61 FBgn0019948CG3832 Phm Peptidylglycine-alpha-hydroxylating monooxygenase2E+07 -
chr2R 2629160 2629560 37.04 FBgn0028579CG3268 phtf phtf 3E+06 +
chr2R 10319701 1E+07 12.53 FBgn0013725CG10108 phyl phyllopod 1E+07 -
chr3L 11782965 1.2E+07 73.15 FBgn0015278CG11621 Pi3K68D Phosphotidylinositol 3 kinase 68D1E+07 -
chr3R 16460560 1.6E+07 13.79 FBgn0015279CG4141 Pi3K92E Pi3K92E 2E+07 -
chr3R 8877518 8877918 18.18 FBgn0260962CG7769 pic piccolo 9E+06 +
chr2L 12694837 1.3E+07 19.90 FBgn0032447CG6167 PICK1 PICK1 1E+07 +
chr2R 12548056 1.3E+07 12.06 FBgn0024315CG8098 Picot Picot 1E+07 -
chr2L 19185828 1.9E+07 12.85 FBgn0010309CG10739 pigeon pigeon 2E+07 +
chr2R 8032990 8033390 14.83 FBgn0033686CG12367 Pimet piRNA methyltransferase 8E+06 +
chrX 6577593 6577993 18.01 FBgn0029891CG4523 Pink1 PTEN-induced putative kinase 1 7E+06 +
chr2L 1118119 1118519 39.80 FBgn0016926CG4710 Pino Pinocchio 1E+06 -
chr2L 1117523 1117923 26.24 FBgn0016926CG4710 Pino Pinocchio 1E+06 -
chr3R 18250498 1.8E+07 10.75 FBgn0038966CG13848 pinta prolonged depolarization afterpotential (PDA) is not apparent2E+07 -
chr2R 20468619 2E+07 9.40 FBgn0020521CG3541 pio piopio 2E+07 +
chr3R 17861224 1.8E+07 9.71 FBgn0025140CG6375 pit pitchoune 2E+07 +
chr2R 19442038 1.9E+07 18.96 FBgn0034878CG3941 pita pita 2E+07 -
chr2R 19441508 1.9E+07 88.76 FBgn0034878CG3941 pita pita 2E+07 -
chr2L 10986050 1.1E+07 22.86 FBgn0004872CG6122 piwi piwi 1E+07 -
chr2R 3074207 3074607 25.40 FBgn0003090CG11084 pk prickle 3E+06 +
chr2R 3038058 3038458 7.70 FBgn0003090CG11084 pk prickle 3E+06 +
chr2L 9699116 9699516 12.36 FBgn0000273CG4379 Pka-C1 cAMP-dependent protein kinase 1E+07 -
chr3L 15947749 1.6E+07 14.63 FBgn0000489CG6117 Pka-C3 cAMP-dependent protein kinase 32E+07 -
chr3R 24865389 2.5E+07 15.13 FBgn0003093CG1954 Pkc98E Protein C kinase 98E 2E+07 +
chrX 12331092 1.2E+07 16.61 FBgn0259680CG42349 Pkcdelta Protein kinase C delta 1E+07 +
chr2L 305515 305915 16.46 FBgn0004611CG4574 Plc21C Phospholipase C at 21C 305941 +
chr4 1047674 1048074 9.68 FBgn0025741CG11081 plexA plexin A 1E+06 -
chr4 64250 64650 16.08 FBgn0025740CG17245 plexB plexin B 64403 -
chr3R 19715641 2E+07 23.89 FBgn0025574CG5212 Pli Pellino 2E+07 -
chr2R 11258851 1.1E+07 21.87 FBgn0011660CG8169 Pms2 Pms2 1E+07 -
chr2R 1904378 1904778 43.67 FBgn0033050CG7865 PNGase PNGase 2E+06 +
chr2R 1904982 1905382 10.12 FBgn0033050CG7865 PNGase PNGase 2E+06 +
chr3R 19122810 1.9E+07 9.77 FBgn0003118CG17077 pnt pointed 2E+07 -
chr2L 871576 871976 14.34 FBgn0053526CG33526 PNUTS PNUTS 871096 +
chrX 6697481 6697881 12.48 FBgn0029903CG4532 pod1 pod1 7E+06 +
chr3L 5890353 5890753 8.73 FBgn0035644CG10489 Pole2 Pole2 6E+06 -
chr3L 20302856 2E+07 35.69 FBgn0003124CG12306 polo polo 2E+07 +
chr2L 20787349 2.1E+07 114.29 FBgn0032884CG9324 Pomp Pomp 2E+07 +
chr2L 10850743 1.1E+07 38.75 FBgn0004363CG6647 porin porin 1E+07 -
chr3R 20343745 2E+07 10.40 FBgn0003134CG6593 Pp1alpha-96AProtein phosphatase 1alpha at 96A2E+07 +
chrX 16453926 1.6E+07 15.22 FBgn0011826CG9842 Pp2B-14D Protein phosphatase 2B at 14D 2E+07 -
chrX 4580756 4581156 16.15 FBgn0022768CG2984 Pp2C1 Protein phosphatase 2C 5E+06 -
chrX 4579971 4580371 11.58 FBgn0022768CG2984 Pp2C1 Protein phosphatase 2C 5E+06 -
chrX 4578693 4579093 73.86 FBgn0022768CG2984 Pp2C1 Protein phosphatase 2C 5E+06 -
chr2R 18574189 1.9E+07 8.22 FBgn0020257CG9952 ppa partner of paired 2E+07 -
chr3R 16941762 1.7E+07 9.04 FBgn0010770CG5786 ppan peter pan 2E+07 +
chr3R 14973664 1.5E+07 9.98 FBgn0261285CG5629 Ppcs Phosphopantothenoylcysteine synthetase1E+07 -
chr3R 20487402 2E+07 8.12 FBgn0020018CG5796 Ppox Protoporphyrinogen oxidase 2E+07 -
chrX 10372578 1E+07 22.38 FBgn0030208CG2890 PPP4R2r Protein phosphatase 4 regulatory subunit 2-related protein1E+07 +
chr2L 11280068 1.1E+07 10.85 FBgn0032358CG4851 Ppt2 Palmitoyl-protein Thioesterase 2 1E+07 +
chrX 6266954 6267354 24.05 FBgn0003139CG12217 PpV Protein phosphatase V 6E+06 -
chr3R 4303096 4303496 8.80 FBgn0250829CG31369 PQBP-1 Poly-glutamine tract binding protein 14E+06 -
chr2R 9040028 9040428 10.33 FBgn0013955CG3969 PR2 Fak-like tyrosine kinase 9E+06 -
chr2R 5311369 5311769 13.31 FBgn0033413CG8806 prel preli-like 5E+06 +
chr2L 16257455 1.6E+07 10.40 FBgn0024734CG4993 PRL-1 PRL-1 2E+07 -
chrX 4601196 4601596 14.98 FBgn0029723CG6986 Proc-R Proctolin receptor 5E+06 +
chr2R 14858528 1.5E+07 10.40 FBgn0014269CG18608 prod proliferation disrupter 1E+07 -
chr3L 3127646 3128046 91.46 FBgn0026189CG7740 prominin-like prominin-like 3E+06 -
chr3R 7198362 7198762 12.42 FBgn0004595CG17228 pros prospero 7E+06 +
chr3R 8256592 8256992 15.57 FBgn0086134CG5266 Pros25 Proteasome 25kD subunit 8E+06 +
chrX 21186826 2.1E+07 16.98 FBgn0020369CG1489 Pros45 Pros45 2E+07 +
chr3L 21529923 2.2E+07 16.18 FBgn0015283CG7619 Pros54 Proteasome 54kD subunit 2E+07 +
chr2R 13299349 1.3E+07 12.59 FBgn0016697CG10938 Prosalpha5 Proteasome alpha5 subunit 1E+07 +
chr2R 13300008 1.3E+07 15.89 FBgn0016697CG10938 Prosalpha5 Proteasome alpha5 subunit 1E+07 +
chr2R 10028423 1E+07 31.02 FBgn0040752CG30483 Prosap Prosap 1E+07 -
chr2R 11902170 1.2E+07 20.53 FBgn0010590CG8392 Prosbeta1 Proteasome beta1 subunit 1E+07 -
chr2R 6707234 6707634 20.09 FBgn0029134CG12323 Prosbeta5 Proteasome beta5 subunit 7E+06 +
chr3R 1183756 1184156 7.91 FBgn0250746CG12000 Prosbeta7 Proteasome beta7 subunit 1E+06 -
chr2R 8050439 8050839 10.43 FBgn0033688CG8877 Prp8 pre-mRNA processing factor 8 8E+06 -
chr3R 10141543 1E+07 8.60 FBgn0011474CG3307 pr-set7 pr-set7 1E+07 +
chr3L 1517259 1517659 17.69 FBgn0261243CG1009 Psa Puromycin sensitive aminopeptidase2E+06 +
chr2L 4386916 4387316 107.45 FBgn0031599CG18013 Psf2 Psf2 4E+06 -
chrX 2277103 2277503 10.50 FBgn0040387CG14045 PsGEF Protostome-specific GEF 2E+06 -
chr2R 6444517 6444917 16.24 FBgn0004399CG2368 psq pipsqueak 6E+06 +
chr3L 7352926 7353326 10.82 FBgn0035770CG8588 pst pastrel 7E+06 -
chr2L 10260919 1E+07 8.60 FBgn0026379CG5671 Pten Pten 1E+07 -
chr3L 14022082 1.4E+07 18.31 FBgn0052133CG32133 ptip ptip 1E+07 -
chrX 11515308 1.2E+07 9.96 FBgn0004370CG1817 Ptp10D Protein tyrosine phosphatase 10D1E+07 +
chrX 11515732 1.2E+07 12.99 FBgn0004370CG1817 Ptp10D Protein tyrosine phosphatase 10D1E+07 +
chr3L 1350404 1350804 11.67 FBgn0003138CG9181 Ptp61F Protein tyrosine phosphatase 61F1E+06 -
chr3L 327983 328383 23.78 FBgn0035133CG1228 Ptpmeg Ptpmeg 328121 +
chr3L 329125 329525 10.07 FBgn0035133CG1228 Ptpmeg Ptpmeg 328121 +
chr2L 576793 577193 21.88 FBgn0013323CG13687 Ptth Prothoracicotropic hormone 576896 -
chr3R 3930530 3930930 23.33 FBgn0243512CG7850 puc puckered 4E+06 +
chr3L 1502479 1502879 10.89 FBgn0028577CG12085 pUf68 poly U binding factor 68kD 2E+06 -
chr3R 6521983 6522383 20.32 FBgn0020385CG4067 pug pugilist 7E+06 +
chr4 578401 578801 8.46 FBgn0022361CG1507 Pur-alpha Purine-rich binding protein-alpha578608 +
chr2L 8239964 8240364 40.99 FBgn0032006CG8222 Pvr PDGF- and VEGF-receptor related8E+06 -
chr2R 18449385 1.8E+07 15.39 FBgn0003175CG4444 px plexus 2E+07 -
chr3R 13544967 1.4E+07 29.81 FBgn0038538CG7660 pxt pxt 1E+07 +
chr3R 4757718 4758118 14.90 FBgn0003177CG31349 pyd polychaetoid 5E+06 -
chr2R 7597645 7598045 8.77 FBgn0033649CG13194 pyr pyramus 8E+06 +
chr3L 7341394 7341794 13.76 FBgn0019662CG8593 qm quemao 7E+06 +
chr3L 23088469 2.3E+07 11.85 FBgn0024733CG17521 Qm Qm 2E+07 -
chrX 16549114 1.7E+07 33.17 FBgn0003189CG18572 r rudimentary 2E+07 +
chr3L 1862054 1862454 10.11 FBgn0004636CG1956 R Roughened 2E+06 -
chr3L 1859637 1860037 9.63 FBgn0004636CG1956 R Roughened 2E+06 -
chr2L 14354925 1.4E+07 9.62 FBgn0015791CG4212 Rab14 Rab-protein 14 1E+07 +
chr2R 2584008 2584408 8.46 FBgn0014009CG3269 Rab2 Rab-protein 2 3E+06 +
chr3R 1510996 1511396 11.99 FBgn0037364CG2108 Rab23 Rab23 2E+06 -
chr2L 12108987 1.2E+07 34.56 FBgn0015797CG6601 Rab6 Rab-protein 6 1E+07 -
chrX 10518783 1.1E+07 32.33 FBgn0030221CG9807 Rab9Db Rab GTPase 9Db 1E+07 -
chr3L 8289885 8290285 20.02 FBgn0015793CG7062 Rab-RP3 Rab-related protein 3 8E+06 +
chr3L 690273 690673 15.27 FBgn0035155CG12015 RabX6 RabX6 690519 +
chrX 12925203 1.3E+07 18.23 FBgn0261379CG42628 rad radish 1E+07 +
chr2L 2574893 2575293 9.68 FBgn0026778CG3240 Rad1 Radiation insensitive 1 3E+06 -
chr2R 17547356 1.8E+07 14.63 FBgn0034646CG9862 Rae1 Rae1 2E+07 -
chr2R 4050824 4051224 8.70 FBgn0033272CG8707 RagC RagC 4E+06 -
chr2L 7530789 7531189 10.97 FBgn0085403CG34374 Rapgap1 Rapgap1 8E+06 -
chr3L 4138851 4139251 12.04 FBgn0003206CG1167 Ras64B Ras oncogene at 64B 4E+06 +
chr3R 5338709 5339109 9.73 FBgn0003205CG9375 Ras85D Ras oncogene at 85D 5E+06 -
chr3R 18943669 1.9E+07 7.56 FBgn0039055CG4656 Rassf Ras association family member 2E+07 -
chr2L 8740893 8741293 190.91 FBgn0003209CG12437 raw raw 9E+06 -
chrX 695622 696022 8.68 FBgn0015799CG7413 Rbf Retinoblastoma-family protein 695490 -
chr3R 11790968 1.2E+07 16.24 FBgn0038390CG5083 Rbf2 Retinoblastoma-family protein 2 1E+07 +
chrX 8795485 8795885 9.26 FBgn0030067CG10648 Rbm13 RNA-binding motif protein 13 9E+06 +
chrX 16342364 1.6E+07 9.81 FBgn0010256CG4429 Rbp2 RNA-binding protein 2 2E+07 +
chr2L 2957021 2957421 18.33 FBgn0010263CG3151 Rbp9 RNA-binding protein 9 3E+06 +
chr2L 2955550 2955950 9.74 FBgn0010263CG3151 Rbp9 RNA-binding protein 9 3E+06 +
chr2L 6851822 6852222 116.37 FBgn0017551CG10800 Rca1 Regulator of cyclin A1 7E+06 +
chr3L 20534658 2.1E+07 44.95 FBgn0037012CG4786 Rcd2 Reduction in Cnn dots 2 2E+07 -
chr3L 20534159 2.1E+07 11.58 FBgn0037012CG4786 Rcd2 Reduction in Cnn dots 2 2E+07 -
chr2R 16520687 1.7E+07 10.37 FBgn0034530CG11175 Rcd6 Reduction in Cnn dots 6 2E+07 -
chrX 13655781 1.4E+07 9.12 FBgn0003218CG11111 rdgB retinal degeneration B 1E+07 +
chr2R 13586335 1.4E+07 8.17 FBgn0027872CG17818 rdgBbeta rdgBbeta 1E+07 -
chr2R 13585741 1.4E+07 24.74 FBgn0027872CG17818 rdgBbeta rdgBbeta 1E+07 -
chr3L 15007425 1.5E+07 94.17 FBgn0036463CG5392 Reck Reversion-inducing-cysteine-rich protein with kazal motifs2E+07 -
chr3L 8168875 8169275 14.64 FBgn0040290CG7487 RecQ4 RecQ4 8E+06 -
chr2L 19542127 2E+07 14.37 FBgn0003231CG10360 ref(2)P refractory to sigma P 2E+07 +
chrX 13108168 1.3E+07 12.24 FBgn0029133CG1591 REG REG 1E+07 +
chr3L 606922 607322 87.65 FBgn0016715CG3200 Reg-2 Rhythmically expressed gene 2 606569 -
chrX 11906180 1.2E+07 8.93 FBgn0030362CG1803 regucalcin regucalcin 1E+07 +
chr3R 4873441 4873841 10.14 FBgn0014018CG11992 Rel Relish 5E+06 -
chr3L 654161 654561 7.57 FBgn0035150CG12189 Rev1 Rev1 654361 +
chr2L 10418946 1E+07 26.41 FBgn0032244CG5313 RfC3 Replication factor C subunit 3 1E+07 +
chr3L 4135871 4136271 8.13 FBgn0260985CG14999 RfC4 Replication factor C subunit 4 4E+06 -
chr2L 1614072 1614472 57.08 FBgn0021906CG7361 RFeSP Rieske iron-sulfur protein 2E+06 -
chr3R 6203712 6204112 8.44 FBgn0020379CG6312 Rfx Rfx 6E+06 -
chr2L 12007521 1.2E+07 20.07 FBgn0014019CG5279 Rh5 Rhodopsin 5 1E+07 +
chr3R 1394324 1394724 18.54 FBgn0041191CG1081 Rheb Rheb 1E+06 +
chr2R 11989974 1.2E+07 21.24 FBgn0014020CG8416 Rho1 Rho1 1E+07 +
chr2L 10372258 1E+07 14.69 FBgn0041723CG33304 rho-5 rhomboid-5 1E+07 -
chr2L 12133575 1.2E+07 37.61 FBgn0032415CG17212 rho-6 rhomboid-6 1E+07 -
chr3L 20368973 2E+07 12.25 FBgn0036980CG5701 RhoBTB RhoBTB 2E+07 +
chr3L 20369790 2E+07 11.15 FBgn0036980CG5701 RhoBTB RhoBTB 2E+07 +
chr3R 16923429 1.7E+07 8.04 FBgn0038853CG3421 RhoGAP93B RhoGAP93B 2E+07 -
chr3L 292133 292533 27.70 FBgn0259743CG42378 RhoGEF3 RhoGEF3 292692 +
chrX 19155144 1.9E+07 11.09 FBgn0031006CG8002 rictor rapamycin-insensitive companion of Tor2E+07 -
chr3R 16898899 1.7E+07 20.06 FBgn0003257CG3593 r-l rudimentary-like 2E+07 -
chr3R 16895464 1.7E+07 8.23 FBgn0003257CG3593 r-l rudimentary-like 2E+07 -
chr3R 5341950 5342350 10.75 FBgn0014023CG9378 Rlc1 Rlc1 5E+06 -
chr3R 16843177 1.7E+07 22.27 FBgn0026056CG11622 Rlip Ral interacting protein 2E+07 +
chr2L 10474126 1E+07 7.51 FBgn0051719CG31719 RluA-1 RluA-1 1E+07 -
chr2L 10476851 1E+07 21.29 FBgn0032256CG6187 RluA-2 RluA-2 1E+07 +
chr3R 1835274 1835674 16.22 FBgn0003261CG10279 Rm62 Rm62 2E+06 -
chr3R 1833684 1834084 8.31 FBgn0003261CG10279 Rm62 Rm62 2E+06 -
chr2R 5065105 5065505 10.65 FBgn0015477CG8014 Rme-8 Receptor mediated endocytosis 85E+06 -
chr2R 5064646 5065046 10.20 FBgn0015477CG8014 Rme-8 Receptor mediated endocytosis 85E+06 -
chr3L 7963485 7963885 11.64 FBgn0010406CG8194 RNaseX25 Ribonuclease X25 8E+06 +
chr3L 199105 199505 24.27 FBgn0035106CG7036 rno rhinoceros 198587 -
chrX 5216593 5216993 9.83 FBgn0014024CG3312 Rnp4F RNA-binding protein 4F 5E+06 -
chr2R 7872750 7873150 7.82 FBgn0011704CG8975 RnrS Ribonucleoside diphosphate reductase small subunit8E+06 -
chr2R 18588315 1.9E+07 18.93 FBgn0005631CG13521 robo roundabout 2E+07 -
chr2R 9441326 9441726 11.87 FBgn0014877CG6155 Roe1 Roe1 9E+06 +
chr3L 17043570 1.7E+07 10.15 FBgn0036697CG7725 rogdi rogdi 2E+07 +
chrX 16531315 1.7E+07 9.60 FBgn0026181CG9774 rok Rho-kinase 2E+07 -
chr3L 12059775 1.2E+07 76.99 FBgn0041096CG32096 rols rolling pebbles 1E+07 -
chr3L 16371493 1.6E+07 34.54 FBgn0036621CG16807 roq roquin 2E+07 -
chr2R 11101295 1.1E+07 10.37 FBgn0033998CG8092 row relative of woc 1E+07 -
chr2R 6786434 6786834 15.08 FBgn0033571CG11979 Rpb5 Rpb5 7E+06 -
chr3R 17603450 1.8E+07 36.56 FBgn0038903CG13418 RpI12 RpI12 2E+07 -
chr2L 403634 404034 11.40 FBgn0003278CG4033 RpI135 RNA polymerase I 135kD subunit404286 +
chr3R 1197244 1197644 14.03 FBgn0003275CG1163 RpII18 RNA polymerase II 18kD subunit 1E+06 +
chr3L 11816911 1.2E+07 7.57 FBgn0036213CG7283 RpL10Ab Ribosomal protein L10Ab 1E+07 +
chr2R 15329585 1.5E+07 13.83 FBgn0013325CG7726 RpL11 Ribosomal protein L11 2E+07 +
chr3R 1449895 1450295 44.98 FBgn0037351CG1475 RpL13A Ribosomal protein L13A 1E+06 +
chr3L 8593859 8594259 14.53 FBgn0017579CG6253 RpL14 Ribosomal protein L14 9E+06 +
chr3LHet 2397546 2397946 14.58 FBgn0028697CG17420 RpL15 Ribosomal protein L15 2E+06 +
chrX 6638189 6638589 63.91 FBgn0029897CG3203 RpL17 Ribosomal protein L17 7E+06 -
chr2R 13433947 1.3E+07 10.38 FBgn0010409CG6510 RpL18A Ribosomal protein L18A 1E+07 -
chr2R 20856879 2.1E+07 9.36 FBgn0002607CG2746 RpL19 Ribosomal protein L19 2E+07 -
chrX 659058 659458 71.86 FBgn0015288CG7434 RpL22 Ribosomal protein L22 659172 -
chr2R 18741599 1.9E+07 75.93 FBgn0010078CG3661 RpL23 Ribosomal protein L23 2E+07 +
chr3L 1668565 1668965 73.10 FBgn0026372CG7977 RpL23A Ribosomal protein L23A 2E+06 -
chr2L 13394947 1.3E+07 8.94 FBgn0032518CG9282 RpL24 Ribosomal protein L24 1E+07 -
chr3L 18891696 1.9E+07 37.12 FBgn0036825CG6846 RpL26 Ribosomal protein L26 2E+07 +
chr3R 21510597 2.2E+07 10.55 FBgn0039359CG4759 RpL27 Ribosomal protein L27 2E+07 -
chr2L 4458652 4459052 16.77 FBgn0261606CG15442 RpL27A Ribosomal protein L27A 4E+06 -
chr2L 4457795 4458195 9.27 FBgn0261606CG15442 RpL27A Ribosomal protein L27A 4E+06 -
chr3L 3222823 3223223 8.31 FBgn0035422CG12740 RpL28 Ribosomal protein L28 3E+06 -
chr2R 17181025 1.7E+07 8.28 FBgn0016726CG10071 RpL29 Ribosomal protein L29 2E+07 +
chr2L 19009183 1.9E+07 173.24 FBgn0086710CG10652 RpL30 Ribosomal protein L30 2E+07 -
chr3R 25871734 2.6E+07 13.84 FBgn0002626CG7939 RpL32 Ribosomal protein L32 3E+07 -
chr3R 21884830 2.2E+07 11.62 FBgn0039406CG6090 RpL34a Ribosomal protein L34a 2E+07 -
chr3R 5226786 5227186 19.25 FBgn0037686CG9354 RpL34b Ribosomal protein L34b 5E+06 -
chrX 523307 523707 9.07 FBgn0002579CG7622 RpL36 Ribosomal protein L36 523495 -
chr2L 8042700 8043100 13.54 FBgn0031980CG7424 RpL36A Ribosomal protein L36A 8E+06 -
chrX 15033631 1.5E+07 12.74 FBgn0030616CG9091 RpL37a Ribosomal protein L37a 2E+07 -
chrX 15033277 1.5E+07 13.11 FBgn0030616CG9091 RpL37a Ribosomal protein L37a 2E+07 -
chrX 15031274 1.5E+07 52.02 FBgn0030616CG9091 RpL37a Ribosomal protein L37a 2E+07 -
chr2L 5070739 5071139 40.28 FBgn0261608CG5827 RpL37A Ribosomal protein L37A 5E+06 +
chr2R 403857 404257 17.44 FBgn0040007CG18001 RpL38 Ribosomal protein L38 403961 -
chr2R 20791346 2.1E+07 30.03 FBgn0066084CG30425 RpL41 Ribosomal protein L41 2E+07 -
chr2R 20790386 2.1E+07 9.24 FBgn0066084CG30425 RpL41 Ribosomal protein L41 2E+07 -
chr2L 22429295 2.2E+07 11.21 FBgn0064225CG17489 RpL5 Ribosomal protein L5 2E+07 -
chr3R 27421998 2.7E+07 13.68 FBgn0039857CG11522 RpL6 Ribosomal protein L6 3E+07 -
chr2L 10200859 1E+07 17.29 FBgn0005593CG4897 RpL7 Ribosomal protein L7 1E+07 +
chrX 6427276 6427676 24.39 FBgn0014026CG3314 RpL7A Ribosomal protein L7A 6E+06 -
chr2L 12056063 1.2E+07 11.80 FBgn0032404CG5317 RpL7-like Ribosomal protein L7-like 1E+07 +
chr3L 2587197 2587597 7.63 FBgn0261602CG1263 RpL8 Ribosomal protein L8 3E+06 +
chr2L 11003987 1.1E+07 9.26 FBgn0015756CG6141 RpL9 Ribosomal protein L9 1E+07 -
chr2R 12473154 1.2E+07 23.57 FBgn0003274CG4918 RpLP2 Ribosomal protein LP2 1E+07 +
chr3L 19907883 2E+07 12.96 FBgn0028695CG7762 Rpn1 Rpn1 2E+07 +
chr3L 15032357 1.5E+07 11.08 FBgn0036465CG11552 Rpn12R Rpn12R 2E+07 -
chr2R 10639642 1.1E+07 10.59 FBgn0028689CG10149 Rpn6 Proteasome p44.5 subunit 1E+07 -
chr3R 23477422 2.3E+07 132.73 FBgn0027494CG12275 RpS10a Ribosomal protein S10a 2E+07 +
chrX 19491543 1.9E+07 10.27 FBgn0261593CG14206 RpS10b Ribosomal protein S10b 2E+07 +
chr2R 8088497 8088897 140.18 FBgn0033699CG8857 RpS11 Ribosomal protein S11 8E+06 -
chrX 7828687 7829087 16.47 FBgn0004404CG1527 RpS14b Ribosomal protein S14b 8E+06 +
chrX 7829745 7830145 8.75 FBgn0004404CG1527 RpS14b Ribosomal protein S14b 8E+06 +
chrX 13231549 1.3E+07 48.24 FBgn0010198CG2033 RpS15Aa Ribosomal protein S15Aa 1E+07 -
chrX 13228886 1.3E+07 11.55 FBgn0010198CG2033 RpS15Aa Ribosomal protein S15Aa 1E+07 -
chr2R 18493391 1.8E+07 9.81 FBgn0034743CG4046 RpS16 Ribosomal protein S16 2E+07 +
chr2R 16151212 1.6E+07 9.15 FBgn0010411CG8900 RpS18 Ribosomal protein S18 2E+07 +
chr2R 10104432 1E+07 19.54 FBgn0033912CG8415 RpS23 Ribosomal protein S23 1E+07 -
chr2R 10103956 1E+07 8.17 FBgn0033912CG8415 RpS23 Ribosomal protein S23 1E+07 -
chr3R 7041856 7042256 8.84 FBgn0086472CG6684 RpS25 Ribosomal protein S25 7E+06 -
chr3R 7041259 7041659 7.83 FBgn0086472CG6684 RpS25 Ribosomal protein S25 7E+06 -
chr2L 18441227 1.8E+07 32.78 FBgn0261597CG10305 RpS26 Ribosomal protein S26 2E+07 -
chr3R 21073055 2.1E+07 19.75 FBgn0039300CG10423 RpS27 Ribosomal protein S27 2E+07 -
chr2L 10408050 1E+07 7.61 FBgn0003942CG5271 RpS27A Ribosomal protein S27A 1E+07 +
chrX 9448447 9448847 7.82 FBgn0030136CG2998 RpS28b Ribosomal protein S28b 9E+06 +
chr3R 5603541 5603941 29.56 FBgn0261599CG8495 RpS29 Ribosomal protein S29 6E+06 +
chr3R 19184097 1.9E+07 31.40 FBgn0002622CG6779 RpS3 Ribosomal protein S3 2E+07 +
chr3R 16675988 1.7E+07 20.96 FBgn0038834CG15697 RpS30 Ribosomal protein S30 2E+07 +
chr4 87740 88140 12.42 FBgn0017545CG2168 RpS3A Ribosomal protein S3A 87863 -
chr4 83798 84198 15.29 FBgn0017545CG2168 RpS3A Ribosomal protein S3A 87863 -
chr3L 13034351 1.3E+07 21.64 FBgn0011284CG11276 RpS4 Ribosomal protein S4 1E+07 +
chr3R 10727128 1.1E+07 52.48 FBgn0038277CG7014 RpS5b Ribosomal protein S5b 1E+07 -
chr3R 26034946 2.6E+07 20.76 FBgn0039757CG1883 RpS7 Ribosomal protein S7 3E+07 -
chr3R 25687400 2.6E+07 8.59 FBgn0039713CG7808 RpS8 Ribosomal protein S8 3E+07 +
chr3L 9504722 9505122 25.00 FBgn0010408CG3395 RpS9 Ribosomal protein S9 1E+07 -
chrX 6185127 6185527 11.83 FBgn0028685CG3455 Rpt4 Rpt4 6E+06 -
chrX 16733948 1.7E+07 38.10 FBgn0024941CG9108 RSG7 Regulator of G-protein signalling 72E+07 -
chr2R 18262343 1.8E+07 17.38 FBgn0034722CG10955 Rtf1 Rtf1 2E+07 +
chr2L 5001285 5001685 46.49 FBgn0053113CG33113 Rtnl1 Rtnl1 5E+06 -
chr2L 4997979 4998379 8.53 FBgn0053113CG33113 Rtnl1 Rtnl1 5E+06 -
chr2L 4997296 4997696 11.90 FBgn0053113CG33113 Rtnl1 Rtnl1 5E+06 -
chr2L 5009604 5010004 94.10 FBgn0053113CG33113 Rtnl1 Rtnl1 5E+06 -
chr2L 5004041 5004441 11.27 FBgn0053113CG33113 Rtnl1 Rtnl1 5E+06 -
chrX 11047899 1.1E+07 33.50 FBgn0261277CG1397 rtv retroactive 1E+07 -
chr3R 5335920 5336320 10.13 FBgn0260010CG9373 rump rumpelstiltskin 5E+06 -
chrX 14720038 1.5E+07 13.20 FBgn0003301CG9533 rut rutabaga 1E+07 -
chrX 5929395 5929795 70.34 FBgn0003302CG4336 rux roughex 6E+06 -
chr2R 18558007 1.9E+07 20.40 FBgn0034763CG12190 RYBP Ring and YY1 Binding Protein 2E+07 +
chr2L 1077675 1078075 7.52 FBgn0003310CG4385 S Star 1E+06 -
chr2R 7731563 7731963 13.33 FBgn0033656CG8988 S2P S2P 8E+06 -
chrX 21931347 2.2E+07 11.60 FBgn0011285CG17596 S6kII RPS6-protein kinase-II 2E+07 +
chr2L 107601 108001 12.44 FBgn0005278CG2674 Sam-S S-adenosylmethionine Synthetase107760 +
chr2L 7452106 7452506 24.14 FBgn0025697CG12789 santa-maria scavenger receptor acting in neural tissue and majority of rhodopsin is absent7E+06 -
chr3R 26714700 2.7E+07 112.18 FBgn0000416CG12070 Sap-r Saposin-related 3E+07 -
chr3R 18182093 1.8E+07 119.22 FBgn0038947CG7073 sar1 sar1 2E+07 +
chr2R 17369192 1.7E+07 8.25 FBgn0026369CG15667 Sara Smad anchor for receptor activation2E+07 +
chr3R 8252074 8252474 33.49 FBgn0038045CG5232 Sas Sialic acid phosphate synthase 8E+06 +
chr3R 19748651 2E+07 70.25 FBgn0016754CG13598 sba six-banded 2E+07 -
chr3R 7622547 7622947 9.79 FBgn0025802CG6939 Sbf SET domain binding factor 8E+06 -
chr2R 1925064 1925464 10.22 FBgn0033052CG33131 SCAP SCAP 2E+06 -
chr2R 1580677 1581077 92.48 FBgn0033033CG11066 scarface scarface 2E+06 -
chr3R 5463190 5463590 23.42 FBgn0003334CG9495 Scm Sex comb on midleg 5E+06 -
chr3L 5761943 5762343 10.23 FBgn0260936CG5505 scny scrawny 6E+06 +
chr3R 2679984 2680384 79.14 FBgn0003339CG1030 Scr Sex combs reduced 3E+06 -
chr2R 3477450 3477850 11.95 FBgn0261385CG2092 scra scraps 3E+06 +
chr3L 10218453 1E+07 89.42 FBgn0052056CG32056 scramb1 scramblase 1 1E+07 -
chr3R 22361742 2.2E+07 44.97 FBgn0261263CG42614 scrib scribbled 2E+07 +
chr3L 3814014 3814414 11.98 FBgn0004888CG1065 Scsalpha Succinyl coenzyme A synthetase alpha subunit4E+06 +
chr3L 11247582 1.1E+07 10.67 FBgn0041094CG7590 scyl scylla 1E+07 +
chr2R 2694901 2695301 16.68 FBgn0014028CG3283 SdhB Succinate dehydrogenase B 3E+06 +
chrX 8121981 8122381 8.30 FBgn0243505CG32717 sdt stardust 8E+06 +
chrX 8086382 8086782 17.28 FBgn0243505CG32717 sdt stardust 8E+06 +
chrX 8087051 8087451 7.80 FBgn0243505CG32717 sdt stardust 8E+06 +
chrX 699849 700249 44.26 FBgn0260855CG7359 Sec22 Sec22 700105 +
chr2R 4780884 4781284 17.70 FBgn0033339CG8266 sec31 sec31 5E+06 +
chr2R 10506024 1.1E+07 13.54 FBgn0010638CG10130 Sec61beta Sec61beta 1E+07 +
chrX 19537186 2E+07 22.31 FBgn0031049CG14214 Sec61gammaSec61gamma 2E+07 +
chr3L 7353436 7353836 23.27 FBgn0035771CG8583 sec63 sec63 7E+06 +
chr2L 13793294 1.4E+07 12.78 FBgn0028538CG7578 sec71 sec71 1E+07 +
chr3R 1584555 1584955 11.62 FBgn0086685CG2095 sec8 sec8 2E+06 -
chr2R 10158008 1E+07 13.12 FBgn0261270CG8553 SelD Selenide,water dikinase 1E+07 -
chr2R 13570448 1.4E+07 8.31 FBgn0016059CG6446 Sema-1b Sema-1b 1E+07 -
chr2R 12403426 1.2E+07 12.22 FBgn0011260CG4700 Sema-2a Sema-2a 1E+07 +
chrX 21228828 2.1E+07 20.18 FBgn0011710CG1403 Sep1 Septin-1 2E+07 +
chrX 16588967 1.7E+07 7.85 FBgn0259923CG9699 Sep4 Septin 4 2E+07 -
chr3R 12164132 1.2E+07 8.33 FBgn0040284CG6987 SF2 SF2 1E+07 -
chr3R 3807110 3807510 59.66 FBgn0259974CG42484 Sfp84E Seminal fluid protein 84E 4E+06 -
chrX 2527747 2528147 7.55 FBgn0003371CG2621 sgg shaggy 3E+06 +
chr3L 11504328 1.2E+07 75.21 FBgn0003373CG11720 Sgs3 Salivary gland secretion 3 1E+07 +
chr3R 4131969 4132369 8.34 FBgn0260939CG9617 Sgt1 Sgt1 4E+06 -
chr3R 4130946 4131346 41.57 FBgn0260939CG9617 Sgt1 Sgt1 4E+06 -
chrX 17912495 1.8E+07 11.80 FBgn0003380CG12348 Sh Shaker 2E+07 -
chrX 17885993 1.8E+07 10.99 FBgn0003380CG12348 Sh Shaker 2E+07 -
chrX 17957424 1.8E+07 7.92 FBgn0003380CG12348 Sh Shaker 2E+07 -
chr3L 2893803 2894203 29.97 FBgn0003383CG1066 Shab Shaker cognate b 3E+06 +
chrX 20663089 2.1E+07 41.70 FBgn0085387CG34358 shakB shaking B 2E+07 -
chrX 19507499 2E+07 113.04 FBgn0031039CG14209 Shawn Shawn 2E+07 +
chr3L 9419763 9420163 15.38 FBgn0015296CG3715 Shc SHC-adaptor protein 9E+06 +
chr2R 16944460 1.7E+07 9.83 FBgn0003391CG3722 shg shotgun 2E+07 -
chrX 15785933 1.6E+07 9.43 FBgn0003392CG18102 shi shibire 2E+07 +
chr2R 9829559 9829959 81.66 FBgn0013733CG18076 shot short stop 1E+07 -
chr2R 10219432 1E+07 14.52 FBgn0085408CG34379 Shroom Shroom 1E+07 +
chr2R 19727555 2E+07 8.34 FBgn0003401CG4735 shu shutdown 2E+07 -
chr3R 17123100 1.7E+07 9.91 FBgn0038880CG10823 SIFR SIFamide receptor 2E+07 -
chr3R 17122518 1.7E+07 15.92 FBgn0038880CG10823 SIFR SIFamide receptor 2E+07 -
chr3R 17121389 1.7E+07 59.65 FBgn0038880CG10823 SIFR SIFamide receptor 2E+07 -
chr3R 25883746 2.6E+07 41.16 FBgn0015542CG7951 sima similar 3E+07 +
chr3L 10657549 1.1E+07 33.93 FBgn0010762CG32067 simj simjang 1E+07 +
chr2R 8480271 8480671 10.77 FBgn0022764CG8815 Sin3A Sin3A 8E+06 -
chr3L 16846593 1.7E+07 20.04 FBgn0003410CG9949 sina seven in absentia 2E+07 +
chr2R 13279813 1.3E+07 8.80 FBgn0010620CG10939 Sip1 SRY interacting protein 1 1E+07 +
chr2R 13281849 1.3E+07 8.27 FBgn0010620CG10939 Sip1 SRY interacting protein 1 1E+07 +
chrX 4850264 4850664 9.56 FBgn0061196CG15468 SIP3 Syntaxin Interacting Protein 3 5E+06 -
chrX 5559819 5560219 14.66 FBgn0029783CG3187 Sirt4 Sirt4 6E+06 -
chr3L 20785793 2.1E+07 10.29 FBgn0027364CG3871 Six4 Six4 2E+07 -
chr3L 21058579 2.1E+07 48.02 FBgn0026179CG32434 siz schizo 2E+07 +
chr3L 21027375 2.1E+07 13.80 FBgn0026179CG32434 siz schizo 2E+07 +
chr3L 21042730 2.1E+07 38.99 FBgn0026179CG32434 siz schizo 2E+07 +
chr3R 4764139 4764539 51.56 FBgn0037643CG11963 skap skpA associated protein 5E+06 +
chrX 550009 550409 21.84 FBgn0025637CG16983 skpA skpA 550105 +
chrX 552084 552484 22.21 FBgn0025637CG16983 skpA skpA 550729 +
chr2R 16719824 1.7E+07 57.83 FBgn0016984CG9985 sktl skittles 2E+07 -
chr2R 20225034 2E+07 119.45 FBgn0005638CG4354 slbo slow border cells 2E+07 -
chr3R 6158403 6158803 17.44 FBgn0037810CG12819 sle slender lobes 6E+06 +
chr2R 11809862 1.2E+07 40.26 FBgn0003425CG8355 sli slit 1E+07 -
chr2R 14328234 1.4E+07 8.33 FBgn0261477CG5186 slim scruin like at the midline 1E+07 +
chr3R 13429300 1.3E+07 22.76 FBgn0038524CG7623 sll slalom 1E+07 +
chr3R 13431571 1.3E+07 17.16 FBgn0038524CG7623 sll slalom 1E+07 +
chr3R 16953049 1.7E+07 8.14 FBgn0023423CG3412 slmb supernumerary limbs 2E+07 -
chr2R 3969676 3970076 8.22 FBgn0025469CG8717 slv saliva 4E+06 -
chr2R 15520343 1.6E+07 24.39 FBgn0003435CG9218 sm smooth 2E+07 -
chr2R 10740016 1.1E+07 10.28 FBgn0027783CG10212 SMC2 SMC2 1E+07 -
chr2L 13904437 1.4E+07 10.45 FBgn0019890CG8954 Smg5 Smg5 1E+07 -
chrX 8035828 8036228 7.96 FBgn0025800CG2262 Smox Smad on X 8E+06 -
chr2L 6967461 6967861 10.76 FBgn0026170CG4494 smt3 smt3 7E+06 -
chr3L 20306482 2E+07 16.69 FBgn0250791CG6625 Snap Soluble NSF attachment protein 2E+07 +
chr3R 17010467 1.7E+07 76.13 FBgn0025803CG17299 SNF4AgammaSNF4/AMP-activated protein kinase gamma subunit2E+07 +
chr3R 17005345 1.7E+07 52.72 FBgn0025803CG17299 SNF4AgammaSNF4/AMP-activated protein kinase gamma subunit2E+07 +
chr3R 16981517 1.7E+07 16.97 FBgn0025803CG17299 SNF4AgammaSNF4/AMP-activated protein kinase gamma subunit2E+07 +
chr3R 16966211 1.7E+07 24.95 FBgn0025803CG17299 SNF4AgammaSNF4/AMP-activated protein kinase gamma subunit2E+07 +
chr3R 1380587 1380987 8.05 FBgn0037338CG10018 Snm1 Snm1 1E+06 +
chr2L 7984043 7984443 11.44 FBgn0085450CG34421 Snoo Sno oncogene 8E+06 -
chr2L 20027590 2E+07 28.10 FBgn0032840CG13968 sNPF short neuropeptide F precursor 2E+07 +
chr3L 12725864 1.3E+07 12.17 FBgn0016940CG10753 snRNP69D small nuclear ribonucleoprotein at 69D1E+07 -
chr2L 6971730 6972130 111.86 FBgn0016978CG8749 snRNP70K small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 70K7E+06 -
chr2R 3306005 3306405 19.49 FBgn0003460CG11121 so sine oculis 3E+06 +
chrX 17721432 1.8E+07 36.31 FBgn0030869CG8146 Socs16D Suppressor of Cytokine Signaling at 16D2E+07 -
chrX 17720942 1.8E+07 11.77 FBgn0030869CG8146 Socs16D Suppressor of Cytokine Signaling at 16D2E+07 -
chr2L 18152313 1.8E+07 200.33 FBgn0041184CG15154 Socs36E Suppressor of cytokine signaling at 36E2E+07 -
chr2L 18151251 1.8E+07 9.86 FBgn0041184CG15154 Socs36E Suppressor of cytokine signaling at 36E2E+07 -
chrX 10751233 1.1E+07 9.80 FBgn0030242CG1655 sofe sister of feo 1E+07 -
chrX 21221731 2.1E+07 8.72 FBgn0003464CG1391 sol small optic lobes 2E+07 +
chr2L 9896411 9896811 11.56 FBgn0004867CG5920 sop string of pearls 1E+07 -
chr2L 13829601 1.4E+07 10.81 FBgn0001961CG8978 Sop2 Suppressor of profilin 2 1E+07 -
chr2L 13813566 1.4E+07 17.43 FBgn0001965CG7793 Sos Son of sevenless 1E+07 +
chr3L 12565473 1.3E+07 39.79 FBgn0036302CG10632 sowah sosondowah 1E+07 -
chr4 856060 856460 98.00 FBgn0039938CG11153 Sox102F Sox102F 854639 -
chr2R 19865855 2E+07 13.77 FBgn0005612CG3090 Sox14 Sox box protein 14 2E+07 +
chr3L 14104536 1.4E+07 326.31 FBgn0036411CG7345 Sox21a Sox21a 1E+07 -
chrX 9622982 9623382 7.99 FBgn0020378CG1343 Sp1 Sp1 1E+07 +
chr3R 25077221 2.5E+07 38.78 FBgn0040282CG11956 SP1029 SP1029 3E+07 -
chr3L 6696529 6696929 14.83 FBgn0035710CG10121 SP1173 SP1173 7E+06 -
chr3L 6682043 6682443 78.46 FBgn0035710CG10121 SP1173 SP1173 7E+06 -
chr2R 20046666 2E+07 10.20 FBgn0015544CG13570 spag spaghetti 2E+07 +
chr3R 254837 255237 8.67 FBgn0037248CG9809 Spargel Spargel 255051 -
chr3R 20056025 2E+07 19.70 FBgn0039172CG5677 Spase22-23 Spase 22/23-subunit 2E+07 -
chr3L 20793243 2.1E+07 10.84 FBgn0037025CG11451 Spc105R Spc105-related 2E+07 +
chr3R 8787216 8787616 9.41 FBgn0087021CG7242 Spc25 Spc25 9E+06 +
chr3R 5456785 5457185 10.60 FBgn0037723CG8327 SpdS Spermidine Synthase 5E+06 +
chr2L 19573063 2E+07 8.40 FBgn0005672CG10334 spi spitz 2E+07 -
chr2L 19575793 2E+07 10.78 FBgn0005672CG10334 spi spitz 2E+07 -
chr2L 19571836 2E+07 12.82 FBgn0005672CG10334 spi spitz 2E+07 -
chr2L 19575161 2E+07 9.06 FBgn0005672CG10334 spi spitz 2E+07 -
chr2R 12012211 1.2E+07 7.64 FBgn0086676CG8428 spin spinster 1E+07 +
chr2L 20341201 2E+07 10.50 FBgn0003475CG10076 spir spire 2E+07 +
chr3L 2554468 2554868 35.34 FBgn0010905CG16757 Spn Spinophilin 3E+06 -
chr3R 11031941 1.1E+07 7.65 FBgn0028984CG18525 Spn5 Serine protease inhibitor 5 1E+07 -
chr3R 11662922 1.2E+07 11.36 FBgn0003483CG3158 spn-E spindle E 1E+07 +
chr3L 22742218 2.3E+07 35.66 FBgn0052451CG32451 SPoCk Secretory Pathway Calcium atpase2E+07 +
chr2L 544540 544940 10.99 FBgn0031260CG11840 Spp Signal peptide protease 544627 -
chr2R 10656816 1.1E+07 9.47 FBgn0020767CG10155 Spred Sprouty-related protein with EVH-1 domain1E+07 -
chr2R 9055318 9055718 26.19 FBgn0086532CG4016 Spt-I Serine palmitoyltransferase subunit I9E+06 +
chr2R 20644518 2.1E+07 9.27 FBgn0035056CG9196 spz6 spatzle 6 2E+07 +
chr3R 11158737 1.1E+07 17.04 FBgn0038320CG4931 Sra-1 specifically Rac1-associated protein 11E+07 +
chr3L 4626027 4626427 11.76 FBgn0003501CG7524 Src64B Src oncogene at 64B 5E+06 -
chr3L 13029691 1.3E+07 26.31 FBgn0036340CG11274 SRm160 SRm160 1E+07 +
chr2R 11267982 1.1E+07 24.75 FBgn0026370CG8174 SRPK SRPK 1E+07 +
chr3L 8711681 8712081 35.63 FBgn0011509CG33162 SrpRbeta Signal recognition particle receptor beta9E+06 -
chr3R 25868819 2.6E+07 13.51 FBgn0003512CG17958 Sry-delta Serendipity delta 3E+07 +
chr3R 21452750 2.1E+07 11.24 FBgn0039349CG4685 Ssadh Succinic semialdehyde dehydrogenase2E+07 -
chr3R 14025349 1.4E+07 12.18 FBgn0011481CG7187 Ssdp Sequence-specific single-stranded DNA-binding protein1E+07 -
chr3L 5655162 5655562 15.63 FBgn0035627CG10583 Sse Separase 6E+06 -
chr3R 20770496 2.1E+07 9.16 FBgn0029157CG6238 ssh slingshot 2E+07 -
chr3R 20769953 2.1E+07 7.82 FBgn0029157CG6238 ssh slingshot 2E+07 -
chr2L 18944088 1.9E+07 7.90 FBgn0032723CG18397 ssp3 short spindle 3 2E+07 -
chr3L 16122476 1.6E+07 10.12 FBgn0011016CG5474 SsRbeta Signal sequence receptor beta 2E+07 +
chr2R 20580642 2.1E+07 11.58 FBgn0035050CG4871 ST6Gal Sialyltransferase 2E+07 -
chrX 1377191 1377591 16.20 FBgn0003517CG14792 sta stubarista 1E+06 -
chr2L 6100048 6100448 8.64 FBgn0051641CG31641 stai stathmin 6E+06 +
chr2L 15113133 1.5E+07 27.97 FBgn0001978CG3647 stc shuttle craft 2E+07 +
chr2L 15118007 1.5E+07 13.90 FBgn0001978CG3647 stc shuttle craft 2E+07 +
chr3R 4182455 4182855 18.38 FBgn0020249CG7954 stck steamer duck 4E+06 +
chr2L 21757294 2.2E+07 12.70 FBgn0086779CG11628 step steppke 2E+07 -
chr3L 12507705 1.3E+07 14.05 FBgn0002466CG10522 sti sticky 1E+07 -
chr2R 4620776 4621176 10.89 FBgn0086784CG8739 stmA stambha A 5E+06 -
chr3L 14402437 1.4E+07 13.28 FBgn0003459CG3836 stwl stonewall 1E+07 -
chr2L 2037448 2037848 56.30 FBgn0003557CG4244 Su(dx) Suppressor of deltex 2E+06 +
chr3R 8517078 8517478 16.44 FBgn0005355CG6054 Su(fu) Suppressor of fused 9E+06 -
chr3R 10133612 1E+07 13.12 FBgn0003567CG8573 su(Hw) suppressor of Hairy wing 1E+07 -
chr2R 5003436 5003836 9.27 FBgn0003612CG8068 Su(var)2-10 Suppressor of variegation 2-10 5E+06 +
chr3L 20219048 2E+07 12.85 FBgn0260397CG17149 Su(var)3-3 Suppressor of variegation 3-3 2E+07 +
chr3R 11089011 1.1E+07 9.83 FBgn0003600CG6476 Su(var)3-9 Suppressor of variegation 3-9 1E+07 -
chrX 927091 927491 17.54 FBgn0003638CG3019 su(w[a]) suppressor of white-apricot 927349 +
chr2R 13635400 1.4E+07 11.47 FBgn0003545CG12298 sub subito 1E+07 -
chr3R 13228163 1.3E+07 28.37 FBgn0038504CG5407 Sur-8 Sur-8 1E+07 -
chr3R 13227007 1.3E+07 7.64 FBgn0038504CG5407 Sur-8 Sur-8 1E+07 -
chrX 548981 549381 7.68 FBgn0025639CG13363 Suv4-20 Suv4-20 550075 -
chrX 390277 390677 9.89 FBgn0004648CG4122 svr silver 390504 +
chrX 6259633 6260033 11.79 FBgn0003655CG3429 swa swallow 6E+06 -
chrX 7861064 7861464 13.50 FBgn0003656CG2212 sws swiss cheese 8E+06 -
chrX 6992031 6992431 100.57 FBgn0003659CG18350 Sxl Sex lethal 7E+06 -
chr2R 6140111 6140511 32.88 FBgn0003660CG12210 Syb Synaptobrevin 6E+06 -
chr2R 12439384 1.2E+07 17.46 FBgn0034135CG4905 Syn2 Syntrophin-like 2 1E+07 +
chr2R 9733704 9734104 29.78 FBgn0033876CG10808 synaptogyrin synaptogyrin 1E+07 -
chrX 13252782 1.3E+07 8.98 FBgn0261085CG10617 Syt12 Synaptotagmin 12 1E+07 +
chrX 20264623 2E+07 7.57 FBgn0031106CG1467 Syx16 Syntaxin 16 2E+07 -
chr3L 4400648 4401048 15.58 FBgn0035540CG7452 Syx17 Syntaxin 17 4E+06 +
chr3L 4403219 4403619 15.18 FBgn0035540CG7452 Syx17 Syntaxin 17 4E+06 +
chr3R 19931373 2E+07 24.03 FBgn0013343CG31136 Syx1A Syntaxin 1A 2E+07 -
chr3R 22707058 2.3E+07 245.80 FBgn0004359CG5507 T48 Transcript 48 2E+07 +
chr3R 575008 575408 49.57 FBgn0026620CG9765 tacc transforming acidic coiled-coil protein574777 -
chr3R 25826008 2.6E+07 14.08 FBgn0039734CG7908 Tace Tace 3E+07 +
chr3R 2471420 2471820 9.38 FBgn0010355CG17603 Taf1 TBP-associated factor 1 2E+06 +
chr3R 2472352 2472752 83.56 FBgn0010355CG17603 Taf1 TBP-associated factor 1 2E+06 +
chr3L 16106692 1.6E+07 9.72 FBgn0010280CG5444 Taf4 TBP-associated factor 4 2E+07 +
chr3R 3733027 3733427 7.79 FBgn0024909CG2670 Taf7 TBP-associated factor 7 4E+06 +
chr2L 9178362 9178762 10.29 FBgn0041092CG13109 tai taiman 9E+06 +
chrX 20395978 2E+07 64.90 FBgn0026323CG18492 Tak1 TGF-beta activated kinase 1 2E+07 -
chr2R 20020990 2E+07 9.59 FBgn0041582CG4057 tamo tamo 2E+07 -
chr3L 6047776 6048176 68.28 FBgn0028980CG6586 tan tantalus 6E+06 +
chrX 13457477 1.3E+07 172.28 FBgn0086674CG32632 Tango13 Transport and Golgi organization 131E+07 +
chrX 10658189 1.1E+07 15.31 FBgn0052675CG32675 Tango5 Transport and Golgi organization 51E+07 -
chr2R 10052161 1E+07 14.97 FBgn0033902CG8309 Tango7 Transport and Golgi organization 71E+07 -
chr3R 7800485 7800885 16.60 FBgn0260744CG10007 Tango9 Transport and Golgi organization 98E+06 -
chr3R 12067132 1.2E+07 8.05 FBgn0040071CG6889 tara taranis 1E+07 +
chr3R 12068260 1.2E+07 7.70 FBgn0040071CG6889 tara taranis 1E+07 +
chr3R 23482655 2.3E+07 41.12 FBgn0051057CG31057 tau tau 2E+07 -
chrX 15780647 1.6E+07 12.24 FBgn0260938CG9056 tay tay bridge 2E+07 -
chrX 7889260 7889660 7.90 FBgn0010329CG1543 Tbh Tyramine beta hydroxylase 8E+06 +
chr2R 19750168 2E+07 8.25 FBgn0025790CG10327 TBPH TBPH 2E+07 -
chr3R 18317142 1.8E+07 17.23 FBgn0003676CG5374 T-cp1 Tcp1-like 2E+07 -
chr3R 4626832 4627232 9.99 FBgn0037632CG8351 Tcp-1eta Tcp-1eta 5E+06 +
chr3R 7036271 7036671 8.39 FBgn0037874CG4800 Tctp Translationally controlled tumor protein7E+06 +
chr3R 5694763 5695163 102.82 FBgn0037766CG12806 Teh1 tipE homolog 1 6E+06 -
chr2L 7702484 7702884 50.35 FBgn0041181CG7068 TepIII Thiolester containing protein III 8E+06 +
chr2R 5876333 5876733 216.11 FBgn0261014CG2331 TER94 TER94 6E+06 +
chr3R 4134211 4134611 11.49 FBgn0037569CG9615 tex tex 4E+06 -
chr2R 10250288 1E+07 12.24 FBgn0033929CG8151 Tfb1 Tfb1 1E+07 +
chr3R 19716673 2E+07 39.13 FBgn0013347CG5163 TfIIA-S Transcription-factor-IIA-S 2E+07 -
chrX 903916 904316 56.73 FBgn0040338CG11639 TfIIA-S-2 TfIIA-S-2 905676 -
chr3L 11674850 1.2E+07 68.55 FBgn0015828CG10415 TfIIEalpha Transcription factor IIEalpha 1E+07 +
chr2L 15060646 1.5E+07 121.97 FBgn0010422CG3710 TfIIS RNA polymerase II elongation factor2E+07 -
chr3R 4845601 4846001 20.25 FBgn0015014CG11987 tgo tango 5E+06 -
chr3L 16044034 1.6E+07 94.76 FBgn0260635CG12284 th thread 2E+07 -
chr3L 12186692 1.2E+07 13.94 FBgn0036263CG5632 thoc6 thoc6 1E+07 -
chr2L 3480449 3480849 9.12 FBgn0261560CG8846 Thor Thor 3E+06 +
chr2R 17578519 1.8E+07 9.33 FBgn0027360CG9878 Tim10 Translocase of inner membrane 102E+07 -
chr3R 1126336 1126736 12.93 FBgn0037310CG1158 Tim17b1 Tim17b1 1E+06 +
chrX 19512366 2E+07 9.00 FBgn0027358CG17767 Tim9b Translocase of inner membrane 9b2E+07 -
chr3R 8914111 8914511 17.82 FBgn0038118CG7855 timeout timeout 9E+06 +
chr3R 13637094 1.4E+07 23.80 FBgn0261649CG31247 tinc tincar 1E+07 +
chrX 12552903 1.3E+07 55.22 FBgn0011837CG4070 Tis11 Tis11 homolog 1E+07 +
chrX 2337849 2338249 68.55 FBgn0003714CG7925 tko technical knockout 2E+06 -
chr2L 5270204 5270604 18.67 FBgn0003716CG14026 tkv thickveins 5E+06 -
chr3R 11111704 1.1E+07 11.95 FBgn0003721CG4898 Tm1 Tropomyosin 1 1E+07 +
chr3R 11113444 1.1E+07 74.43 FBgn0003721CG4898 Tm1 Tropomyosin 1 1E+07 +
chr2R 19764975 2E+07 7.71 FBgn0020372CG11303 TM4SF Transmembrane 4 superfamily 2E+07 +
chr2R 19765714 2E+07 14.14 FBgn0020372CG11303 TM4SF Transmembrane 4 superfamily 2E+07 +
chr2R 19766424 2E+07 11.25 FBgn0020372CG11303 TM4SF Transmembrane 4 superfamily 2E+07 +
chr3R 26388662 2.6E+07 8.60 FBgn0082582CG1539 tmod tropomodulin 3E+07 +
chr3L 16405399 1.6E+07 48.23 FBgn0028399CG4672 TMS1 TMS1 2E+07 +
chr3R 20809218 2.1E+07 11.67 FBgn0039257CG13648 tnc tenectin 2E+07 +
chr2L 3108282 3108682 55.20 FBgn0015600CG9660 toc toucan 3E+06 -
chr2L 3144700 3145100 47.18 FBgn0015600CG9660 toc toucan 3E+06 -
chr3R 20545147 2.1E+07 19.23 FBgn0004885CG6863 tok tolkin 2E+07 +
chrX 12525391 1.3E+07 15.28 FBgn0030412CG17762 tomosyn tomosyn 1E+07 +
chrX 15213249 1.5E+07 20.55 FBgn0004924CG6146 Top1 Topoisomerase 1 2E+07 +
chr2L 19453405 1.9E+07 86.81 FBgn0003732CG10223 Top2 Topoisomerase 2 2E+07 -
chr2R 3596844 3597244 10.16 FBgn0003733CG1389 tor torso 4E+06 -
chr2L 18681875 1.9E+07 12.23 FBgn0015553CG10387 tos tosca 2E+07 -
chr3R 16734405 1.7E+07 156.95 FBgn0044810CG31193 TotX Turandot X 2E+07 -
chr2R 7469421 7469821 13.95 FBgn0033636CG10897 tou toutatis 7E+06 -
chr3L 6935250 6935650 13.83 FBgn0035719CG14821 tow target of wingless 7E+06 +
chr3L 6935651 6936051 15.82 FBgn0035719CG14821 tow target of wingless 7E+06 +
chr3R 25959934 2.6E+07 45.00 FBgn0086355CG2171 Tpi Triose phosphate isomerase 3E+07 -
chr2L 16491133 1.6E+07 55.74 FBgn0032586CG4599 Tpr2 Tetratricopeptide repeat protein 22E+07 +
chr3L 16584033 1.7E+07 15.97 FBgn0003741CG16724 tra transformer 2E+07 -
chrX 829063 829463 8.96 FBgn0040340CG11642 TRAM TRAM 829265 +
chr3R 5536599 5536999 26.46 FBgn0037734CG9448 trbd trabid 6E+06 -
chr3L 20396176 2E+07 17.03 FBgn0028978CG5408 trbl tribbles 2E+07 -
chr3L 20394595 2E+07 15.60 FBgn0028978CG5408 trbl tribbles 2E+07 -
chr3R 25329113 2.5E+07 11.98 FBgn0039668CG2304 Trc8 Trc8 3E+07 -
chr2R 16965831 1.7E+07 46.22 FBgn0003748CG9364 Treh Trehalase 2E+07 +
chrX 8303127 8303527 10.17 FBgn0026758CG18009 Trf2 TATA box binding protein-related factor 28E+06 +
chrX 8454421 8454821 37.74 FBgn0030049CG11265 Trf4-1 Trf4-1 8E+06 +
chr3L 377922 378322 12.46 FBgn0003749CG6883 trh trachealess 377316 -
chrX 2441114 2441514 31.41 FBgn0261451CG33950 trol terribly reduced optic lobes 2E+06 -
chr2L 10010026 1E+07 8.94 FBgn0011584CG4758 Trp1 Translocation protein 1 1E+07 +
chr3R 10112545 1E+07 60.88 FBgn0003862CG8651 trx trithorax 1E+07 -
chr2L 9612626 9613026 39.02 FBgn0040070CG31884 Trx-2 thioredoxin-2 1E+07 +
chrX 8136279 8136679 8.26 FBgn0020653CG2151 Trxr-1 Thioredoxin reductase-1 8E+06 +
chr2L 2969460 2969860 11.91 FBgn0024920CG3181 Ts Ts 3E+06 -
chr2L 2966901 2967301 10.77 FBgn0024920CG3181 Ts Ts 3E+06 -
chr3L 16834963 1.7E+07 13.86 FBgn0036666CG9712 TSG101 tumor suppressor protein 101 2E+07 +
chr2L 5999960 6000360 21.55 FBgn0031760CG9093 Tsp26A Tetraspanin 26A 6E+06 +
chr2L 21344095 2.1E+07 27.51 FBgn0032943CG8666 Tsp39D Tetraspanin 39D 2E+07 +
chr2R 2899471 2899871 86.43 FBgn0029506CG10106 Tsp42Ee Tetraspanin 42Ee 3E+06 +
chr2R 2912230 2912630 10.92 FBgn0033127CG12845 Tsp42Ef Tetraspanin 42Ef 3E+06 +
chr3L 8905329 8905729 16.39 FBgn0035936CG4999 Tsp66E Tetraspanin 66E 9E+06 +
chr3L 17891687 1.8E+07 10.63 FBgn0036769CG5492 Tsp74F Tetraspanin 74F 2E+07 -
chr3R 21707042 2.2E+07 81.26 FBgn0027865CG6120 Tsp96F Tetraspanin 96F 2E+07 -
chr3R 21706380 2.2E+07 8.28 FBgn0027865CG6120 Tsp96F Tetraspanin 96F 2E+07 -
chr2R 19934196 2E+07 9.12 FBgn0011726CG4254 tsr twinstar 2E+07 -
chr2R 10413461 1E+07 9.18 FBgn0020245CG10117 ttv tout-velu 1E+07 +
chr2R 10413833 1E+07 8.44 FBgn0020245CG10117 ttv tout-velu 1E+07 +
chr2R 17068591 1.7E+07 8.14 FBgn0003891CG9450 tud tudor 2E+07 +
chr2R 11735420 1.2E+07 257.52 FBgn0034046CG8253 tun tungus 1E+07 +
chr3R 23433700 2.3E+07 14.37 FBgn0039530CG5586 Tusp Tusp 2E+07 +
chrX 678515 678915 15.33 FBgn0086368CG12311 tw Protein O-mannosyltransferase 2678824 +
chr2L 16261503 1.6E+07 8.47 FBgn0002673CG4965 twe twine 2E+07 -
chr3R 5960016 5960416 153.28 FBgn0004889CG6235 tws twins 6E+06 -
chr2R 3563785 3564185 22.74 FBgn0033210CG1406 U2A U2A 4E+06 -
chr2R 10748104 1.1E+07 12.87 FBgn0053505CG33505 U3-55K U3 small nuclear riboprotein factor 55K1E+07 -
chr2R 5580987 5581387 101.08 FBgn0023143CG1782 Uba1 Ubiquitin activating enzyme 1 6E+06 -
chr2R 5580112 5580512 10.34 FBgn0023143CG1782 Uba1 Ubiquitin activating enzyme 1 6E+06 -
chr2L 10767792 1.1E+07 17.68 FBgn0015320CG6720 UbcD2 Ubiquitin conjugating enzyme 2 1E+07 -
chr3L 9691160 9691560 12.45 FBgn0015321CG8284 UbcD4 Ubiquitin conjugating enzyme 4 1E+07 +
chr3R 778243 778643 34.45 FBgn0004436CG2013 UbcD6 Ubiquitin conjugating enzyme 778406 -
chrX 7987958 7988358 50.70 FBgn0029996CG2257 Ubc-E2H Ubc-E2H 8E+06 -
chr3L 5745845 5746245 11.22 FBgn0016756CG5486 Ubp64E Ubiquitin-specific protease 64E 6E+06 +
chr3L 9469891 9470291 8.25 FBgn0011327CG3431 Uch-L3 Ubiquitin C-terminal hydrolase 9E+06 -
chr3LHet 605909 606309 8.84 FBgn0260008CG41623 Ucrh Ubiquinol-cytochrome C reductase complex 11 kDa protein606165 +
chr3L 11116176 1.1E+07 114.39 FBgn0036136CG6233 Ufd1-like Ubiquitin fusion-degradation 1-like1E+07 -
chr2L 16801761 1.7E+07 37.07 FBgn0040260CG17932 Ugt36Bc Ugt36Bc 2E+07 +
chrX 19102072 1.9E+07 60.29 FBgn0027603CG12359 Ulp1 Ulp1 2E+07 -
chrX 7185184 7185584 15.49 FBgn0025549CG1659 unc-119 unc-119 7E+06 -
chrX 1974352 1974752 43.29 FBgn0040395CG3981 Unc-76 Unc-76 2E+06 +
chr3R 18983475 1.9E+07 69.86 FBgn0004395CG4620 unk unkempt 2E+07 -
chr3L 8435680 8436080 10.63 FBgn0035895CG7015 Unr Upstream of N-ras 8E+06 -
chr3L 8435322 8435722 10.18 FBgn0035895CG7015 Unr Upstream of N-ras 8E+06 -
chrX 18133342 1.8E+07 106.39 FBgn0030904CG5988 upd2 unpaired 2 2E+07 -
chrX 18132556 1.8E+07 14.56 FBgn0030904CG5988 upd2 unpaired 2 2E+07 -
chrX 11799262 1.2E+07 8.11 FBgn0030354CG1559 Upf1 Upf1 1E+07 -
chrX 7969390 7969790 32.87 FBgn0029992CG2253 Upf2 Upf2 8E+06 -
chr2R 20452678 2E+07 8.45 FBgn0035025CG11416 uri unconventional prefoldin RPB5 interactor2E+07 +
chr3L 9130133 9130533 8.40 FBgn0035965CG14181 Use1 Use1 9E+06 -
chrX 11922958 1.2E+07 11.53 FBgn0030366CG1490 Usp7 ubiquitin-specific protease 7 1E+07 -
chr2L 10278693 1E+07 9.29 FBgn0260749CG5640 Utx Utx 1E+07 -
chr2L 10277395 1E+07 11.81 FBgn0260749CG5640 Utx Utx 1E+07 -
chrX 15899663 1.6E+07 12.25 FBgn0003969CG9209 vap vacuolar peduncle 2E+07 -
chr2L 20797147 2.1E+07 24.36 FBgn0250785CG9326 vari varicose 2E+07 -
chr2L 15061411 1.5E+07 22.06 FBgn0003970CG3506 vas vasa 2E+07 +
chrX 19155621 1.9E+07 7.84 FBgn0040068CG7893 vav vav 2E+07 +
chr3R 14224777 1.4E+07 27.97 FBgn0028670CG18617 Vha100-2 Vha100-2 1E+07 -
chr3R 15470004 1.5E+07 9.33 FBgn0026753CG6213 Vha13 Vacuolar H[+] ATPase G-subunit 2E+07 -
chr2R 11567498 1.2E+07 16.74 FBgn0010426CG8210 Vha14 Vacuolar H[+] ATPase 14kD subunit1E+07 -
chr2R 2520357 2520757 11.25 FBgn0004145CG3161 Vha16 Vacuolar H[+] ATPase 16kD subunit3E+06 -
chr3R 8453414 8453814 120.71 FBgn0005671CG17369 Vha55 Vacuolar H[+]-ATPase 55kD B subunit8E+06 -
chr2L 13003943 1.3E+07 16.93 FBgn0020368CG12403 Vha68-1 Vha68-1 1E+07 -
chr2L 12974015 1.3E+07 8.81 FBgn0020367CG3762 Vha68-2 Vha68-2 1E+07 +
chr3R 10729873 1.1E+07 32.23 FBgn0028662CG7007 VhaPPA1-1 VhaPPA1-1 1E+07 -
chr2L 19915189 2E+07 107.45 FBgn0053117CG33117 Victoria Victoria 2E+07 -
chr2L 15067947 1.5E+07 10.52 FBgn0024183CG4170 vig vasa intronic gene 2E+07 -
chrX 2116540 2116940 7.54 FBgn0004397CG3299 Vinc Vinculin 2E+06 -
chr2L 5024765 5025165 8.23 FBgn0016075CG16858 vkg viking 5E+06 -
chr2R 1589341 1589741 9.87 FBgn0259978CG8390 vlc vulcan 2E+06 +
chr2L 11171958 1.1E+07 61.62 FBgn0014076CG16874 Vm32E Vitelline membrane 32E 1E+07 -
chr3R 25642000 2.6E+07 19.62 FBgn0039702CG18112 Vps16B Vacuolar protein sorting 16B 3E+07 -
chr2R 18495519 1.8E+07 13.76 FBgn0034744CG4071 Vps20 Vacuolar protein sorting 20 2E+07 +
chr2R 3967390 3967790 23.80 FBgn0021814CG12770 Vps28 Vacuolar protein sorting 28 4E+06 -
chr2R 18010000 1.8E+07 8.01 FBgn0243516CG13503 Vrp1 Verprolin 1 2E+07 -
chrX 5457436 5457836 18.94 FBgn0053980CG33980 Vsx2 Vsx2 5E+06 -
chr3L 692773 693173 19.85 FBgn0260862CG3279 Vti1 Vti1 692915 -
chr3L 258081 258481 18.00 FBgn0035120CG13879 wac wee Augmin 258350 +
chrX 2052873 2053273 11.56 FBgn0004655CG3707 wapl wings apart-like 2E+06 -
chr3R 24657630 2.5E+07 61.95 FBgn0024273CG1520 WASp WASp 2E+07 -
chrX 21233841 2.1E+07 15.79 FBgn0024182CG1410 waw waclaw 2E+07 +
chr3R 23407261 2.3E+07 8.17 FBgn0027492CG5643 wdb widerborst 2E+07 -
chr2L 6127487 6127887 8.27 FBgn0031782CG9226 WDR79 WD repeat domain 79 homolog 6E+06 -
chrX 18529301 1.9E+07 111.12 FBgn0030941CG6531 wgn wengen 2E+07 -
chr2R 19744307 2E+07 39.81 FBgn0034918CG30176 wibg within bgcn 2E+07 -
chr3R 7407062 7407462 18.44 FBgn0037917CG5344 wkd whacked 7E+06 +
chr2L 7281449 7281849 196.29 FBgn0010453CG4698 Wnt4 Wnt oncogene analog 4 7E+06 -
chr2L 7277033 7277433 12.33 FBgn0010453CG4698 Wnt4 Wnt oncogene analog 4 7E+06 -
chr3R 23089614 2.3E+07 24.34 FBgn0010328CG5965 woc without children 2E+07 -
chr3R 14191573 1.4E+07 10.69 FBgn0038608CG7670 WRNexo WRN exonuclease 1E+07 -
chr3R 26632368 2.7E+07 20.61 FBgn0011739CG12072 wts warts 3E+07 -
chrX 17493376 1.7E+07 8.99 FBgn0026313CG5675 X11L X11L 2E+07 +
chr2L 15035255 1.5E+07 13.12 FBgn0041713CG4182 yellow-c yellow-c 2E+07 +
chrX 3756584 3756984 31.66 FBgn0015565CG2913 yin yin 4E+06 -
chrX 7817187 7817587 8.84 FBgn0260858CG1515 Ykt6 Ykt6 8E+06 +
chr3L 12118088 1.2E+07 17.05 FBgn0022959CG5654 yps ypsilon schachtel 1E+07 -
chr3R 9260591 9260991 97.71 FBgn0004049CG9764 yrt yurt 9E+06 -
chr3L 3374002 3374402 12.84 FBgn0027616CG12076 YT521-B YT521-B 3E+06 -
chrX 5314757 5315157 12.17 FBgn0029764CG3249 yu yu 5E+06 -
chr2R 11705983 1.2E+07 82.11 FBgn0083919CG30084 Zasp52 Z band alternatively spliced PDZ-motif protein 521E+07 -
chr3L 8621044 8621444 62.64 FBgn0035917CG6416 Zasp66 Z band alternatively spliced PDZ-motif protein 669E+06 +
chr3L 16666515 1.7E+07 10.08 FBgn0040512CG3948 zetaCOP zetaCOP 2E+07 -
chr2L 9757852 9758252 8.47 FBgn0022720CG3998 zf30C Zinc finger protein 30C 1E+07 +
chr2L 9758912 9759312 11.89 FBgn0022720CG3998 zf30C Zinc finger protein 30C 1E+07 +
chr2R 20898869 2.1E+07 40.04 FBgn0005634CG15792 zip zipper 2E+07 -
chr3R 12129980 1.2E+07 13.75 FBgn0038412CG6898 Zip3 Zinc/iron regulated transporter-related protein 31E+07 +
chr3R 12130860 1.2E+07 62.19 FBgn0038412CG6898 Zip3 Zinc/iron regulated transporter-related protein 31E+07 +
chr3L 3303458 3303858 15.76 FBgn0035432CG17723 ZnT63C ZnT63C 3E+06 +
chr3L 6598973 6599373 25.27 FBgn0024177CG10125 zpg zero population growth 7E+06 -
chrX 9055993 9056393 12.47 FBgn0030096CG9060 Zpr1 Zpr1 9E+06 -
chrX 19562426 2E+07 7.98 FBgn0004057CG12529 Zw Zwischenferment 2E+07 +
chr3R 27038883 2.7E+07 9.83 FBgn0061476CG18729 zwilch zwilch 3E+07 -
chr4 1081360 1081760 8.90 FBgn0011642CG32018 Zyx102EF Zyx102EF 1E+06 -
chr3R 24461212 2.4E+07 136.11 FBgn0039590CG10011 2E+07 -
chr3R 8047809 8048209 145.84 FBgn0038000CG10014 8E+06 +
chr3R 8176200 8176600 39.09 FBgn0038013CG10038 8E+06 -
chr2R 17169578 1.7E+07 16.95 FBgn0034611CG10069 2E+07 +
chr3L 13479205 1.3E+07 11.31 FBgn0036372CG10083 1E+07 -
chr3L 6745297 6745697 11.34 FBgn0035713CG10107 7E+06 -
chr3L 6740205 6740605 11.77 FBgn0035713CG10107 7E+06 -
chr2L 19526479 2E+07 10.85 FBgn0032800CG10137 2E+07 +
chr2R 10643567 1.1E+07 15.32 FBgn0033960CG10151 1E+07 -
chr2L 19530152 2E+07 16.95 FBgn0032801CG10165 2E+07 -
chr3R 19364573 1.9E+07 12.14 FBgn0039087CG10168 2E+07 -
chr3L 13380781 1.3E+07 19.15 FBgn0036353CG10171 1E+07 -
chr3R 19348013 1.9E+07 95.65 FBgn0039083CG10177 2E+07 -
chr3R 19427298 1.9E+07 8.32 FBgn0039093CG10183 2E+07 -
chr2L 19508688 2E+07 27.93 FBgn0032796CG10188 2E+07 -
chr3L 13382957 1.3E+07 21.22 FBgn0036354CG10191 1E+07 -
chr3R 2231363 2231763 9.22 FBgn0037443CG1021 2E+06 -
chr2L 18513377 1.9E+07 24.25 FBgn0032685CG10211 2E+07 +
chr3R 19588801 2E+07 16.71 FBgn0039113CG10217 2E+07 -
chr3L 13404118 1.3E+07 119.94 FBgn0036356CG10222 1E+07 -
chr2L 19438718 1.9E+07 13.08 FBgn0032783CG10237 2E+07 -
chr2R 10791168 1.1E+07 36.88 FBgn0027596CG10249 1E+07 -
chr2R 10815723 1.1E+07 14.54 FBgn0033983CG10253 1E+07 -
chr3R 19520309 2E+07 30.91 FBgn0027512CG10254 2E+07 -
chr2L 19583739 2E+07 41.86 FBgn0032813CG10262 2E+07 -
chr2L 19582317 2E+07 14.86 FBgn0032812CG10263 2E+07 -
chr3R 11866642 1.2E+07 24.22 FBgn0038394CG10264 1E+07 +
chr3R 2208423 2208823 9.29 FBgn0037442CG10277 2E+06 +
chr3R 2214333 2214733 9.76 FBgn0037442CG10277 2E+06 +
chr2L 18484596 1.8E+07 36.09 FBgn0032681CG10283 2E+07 -
chr2R 17572543 1.8E+07 21.25 FBgn0034654CG10306 2E+07 +
chr3R 12199807 1.2E+07 15.94 FBgn0038423CG10317 1E+07 -
chr3R 12469217 1.2E+07 12.85 FBgn0038453CG10326 1E+07 +
chrX 11781018 1.2E+07 9.42 FBgn0030349CG10353 1E+07 -
chr3L 3616360 3616760 172.19 FBgn0035453CG10357 4E+06 +
chr3R 19547681 2E+07 105.88 FBgn0039109CG10365 2E+07 +
chr2L 19586991 2E+07 9.11 FBgn0032814CG10366 2E+07 +
chr2L 18705670 1.9E+07 8.92 FBgn0032704CG10373 2E+07 -
chr2L 18695133 1.9E+07 11.77 FBgn0032699CG10383 2E+07 -
chr3L 12329308 1.2E+07 20.80 FBgn0036277CG10418 1E+07 +
chr3L 19093289 1.9E+07 34.38 FBgn0036850CG10419 2E+07 -
chr3R 21061114 2.1E+07 18.73 FBgn0039296CG10420 2E+07 -
chr2R 17495573 1.7E+07 44.93 FBgn0034638CG10433 2E+07 -
chr2R 17458619 1.7E+07 21.62 FBgn0034636CG10440 2E+07 -
chr2R 16161844 1.6E+07 22.39 FBgn0034494CG10444 2E+07 -
chr2L 19735779 2E+07 42.34 FBgn0032815CG10462 2E+07 -
chr2L 19887469 2E+07 256.82 FBgn0032827CG10481 2E+07 -
chr2R 17406450 1.7E+07 8.63 FBgn0034634CG10494 2E+07 -
chr2L 19063037 1.9E+07 20.66 FBgn0032750CG10495 2E+07 +
chr2R 16883348 1.7E+07 7.88 FBgn0034570CG10543 2E+07 +
chrX 8292514 8292914 8.28 FBgn0030034CG10555 8E+06 +
chr3L 21129044 2.1E+07 16.82 FBgn0037051CG10565 2E+07 -
chr3L 21124581 2.1E+07 18.43 FBgn0037050CG10566 2E+07 +
chr3L 5597231 5597631 15.63 FBgn0035622CG10590 6E+06 -
chrX 17124038 1.7E+07 17.44 FBgn0030832CG10597 2E+07 -
chr2L 18839585 1.9E+07 63.15 FBgn0032717CG10600 2E+07 -
chr2L 18859162 1.9E+07 306.79 FBgn0032721CG10602 2E+07 -
chr2L 20024281 2E+07 12.17 FBgn0032839CG10659 2E+07 -
chr3L 5132376 5132776 7.86 FBgn0035590CG10673 5E+06 -
chr3L 12527457 1.3E+07 7.59 FBgn0036300CG10688 1E+07 +
chr3L 13443622 1.3E+07 8.70 FBgn0036368CG10738 1E+07 +
chr3L 13479641 1.3E+07 101.03 FBgn0036373CG10741 1E+07 +
chr3R 1950073 1950473 8.84 FBgn0037402CG1076 2E+06 +
chrX 7827230 7827630 35.66 FBgn0029980CG10778 8E+06 -
chr2R 17269834 1.7E+07 10.70 FBgn0034626CG10795 2E+07 -
chrX 3376621 3377021 11.65 FBgn0029664CG10802 3E+06 +
chrX 3374954 3375354 17.34 FBgn0029663CG10804 3E+06 -
chr3R 16955709 1.7E+07 22.12 FBgn0038860CG10825 2E+07 +
chr3L 3937840 3938240 10.61 FBgn0035475CG10866 4E+06 -
chr2L 2192249 2192649 13.68 FBgn0031395CG10874 2E+06 -
chr3R 15861688 1.6E+07 182.49 FBgn0038769CG10889 2E+07 -
chr3R 7383142 7383542 20.51 FBgn0037911CG10898 7E+06 +
chr2L 1973894 1974294 23.83 FBgn0031376CG10908 2E+06 +
chr3R 2911242 2911642 9.94 FBgn0037470CG1091 3E+06 -
chr2R 14411313 1.4E+07 25.91 FBgn0034356CG10924 1E+07 +
chr2R 14416093 1.4E+07 9.55 FBgn0034356CG10924 1E+07 +
chr2R 13527000 1.4E+07 32.59 FBgn0034253CG10936 1E+07 -
chr2R 13526317 1.4E+07 8.63 FBgn0034253CG10936 1E+07 -
chr2L 20414839 2E+07 20.63 FBgn0032858CG10949 2E+07 -
chrX 8042604 8043004 19.00 FBgn0030010CG10959 8E+06 +
chr3L 12828525 1.3E+07 35.47 FBgn0036316CG10960 1E+07 -
chr3L 12827122 1.3E+07 13.77 FBgn0036316CG10960 1E+07 -
chrX 13649305 1.4E+07 9.54 FBgn0030520CG10990 1E+07 -
chr2R 15390338 1.5E+07 58.52 FBgn0034455CG11007 2E+07 +
chr2L 20425869 2E+07 10.49 FBgn0040998CG11019 2E+07 +
chr2L 20427410 2E+07 9.23 FBgn0040998CG11019 2E+07 +
chr3R 163251 163651 8.40 FBgn0037235CG1103 163482 +
chr2L 5723829 5724229 51.45 FBgn0031736CG11030 6E+06 +
chr3R 4877963 4878363 8.67 FBgn0037659CG11033 5E+06 +
chr3R 2900109 2900509 28.17 FBgn0037467CG1104 3E+06 -
chr3R 2892789 2893189 9.04 FBgn0037465CG1105 3E+06 -
chr2L 6610727 6611127 59.62 FBgn0031836CG11050 7E+06 +
chr2L 6612680 6613080 9.91 FBgn0031836CG11050 7E+06 +
chr3R 20702574 2.1E+07 8.26 FBgn0039241CG11089 2E+07 +
chr4 1000450 1000850 172.64 FBgn0039932CG11093 999048 -
chrX 13705409 1.4E+07 16.15 FBgn0030528CG11095 1E+07 +
chr2R 3274652 3275052 18.55 FBgn0033160CG11107 3E+06 +
chr2R 3327950 3328350 9.63 FBgn0033169CG11123 3E+06 +
chr2R 3334795 3335195 38.58 FBgn0033174CG11125 3E+06 +
chr2R 3350647 3351047 9.88 FBgn0033178CG11127 3E+06 +
chr3L 22887930 2.3E+07 10.62 FBgn0037204CG11131 2E+07 +
chr3L 22861235 2.3E+07 7.98 FBgn0037199CG11137 2E+07 -
chrX 12477133 1.2E+07 60.75 FBgn0030400CG11138 1E+07 -
chr4 887540 887940 17.60 FBgn0039936CG11148 887652 -
chr3R 1045125 1045525 13.18 FBgn0037297CG1116 1E+06 +
chrX 13499957 1.4E+07 16.35 FBgn0030499CG11178 1E+07 +
chrX 8301699 8302099 18.41 FBgn0030035CG11190 8E+06 -
chr2R 16196009 1.6E+07 16.78 FBgn0034500CG11200 2E+07 -
chr3R 794928 795328 48.67 FBgn0037290CG1124 791169 +
chr3L 21721685 2.2E+07 14.48 FBgn0037120CG11247 2E+07 -
chr3L 12998105 1.3E+07 8.62 FBgn0036330CG11263 1E+07 +
chr3L 12999641 1.3E+07 59.21 FBgn0036330CG11263 1E+07 +
chr2L 7032483 7032883 13.16 FBgn0031883CG11266 7E+06 +
chr3L 13039853 1.3E+07 8.66 FBgn0036342CG11279 1E+07 +
chr3R 27288747 2.7E+07 8.63 FBgn0039850CG11333 3E+07 +
chr3L 4532096 4532496 18.83 FBgn0035557CG11353 5E+06 +
chr3L 4541523 4541923 9.05 FBgn0035558CG11357 5E+06 +
chr2L 102135 102535 43.01 FBgn0031217CG11377 102382 +
chrX 1085076 1085476 14.41 FBgn0040359CG11380 1E+06 +
chr3R 15603832 1.6E+07 10.21 FBgn0038732CG11391 2E+07 +
chr3L 20781060 2.1E+07 8.79 FBgn0037022CG11396 2E+07 -
chrX 1109709 1110109 9.29 FBgn0040366CG11398 1E+06 -
chrX 1109040 1109440 70.99 FBgn0040366CG11398 1E+06 -
chr3L 20779124 2.1E+07 10.85 FBgn0037021CG11399 2E+07 -
chrX 1235515 1235915 9.58 FBgn0024362CG11412 1E+06 +
chrX 1235920 1236320 8.15 FBgn0024362CG11412 1E+06 +
chr3R 3300392 3300792 10.61 FBgn0037504CG1142 3E+06 -
chr3L 22463364 2.2E+07 15.72 FBgn0037166CG11426 2E+07 +
chrX 4448086 4448486 20.65 FBgn0029715CG11444 4E+06 -
chrX 1286813 1287213 13.03 FBgn0024985CG11448 1E+06 +
chr3L 22449040 2.2E+07 9.16 FBgn0037162CG11449 2E+07 +
chr2L 143012 143412 11.58 FBgn0031224CG11454 143309 +
chr3L 3225288 3225688 8.02 FBgn0035424CG11505 3E+06 +
chr3L 3224712 3225112 46.30 FBgn0035424CG11505 3E+06 +
chr3L 4282637 4283037 17.88 FBgn0035524CG11583 4E+06 -
chr3L 11911313 1.2E+07 11.72 FBgn0036221CG11588 1E+07 +
chr3L 4040208 4040608 7.86 FBgn0035488CG11593 4E+06 -
chr2L 283113 283513 44.17 FBgn0031244CG11601 283281 -
chr3R 8463669 8464069 87.29 FBgn0038069CG11608 8E+06 +
chr2L 207116 207516 41.58 FBgn0031232CG11617 207297 -
chr2L 21899231 2.2E+07 7.53 FBgn0032965CG11629 2E+07 -
chr3L 18885076 1.9E+07 49.80 FBgn0036822CG11637 2E+07 +
chr3L 11701489 1.2E+07 21.84 FBgn0036196CG11658 1E+07 -
chr3R 9085799 9086199 8.20 FBgn0040551CG11686 9E+06 +
chr3R 1219386 1219786 9.57 FBgn0037321CG1172 1E+06 +
chrX 11348282 1.1E+07 8.27 FBgn0030299CG11727 1E+07 -
chr3R 4343332 4343732 18.32 FBgn0037592CG11737 4E+06 +
chr3R 204506 204906 8.04 FBgn0037239CG11739 204644 +
chr3R 14982426 1.5E+07 30.27 FBgn0038683CG11779 1E+07 -
chr3R 20875056 2.1E+07 7.68 FBgn0039266CG11791 2E+07 +
chr3L 10683915 1.1E+07 14.90 FBgn0036099CG11811 1E+07 +
chr3L 1971094 1971494 90.05 FBgn0035299CG11815 2E+06 -
chr3R 21047050 2.1E+07 51.05 FBgn0039293CG11851 2E+07 +
chr2R 6004931 6005331 26.23 FBgn0033486CG11866 6E+06 +
chr3R 6089548 6089948 20.21 FBgn0037804CG11870 6E+06 +
chr3R 24894843 2.5E+07 7.97 FBgn0039633CG11873 2E+07 +
chr2L 421322 421722 19.15 FBgn0031253CG11885 421407 -
chr3R 24983806 2.5E+07 9.27 FBgn0039644CG11897 2E+07 +
chr2L 4847518 4847918 15.18 FBgn0031638CG11927 5E+06 +
chrX 19745973 2E+07 89.88 FBgn0031078CG11943 2E+07 +
chr3R 4770606 4771006 69.99 FBgn0037644CG11964 5E+06 -
chr3R 4805566 4805966 32.42 FBgn0037646CG11967 5E+06 +
chr3R 4829482 4829882 30.46 FBgn0037652CG11980 5E+06 +
chr3R 4833912 4834312 43.00 FBgn0037654CG11983 5E+06 +
chr3L 1576376 1576776 30.58 FBgn0035236CG12004 2E+06 +
chr3L 3811012 3811412 9.42 FBgn0035464CG12006 4E+06 +
chr3R 952615 953015 214.81 FBgn0037293CG12007 953810 +
chr3L 3276900 3277300 64.42 FBgn0035429CG12017 3E+06 +
chr3L 1890923 1891323 128.04 FBgn0035289CG12026 2E+06 +
chr3L 648270 648670 18.65 FBgn0035147CG12030 648517 +
chr2R 3556399 3556799 24.59 FBgn0033206CG12042 4E+06 -
chr3R 27046188 2.7E+07 52.30 FBgn0039831CG12054 3E+07 +
chr3R 27046726 2.7E+07 54.34 FBgn0039831CG12054 3E+07 +
chrX 8468026 8468426 37.69 FBgn0030052CG12065 8E+06 +
chrX 8482624 8483024 16.82 FBgn0030053CG12081 8E+06 +
chrX 13053497 1.3E+07 11.75 FBgn0030457CG12096 1E+07 +
chr3L 1602616 1603016 20.25 FBgn0035238CG12104 2E+06 -
chrX 9126263 9126663 11.77 FBgn0030109CG12121 9E+06 -
chr2R 5914094 5914494 21.05 FBgn0033473CG12128 6E+06 +
chr2R 5860172 5860572 114.59 FBgn0033471CG12134 6E+06 +
chr2R 5798137 5798537 73.54 FBgn0033465CG12140 6E+06 +
chr3R 1077336 1077736 19.95 FBgn0260462CG12163 1E+06 -
chr2R 6047478 6047878 20.27 FBgn0033495CG12214 6E+06 -
chrX 6195139 6195539 12.72 FBgn0043796CG12219 6E+06 -
chrX 5801904 5802304 38.61 FBgn0029822CG12236 6E+06 +
chr2L 10737104 1.1E+07 14.78 FBgn0032295CG12299 1E+07 +
chr3R 1558763 1559163 13.11 FBgn0037368CG1239 2E+06 +
chr2R 7037429 7037829 8.91 FBgn0033581CG12391 7E+06 -
chr2L 6047793 6048193 8.01 FBgn0031768CG12393 6E+06 +
chrX 15956865 1.6E+07 49.63 FBgn0030722CG12395 2E+07 -
chr2L 3145558 3145958 19.83 FBgn0031505CG12400 3E+06 -
chr2L 13000457 1.3E+07 15.86 FBgn0032465CG12404 1E+07 -
chr3R 24370732 2.4E+07 162.68 FBgn0039588CG12413 2E+07 -
chr2R 10850545 1.1E+07 14.67 FBgn0033987CG12424 1E+07 +
chr3R 23532409 2.4E+07 20.37 FBgn0039543CG12428 2E+07 -
chrX 17425870 1.7E+07 107.32 FBgn0030843CG12432 2E+07 -
chr2L 5340983 5341383 13.05 FBgn0031703CG12512 5E+06 -
chr3R 24128005 2.4E+07 8.16 FBgn0039577CG12516 2E+07 -
chr3R 24127674 2.4E+07 11.15 FBgn0039577CG12516 2E+07 -
chrX 19612037 2E+07 18.56 FBgn0031064CG12531 2E+07 +
chrX 3347047 3347447 22.88 FBgn0029657CG12535 3E+06 -
chrX 6960582 6960982 8.34 FBgn0029930CG12541 7E+06 -
chr2LHet 34486 34886 11.64 FBgn0039958CG12567 32995 -
chrX 21882336 2.2E+07 8.85 FBgn0031190CG12576 2E+07 -
chr3R 7546682 7547082 10.02 FBgn0037941CG12594 8E+06 +
chr2L 20293933 2E+07 95.67 FBgn0040996CG12617 2E+07 +
chrX 10155128 1E+07 24.19 FBgn0040942CG12643 1E+07 -
chr3L 4254572 4254972 13.53 FBgn0035517CG1265 4E+06 +
chr3L 4262388 4262788 13.74 FBgn0035521CG1268 4E+06 +
chrX 19656228 2E+07 13.33 FBgn0031070CG12702 2E+07 -
chrX 19644952 2E+07 14.57 FBgn0031069CG12703 2E+07 +
chr3L 15825218 1.6E+07 17.26 FBgn0036536CG12713 2E+07 +
chrX 13006358 1.3E+07 13.14 FBgn0040862CG12714 1E+07 -
chrX 13005697 1.3E+07 11.68 FBgn0040862CG12714 1E+07 -
chrX 13295270 1.3E+07 16.77 FBgn0030483CG12725 1E+07 -
chr3L 4263388 4263788 9.29 FBgn0035522CG1273 4E+06 +
chr3L 3178345 3178745 8.78 FBgn0035411CG12734 3E+06 +
chrX 8570796 8571196 128.39 FBgn0030055CG12772 9E+06 +
chr2R 10511999 1.1E+07 156.06 FBgn0033948CG12863 1E+07 -
chr2R 5939593 5939993 9.47 FBgn0033477CG12918 6E+06 -
chr3L 21278648 2.1E+07 13.49 FBgn0037065CG12974 2E+07 -
chr3L 21209715 2.1E+07 12.71 FBgn0037061CG12975 2E+07 -
chrX 17714259 1.8E+07 224.34 FBgn0030868CG12986 2E+07 -
chrX 17473749 1.7E+07 14.51 FBgn0030847CG12991 2E+07 +
chrX 16697308 1.7E+07 9.65 FBgn0030794CG13005 2E+07 +
chrX 16481634 1.6E+07 10.52 FBgn0030759CG13014 2E+07 +
chr3L 16923599 1.7E+07 192.57 FBgn0036677CG13023 2E+07 -
chr3L 16284809 1.6E+07 23.94 FBgn0036596CG13045 2E+07 -
chr3R 2482968 2483368 14.53 FBgn0026566CG1307 2E+06 -
chr3L 4193732 4194132 9.60 FBgn0035507CG1308 4E+06 +
chr2L 19363617 1.9E+07 14.48 FBgn0032770CG13086 2E+07 +
chr2L 8488736 8489136 20.80 FBgn0032047CG13088 8E+06 +
chr2L 8511739 8512139 47.82 FBgn0032050CG13096 9E+06 -
chr2L 9731276 9731676 110.33 FBgn0032139CG13116 1E+07 +
chr2L 9793009 9793409 23.51 FBgn0032150CG13123 1E+07 -
chr2L 10439153 1E+07 10.28 FBgn0032251CG13142 1E+07 +
chr3L 4283614 4284014 7.64 FBgn0035526CG1316 4E+06 +
chr2R 8140257 8140657 7.79 FBgn0033705CG13168 8E+06 +
chr2R 7786777 7787177 7.51 FBgn0033665CG13189 8E+06 +
chr2R 7712571 7712971 9.70 FBgn0033653CG13192 8E+06 +
chr3L 20403893 2E+07 11.41 FBgn0036984CG13248 2E+07 -
chr2L 16807191 1.7E+07 11.94 FBgn0086673CG13272 2E+07 +
chr2L 16848777 1.7E+07 8.50 FBgn0032614CG13284 2E+07 -
chr2L 16847097 1.7E+07 8.55 FBgn0032614CG13284 2E+07 -
chr3L 5530683 5531083 14.82 FBgn0035611CG13285 6E+06 -
chr3L 6075740 6076140 11.86 FBgn0035677CG13293 6E+06 +
chr3L 6149013 6149413 13.85 FBgn0035685CG13297 6E+06 -
chr3L 8741933 8742333 228.47 FBgn0040828CG13306 9E+06 -
chr3L 8791734 8792134 22.36 FBgn0035928CG13310 9E+06 -
chr3L 4219286 4219686 13.11 FBgn0035514CG1332 4E+06 +
chr2R 8823856 8824256 12.02 FBgn0033784CG13322 9E+06 -
chr2R 8930699 8931099 205.83 FBgn0033788CG13323 9E+06 -
chr2R 9019919 9020319 12.05 FBgn0033794CG13326 9E+06 -
chr2R 9870601 9871001 8.04 FBgn0033890CG13350 1E+07 -
chrX 511483 511883 8.35 FBgn0025633CG13366 511600 -
chrX 514017 514417 9.30 FBgn0025633CG13366 514228 -
chr2R 16439444 1.6E+07 111.49 FBgn0034518CG13430 2E+07 -
chr3L 15509529 1.6E+07 15.31 FBgn0036503CG13454 2E+07 -
chr3L 15509018 1.6E+07 12.56 FBgn0036503CG13454 2E+07 -
chr3L 14935879 1.5E+07 11.70 FBgn0040809CG13465 1E+07 -
chr3L 14046073 1.4E+07 15.50 FBgn0036406CG13484 1E+07 -
chr2R 17975383 1.8E+07 13.92 FBgn0034692CG13502 2E+07 -
chrX 9672500 9672900 32.68 FBgn0030151CG1354 1E+07 +
chr2R 19270773 1.9E+07 11.84 FBgn0040660CG13551 2E+07 -
chr2R 20418843 2E+07 8.46 FBgn0035020CG13585 2E+07 +
chr3R 20105065 2E+07 10.28 FBgn0039177CG13611 2E+07 +
chr3R 20355984 2E+07 15.31 FBgn0039205CG13623 2E+07 -
chr3L 8064825 8065225 11.67 FBgn0035832CG13681 8E+06 +
chr2L 602312 602712 160.47 FBgn0031270CG13689 602813 +
chr2L 114427 114827 40.77 FBgn0031219CG13694 116117 -
chr3L 18099006 1.8E+07 8.00 FBgn0036773CG13698 2E+07 -
chr3L 18160221 1.8E+07 13.23 FBgn0036781CG13699 2E+07 -
chr3L 4840142 4840542 55.53 FBgn0035578CG13707 5E+06 -
chr2R 5962994 5963394 42.56 FBgn0033482CG1371 6E+06 -
chr2R 4982481 4982881 11.12 FBgn0033374CG13741 5E+06 -
chr2R 4982040 4982440 27.11 FBgn0033374CG13741 5E+06 -
chr2R 4827230 4827630 8.40 FBgn0033354CG13745 5E+06 -
chr2R 4830506 4830906 22.79 FBgn0033355CG13748 5E+06 +
chr2R 4787559 4787959 11.99 FBgn0033340CG13751 5E+06 +
chrX 2518595 2518995 26.35 FBgn0040333CG13762 3E+06 -
chr2L 7013093 7013493 11.14 FBgn0031880CG13776 7E+06 +
chr2L 7219907 7220307 15.16 FBgn0031897CG13784 7E+06 -
chr2L 7641604 7642004 59.97 FBgn0031927CG13792 8E+06 -
chr3R 18223103 1.8E+07 14.55 FBgn0038958CG13857 2E+07 -
chr3L 851047 851447 7.60 FBgn0035169CG13890 851319 +
chr3L 604708 605108 88.98 FBgn0035146CG13893 604001 -
chr3L 699694 700094 8.65 FBgn0035157CG13894 699143 -
chr3L 697042 697442 7.89 FBgn0035157CG13894 699143 -
chr3L 713961 714361 8.65 FBgn0035159CG13896 711850 -
chr3L 712009 712409 156.90 FBgn0035159CG13896 711850 -
chr3L 1188804 1189204 210.15 FBgn0035186CG13912 1E+06 +
chr3L 1746533 1746933 14.37 FBgn0035267CG13921 2E+06 +
chr3L 1850519 1850919 8.23 FBgn0035282CG13936 2E+06 -
chr2L 855232 855632 159.97 FBgn0031288CG13949 855337 +
chr2L 19817142 2E+07 119.45 FBgn0032824CG13962 2E+07 -
chr2L 20106595 2E+07 69.64 FBgn0032851CG13970 2E+07 -
chr2L 20104564 2E+07 7.65 FBgn0032851CG13970 2E+07 -
chr2L 6068846 6069246 13.50 FBgn0031776CG13993 6E+06 +
chr3L 17037987 1.7E+07 75.86 FBgn0036696CG14057 2E+07 -
chr3L 18858979 1.9E+07 15.21 FBgn0036818CG14074 2E+07 +
chr3L 19583521 2E+07 8.60 FBgn0036889CG14100 2E+07 -
chr3L 11808273 1.2E+07 8.80 FBgn0036210CG14130 1E+07 +
chr3L 11684516 1.2E+07 30.39 FBgn0036193CG14135 1E+07 +
chr3L 10079470 1E+07 24.61 FBgn0036066CG14160 1E+07 -
chr3L 20097013 2E+07 35.39 FBgn0036935CG14186 2E+07 -
chrX 19083961 1.9E+07 8.99 FBgn0030994CG14193 2E+07 +
chrX 19136016 1.9E+07 10.15 FBgn0031002CG14196 2E+07 -
chrX 19498952 1.9E+07 13.30 FBgn0031037CG14207 2E+07 +
chrX 19509962 2E+07 11.07 FBgn0031040CG14210 2E+07 +
chrX 19532700 2E+07 8.56 FBgn0031047CG14213 2E+07 +
chrX 19546090 2E+07 9.08 FBgn0031052CG14215 2E+07 +
chrX 19495701 1.9E+07 15.15 FBgn0031036CG14220 2E+07 -
chrX 19638215 2E+07 22.19 FBgn0031066CG14235 2E+07 -
chr3R 22770960 2.3E+07 7.70 FBgn0039462CG14252 2E+07 +
chr2L 8326834 8327234 11.40 FBgn0032022CG14275 8E+06 +
chr3R 14754673 1.5E+07 92.09 FBgn0038662CG14290 1E+07 -
chr3R 14754251 1.5E+07 11.87 FBgn0038662CG14290 1E+07 -
chr3R 14584647 1.5E+07 13.73 FBgn0038651CG14299 1E+07 -
chr3R 14446892 1.4E+07 15.62 FBgn0038629CG14304 1E+07 -
chr3R 14041609 1.4E+07 8.51 FBgn0038581CG14314 1E+07 +
chr3R 13559087 1.4E+07 44.27 FBgn0038540CG14321 1E+07 +
chr3R 13473118 1.3E+07 8.93 FBgn0038532CG14322 1E+07 +
chr3R 13442871 1.3E+07 126.60 FBgn0038527CG14324 1E+07 -
chr3R 13440866 1.3E+07 28.49 FBgn0038526CG14327 1E+07 +
chr2L 1108328 1108728 34.92 FBgn0031301CG14339 1E+06 +
chr2L 1166278 1166678 11.20 FBgn0031315CG14341 1E+06 +
chr2L 1611100 1611500 7.92 FBgn0031351CG14352 2E+06 +
chr2L 21090945 2.1E+07 13.82 FBgn0032914CG14397 2E+07 +
chrX 14804636 1.5E+07 12.64 FBgn0030595CG14406 1E+07 -
chrX 14726443 1.5E+07 9.59 FBgn0030582CG14411 1E+07 +
chrX 14474373 1.4E+07 56.77 FBgn0030571CG14414 1E+07 +
chrX 6746624 6747024 9.42 FBgn0029915CG14434 7E+06 -
chrX 6737805 6738205 8.59 FBgn0029911CG14435 7E+06 -
chrX 7802214 7802614 18.52 FBgn0029975CG1444 8E+06 +
chr3R 3825085 3825485 8.37 FBgn0037535CG14463 4E+06 +
chrX 21476605 2.1E+07 10.76 FBgn0027588CG14476 2E+07 -
chrX 21476120 2.1E+07 7.95 FBgn0027588CG14476 2E+07 -
chr2R 13349513 1.3E+07 7.57 FBgn0028953CG14478 1E+07 +
chr3R 24964129 2.5E+07 146.37 FBgn0039639CG14512 2E+07 -
chr3R 24965389 2.5E+07 14.61 FBgn0039640CG14516 2E+07 +
chr3R 24696061 2.5E+07 14.61 FBgn0039609CG14529 2E+07 +
chr3R 21882119 2.2E+07 8.92 FBgn0039404CG14543 2E+07 +
chr3R 21676824 2.2E+07 26.16 FBgn0040602CG14545 2E+07 -
chr3L 22058774 2.2E+07 21.54 FBgn0037149CG14561 2E+07 +
chr3R 25048958 2.5E+07 10.59 FBgn0062442CG1458 3E+07 -
chr3R 3025582 3025982 8.60 FBgn0037483CG14609 3E+06 +
chrX 21875282 2.2E+07 7.93 FBgn0031189CG14618 2E+07 +
chrX 21857394 2.2E+07 16.09 FBgn0031187CG14619 2E+07 +
chrX 21844895 2.2E+07 8.48 FBgn0031183CG14621 2E+07 +
chrX 1094840 1095240 9.02 FBgn0040358CG14625 1E+06 +
chrX 1081006 1081406 35.16 FBgn0040360CG14626 1E+06 +
chrX 735122 735522 8.34 FBgn0029535CG14635 738870 +
chrX 737627 738027 48.93 FBgn0029535CG14635 738870 +
chr3R 215792 216192 16.11 FBgn0037241CG14646 216097 +
chr3R 647061 647461 10.23 FBgn0037282CG14657 647150 -
chr3R 6710654 6711054 23.59 FBgn0037853CG14696 7E+06 -
chr3R 7448546 7448946 23.24 FBgn0037922CG14711 7E+06 +
chr2R 4060909 4061309 9.41 FBgn0033274CG14757 4E+06 -
chr2R 4139003 4139403 299.59 FBgn0033277CG14760 4E+06 +
chr2R 3901713 3902113 249.08 FBgn0033250CG14762 4E+06 -
chr2R 4610626 4611026 12.73 FBgn0040777CG14767 5E+06 -
chrX 1354520 1354920 10.06 FBgn0027794CG14786 1E+06 -
chrX 1771131 1771531 9.00 FBgn0023514CG14805 2E+06 +
chrX 1715047 1715447 34.37 FBgn0029589CG14810 2E+06 -
chrX 1712983 1713383 24.30 FBgn0029589CG14810 2E+06 -
chrX 21194986 2.1E+07 14.19 FBgn0031174CG1486 2E+07 +
chr3R 10720063 1.1E+07 41.98 FBgn0038273CG14860 1E+07 +
chr3R 11094128 1.1E+07 10.72 FBgn0038311CG14864 1E+07 -
chr3R 11714631 1.2E+07 18.56 FBgn0038380CG14877 1E+07 -
chr3R 12445683 1.2E+07 23.05 FBgn0038451CG14893 1E+07 +
chr3R 12308012 1.2E+07 7.99 FBgn0038437CG14898 1E+07 -
chr3R 12399552 1.2E+07 80.60 FBgn0038446CG14903 1E+07 -
chr3R 12450322 1.2E+07 101.23 FBgn0038452CG14905 1E+07 -
chr3R 12476649 1.2E+07 9.41 FBgn0015351CG14906 1E+07 -
chr2L 11816379 1.2E+07 26.53 FBgn0032378CG14939 1E+07 -
chr2L 12075970 1.2E+07 14.05 FBgn0032406CG14947 1E+07 +
chr3L 3192406 3192806 7.90 FBgn0035414CG14965 3E+06 -
chr3L 3197516 3197916 10.34 FBgn0035415CG14966 3E+06 -
chr3L 3195229 3195629 15.51 FBgn0035415CG14966 3E+06 -
chr3L 3334847 3335247 7.79 FBgn0035440CG14969 3E+06 -
chr3L 4001929 4002329 9.63 FBgn0035482CG14985 4E+06 +
chr3L 4092715 4093115 41.77 FBgn0035496CG14990 4E+06 +
chr3L 4239386 4239786 14.63 FBgn0035515CG14997 4E+06 +
chr3R 15317914 1.5E+07 29.85 FBgn0038709CG15025 2E+07 -
chr3R 15316716 1.5E+07 94.87 FBgn0038709CG15025 2E+07 -
chrX 15069073 1.5E+07 20.50 FBgn0030618CG15028 2E+07 +
chr2R 14575384 1.5E+07 20.47 FBgn0034376CG15072 1E+07 +
chr2R 14684257 1.5E+07 11.84 FBgn0034392CG15094 1E+07 -
chr2R 14695110 1.5E+07 29.53 FBgn0034394CG15096 1E+07 -
chr2R 15024619 1.5E+07 10.80 FBgn0034419CG15111 2E+07 +
chr2R 15025435 1.5E+07 21.14 FBgn0034419CG15111 2E+07 +
chr2R 15013179 1.5E+07 8.74 FBgn0034417CG15117 2E+07 -
chrX 7805887 7806287 13.89 FBgn0029976CG1514 8E+06 +
chr2L 18590642 1.9E+07 29.92 FBgn0032688CG15160 2E+07 +
chrX 11353386 1.1E+07 9.69 FBgn0030302CG15194 1E+07 +
chr2L 15248662 1.5E+07 15.90 FBgn0028862CG15267 2E+07 +
chr2L 14851674 1.5E+07 50.56 FBgn0028886CG15279 1E+07 -
chrX 20903332 2.1E+07 9.02 FBgn0031144CG1529 2E+07 -
chr2L 1980624 1981024 12.90 FBgn0031377CG15356 2E+06 -
chr2L 1884287 1884687 95.80 FBgn0031373CG15358 2E+06 -
chr2L 3490965 3491365 25.00 FBgn0031542CG15414 3E+06 -
chr2L 4442155 4442555 27.01 FBgn0031603CG15432 4E+06 +
chr2L 4463346 4463746 9.94 FBgn0031610CG15436 4E+06 +
chr2L 4448735 4449135 41.63 FBgn0025684CG15438 4E+06 -
chr3R 27022331 2.7E+07 12.77 FBgn0039827CG1544 3E+07 +
chr2L 4454317 4454717 107.53 FBgn0031607CG15440 4E+06 -
chrX 20987933 2.1E+07 34.40 FBgn0031161CG15445 2E+07 +
chrX 20260592 2E+07 11.00 FBgn0031104CG15460 2E+07 -
chrX 7604804 7605204 82.95 FBgn0029955CG15478 8E+06 -
chr3R 25729680 2.6E+07 67.24 FBgn0039718CG15517 3E+07 -
chr3R 25976298 2.6E+07 22.68 FBgn0039748CG15529 3E+07 +
chr3R 25979580 2.6E+07 78.82 FBgn0039748CG15529 3E+07 +
chr3R 26021207 2.6E+07 69.36 FBgn0039755CG15531 3E+07 -
chr3R 26250763 2.6E+07 18.85 FBgn0039766CG15536 3E+07 -
chr3R 26653160 2.7E+07 34.09 FBgn0039804CG15544 3E+07 +
chr3R 26696218 2.7E+07 105.26 FBgn0039806CG15545 3E+07 -
chr3R 26953113 2.7E+07 38.11 FBgn0039820CG15554 3E+07 +
chr3R 27089656 2.7E+07 16.88 FBgn0039839CG15555 3E+07 +
chr3R 27041529 2.7E+07 12.43 FBgn0039829CG15561 3E+07 -
chr3R 27056877 2.7E+07 9.55 FBgn0039832CG15563 3E+07 -
chrX 15606384 1.6E+07 7.72 FBgn0030673CG15601 2E+07 +
chr2R 12903392 1.3E+07 69.88 FBgn0034180CG15609 1E+07 -
chr2R 12687551 1.3E+07 164.33 FBgn0034159CG15615 1E+07 -
chrX 19759877 2E+07 70.87 FBgn0031077CG15618 2E+07 -
chr2L 4837880 4838280 74.01 FBgn0031635CG15626 5E+06 -
chr2L 4821733 4822133 13.73 FBgn0031632CG15628 5E+06 +
chr2L 4809997 4810397 18.39 FBgn0031630CG15629 5E+06 +
chr2L 4811703 4812103 13.98 FBgn0031630CG15629 5E+06 +
chr2R 12117295 1.2E+07 9.34 FBgn0034095CG15701 1E+07 +
chr2R 12118089 1.2E+07 16.16 FBgn0034093CG15706 1E+07 -
chr3L 15830397 1.6E+07 50.89 FBgn0036538CG15715 2E+07 -
chrX 12462532 1.2E+07 21.51 FBgn0030399CG15729 1E+07 -
chrX 12390482 1.2E+07 12.20 FBgn0030395CG15730 1E+07 -
chrX 11912444 1.2E+07 8.52 FBgn0030364CG15735 1E+07 +
chrX 11785766 1.2E+07 11.25 FBgn0030352CG15738 1E+07 +
chrX 13152053 1.3E+07 17.27 FBgn0030462CG15742 1E+07 -
chrX 13181784 1.3E+07 25.11 FBgn0030466CG15744 1E+07 +
chrX 13232087 1.3E+07 27.08 FBgn0030474CG15747 1E+07 +
chrX 13563484 1.4E+07 9.89 FBgn0030508CG15760 1E+07 +
chrX 5711208 5711608 25.03 FBgn0029814CG15765 6E+06 +
chrX 17744197 1.8E+07 10.28 FBgn0030873CG15814 2E+07 -
chr3R 25054634 2.5E+07 17.20 FBgn0028476CG15817 3E+07 +
chr2L 884964 885364 9.17 FBgn0031292CG15824 885052 -
chr3L 2377411 2377811 9.27 FBgn0035337CG15877 2E+06 -
chr3R 9111864 9112264 11.11 FBgn0038131CG15888 9E+06 -
chrX 5211135 5211535 16.56 FBgn0029754CG15930 5E+06 -
chrX 11241849 1.1E+07 13.30 FBgn0030289CG1597 1E+07 -
chr2R 3427039 3427439 13.56 FBgn0033191CG1598 3E+06 -
chr2R 5729856 5730256 24.36 FBgn0033452CG1599 6E+06 -
chr3R 27206855 2.7E+07 138.29 FBgn0039844CG1607 3E+07 +
chr2R 3383627 3384027 7.59 FBgn0033183CG1620 3E+06 -
chrX 10771678 1.1E+07 9.27 FBgn0030245CG1637 1E+07 -
chrX 13264809 1.3E+07 14.93 FBgn0030478CG1640 1E+07 +
chr2R 5707549 5707949 84.48 FBgn0033446CG1648 6E+06 -
chr2R 5698112 5698512 107.14 FBgn0033446CG1648 6E+06 -
chr2R 5731065 5731465 10.19 FBgn0033453CG1667 6E+06 +
chr3L 9697179 9697579 53.06 FBgn0036032CG16711 1E+07 +
chrX 5777421 5777821 77.21 FBgn0029820CG16721 6E+06 +
chr2R 16510777 1.7E+07 12.05 FBgn0034529CG16742 2E+07 +
chrX 7180110 7180510 85.88 FBgn0029941CG1677 7E+06 -
chr2L 19426495 1.9E+07 38.42 FBgn0032779CG16771 2E+07 +
chrX 3359524 3359924 9.97 FBgn0029661CG16781 3E+06 -
chr2R 19968893 2E+07 8.01 FBgn0034974CG16786 2E+07 +
chr2R 19844779 2E+07 25.36 FBgn0034940CG16787 2E+07 -
chr3R 17175238 1.7E+07 18.63 FBgn0038881CG16791 2E+07 -
chr3R 5503380 5503780 99.87 FBgn0037728CG16817 6E+06 +
chr2L 10989150 1.1E+07 70.24 FBgn0026147CG16833 1E+07 +
chr2L 13458954 1.3E+07 47.79 FBgn0032526CG16849 1E+07 +
chr2R 16174539 1.6E+07 23.85 FBgn0034498CG16868 2E+07 -
chr3R 5580258 5580658 8.39 FBgn0037741CG16908 6E+06 -
chr3R 12827998 1.3E+07 11.05 FBgn0038464CG16941 1E+07 -
chr2L 6465474 6465874 9.71 FBgn0031816CG16947 6E+06 -
chrX 15763829 1.6E+07 10.37 FBgn0030701CG16952 2E+07 +
chr2L 13414835 1.3E+07 14.36 FBgn0032523CG16956 1E+07 -
chr2L 11948468 1.2E+07 50.29 FBgn0032385CG16964 1E+07 +
chr2L 13332763 1.3E+07 28.46 FBgn0032504CG16970 1E+07 -
chrX 686906 687306 7.84 FBgn0025621CG16989 687201 +
chr2L 12455043 1.2E+07 31.78 FBgn0032437CG17024 1E+07 +
chr2R 9191621 9192021 8.13 FBgn0033827CG17047 9E+06 +
chrX 20128304 2E+07 59.38 FBgn0031099CG17065 2E+07 -
chr2R 3283273 3283673 10.85 FBgn0033162CG1707 3E+06 -
chr2L 277118 277518 8.90 FBgn0086855CG17078 277212 -
chr2L 10774074 1.1E+07 37.41 FBgn0032299CG17127 1E+07 +
chr3R 18573167 1.9E+07 12.44 FBgn0039020CG17141 2E+07 -
chr3R 7060605 7061005 15.27 FBgn0037884CG17184 7E+06 -
chr3R 8248300 8248700 12.47 FBgn0038043CG17202 8E+06 +
chr2L 12172743 1.2E+07 15.33 FBgn0032421CG17218 1E+07 +
chr3R 7263238 7263638 16.04 FBgn0046225CG17230 7E+06 +
chr2R 2563572 2563972 8.05 FBgn0033089CG17266 3E+06 -
chr3R 16649805 1.7E+07 24.70 FBgn0038830CG17272 2E+07 -
chr3R 16656143 1.7E+07 12.13 FBgn0027493CG17273 2E+07 -
chr3R 16655471 1.7E+07 10.18 FBgn0027493CG17273 2E+07 -
chr2L 8370356 8370756 9.21 FBgn0032029CG17292 8E+06 +
chr3R 8823540 8823940 10.32 FBgn0038107CG17327 9E+06 -
chr2R 1585082 1585482 7.57 FBgn0259979CG17337 2E+06 +
chr2L 14160839 1.4E+07 109.86 FBgn0028906CG17341 1E+07 +
chr2L 19064698 1.9E+07 9.79 FBgn0032751CG17343 2E+07 +
chr2L 19378600 1.9E+07 52.91 FBgn0032772CG17350 2E+07 +
chr3R 7612375 7612775 29.24 FBgn0037949CG17360 8E+06 -
chr2L 6773702 6774102 9.61 FBgn0031858CG17378 7E+06 +
chr3L 23707853 2.4E+07 8.30 FBgn0039977CG17454 2E+07 +
chr3R 27045240 2.7E+07 149.86 FBgn0039830CG1746 3E+07 -
chr2R 506265 506665 9.86 FBgn0032997CG17486 506534 +
chr2L 22471630 2.2E+07 12.27 FBgn0040011CG17494 2E+07 +
chr2RHet 2775576 2775976 10.46 FBgn0039959CG17514 3E+06 +
chr2R 711708 712108 11.07 FBgn0261387CG17528 711821 -
chrX 20916146 2.1E+07 16.41 FBgn0031148CG1753 2E+07 +
chr2L 19393726 1.9E+07 172.46 FBgn0032775CG17544 2E+07 -
chr2R 8756769 8757169 11.60 FBgn0033777CG17574 9E+06 -
chr2L 18830943 1.9E+07 8.15 FBgn0032715CG17597 2E+07 -
chr2L 4382568 4382968 9.35 FBgn0031597CG17612 4E+06 -
chrX 20187 20587 67.56 FBgn0025837CG17636 23076 -
chr2L 1732278 1732678 11.01 FBgn0031362CG17646 2E+06 +
chr2R 14035325 1.4E+07 7.93 FBgn0062440CG17680 1E+07 -
chr2R 18236 18636 13.22 FBgn0040002CG17683 18442 +
chr3L 13495563 1.3E+07 10.81 FBgn0036374CG17689 1E+07 +
chr3L 3239429 3239829 51.45 FBgn0035425CG17746 3E+06 -
chr3R 13630775 1.4E+07 15.38 FBgn0038549CG17802 1E+07 -
chr3R 3712411 3712811 39.28 FBgn0037525CG17816 4E+06 -
chr3R 16609772 1.7E+07 8.70 FBgn0038826CG17838 2E+07 +
chrX 10261664 1E+07 28.80 FBgn0028480CG17841 1E+07 +
chr2L 9539975 9540375 33.65 FBgn0032124CG17855 1E+07 +
chr2R 559099 559499 13.18 FBgn0040005CG17883 559362 +
chrX 8615616 8616016 34.44 FBgn0030063CG1789 9E+06 +
chr3R 2169058 2169458 12.44 FBgn0037433CG17919 2E+06 +
chr3R 27441739 2.7E+07 8.35 FBgn0039860CG1792 3E+07 +
chr3R 12184881 1.2E+07 15.18 FBgn0038421CG17931 1E+07 -
chr2R 17240086 1.7E+07 9.39 FBgn0034624CG17974 2E+07 -
chr2R 6029683 6030083 55.97 FBgn0033491CG18011 6E+06 +
chr3L 15828318 1.6E+07 49.78 FBgn0036537CG18081 2E+07 -
chrX 20381573 2E+07 14.46 FBgn0031119CG1812 2E+07 +
chr3L 18986663 1.9E+07 8.15 FBgn0036837CG18135 2E+07 -
chr2R 5466439 5466839 12.69 FBgn0033426CG1814 5E+06 +
chr3R 27494715 2.7E+07 84.51 FBgn0039863CG1815 3E+07 +
chrX 8046682 8047082 13.67 FBgn0030012CG18262 8E+06 +
chrX 11031624 1.1E+07 8.69 FBgn0030269CG18292 1E+07 +
chr2L 1724252 1724652 28.23 FBgn0031359CG18317 2E+06 -
chr2L 22169062 2.2E+07 8.32 FBgn0032979CG1832 2E+07 -
chr2R 8026040 8026440 20.31 FBgn0033683CG18343 8E+06 +
chr3L 4690634 4691034 13.32 FBgn0035568CG18418 5E+06 -
chr2R 13323898 1.3E+07 33.09 FBgn0034218CG18467 1E+07 +
chrX 3067082 3067482 36.56 FBgn0028746CG18508 3E+06 -
chrX 3066553 3066953 13.27 FBgn0028746CG18508 3E+06 -
chr3R 20185725 2E+07 79.83 FBgn0039189CG18528 2E+07 -
chr3L 15041236 1.5E+07 51.98 FBgn0036466CG18581 2E+07 -
chr2L 7885247 7885647 8.90 FBgn0031962CG18591 8E+06 -
chr3R 18201279 1.8E+07 9.53 FBgn0038953CG18596 2E+07 +
chr3R 14127284 1.4E+07 24.70 FBgn0038601CG18600 1E+07 -
chr2L 8997325 8997725 20.33 FBgn0040964CG18661 9E+06 +
chr3R 25947442 2.6E+07 17.89 FBgn0040625CG18682 3E+07 -
chr3R 3605593 3605993 54.88 FBgn0042104CG18747 4E+06 -
chr3R 23070844 2.3E+07 22.36 FBgn0042111CG18766 2E+07 -
chr3L 6543184 6543584 257.43 FBgn0042185CG18769 7E+06 +
chr3L 18666120 1.9E+07 14.73 FBgn0042134CG18811 2E+07 -
chr3L 18665436 1.9E+07 10.88 FBgn0042134CG18811 2E+07 -
chr2R 3623374 3623774 23.20 FBgn0042135CG18812 4E+06 -
chr2R 3614545 3614945 45.94 FBgn0042135CG18812 4E+06 -
chr3L 11620886 1.2E+07 12.08 FBgn0042138CG18815 1E+07 +
chr3R 27568928 2.8E+07 15.38 FBgn0039869CG1890 3E+07 +
chr3R 27573135 2.8E+07 8.95 FBgn0022349CG1910 3E+07 +
chr2R 3599381 3599781 11.04 FBgn0033215CG1942 4E+06 +
chr3R 24852751 2.5E+07 11.27 FBgn0039623CG1951 2E+07 +
chrX 13306969 1.3E+07 31.03 FBgn0030485CG1998 1E+07 -
chr3R 788353 788753 28.86 FBgn0250839CG2016 787070 -
chr3R 1687577 1687977 8.85 FBgn0037391CG2017 2E+06 -
chr3R 1687987 1688387 39.04 FBgn0037391CG2017 2E+06 -
chrX 7180609 7181009 20.50 FBgn0029942CG2059 7E+06 +
chr3R 1580322 1580722 12.98 FBgn0037372CG2091 2E+06 -
chr3R 1522138 1522538 8.63 FBgn0037365CG2104 2E+06 -
chrX 8023184 8023584 12.27 FBgn0030003CG2116 8E+06 +
chr3R 27619353 2.8E+07 12.06 FBgn0039877CG2118 3E+07 -
chr2R 4300675 4301075 24.58 FBgn0033289CG2121 4E+06 -
chr2R 4010306 4010706 7.62 FBgn0033264CG2158 4E+06 +
chr3R 26253738 2.6E+07 12.08 FBgn0039767CG2218 3E+07 -
chr4 199896 200296 14.86 FBgn0039889CG2219 199980 -
chr3R 26284833 2.6E+07 8.64 FBgn0039773CG2224 3E+07 -
chr2L 21677643 2.2E+07 29.07 FBgn0032957CG2225 2E+07 -
chr3R 25319079 2.5E+07 24.60 FBgn0039665CG2310 3E+07 -
chr4 214300 214700 8.22 FBgn0039890CG2316 214448 -
chr3R 25314852 2.5E+07 14.57 FBgn0039663CG2321 3E+07 -
chrX 11572414 1.2E+07 7.83 FBgn0030323CG2371 1E+07 -
chr2L 20464363 2E+07 29.47 FBgn0032864CG2493 2E+07 -
chr2L 20463554 2E+07 7.60 FBgn0032864CG2493 2E+07 -
chr3R 1373336 1373736 8.59 FBgn0037336CG2519 1E+06 -
chrX 12390983 1.2E+07 19.46 FBgn0030396CG2556 1E+07 +
chr3R 1048925 1049325 8.36 FBgn0037298CG2604 1E+06 -
chr3R 2970209 2970609 16.30 FBgn0037478CG2656 3E+06 +
chrX 2592065 2592465 8.18 FBgn0024992CG2658 3E+06 -
chrX 2601708 2602108 8.82 FBgn0024995CG2680 3E+06 -
chrX 2614180 2614580 17.64 FBgn0024973CG2701 3E+06 -
chr2R 20852496 2.1E+07 9.72 FBgn0035087CG2765 2E+07 -
chr2L 3449377 3449777 27.96 FBgn0031534CG2774 3E+06 +
chr2R 20835783 2.1E+07 13.01 FBgn0027599CG2790 2E+07 -
chr2R 20827765 2.1E+07 11.23 FBgn0035082CG2811 2E+07 -
chr2R 19812445 2E+07 11.04 FBgn0034931CG2812 2E+07 +
chr2L 3712991 3713391 13.65 FBgn0031566CG2818 4E+06 +
chr2R 18533732 1.9E+07 12.66 FBgn0034753CG2852 2E+07 -
chrX 3467506 3467906 13.94 FBgn0029672CG2875 3E+06 -
chr2R 3843398 3843798 12.38 FBgn0033240CG2906 4E+06 +
chrX 2168956 2169356 11.45 FBgn0023529CG2918 2E+06 -
chrX 2164684 2165084 91.51 FBgn0023528CG2924 2E+06 -
chr3R 1413906 1414306 9.14 FBgn0037344CG2926 1E+06 -
chr2R 19836670 2E+07 14.88 FBgn0034936CG2970 2E+07 +
chrX 9903811 9904211 49.11 FBgn0030170CG2990 1E+07 +
chr2L 2856933 2857333 11.59 FBgn0031474CG2991 3E+06 +
chr2R 5710298 5710698 11.03 FBgn0050001CG30001 6E+06 -
chr2R 5750815 5751215 9.07 FBgn0050010CG30010 6E+06 +
chr2R 6762031 6762431 14.04 FBgn0050015CG30015 7E+06 -
chr2R 6774083 6774483 22.33 FBgn0050020CG30020 7E+06 +
chr2R 7295625 7296025 45.99 FBgn0050026CG30026 7E+06 -
chr2R 8323279 8323679 12.52 FBgn0050051CG30051 8E+06 +
chr2R 11756554 1.2E+07 52.89 FBgn0050085CG30085 1E+07 -
chrX 4561026 4561426 67.22 FBgn0029720CG3009 5E+06 -
chr2R 13556664 1.4E+07 8.35 FBgn0050108CG30108 1E+07 +
chrX 5810228 5810628 51.96 FBgn0029823CG3011 6E+06 -
chr2R 14526576 1.5E+07 15.92 FBgn0050122CG30122 1E+07 -
chr2R 16558476 1.7E+07 8.22 FBgn0034543CG30152 2E+07 +
chr2R 2778907 2779307 12.95 FBgn0050158CG30158 3E+06 +
chr2R 19431319 1.9E+07 8.07 FBgn0050185CG30185 2E+07 +
chr2R 10401601 1E+07 32.99 FBgn0050197CG30197 1E+07 +
chr2R 17422903 1.7E+07 181.29 FBgn0050286CG30286 2E+07 -
chr2R 17409565 1.7E+07 31.05 FBgn0050289CG30289 2E+07 -
chr2R 16896891 1.7E+07 7.74 FBgn0050291CG30291 2E+07 -
chr2R 16905100 1.7E+07 22.36 FBgn0050296CG30296 2E+07 +
chr2L 4891976 4892376 14.90 FBgn0031645CG3036 5E+06 +
chr2R 3827937 3828337 23.66 FBgn0050379CG30379 4E+06 +
chrX 139742 140142 18.57 FBgn0040373CG3038 139875 -
chr2R 3712492 3712892 15.07 FBgn0050383CG30383 4E+06 -
chr2R 17047931 1.7E+07 18.99 FBgn0050389CG30389 2E+07 -
chrX 6867295 6867695 51.17 FBgn0029925CG3040 7E+06 -
chr2R 19273780 1.9E+07 14.57 FBgn0250838CG30415 2E+07 -
chr2R 20631035 2.1E+07 18.83 FBgn0050421CG30421 2E+07 +
chr2R 21140558 2.1E+07 90.52 FBgn0050428CG30428 2E+07 +
chr2R 18062035 1.8E+07 8.09 FBgn0034703CG3045 2E+07 -
chr2R 12618638 1.3E+07 9.65 FBgn0050463CG30463 1E+07 -
chr2R 11425291 1.1E+07 13.62 FBgn0050467CG30467 1E+07 +
chr2R 11311810 1.1E+07 15.60 FBgn0050472CG30472 1E+07 -
chr2R 3341413 3341813 99.55 FBgn0050502CG30502 3E+06 -
chrX 2152649 2153049 52.45 FBgn0023524CG3078 2E+06 -
chr3R 26634059 2.7E+07 89.80 FBgn0027598CG31012 3E+07 +
chr3R 26427453 2.6E+07 46.46 FBgn0051021CG31021 3E+07 +
chr3R 25733347 2.6E+07 14.92 FBgn0051036CG31036 3E+07 +
chr2L 2855193 2855593 11.02 FBgn0031473CG3104 3E+06 -
chr3R 23753781 2.4E+07 9.52 FBgn0051053CG31053 2E+07 -
chr3R 23054093 2.3E+07 18.99 FBgn0051063CG31063 2E+07 -
chr3R 23064614 2.3E+07 12.06 FBgn0051064CG31064 2E+07 -
chr3R 22814390 2.3E+07 39.28 FBgn0051075CG31075 2E+07 -
chr3R 21119272 2.1E+07 9.90 FBgn0051098CG31098 2E+07 -
chr3R 20880224 2.1E+07 8.12 FBgn0051109CG31109 2E+07 -
chr3R 18412975 1.8E+07 20.79 FBgn0051158CG31158 2E+07 +
chr3R 7774604 7775004 7.66 FBgn0051211CG31211 8E+06 +
chr3R 7775076 7775476 20.03 FBgn0051211CG31211 8E+06 +
chr3R 16656653 1.7E+07 8.03 FBgn0051223CG31223 2E+07 +
chr3R 14493325 1.4E+07 35.00 FBgn0051229CG31229 1E+07 +
chrX 5640858 5641258 9.45 FBgn0261383CG3125 6E+06 -
chr3R 12744783 1.3E+07 67.08 FBgn0051270CG31270 1E+07 -
chr3R 12574234 1.3E+07 92.64 FBgn0063261CG31275 1E+07 -
chr3R 6533905 6534305 7.64 FBgn0051278CG31278 7E+06 -
chr3R 12257363 1.2E+07 85.77 FBgn0051279CG31279 1E+07 +
chr3R 21929160 2.2E+07 50.70 FBgn0051324CG31324 2E+07 +
chr3R 5531058 5531458 90.31 FBgn0051352CG31352 6E+06 -
chr3R 18952399 1.9E+07 19.17 FBgn0051365CG31365 2E+07 -
chr3R 7063258 7063658 11.86 FBgn0051388CG31388 7E+06 +
chr3R 18953554 1.9E+07 13.15 FBgn0051457CG31457 2E+07 -
chr3R 3635896 3636296 275.47 FBgn0051472CG31472 4E+06 +
chrX 5590374 5590774 11.43 FBgn0027564CG3149 6E+06 -
chr3R 2956520 2956920 7.88 FBgn0051493CG31493 3E+06 +
chr3R 279606 280006 13.90 FBgn0051522CG31522 279036 -
chr3R 279074 279474 9.56 FBgn0051522CG31522 279036 -
chr3R 484766 485166 8.20 FBgn0051531CG31531 485305 +
chr3R 530874 531274 82.40 FBgn0051534CG31534 531458 +
chr3R 531279 531679 8.55 FBgn0051534CG31534 531458 +
chr2L 21683478 2.2E+07 73.57 FBgn0051619CG31619 2E+07 +
chr2L 7042169 7042569 9.67 FBgn0051630CG31630 7E+06 +
chr2L 6498358 6498758 59.79 FBgn0051637CG31637 6E+06 +
chr2L 5043011 5043411 8.44 FBgn0031673CG31650 5E+06 -
chr2L 4852527 4852927 19.09 FBgn0051660CG31660 5E+06 +
chr2L 2045262 2045662 23.52 FBgn0028952CG31672 2E+06 +
chrX 6635125 6635525 79.36 FBgn0029896CG3168 7E+06 -
chrX 6619113 6619513 9.53 FBgn0029896CG3168 7E+06 -
chr2L 20638478 2.1E+07 14.44 FBgn0051680CG31680 2E+07 +
chr2L 13296095 1.3E+07 14.63 FBgn0051729CG31729 1E+07 +
chr2L 16879241 1.7E+07 9.60 FBgn0032618CG31743 2E+07 +
chr2L 18677007 1.9E+07 8.53 FBgn0086909CG31751 2E+07 +
chr2L 16852569 1.7E+07 9.13 FBgn0051810CG31810 2E+07 -
chr2L 16543223 1.7E+07 81.52 FBgn0051816CG31816 2E+07 +
chrX 6582960 6583360 8.87 FBgn0029892CG3184 7E+06 -
chrX 6581316 6581716 8.57 FBgn0029892CG3184 7E+06 -
chr2L 13500389 1.4E+07 27.20 FBgn0051847CG31847 1E+07 +
chr2L 13182455 1.3E+07 13.07 FBgn0051849CG31849 1E+07 -
chr2L 10802328 1.1E+07 21.03 FBgn0051869CG31869 1E+07 -
chr2L 8958248 8958648 17.84 FBgn0032079CG31886 9E+06 -
chr2L 7258095 7258495 134.23 FBgn0051909CG31909 7E+06 +
chr2L 5527854 5528254 9.41 FBgn0051915CG31915 6E+06 +
chr2L 1491793 1492193 118.25 FBgn0051928CG31928 1E+06 +
chr2L 2878176 2878576 8.52 FBgn0051950CG31950 3E+06 +
chr2L 3872301 3872701 18.64 FBgn0051957CG31957 4E+06 -
chr2L 3786185 3786585 76.62 FBgn0051958CG31958 4E+06 +
chr2L 3786770 3787170 13.89 FBgn0051958CG31958 4E+06 +
chr2L 4187658 4188058 8.25 FBgn0051961CG31961 4E+06 -
chr2L 138113 138513 23.63 FBgn0051975CG31975 140992 -
chr4 226464 226864 18.46 FBgn0051998CG31998 226552 -
chr4 152563 152963 10.39 FBgn0052000CG32000 152850 +
chr3L 10508861 1.1E+07 9.56 FBgn0052062CG32062 1E+07 +
chr3L 11721249 1.2E+07 8.19 FBgn0052088CG32088 1E+07 +
chr3L 11623771 1.2E+07 9.47 FBgn0052091CG32091 1E+07 +
chr3L 12260245 1.2E+07 10.54 FBgn0052100CG32100 1E+07 +
chr3L 12407793 1.2E+07 22.12 FBgn0052103CG32103 1E+07 -
chr3L 12854590 1.3E+07 65.96 FBgn0052107CG32107 1E+07 -
chr3L 12850682 1.3E+07 21.64 FBgn0052107CG32107 1E+07 -
chr3L 15136917 1.5E+07 7.55 FBgn0047178CG32147 2E+07 -
chr3L 16595897 1.7E+07 7.80 FBgn0042177CG32164 2E+07 +
chr3L 16588159 1.7E+07 8.15 FBgn0042178CG32165 2E+07 +
chr3L 16868603 1.7E+07 9.66 FBgn0052170CG32170 2E+07 +
chr3L 18107455 1.8E+07 82.43 FBgn0052195CG32195 2E+07 +
chr3L 18453404 1.8E+07 146.15 FBgn0052196CG32196 2E+07 -
chr3L 18940055 1.9E+07 10.35 FBgn0052204CG32204 2E+07 -
chr3L 19545218 2E+07 8.26 FBgn0052210CG32210 2E+07 -
chr2L 4818072 4818472 8.00 FBgn0031631CG3225 5E+06 -
chr3L 4318496 4318896 8.64 FBgn0052250CG32250 4E+06 +
chr3L 4313282 4313682 36.39 FBgn0052251CG32251 4E+06 +
chr3L 3810153 3810553 13.30 FBgn0052262CG32262 4E+06 -
chr3L 3472152 3472552 21.36 FBgn0052267CG32267 3E+06 -
chr3L 3164953 3165353 38.00 FBgn0052280CG32280 3E+06 +
chr3L 2531326 2531726 272.89 FBgn0260480CG32295 3E+06 -
chr3L 2244120 2244520 26.15 FBgn0052301CG32301 2E+06 +
chr3L 7908199 7908599 18.42 FBgn0052368CG32368 8E+06 +
chr3L 7909300 7909700 37.96 FBgn0052368CG32368 8E+06 +
chr2L 3469870 3470270 23.61 FBgn0031540CG3238 3E+06 -
chr3L 6756971 6757371 9.95 FBgn0052392CG32392 7E+06 -
chr3L 5892366 5892766 20.25 FBgn0052409CG32409 6E+06 +
chr3L 20490250 2E+07 8.46 FBgn0052425CG32425 2E+07 +
chr3L 22726736 2.3E+07 37.48 FBgn0260481CG32454 2E+07 +
chr3L 22951291 2.3E+07 19.52 FBgn0052461CG32461 2E+07 -
chr3R 9134829 9135229 20.79 FBgn0052473CG32473 9E+06 +
chr3L 871660 872060 16.03 FBgn0052479CG32479 871903 +
chr3L 3050086 3050486 35.23 FBgn0052485CG32485 3E+06 +
chr3L 3070723 3071123 16.30 FBgn0052486CG32486 3E+06 -
chrX 17746521 1.8E+07 9.44 FBgn0052554CG32554 2E+07 -
chrX 17578840 1.8E+07 13.99 FBgn0052556CG32556 2E+07 -
chrX 17576694 1.8E+07 13.87 FBgn0052556CG32556 2E+07 -
chrX 17589655 1.8E+07 78.88 FBgn0052556CG32556 2E+07 -
chrX 17750473 1.8E+07 36.26 FBgn0052557CG32557 2E+07 -
chrX 16545107 1.7E+07 16.86 FBgn0052573CG32573 2E+07 +
chrX 13741513 1.4E+07 7.58 FBgn0052626CG32626 1E+07 -
chrX 13739810 1.4E+07 32.91 FBgn0052626CG32626 1E+07 -
chrX 13022055 1.3E+07 20.51 FBgn0052638CG32638 1E+07 -
chrX 12678987 1.3E+07 22.13 FBgn0052647CG32647 1E+07 -
chrX 12791142 1.3E+07 16.96 FBgn0052650CG32650 1E+07 -
chrX 11386974 1.1E+07 8.83 FBgn0052666CG32666 1E+07 +
chrX 10639367 1.1E+07 8.22 FBgn0052676CG32676 1E+07 -
chrX 10638860 1.1E+07 10.80 FBgn0052676CG32676 1E+07 -
chrX 9473981 9474381 10.49 FBgn0052699CG32699 9E+06 -
chrX 9444827 9445227 46.74 FBgn0052700CG32700 9E+06 -
chrX 8979736 8980136 12.19 FBgn0052708CG32708 9E+06 +
chrX 5631939 5632339 19.46 FBgn0052758CG32758 6E+06 -
chrX 4978697 4979097 11.11 FBgn0052767CG32767 5E+06 -
chrX 4976886 4977286 10.44 FBgn0052767CG32767 5E+06 -
chrX 4802853 4803253 7.87 FBgn0052772CG32772 5E+06 +
chrX 3464289 3464689 89.65 FBgn0052792CG32792 3E+06 +
chrX 2684731 2685131 12.62 FBgn0040384CG32795 3E+06 -
chrX 1406772 1407172 81.63 FBgn0025394CG32810 1E+06 +
chrX 1411118 1411518 36.94 FBgn0025394CG32810 1E+06 +
chrX 1180170 1180570 101.59 FBgn0025642CG32812 1E+06 +
chrX 1182945 1183345 19.35 FBgn0025642CG32812 1E+06 +
chrX 1274720 1275120 12.75 FBgn0052813CG32813 1E+06 +
chrX 920441 920841 20.34 FBgn0052814CG32814 920733 -
chrX 230849 231249 46.96 FBgn0052816CG32816 228832 -
chr4 335272 335672 7.88 FBgn0052850CG32850 335572 +
chr2L 4794358 4794758 8.99 FBgn0031628CG3294 5E+06 +
chr3L 21195131 2.1E+07 27.18 FBgn0053054CG33054 2E+07 -
chr3R 17099365 1.7E+07 13.36 FBgn0038877CG3308 2E+07 -
chrX 5223198 5223598 10.56 FBgn0029756CG3309 5E+06 -
chr3R 19644864 2E+07 55.18 FBgn0053111CG33111 2E+07 -
chr2L 7890705 7891105 176.05 FBgn0053121CG33121 8E+06 -
chr2R 6685977 6686377 8.49 FBgn0053144CG33144 7E+06 -
chr2R 6670278 6670678 7.72 FBgn0053144CG33144 7E+06 -
chr2R 9439829 9440229 9.61 FBgn0053156CG33156 9E+06 -
chr3L 22856690 2.3E+07 55.75 FBgn0053169CG33169 2E+07 +
chr3L 22858515 2.3E+07 17.73 FBgn0053170CG33170 2E+07 +
chrX 14975059 1.5E+07 64.94 FBgn0053177CG33177 1E+07 +
chrX 8383841 8384241 7.62 FBgn0053181CG33181 8E+06 +
chrX 8384293 8384693 9.84 FBgn0053181CG33181 8E+06 +
chrX 8386534 8386934 7.83 FBgn0053181CG33181 8E+06 +
chr3R 10152543 1E+07 11.15 FBgn0038224CG3321 1E+07 +
chr2R 20556657 2.1E+07 11.08 FBgn0261373CG33228 2E+07 -
chr3L 224501 224901 8.64 FBgn0053229CG33229 224131 +
chr3L 2466488 2466888 70.60 FBgn0035347CG33232 2E+06 +
chr3L 2485732 2486132 54.93 FBgn0035347CG33232 2E+06 +
chr2L 3319742 3320142 38.48 FBgn0031519CG3326 3E+06 -
chr3L 7633434 7633834 10.38 FBgn0053276CG33276 8E+06 -
chr2L 9657285 9657685 52.61 FBgn0053299CG33299 1E+07 +
chr2L 13842122 1.4E+07 15.08 FBgn0053307CG33307 1E+07 -
chr2R 15141283 1.5E+07 23.47 FBgn0053453CG33453 2E+07 -
chr2R 11585510 1.2E+07 125.30 FBgn0053462CG33462 1E+07 +
chr2R 11708834 1.2E+07 221.40 FBgn0053465CG33465 1E+07 -
chr3L 5920602 5921002 13.82 FBgn0053523CG33523 6E+06 +
chr2R 2858978 2859378 7.86 FBgn0053558CG33558 3E+06 -
chr2R 2810592 2810992 41.23 FBgn0033117CG3358 3E+06 +
chr2R 8297090 8297490 14.07 FBgn0053626CG33626 8E+06 +
chr2R 20073993 2E+07 32.45 FBgn0034987CG3363 2E+07 +
chr2R 20074926 2E+07 32.81 FBgn0034987CG3363 2E+07 +
chr2R 8408681 8409081 10.81 FBgn0053632CG33632 8E+06 +
chr3R 23108511 2.3E+07 8.92 FBgn0039508CG3368 2E+07 +
chr3R 23109281 2.3E+07 11.05 FBgn0039508CG3368 2E+07 +
chr2L 11277759 1.1E+07 8.82 FBgn0052831CG33695 1E+07 +
chr3L 22641179 2.3E+07 7.86 FBgn0053769CG33769 2E+07 +
chr2R 5287691 5288091 18.87 FBgn0053774CG33774 5E+06 -
chr3L 4554219 4554619 48.71 FBgn0053777CG33777 5E+06 -
chr3L 4553374 4553774 83.36 FBgn0053777CG33777 5E+06 -
chr3L 9435710 9436110 8.63 FBgn0053926CG33926 9E+06 +
chr2R 14080645 1.4E+07 39.79 FBgn0053958CG33958 1E+07 -
chr3R 10549882 1.1E+07 18.73 FBgn0053967CG33967 1E+07 -
chr3L 20386508 2E+07 11.55 FBgn0053969CG33969 2E+07 -
chr3R 22143614 2.2E+07 56.61 FBgn0053970CG33970 2E+07 +
chr3R 9228857 9229257 86.88 FBgn0053977CG33977 9E+06 -
chr3L 10623923 1.1E+07 18.77 FBgn0054001CG34001 1E+07 +
chr2R 13935311 1.4E+07 41.75 FBgn0054005CG34005 1E+07 +
chr3L 2960664 2961064 24.78 FBgn0054025CG34025 3E+06 -
chr3L 14552683 1.5E+07 7.70 FBgn0054039CG34039 1E+07 +
chr3L 5096655 5097055 8.64 FBgn0054047CG34047 5E+06 -
chr2R 7298264 7298664 97.24 FBgn0054054CG34054 7E+06 -
chr2L 3813274 3813674 31.81 FBgn0031573CG3407 4E+06 -
chr3L 9502155 9502555 8.63 FBgn0036008CG3408 1E+07 -
chrX 9980278 9980678 36.68 FBgn0083940CG34104 1E+07 +
chr3R 21019529 2.1E+07 301.50 FBgn0083946CG34110 2E+07 -
chr3R 3469255 3469655 9.58 FBgn0083963CG34127 3E+06 -
chr2L 7886058 7886458 8.27 FBgn0083968CG34132 8E+06 +
chrX 16164695 1.6E+07 115.69 FBgn0030731CG3415 2E+07 +
chr2L 2197012 2197412 8.83 FBgn0085201CG34172 2E+06 -
chr2L 2196538 2196938 9.33 FBgn0085201CG34172 2E+06 -
chr2L 2193403 2193803 18.14 FBgn0085201CG34172 2E+06 -
chr2R 20299116 2E+07 8.73 FBgn0035002CG3419 2E+07 +
chr2R 13343592 1.3E+07 9.85 FBgn0085221CG34192 1E+07 -
chr2R 2644563 2644963 18.09 FBgn0033100CG3420 3E+06 -
chr2R 1644934 1645334 14.49 FBgn0085229CG34200 2E+06 +
chr2R 18021364 1.8E+07 102.60 FBgn0085234CG34205 2E+07 -
chr3L 11034374 1.1E+07 10.54 FBgn0085268CG34239 1E+07 -
chr3L 17468967 1.7E+07 12.23 FBgn0085279CG34250 2E+07 +
chr3L 17662628 1.8E+07 56.99 FBgn0085280CG34251 2E+07 +
chr3L 18081134 1.8E+07 132.66 FBgn0085282CG34253 2E+07 -
chr3L 20704543 2.1E+07 116.61 FBgn0085289CG34260 2E+07 +
chr3R 11738871 1.2E+07 265.47 FBgn0085304CG34275 1E+07 -
chr3R 18273155 1.8E+07 10.27 FBgn0085317CG34288 2E+07 -
chr2L 6956756 6957156 11.78 FBgn0031875CG3430 7E+06 +
chr3R 5651104 5651504 7.60 FBgn0085331CG34302 6E+06 -
chr3L 5505067 5505467 66.98 FBgn0085371CG34342 6E+06 -
chr2L 6622581 6622981 129.64 FBgn0085374CG34345 7E+06 +
chr3R 27136705 2.7E+07 7.85 FBgn0085376CG34347 3E+07 +
chr2R 4894367 4894767 59.88 FBgn0085379CG34350 5E+06 -
chr3R 19646117 2E+07 37.32 FBgn0085384CG34355 2E+07 +
chr3R 18273555 1.8E+07 8.07 FBgn0085405CG34376 2E+07 +
chr2L 3373291 3373691 12.69 FBgn0085423CG34394 3E+06 -
chrX 18737378 1.9E+07 69.65 FBgn0085451CG34422 2E+07 +
chrX 5507069 5507469 183.22 FBgn0085464CG34435 6E+06 -
chr2L 8528353 8528753 11.83 FBgn0085470CG34441 9E+06 -
chr2R 12560391 1.3E+07 59.71 FBgn0085487CG34458 1E+07 +
chr3L 8322118 8322518 20.23 FBgn0085491CG34462 8E+06 +
chr2L 7028980 7029380 39.42 FBgn0031881CG3476 7E+06 +
chr2R 19244748 1.9E+07 50.68 FBgn0034849CG3500 2E+07 -
chr3R 10482468 1E+07 32.39 FBgn0038250CG3505 1E+07 +
chr3R 10485222 1E+07 9.20 FBgn0038251CG3508 1E+07 +
chr2R 19289661 1.9E+07 13.08 FBgn0034859CG3520 2E+07 -
chr2R 19284054 1.9E+07 9.10 FBgn0028497CG3530 2E+07 -
chrX 4423943 4424343 69.70 FBgn0029708CG3556 4E+06 +
chrX 16180121 1.6E+07 20.70 FBgn0030733CG3560 2E+07 +
chr2R 20490898 2E+07 14.73 FBgn0035035CG3570 2E+07 +
chr3R 12846727 1.3E+07 105.60 FBgn0038467CG3590 1E+07 -
chrX 2843142 2843542 35.69 FBgn0029648CG3603 3E+06 +
chr2L 3029010 3029410 9.27 FBgn0031493CG3605 3E+06 -
chr3L 20808984 2.1E+07 7.68 FBgn0037028CG3618 2E+07 -
chrX 2064498 2064898 10.86 FBgn0025839CG3621 2E+06 +
chrX 2066319 2066719 21.93 FBgn0025839CG3621 2E+06 +
chr2L 285462 285862 15.62 FBgn0031245CG3625 285776 -
chrX 4260182 4260582 94.90 FBgn0029706CG3626 4E+06 +
chr3R 10704923 1.1E+07 9.31 FBgn0038268CG3631 1E+07 +
chr2L 22179581 2.2E+07 27.08 FBgn0032981CG3635 2E+07 +
chrX 1129341 1129741 7.76 FBgn0261444CG3638 1E+06 -
chrX 1130582 1130982 100.66 FBgn0261444CG3638 1E+06 -
chr2L 821185 821585 29.59 FBgn0031285CG3662 821418 +
chr2R 20548661 2.1E+07 13.31 FBgn0035044CG3663 2E+07 +
chr3R 12817428 1.3E+07 38.18 FBgn0038461CG3678 1E+07 -
chrX 839752 840152 19.24 FBgn0040348CG3703 839805 -
chrX 821468 821868 15.89 FBgn0040344CG3711 821596 -
chr2L 4197135 4197535 10.66 FBgn0031589CG3714 4E+06 -
chrX 5812759 5813159 10.47 FBgn0029824CG3726 6E+06 +
chr2L 9341955 9342355 29.20 FBgn0032110CG3748 9E+06 +
chrX 6113751 6114151 12.21 FBgn0029849CG3774 6E+06 +
chrX 6154923 6155323 13.21 FBgn0029853CG3781 6E+06 +
chr2R 18821099 1.9E+07 8.67 FBgn0034800CG3788 2E+07 -
chr2R 18824076 1.9E+07 8.40 FBgn0034802CG3800 2E+07 -
chr2R 18823172 1.9E+07 7.68 FBgn0034802CG3800 2E+07 -
chr3L 18993593 1.9E+07 43.92 FBgn0036838CG3808 2E+07 -
chrX 12658665 1.3E+07 31.96 FBgn0030421CG3812 1E+07 +
chrX 12659100 1.3E+07 38.47 FBgn0030421CG3812 1E+07 +
chr3R 16693537 1.7E+07 13.93 FBgn0038837CG3822 2E+07 -
chr3R 16691970 1.7E+07 15.83 FBgn0038837CG3822 2E+07 -
chrX 6240850 6241250 15.36 FBgn0029867CG3847 6E+06 +
chr3L 18894477 1.9E+07 8.19 FBgn0036826CG3893 2E+07 -
chrX 6418240 6418640 36.82 FBgn0029873CG3918 6E+06 +
chr2R 18483847 1.8E+07 34.65 FBgn0034739CG3927 2E+07 +
chr2L 3862741 3863141 18.17 FBgn0031574CG3964 4E+06 +
chrX 6493179 6493579 29.54 FBgn0029881CG3973 6E+06 +
chr3L 24021339 2.4E+07 12.62 FBgn0058045CG40045 2E+07 +
chr2R 75531 75931 17.08 FBgn0058127CG40127 75661 -
chr3LHet 1396695 1397095 14.05 FBgn0058178CG40178 1E+06 -
chr2R 19505280 2E+07 23.79 FBgn0034885CG4019 2E+07 -
chr2R 19502289 2E+07 45.00 FBgn0034885CG4019 2E+07 -
chrX 5798060 5798460 12.39 FBgn0029821CG4020 6E+06 +
chr3LHet 2190628 2191028 10.97 FBgn0063670CG40228 2E+06 -
chr2RHet 1335913 1336313 10.13 FBgn0058263CG40263 1E+06 -
chr2R 16978359 1.7E+07 11.12 FBgn0034585CG4030 2E+07 -
chr2L 22690873 2.3E+07 11.19 FBgn0058439CG40439 2E+07 -
chr3RHet 1823824 1824224 9.18 FBgn0067318CG40451 2E+06 -
chr2R 20001683 2E+07 11.30 FBgn0034976CG4049 2E+07 -
chr2R 17015839 1.7E+07 9.33 FBgn0020312CG4050 2E+07 -
chr3L 12530237 1.3E+07 10.69 FBgn0036301CG4069 1E+07 -
chr3RHet 1808351 1808751 8.91 FBgn0069923CG41128 2E+06 -
chr3L 16577158 1.7E+07 8.95 FBgn0250814CG4169 2E+07 +
chr3L 18611173 1.9E+07 60.27 FBgn0036793CG4174 2E+07 -
chr3L 20762490 2.1E+07 13.99 FBgn0040634CG4186 2E+07 +
chr2L 16350141 1.6E+07 9.53 FBgn0087041CG42231 2E+07 -
chr2R 13460120 1.3E+07 7.55 FBgn0250868CG42239 1E+07 +
chr2R 10658120 1.1E+07 8.55 FBgn0259112CG42254 1E+07 -
chr2R 17948149 1.8E+07 96.79 FBgn0259142CG42257 2E+07 +
chr3L 9744748 9745148 44.68 FBgn0259163CG42268 1E+07 -
chrX 14128478 1.4E+07 22.67 FBgn0259166CG42271 1E+07 -
chr2L 5096033 5096433 12.73 FBgn0031683CG4230 5E+06 +
chr2R 9326419 9326819 7.94 FBgn0259221CG42321 9E+06 -
chr2R 7184883 7185283 11.68 FBgn0259238CG42336 7E+06 -
chrX 15999739 1.6E+07 50.33 FBgn0259699CG42353 2E+07 -
chrX 15990580 1.6E+07 72.59 FBgn0259700CG42354 2E+07 -
chr3R 14988017 1.5E+07 11.42 FBgn0259704CG42358 1E+07 -
chr2L 6411056 6411456 17.57 FBgn0259714CG42368 6E+06 -
chr2L 2009611 2010011 62.94 FBgn0031384CG4238 2E+06 +
chrX 8934912 8935312 40.20 FBgn0259734CG42388 9E+06 +
chr2L 16656572 1.7E+07 18.33 FBgn0259735CG42389 2E+07 +
chr3RHet 2378252 2378652 87.17 FBgn0259821CG42402 2E+06 +
chr3L 8153148 8153548 63.97 FBgn0259916CG42445 8E+06 -
chr3L 8152116 8152516 33.87 FBgn0259916CG42445 8E+06 -
chr2L 18665927 1.9E+07 61.59 FBgn0086200CG42490 2E+07 +
chr3L 18660214 1.9E+07 11.85 FBgn0260027CG42495 2E+07 +
chr3L 16486845 1.6E+07 7.58 FBgn0260388CG42514 2E+07 -
chr2L 7496223 7496623 110.61 FBgn0260486CG42533 7E+06 -
chr3R 3132258 3132658 14.18 FBgn0260713CG42544 3E+06 +
chr3L 21766964 2.2E+07 14.87 FBgn0260754CG42552 2E+07 +
chrX 9396365 9396765 58.79 FBgn0261260CG42611 9E+06 -
chrX 9393952 9394352 7.71 FBgn0261260CG42611 9E+06 -
chr3L 19786506 2E+07 32.32 FBgn0261360CG42637 2E+07 -
chrX 9581766 9582166 158.70 FBgn0261522CG42657 1E+07 +
chr3R 16134738 1.6E+07 9.16 FBgn0261550CG42668 2E+07 +
chr3L 2409275 2409675 108.83 FBgn0261551CG42669 2E+06 +
chr2R 17186020 1.7E+07 16.71 FBgn0261554CG42672 2E+07 +
chr2L 14588873 1.5E+07 247.80 FBgn0261566CG42680 1E+07 -
chrX 17614284 1.8E+07 52.30 FBgn0261570CG42684 2E+07 +
chrX 17631016 1.8E+07 23.04 FBgn0261570CG42684 2E+07 +
chrX 17616942 1.8E+07 8.58 FBgn0261570CG42684 2E+07 +
chr3R 18465183 1.8E+07 48.08 FBgn0261572CG42686 2E+07 +
chr3L 21756724 2.2E+07 18.61 FBgn0261579CG42689 2E+07 +
chr2R 8166358 8166758 16.20 FBgn0261611CG42700 8E+06 +
chr3L 12787606 1.3E+07 11.60 FBgn0261674CG42709 1E+07 +
chr2L 8888809 8889209 106.06 FBgn0261630CG42713 9E+06 +
chr3L 6227297 6227697 11.27 FBgn0261631CG42714 6E+06 -
chrX 1955238 1955638 7.99 FBgn0025625CG4290 2E+06 -
chrX 423791 424191 172.62 FBgn0024983CG4293 423885 -
chrX 13048785 1.3E+07 13.64 FBgn0030455CG4318 1E+07 -
chrX 13028830 1.3E+07 7.72 FBgn0030452CG4330 1E+07 +
chr3R 16153534 1.6E+07 8.98 FBgn0038787CG4360 2E+07 -
chr2L 9711178 9711578 35.87 FBgn0032138CG4364 1E+07 -
chr3L 20791495 2.1E+07 98.51 FBgn0037024CG4365 2E+07 +
chr2L 9576658 9577058 46.78 FBgn0028479CG4389 1E+07 -
chr3R 15884673 1.6E+07 101.78 FBgn0038771CG4390 2E+07 -
chrX 12851634 1.3E+07 11.61 FBgn0030437CG4395 1E+07 -
chrX 12799415 1.3E+07 12.20 FBgn0030432CG4404 1E+07 -
chrX 1899863 1900263 35.26 FBgn0023545CG4406 2E+06 -
chrX 12797341 1.3E+07 8.86 FBgn0030431CG4407 1E+07 -
chr2L 9396293 9396693 8.98 FBgn0032115CG4438 9E+06 -
chr3L 9204400 9204800 18.53 FBgn0035969CG4476 9E+06 +
chr2L 7204132 7204532 24.59 FBgn0031896CG4502 7E+06 -
chr3R 6678034 6678434 12.25 FBgn0037841CG4565 7E+06 +
chr2L 16487575 1.6E+07 72.19 FBgn0032585CG4580 2E+07 +
chr3R 21411052 2.1E+07 11.71 FBgn0039344CG4582 2E+07 -
chr2R 20402679 2E+07 7.70 FBgn0019886CG4589 2E+07 -
chrX 6909068 6909468 47.32 FBgn0029929CG4593 7E+06 +
chr3R 6698245 6698645 42.30 FBgn0037849CG4596 7E+06 +
chr3L 5127019 5127419 10.71 FBgn0035593CG4603 5E+06 +
chrX 6968349 6968749 16.24 FBgn0029932CG4607 7E+06 +
chr2R 20413447 2E+07 12.85 FBgn0035016CG4612 2E+07 -
chrX 6996174 6996574 15.66 FBgn0029935CG4615 7E+06 -
chr2R 9094012 9094412 12.64 FBgn0033806CG4616 9E+06 +
chr3R 18985024 1.9E+07 19.99 FBgn0039058CG4624 2E+07 -
chr2R 9101963 9102363 18.66 FBgn0033808CG4627 9E+06 +
chr2R 9123302 9123702 20.95 FBgn0033815CG4676 9E+06 +
chrX 16589698 1.7E+07 24.48 FBgn0030778CG4678 2E+07 +
chr2R 20487205 2E+07 41.04 FBgn0035032CG4692 2E+07 -
chr2L 11091031 1.1E+07 7.69 FBgn0032339CG4705 1E+07 +
chr2R 20494397 2E+07 8.90 FBgn0035036CG4707 2E+07 -
chr2L 1142628 1143028 125.51 FBgn0031307CG4726 1E+06 +
chr2R 9184855 9185255 22.67 FBgn0033826CG4734 9E+06 -
chr2L 10003600 1E+07 14.77 FBgn0043456CG4747 1E+07 +
chr3L 16374437 1.6E+07 33.34 FBgn0036622CG4753 2E+07 -
chr2L 1164200 1164600 21.74 FBgn0031314CG4785 1E+06 +
chr2R 19705933 2E+07 23.39 FBgn0034909CG4797 2E+07 -
chr2L 122291 122691 11.90 FBgn0031220CG4822 121974 -
chr2L 10143533 1E+07 14.20 FBgn0032187CG4839 1E+07 +
chr2R 13401482 1.3E+07 73.97 FBgn0034230CG4853 1E+07 +
chr2L 1177459 1177859 23.03 FBgn0031319CG4896 1E+06 +
chr2R 12459130 1.2E+07 100.99 FBgn0034139CG4927 1E+07 +
chr3R 23779666 2.4E+07 17.20 FBgn0039563CG4951 2E+07 -
chr2L 11517081 1.2E+07 209.87 FBgn0032364CG4970 1E+07 +
chr2L 1186073 1186473 9.88 FBgn0031322CG5001 1E+06 +
chrX 17001340 1.7E+07 9.59 FBgn0260748CG5004 2E+07 +
chr2R 13647890 1.4E+07 13.00 FBgn0027572CG5009 1E+07 +
chr3L 8959687 8960087 10.45 FBgn0035944CG5021 9E+06 +
chr3L 8961422 8961822 28.28 FBgn0035945CG5026 9E+06 +
chr2L 10366477 1E+07 9.96 FBgn0032231CG5056 1E+07 +
chr3R 16112475 1.6E+07 7.88 FBgn0038780CG5060 2E+07 +
chr3R 16078021 1.6E+07 31.76 FBgn0038780CG5060 2E+07 +
chr2R 12494892 1.2E+07 26.31 FBgn0034145CG5065 1E+07 +
chr3L 8979577 8979977 60.80 FBgn0035951CG5068 9E+06 +
chr3L 8991017 8991417 81.87 FBgn0035953CG5087 9E+06 +
chr2L 10379849 1E+07 12.93 FBgn0032234CG5091 1E+07 +
chr3L 14975679 1.5E+07 11.26 FBgn0036460CG5114 1E+07 +
chr2L 1172543 1172943 14.74 FBgn0031317CG5118 1E+06 -
chr3L 20488200 2E+07 26.54 FBgn0037000CG5130 2E+07 -
chr3L 9040149 9040549 52.56 FBgn0035957CG5144 9E+06 +
chr3L 5576290 5576690 65.23 FBgn0035617CG5146 6E+06 +
chr2L 7388088 7388488 110.29 FBgn0031904CG5149 7E+06 -
chr3L 16132208 1.6E+07 22.11 FBgn0036575CG5157 2E+07 -
chr2R 14308438 1.4E+07 11.04 FBgn0034345CG5174 1E+07 +
chr3R 8233829 8234229 8.92 FBgn0038039CG5196 8E+06 +
chr3R 11311523 1.1E+07 13.35 FBgn0038344CG5205 1E+07 +
chr3R 11318948 1.1E+07 67.70 FBgn0038345CG5213 1E+07 +
chr3R 7069691 7070091 11.44 FBgn0037891CG5214 7E+06 +
chr3L 16083311 1.6E+07 9.62 FBgn0036565CG5235 2E+07 -
chr3R 7247459 7247859 13.91 FBgn0037897CG5270 7E+06 +
chrX 653347 653747 71.21 FBgn0040382CG5273 653628 +
chr3L 20420646 2E+07 14.61 FBgn0036987CG5274 2E+07 -
chr3R 18390455 1.8E+07 52.23 FBgn0038986CG5278 2E+07 -
chr3R 7261328 7261728 21.32 FBgn0037902CG5281 7E+06 +
chr3L 17905822 1.8E+07 7.63 FBgn0036772CG5290 2E+07 -
chr3R 12977368 1.3E+07 10.00 FBgn0038491CG5292 1E+07 +
chr3R 18373500 1.8E+07 11.08 FBgn0038984CG5315 2E+07 -
chr3R 15228960 1.5E+07 12.07 FBgn0038704CG5316 2E+07 +
chr3R 13211359 1.3E+07 16.37 FBgn0038501CG5319 1E+07 +
chr2L 12093529 1.2E+07 38.20 FBgn0032407CG5325 1E+07 +
chr2R 19785601 2E+07 14.22 FBgn0034925CG5339 2E+07 -
chr3R 18354220 1.8E+07 10.85 FBgn0038981CG5346 2E+07 -
chr3R 5826888 5827288 12.82 FBgn0037773CG5359 6E+06 -
chr3R 5902394 5902794 61.47 FBgn0037786CG5361 6E+06 -
chr3R 18293747 1.8E+07 9.34 FBgn0038974CG5377 2E+07 -
chr2L 10311952 1E+07 7.51 FBgn0032215CG5385 1E+07 -
chrX 17199554 1.7E+07 25.72 FBgn0030838CG5445 2E+07 +
chr3R 23755245 2.4E+07 7.65 FBgn0027579CG5508 2E+07 +
chr3R 19995125 2E+07 23.78 FBgn0039160CG5510 2E+07 -
chr2R 12670683 1.3E+07 12.12 FBgn0034158CG5522 1E+07 +
chr2R 19640801 2E+07 16.62 FBgn0034902CG5532 2E+07 +
chrX 14957701 1.5E+07 18.58 FBgn0030605CG5548 1E+07 +
chr3R 15005954 1.5E+07 17.53 FBgn0038686CG5555 2E+07 -
chr3L 5862692 5863092 123.74 FBgn0035641CG5568 6E+06 +
chr3L 17834031 1.8E+07 20.09 FBgn0036759CG5577 2E+07 -
chr3R 23386854 2.3E+07 10.51 FBgn0039525CG5646 2E+07 -
chr3L 21434325 2.1E+07 15.28 FBgn0037082CG5664 2E+07 -
chr3R 20052501 2E+07 17.66 FBgn0039169CG5669 2E+07 -
chr2L 17960243 1.8E+07 15.12 FBgn0032656CG5674 2E+07 +
chr2L 17963071 1.8E+07 155.47 FBgn0032656CG5674 2E+07 +
chr3L 1947430 1947830 10.06 FBgn0035295CG5690 2E+06 +
chr3R 20078238 2E+07 25.93 FBgn0039175CG5706 2E+07 -
chr3R 20120554 2E+07 20.46 FBgn0039180CG5715 2E+07 -
chr2R 14071433 1.4E+07 9.88 FBgn0034315CG5721 1E+07 -
chr2R 13982041 1.4E+07 7.73 FBgn0034299CG5757 1E+07 -
chr2L 18119508 1.8E+07 84.75 FBgn0032666CG5758 2E+07 +
chr3L 8780333 8780733 17.75 FBgn0035926CG5804 9E+06 -
chr3R 20612983 2.1E+07 54.24 FBgn0039223CG5805 2E+07 -
chr2R 18185283 1.8E+07 57.32 FBgn0034717CG5819 2E+07 +
chr3R 13360167 1.3E+07 131.61 FBgn0038515CG5823 1E+07 -
chr2L 5093751 5094151 12.62 FBgn0031682CG5828 5E+06 +
chr3R 19759506 2E+07 9.34 FBgn0039130CG5854 2E+07 +
chr3R 19749869 2E+07 27.71 FBgn0039125CG5857 2E+07 +
chr2R 12737685 1.3E+07 11.08 FBgn0025830CG5859 1E+07 +
chr3R 17044584 1.7E+07 16.61 FBgn0038870CG5871 2E+07 +
chrX 15186840 1.5E+07 36.96 FBgn0030625CG5877 2E+07 +
chr2L 9918012 9918412 11.01 FBgn0025700CG5885 1E+07 -
chr3L 16030253 1.6E+07 120.97 FBgn0036560CG5895 2E+07 +
chr3R 11972450 1.2E+07 12.85 FBgn0038400CG5903 1E+07 -
chr3R 21718970 2.2E+07 19.30 FBgn0039385CG5913 2E+07 +
chr3L 15960909 1.6E+07 7.77 FBgn0036548CG5931 2E+07 -
chrX 5886188 5886588 161.28 FBgn0029831CG5966 6E+06 +
chr2L 7436830 7437230 20.28 FBgn0031914CG5973 7E+06 +
chr3L 8597083 8597483 70.45 FBgn0017429CG5989 9E+06 -
chr3L 8595583 8595983 8.93 FBgn0017429CG5989 9E+06 -
chr3R 11979418 1.2E+07 20.41 FBgn0063649CG6006 1E+07 +
chrX 18215380 1.8E+07 103.27 FBgn0030912CG6023 2E+07 -
chrX 18213905 1.8E+07 19.85 FBgn0030912CG6023 2E+07 -
chr3L 11704363 1.2E+07 9.62 FBgn0036198CG6038 1E+07 -
chr3R 22014414 2.2E+07 193.59 FBgn0039417CG6073 2E+07 -
chr3L 11602588 1.2E+07 45.41 FBgn0036180CG6091 1E+07 -
chr2L 16887654 1.7E+07 9.00 FBgn0040985CG6115 2E+07 -
chr3R 21963000 2.2E+07 54.40 FBgn0039415CG6142 2E+07 +
chr3L 15809350 1.6E+07 8.36 FBgn0036533CG6151 2E+07 -
chr2L 12707463 1.3E+07 17.09 FBgn0032453CG6180 1E+07 +
chr3R 15474354 1.5E+07 96.24 FBgn0038723CG6195 2E+07 -
chr3L 11198874 1.1E+07 12.05 FBgn0036147CG6199 1E+07 -
chr2L 11120138 1.1E+07 11.78 FBgn0027582CG6230 1E+07 -
chr3R 8476263 8476663 92.64 FBgn0038071CG6234 8E+06 +
chr3R 11153815 1.1E+07 32.10 FBgn0038318CG6236 1E+07 -
chr3L 15801730 1.6E+07 7.80 FBgn0036531CG6244 2E+07 +
chr3R 5986922 5987322 16.71 FBgn0037794CG6254 6E+06 -
chr3L 11089851 1.1E+07 7.63 FBgn0036125CG6279 1E+07 -
chr3L 8597466 8597866 8.73 FBgn0035914CG6282 9E+06 +
chrX 15356525 1.5E+07 12.21 FBgn0030641CG6299 2E+07 +
chr3R 15599884 1.6E+07 16.84 FBgn0038730CG6300 2E+07 -
chr3R 6232893 6233293 14.78 FBgn0037814CG6325 6E+06 -
chr3L 11040987 1.1E+07 75.56 FBgn0036115CG6327 1E+07 -
chrX 15376166 1.5E+07 13.03 FBgn0030648CG6340 2E+07 +
chr3R 6241663 6242063 29.09 FBgn0037816CG6345 6E+06 -
chr3R 20115635 2E+07 133.55 FBgn0039179CG6364 2E+07 +
chr2R 13654391 1.4E+07 17.93 FBgn0034277CG6370 1E+07 -
chrX 3994915 3995315 8.41 FBgn0029693CG6379 4E+06 -
chr2R 13626661 1.4E+07 9.09 FBgn0034270CG6401 1E+07 -
chr3L 10879033 1.1E+07 8.71 FBgn0027615CG6404 1E+07 -
chr2L 12424552 1.2E+07 55.09 FBgn0032428CG6405 1E+07 +
chr2L 17500979 1.8E+07 41.75 FBgn0032646CG6412 2E+07 -
chr3R 22550883 2.3E+07 10.92 FBgn0039451CG6420 2E+07 -
chr2R 12759348 1.3E+07 35.34 FBgn0025827CG6421 1E+07 +
chr3R 20864644 2.1E+07 105.20 FBgn0039261CG6422 2E+07 -
chr3R 22542923 2.3E+07 11.11 FBgn0039449CG6425 2E+07 -
chr2R 12756325 1.3E+07 10.72 FBgn0034162CG6426 1E+07 +
chr2R 12756722 1.3E+07 8.43 FBgn0034162CG6426 1E+07 +
chrX 3862751 3863151 63.95 FBgn0029689CG6428 4E+06 -
chr2L 10721532 1.1E+07 32.19 FBgn0032289CG6431 1E+07 +
chr3R 17844779 1.8E+07 17.69 FBgn0038922CG6439 2E+07 -
chr2L 10728717 1.1E+07 9.97 FBgn0032290CG6443 1E+07 +
chr2L 17484165 1.7E+07 8.12 FBgn0032643CG6453 2E+07 -
chrX 18406354 1.8E+07 15.47 FBgn0030932CG6461 2E+07 -
chr3R 6503233 6503633 152.23 FBgn0037818CG6465 7E+06 -
chr3R 6500847 6501247 327.92 FBgn0037818CG6465 7E+06 -
chr3L 17332254 1.7E+07 65.53 FBgn0036710CG6479 2E+07 -
chr3L 8644972 8645372 152.63 FBgn0035922CG6486 9E+06 +
chr2L 11498962 1.1E+07 14.93 FBgn0032361CG6488 1E+07 -
chr3R 22360722 2.2E+07 7.55 FBgn0039431CG6490 2E+07 -
chr3R 11075428 1.1E+07 53.27 FBgn0038309CG6499 1E+07 -
chr3L 17235428 1.7E+07 79.49 FBgn0036702CG6512 2E+07 -
chr2R 9741686 9742086 16.83 FBgn0033879CG6543 1E+07 -
chr3R 6688649 6689049 7.85 FBgn0037846CG6574 7E+06 -
chr3R 6688097 6688497 9.64 FBgn0037846CG6574 7E+06 -
chr3L 6052217 6052617 67.54 FBgn0035669CG6592 6E+06 +
chr3L 20295227 2E+07 8.37 FBgn0036967CG6597 2E+07 +
chr3L 6063192 6063592 15.42 FBgn0035673CG6602 6E+06 +
chr3L 6064553 6064953 115.68 FBgn0035673CG6602 6E+06 +
chr3R 20353546 2E+07 20.02 FBgn0039204CG6607 2E+07 +
chr2R 17990217 1.8E+07 7.74 FBgn0034694CG6613 2E+07 +
chr3R 6719108 6719508 81.38 FBgn0037855CG6621 7E+06 -
chr3R 11039213 1.1E+07 11.97 FBgn0038301CG6654 1E+07 -
chr3R 17700737 1.8E+07 8.10 FBgn0038912CG6656 2E+07 +
chr3L 20313146 2E+07 30.08 FBgn0036969CG6663 2E+07 +
chr3L 17005551 1.7E+07 38.85 FBgn0036685CG6664 2E+07 -
chr3L 17004780 1.7E+07 9.20 FBgn0036685CG6664 2E+07 -
chr3R 7045614 7046014 9.25 FBgn0037877CG6689 7E+06 -
chr3R 7047249 7047649 53.05 FBgn0037878CG6693 7E+06 -
chr3R 20480618 2E+07 10.61 FBgn0039215CG6695 2E+07 +
chr2R 9867108 9867508 17.70 FBgn0033889CG6701 1E+07 -
chr3L 9891486 9891886 12.02 FBgn0036058CG6707 1E+07 -
chr2L 10769827 1.1E+07 25.40 FBgn0032298CG6724 1E+07 -
chr3L 8502891 8503291 8.04 FBgn0035901CG6745 9E+06 +
chr3R 11021749 1.1E+07 10.76 FBgn0038296CG6752 1E+07 -
chr2L 12040566 1.2E+07 14.32 FBgn0032398CG6766 1E+07 -
chrX 17759107 1.8E+07 10.92 FBgn0030878CG6769 2E+07 +
chr3R 7389031 7389431 13.48 FBgn0037912CG6782 7E+06 -
chr3R 7415721 7416121 233.16 FBgn0037918CG6791 7E+06 -
chr3L 19055988 1.9E+07 79.94 FBgn0036843CG6812 2E+07 +
chr3L 14044053 1.4E+07 13.90 FBgn0036405CG6833 1E+07 +
chr3L 146182 146582 16.67 FBgn0035099CG6845 146453 +
chrX 17806517 1.8E+07 17.17 FBgn0030884CG6847 2E+07 +
chr3L 15101074 1.5E+07 7.76 FBgn0036478CG6854 2E+07 +
chr2L 17383879 1.7E+07 14.04 FBgn0032633CG6860 2E+07 -
chr3L 15154676 1.5E+07 12.39 FBgn0036488CG6878 2E+07 +
chr3L 18736728 1.9E+07 57.28 FBgn0036810CG6885 2E+07 +
chrX 4813065 4813465 10.28 FBgn0029737CG6903 5E+06 +
chr3R 10961705 1.1E+07 7.76 FBgn0038290CG6912 1E+07 -
chr3R 10960623 1.1E+07 29.71 FBgn0038290CG6912 1E+07 -
chr3R 7575657 7576057 46.55 FBgn0037944CG6923 8E+06 -
chr3L 11995988 1.2E+07 19.03 FBgn0036240CG6928 1E+07 +
chr3R 10957535 1.1E+07 232.55 FBgn0038289CG6934 1E+07 -
chr3R 7648031 7648431 9.03 FBgn0037955CG6950 8E+06 -
chr3R 10921416 1.1E+07 358.66 FBgn0038286CG6966 1E+07 -
chr2R 12950031 1.3E+07 15.45 FBgn0034187CG6967 1E+07 +
chr3L 8442316 8442716 8.33 FBgn0035896CG6983 8E+06 -
chr3R 20676086 2.1E+07 16.69 FBgn0039233CG7006 2E+07 +
chr3R 18576323 1.9E+07 22.35 FBgn0039025CG7023 2E+07 +
chrX 8983251 8983651 18.12 FBgn0030086CG7033 9E+06 +
chr3R 18318522 1.8E+07 19.78 FBgn0038979CG7046 2E+07 +
chr3R 18312653 1.8E+07 16.30 FBgn0038976CG7048 2E+07 +
chr3L 176089 176489 9.35 FBgn0035102CG7049 176234 -
chr3L 174511 174911 9.88 FBgn0035102CG7049 176234 -
chrX 18699045 1.9E+07 8.74 FBgn0030961CG7058 2E+07 +
chrX 18724405 1.9E+07 10.48 FBgn0030963CG7101 2E+07 +
chr2L 13398765 1.3E+07 17.24 FBgn0032521CG7110 1E+07 +
chr2L 7821230 7821630 15.00 FBgn0027515CG7115 8E+06 +
chr2L 7821730 7822130 10.96 FBgn0027515CG7115 8E+06 +
chr3L 21834285 2.2E+07 32.64 FBgn0037138CG7145 2E+07 -
chr3L 21547928 2.2E+07 21.83 FBgn0037098CG7177 2E+07 -
chr3L 8308643 8309043 16.63 FBgn0035872CG7185 8E+06 -
chr2L 18158626 1.8E+07 24.39 FBgn0032671CG7200 2E+07 -
chr3L 8282922 8283322 9.53 FBgn0027569CG7207 8E+06 -
chr3R 14010974 1.4E+07 17.91 FBgn0038575CG7208 1E+07 -
chr2L 7998599 7998999 106.92 FBgn0031971CG7224 8E+06 +
chr3L 15493803 1.5E+07 17.49 FBgn0036501CG7272 2E+07 +
chr3L 15494417 1.5E+07 13.42 FBgn0036501CG7272 2E+07 +
chr3L 15491835 1.5E+07 10.72 FBgn0036500CG7275 2E+07 +
chr3L 21336664 2.1E+07 12.99 FBgn0037074CG7324 2E+07 -
chrX 18757682 1.9E+07 10.35 FBgn0030970CG7326 2E+07 -
chr2L 1909703 1910103 83.56 FBgn0031374CG7337 2E+06 +
chr3L 15612668 1.6E+07 12.93 FBgn0036522CG7372 2E+07 +
chr3L 21817797 2.2E+07 34.22 FBgn0037135CG7414 2E+07 +
chr2L 1504312 1504712 8.67 FBgn0031344CG7420 2E+06 -
chr2L 8040842 8041242 10.24 FBgn0031979CG7429 8E+06 +
chr3L 7719396 7719796 21.89 FBgn0035812CG7457 8E+06 -
chr3L 21946135 2.2E+07 58.96 FBgn0037144CG7458 2E+07 +
chr2R 15192405 1.5E+07 17.19 FBgn0034432CG7461 2E+07 +
chr3R 8821118 8821518 8.60 FBgn0038106CG7488 9E+06 +
chr3L 7634628 7635028 119.02 FBgn0035805CG7506 8E+06 -
chr3L 4805782 4806182 98.98 FBgn0035575CG7509 5E+06 -
chr3L 4800833 4801233 38.41 FBgn0035575CG7509 5E+06 -
chr3R 13496413 1.3E+07 9.94 FBgn0038533CG7523 1E+07 -
chr3L 7503473 7503873 18.04 FBgn0035793CG7546 8E+06 +
chr3L 8084815 8085215 9.52 FBgn0035833CG7565 8E+06 -
chr3L 17467860 1.7E+07 124.50 FBgn0036728CG7580 2E+07 +
chr3L 17458804 1.7E+07 60.48 FBgn0036726CG7603 2E+07 +
chr3L 11162776 1.1E+07 25.41 FBgn0036142CG7616 1E+07 +
chr2R 10879605 1.1E+07 13.56 FBgn0033989CG7639 1E+07 -
chr3L 19984706 2E+07 16.69 FBgn0036926CG7646 2E+07 +
chr3R 13508137 1.4E+07 109.30 FBgn0038536CG7655 1E+07 +
chr3L 19997551 2E+07 46.60 FBgn0036929CG7668 2E+07 +
chr3L 17345890 1.7E+07 103.92 FBgn0036714CG7692 2E+07 +
chr3R 14494976 1.4E+07 9.24 FBgn0038638CG7702 1E+07 +
chr3R 14624439 1.5E+07 23.50 FBgn0038652CG7720 1E+07 -
chr3L 17048432 1.7E+07 9.06 FBgn0036698CG7724 2E+07 +
chr2R 15339742 1.5E+07 8.03 FBgn0034447CG7744 2E+07 +
chr2R 7322719 7323119 21.55 FBgn0033635CG7777 7E+06 +
chr3R 13846969 1.4E+07 49.86 FBgn0038564CG7785 1E+07 +
chr2L 8320066 8320466 114.91 FBgn0032020CG7787 8E+06 +
chr3R 25694513 2.6E+07 48.35 FBgn0039714CG7816 3E+07 -
chr3R 25684524 2.6E+07 33.13 FBgn0039711CG7824 3E+07 -
chr3L 1536804 1537204 11.31 FBgn0035229CG7852 2E+06 +
chr3R 3947911 3948311 8.12 FBgn0037549CG7878 4E+06 +
chr2R 1855105 1855505 12.60 FBgn0033048CG7881 2E+06 -
chr3R 17307573 1.7E+07 22.10 FBgn0038889CG7922 2E+07 +
chr3L 8103263 8103663 15.27 FBgn0027549CG7927 8E+06 +
chr3R 25862394 2.6E+07 9.58 FBgn0039740CG7928 3E+07 -
chr3L 15517095 1.6E+07 9.51 FBgn0036505CG7945 2E+07 -
chr3R 25878139 2.6E+07 25.45 FBgn0039743CG7946 3E+07 +
chr3L 10875709 1.1E+07 10.13 FBgn0036107CG7949 1E+07 +
chr3R 17345897 1.7E+07 125.21 FBgn0038890CG7956 2E+07 +
chr3R 14025782 1.4E+07 13.36 FBgn0028499CG7985 1E+07 +
chr3R 10401493 1E+07 25.32 FBgn0038244CG7987 1E+07 -
chrX 19095715 1.9E+07 8.42 FBgn0030997CG7990 2E+07 -
chr3L 1738333 1738733 15.20 FBgn0035266CG7995 2E+06 +
chr3R 14055963 1.4E+07 14.88 FBgn0038587CG7998 1E+07 +
chr3R 4476479 4476879 9.28 FBgn0037602CG8021 4E+06 +
chr2R 5079438 5079838 9.70 FBgn0033391CG8026 5E+06 -
chr2R 5094658 5095058 34.61 FBgn0033393CG8029 5E+06 +
chr3R 14109145 1.4E+07 15.15 FBgn0038597CG8064 1E+07 +
chr2R 11105636 1.1E+07 7.82 FBgn0034002CG8079 1E+07 +
chr2R 4980404 4980804 16.50 FBgn0033373CG8080 5E+06 -
chr2R 4963340 4963740 44.52 FBgn0025709CG8083 5E+06 +
chr3R 4541748 4542148 17.97 FBgn0037614CG8116 5E+06 +
chr3R 5160678 5161078 13.81 FBgn0037680CG8121 5E+06 +
chr3R 5322448 5322848 94.85 FBgn0043791CG8147 5E+06 +
chr3R 5329983 5330383 9.33 FBgn0037700CG8149 5E+06 +
chr2R 11196519 1.1E+07 13.70 FBgn0034008CG8152 1E+07 -
chr3R 4552334 4552734 32.81 FBgn0037619CG8159 5E+06 +
chr3R 5341478 5341878 34.49 FBgn0037703CG8165 5E+06 +
chrX 17603854 1.8E+07 48.59 FBgn0030864CG8173 2E+07 -
chr3L 9755183 9755583 10.11 FBgn0036043CG8177 1E+07 +
chr2R 11372955 1.1E+07 65.67 FBgn0034021CG8180 1E+07 -
chr2R 11453454 1.1E+07 13.26 FBgn0034032CG8195 1E+07 -
chr2R 11461231 1.1E+07 73.42 FBgn0034033CG8204 1E+07 -
chr2R 4834704 4835104 15.28 FBgn0027607CG8230 5E+06 -
chr2R 4815440 4815840 11.03 FBgn0033351CG8235 5E+06 -
chrX 15642932 1.6E+07 25.64 FBgn0030683CG8239 2E+07 +
chr2R 4810052 4810452 7.65 FBgn0033348CG8247 5E+06 -
chr2R 7876356 7876756 13.18 FBgn0033673CG8298 8E+06 +
chr2R 12482163 1.2E+07 97.17 FBgn0034142CG8306 1E+07 -
chr2R 12476556 1.2E+07 12.01 FBgn0034141CG8311 1E+07 -
chr3R 5416923 5417323 7.97 FBgn0037720CG8312 5E+06 +
chr3R 5452622 5453022 9.42 FBgn0037722CG8319 5E+06 +
chr2R 10057749 1E+07 17.72 FBgn0033906CG8331 1E+07 +
chr3L 9622946 9623346 31.03 FBgn0036020CG8336 1E+07 +
chr2R 11842277 1.2E+07 31.11 FBgn0034054CG8366 1E+07 +
chr2R 8027887 8028287 45.75 FBgn0027495CG8378 8E+06 +
chr2R 11895076 1.2E+07 69.37 FBgn0034061CG8386 1E+07 -
chr2R 11905088 1.2E+07 11.27 FBgn0034067CG8399 1E+07 +
chr3R 9097584 9097984 11.66 FBgn0038129CG8449 9E+06 -
chr3R 5589169 5589569 85.28 FBgn0037746CG8478 6E+06 +
chr2R 8222564 8222964 16.07 FBgn0033715CG8490 8E+06 +
chr3R 5610067 5610467 31.61 FBgn0037754CG8500 6E+06 +
chr3R 5618785 5619185 25.63 FBgn0037757CG8516 6E+06 +
chr3L 6702097 6702497 46.43 FBgn0035711CG8519 7E+06 +
chr2R 8310837 8311237 14.10 FBgn0033734CG8520 8E+06 +
chr3R 5626793 5627193 20.98 FBgn0037759CG8526 6E+06 +
chr2R 8355445 8355845 9.92 FBgn0033741CG8545 8E+06 +
chrX 17349855 1.7E+07 17.75 FBgn0030841CG8568 2E+07 -
chrX 17348844 1.7E+07 20.07 FBgn0030841CG8568 2E+07 -
chr2R 10190192 1E+07 20.16 FBgn0033921CG8589 1E+07 -
chr2R 8459265 8459665 8.78 FBgn0033755CG8594 8E+06 +
chrX 17316046 1.7E+07 16.27 FBgn0027602CG8611 2E+07 -
chr2R 10239530 1E+07 8.36 FBgn0033924CG8613 1E+07 +
chr2R 10244649 1E+07 21.27 FBgn0033925CG8617 1E+07 -
chr2R 4519297 4519697 97.52 FBgn0033317CG8635 5E+06 -
chrX 17143371 1.7E+07 34.26 FBgn0030834CG8675 2E+07 -
chr2L 21221022 2.1E+07 17.39 FBgn0026577CG8677 2E+07 +
chr2L 21220406 2.1E+07 39.74 FBgn0032935CG8678 2E+07 -
chr2L 21218376 2.1E+07 14.79 FBgn0032934CG8679 2E+07 -
chr2L 5100034 5100434 16.66 FBgn0031684CG8680 5E+06 -
chr2R 3826451 3826851 81.34 FBgn0033235CG8728 4E+06 -
chr2R 4487328 4487728 20.23 FBgn0033309CG8735 4E+06 -
chr3L 13859852 1.4E+07 9.89 FBgn0036381CG8745 1E+07 -
chr3L 19680369 2E+07 24.23 FBgn0036900CG8765 2E+07 -
chr2R 8573536 8573936 7.81 FBgn0033766CG8771 9E+06 -
chr3L 19635476 2E+07 12.40 FBgn0036897CG8786 2E+07 -
chr2R 5286087 5286487 9.40 FBgn0028473CG8801 5E+06 -
chr2R 8231799 8232199 10.19 FBgn0033717CG8839 8E+06 -
chr3R 5154541 5154941 88.80 FBgn0037676CG8861 5E+06 -
chr2R 16192933 1.6E+07 16.64 FBgn0027529CG8920 2E+07 +
chr2R 16206449 1.6E+07 12.03 FBgn0027529CG8920 2E+07 +
chr3R 12006161 1.2E+07 50.45 FBgn0038405CG8927 1E+07 +
chr2R 16218129 1.6E+07 31.01 FBgn0034504CG8929 2E+07 +
chrX 16971832 1.7E+07 10.26 FBgn0030812CG8949 2E+07 -
chr2R 7912521 7912921 9.31 FBgn0033674CG8964 8E+06 -
chr2R 7515520 7515920 19.99 FBgn0033638CG9005 8E+06 -
chr3L 13995874 1.4E+07 8.49 FBgn0036398CG9007 1E+07 +
chr3L 13997127 1.4E+07 10.51 FBgn0036398CG9007 1E+07 +
chr2L 13779535 1.4E+07 8.19 FBgn0028540CG9008 1E+07 -
chr3L 2237088 2237488 30.27 FBgn0035318CG9018 2E+06 -
chrX 14849165 1.5E+07 53.37 FBgn0030599CG9030 1E+07 -
chrX 14847900 1.5E+07 92.78 FBgn0030599CG9030 1E+07 -
chr2L 5948775 5949175 14.78 FBgn0031752CG9044 6E+06 +
chrX 16881827 1.7E+07 8.22 FBgn0030810CG9059 2E+07 -
chr2R 7106555 7106955 48.88 FBgn0033582CG9084 7E+06 -
chrX 16862574 1.7E+07 28.39 FBgn0030809CG9086 2E+07 -
chrX 16861445 1.7E+07 28.08 FBgn0030809CG9086 2E+07 -
chr2L 6024359 6024759 15.27 FBgn0031764CG9107 6E+06 -
chr2L 6050593 6050993 19.10 FBgn0031769CG9135 6E+06 +
chr3L 1295621 1296021 49.51 FBgn0035202CG9139 1E+06 +
chr3L 1313481 1313881 11.94 FBgn0035207CG9153 1E+06 +
chr2L 5800138 5800538 70.21 FBgn0031738CG9171 6E+06 -
chrX 15880731 1.6E+07 9.29 FBgn0030718CG9172 2E+07 -
chr2L 6098792 6099192 26.78 FBgn0031779CG9175 6E+06 -
chrX 15369935 1.5E+07 31.64 FBgn0030646CG9203 2E+07 -
chrX 15369284 1.5E+07 14.18 FBgn0030646CG9203 2E+07 -
chr3L 1034968 1035368 10.04 FBgn0035181CG9205 1E+06 +
chrX 15488516 1.5E+07 56.71 FBgn0030662CG9220 2E+07 -
chr2R 16794021 1.7E+07 198.08 FBgn0034560CG9235 2E+07 +
chr2R 16771978 1.7E+07 280.85 FBgn0034558CG9236 2E+07 +
chr2L 21142918 2.1E+07 9.00 FBgn0032919CG9253 2E+07 +
chr2L 13445527 1.3E+07 105.51 FBgn0032524CG9267 1E+07 -
chr2L 20927688 2.1E+07 10.47 FBgn0032907CG9272 2E+07 -
chr2R 17860393 1.8E+07 43.88 FBgn0034674CG9304 2E+07 +
chr2L 20851587 2.1E+07 79.95 FBgn0032895CG9335 2E+07 +
chr2L 20918762 2.1E+07 14.99 FBgn0032901CG9339 2E+07 -
chr2R 16864281 1.7E+07 48.80 FBgn0034564CG9344 2E+07 +
chr2R 21076968 2.1E+07 75.39 FBgn0035094CG9380 2E+07 -
chr3R 5399964 5400364 50.69 FBgn0037715CG9399 5E+06 -
chr2R 17029593 1.7E+07 14.31 FBgn0034592CG9406 2E+07 +
chrX 14497398 1.4E+07 10.05 FBgn0030574CG9413 1E+07 -
chrX 14496519 1.4E+07 9.06 FBgn0030574CG9413 1E+07 -
chr3L 19476101 1.9E+07 18.59 FBgn0036874CG9472 2E+07 -
chr2L 6356628 6357028 41.22 FBgn0031804CG9500 6E+06 -
chr2L 8943127 8943527 18.64 FBgn0032076CG9510 9E+06 -
chrX 14795617 1.5E+07 13.49 FBgn0030593CG9512 1E+07 -
chrX 14779601 1.5E+07 7.92 FBgn0030591CG9517 1E+07 -
chrX 14768669 1.5E+07 15.93 FBgn0030590CG9518 1E+07 -
chr2L 6455922 6456322 15.85 FBgn0031815CG9526 6E+06 +
chr2L 6467555 6467955 8.99 FBgn0031817CG9531 6E+06 -
chr2L 6488545 6488945 17.07 FBgn0031821CG9542 6E+06 -
chrX 20056588 2E+07 21.72 FBgn0031091CG9576 2E+07 -
chrX 20059817 2E+07 37.16 FBgn0031092CG9577 2E+07 +
chrX 16680922 1.7E+07 8.78 FBgn0030787CG9609 2E+07 -
chr3L 14614554 1.5E+07 59.14 FBgn0036433CG9628 1E+07 +
chr3L 14615359 1.5E+07 10.72 FBgn0036433CG9628 1E+07 +
chr3L 14615721 1.5E+07 8.95 FBgn0036433CG9628 1E+07 +
chr3R 4095516 4095916 18.80 FBgn0037561CG9630 4E+06 -
chrX 16647127 1.7E+07 20.91 FBgn0027528CG9634 2E+07 -
chrX 16645860 1.7E+07 163.26 FBgn0027528CG9634 2E+07 -
chr2L 2979133 2979533 7.86 FBgn0031485CG9643 3E+06 -
chr2L 3303475 3303875 17.93 FBgn0031516CG9663 3E+06 -
chr2L 3301992 3302392 7.69 FBgn0031516CG9663 3E+06 -
chr2L 3290966 3291366 14.79 FBgn0031515CG9664 3E+06 -
chr3R 4688915 4689315 17.15 FBgn0037640CG9731 5E+06 -
chr3R 539755 540155 21.76 FBgn0037270CG9769 539918 -
chr3R 159626 160026 11.10 FBgn0027866CG9776 159727 -
chrX 16492356 1.6E+07 10.25 FBgn0030761CG9784 2E+07 -
chr3R 145152 145552 22.10 FBgn0037234CG9795 145412 +
chr3R 4573156 4573556 37.46 FBgn0037623CG9801 5E+06 -
chrX 10521360 1.1E+07 8.10 FBgn0030222CG9806 1E+07 -
chr2R 19308607 1.9E+07 8.14 FBgn0034861CG9815 2E+07 -
chr3R 4646334 4646734 66.89 FBgn0037636CG9821 5E+06 -
chr3R 4631151 4631551 11.89 FBgn0037633CG9839 5E+06 -
chr3R 223108 223508 12.22 FBgn0037242CG9855 223609 -
chr2L 2375617 2376017 152.26 FBgn0031420CG9866 2E+06 +
chr2L 2376142 2376542 12.40 FBgn0031420CG9866 2E+06 +
chr2L 2380689 2381089 34.67 FBgn0031421CG9867 2E+06 +
chr2L 2382952 2383352 9.68 FBgn0031422CG9870 2E+06 +
chr2R 18984512 1.9E+07 23.51 FBgn0034821CG9876 2E+07 -
chr2L 2420373 2420773 8.14 FBgn0031428CG9886 2E+06 +
chr2R 18889363 1.9E+07 52.35 FBgn0034808CG9896 2E+07 -
chrX 16441448 1.6E+07 114.73 FBgn0030757CG9902 2E+07 -
chrX 16217077 1.6E+07 9.62 FBgn0030740CG9917 2E+07 -
chr3R 9924237 9924637 7.67 FBgn0038200CG9920 1E+07 -
chr3R 9861710 9862110 9.46 FBgn0038196CG9922 1E+07 -
chr2L 13018964 1.3E+07 8.41 FBgn0032467CG9934 1E+07 -
chr3L 16856036 1.7E+07 27.38 FBgn0036671CG9951 2E+07 +
chr2L 2759589 2759989 7.94 FBgn0031454CG9960 3E+06 -
chr2L 2357483 2357883 9.06 FBgn0031413CG9967 2E+06 -
chr3L 2772166 2772566 12.66 FBgn0035371CG9977 3E+06 -
chr3R 24431531 2.4E+07 24.25 FBgn0039589CG9986 2E+07 +
chr2L 19430260 1.9E+07 27.55 FBgn0032781CG9987 2E+07 +
chr3R 24497900 2.4E+07 113.45 FBgn0039593CG9989 2E+07 +
chr3R 24507914 2.5E+07 8.11 FBgn0039594CG9990 2E+07 +
chr3R 24503387 2.5E+07 26.22 FBgn0039594CG9990 2E+07 +
chr2RHet 2629590 2629990 13.15 NA
chr3L 10730414 1.1E+07 12.80 NA
chr3R 12694911 1.3E+07 61.98 NA
chr3RHet 2349273 2349673 68.47 NA
chr2L 12854593 1.3E+07 8.23 NA
chrX 7056156 7056556 30.51 NA
chr3L 15261140 1.5E+07 19.69 NA
chr3R 12682700 1.3E+07 8.33 NA
chrX 8731902 8732302 48.15 NA
chr2L 20223312 2E+07 30.66 NA
chrX 1535639 1536039 9.04 NA
chr4 437000 437400 62.31 NA
chrX 4401149 4401549 22.80 NA
chr4 436046 436446 15.16 NA
chrX 18922631 1.9E+07 68.06 NA
chr2RHet 369900 370300 15.86 NA
chr3L 17589997 1.8E+07 169.58 NA
chr3L 18012713 1.8E+07 34.06 NA
chrX 21045888 2.1E+07 55.97 NA
chrX 20503171 2.1E+07 26.29 NA
chr3R 22392498 2.2E+07 235.25 NA
chr2L 14197202 1.4E+07 12.33 NA
chr2L 12520355 1.3E+07 325.07 NA
chr3R 5916629 5917029 17.62 NA
chr3L 3876967 3877367 9.66 NA
chr3R 7218523 7218923 9.38 NA
chrX 20631370 2.1E+07 117.46 NA
chr3R 15980399 1.6E+07 9.47 NA
chr3L 18019074 1.8E+07 17.08 NA
chr2L 20148319 2E+07 15.45 NA
chr4 427423 427823 38.39 NA
chrX 5467450 5467850 7.86 NA
chr2R 5830301 5830701 74.85 NA
chrX 22226504 2.2E+07 16.67 NA
chr3L 3767804 3768204 41.95 NA
chr2L 15096754 1.5E+07 15.58 NA
chr3L 19342833 1.9E+07 10.99 NA
chr3R 9058418 9058818 27.63 NA
chrX 5046902 5047302 11.32 NA
chr3R 19151691 1.9E+07 7.86 NA
chr2L 1639299 1639699 8.00 NA
chr3L 3766702 3767102 8.75 NA
chr3R 2605756 2606156 134.51 NA
chr2L 4019760 4020160 34.76 NA
chr3L 22627235 2.3E+07 38.66 NA
chrX 8315213 8315613 11.50 NA
chr2L 14252250 1.4E+07 10.15 NA
chr2L 11474974 1.1E+07 16.16 NA
chrX 17069777 1.7E+07 93.61 NA
chr2R 3777348 3777748 13.14 NA
chrX 2418485 2418885 55.31 NA
chr2L 490069 490469 57.95 NA
chr2L 35467 35867 63.19 NA
chr3R 13744747 1.4E+07 66.37 NA
chrX 20954288 2.1E+07 16.73 NA
chr2L 16223730 1.6E+07 59.63 NA
chr2L 14972831 1.5E+07 53.38 NA
chr2L 14094566 1.4E+07 161.55 NA
chr3R 10216946 1E+07 125.49 NA
chr3R 4016618 4017018 11.71 NA
chr3R 26772096 2.7E+07 151.50 NA
chrX 18515872 1.9E+07 100.49 NA
chr3R 19297948 1.9E+07 8.76 NA
chr3R 23127096 2.3E+07 8.57 NA
chr3L 7806536 7806936 21.27 NA
chrX 7880594 7880994 48.35 NA
chrX 15547544 1.6E+07 98.16 NA
chr3R 13057414 1.3E+07 19.27 NA
chrX 12280298 1.2E+07 10.84 NA
chr3R 7491230 7491630 17.30 NA
chr2R 9888228 9888628 11.77 NA
chr3R 11829749 1.2E+07 39.32 NA
chrX 5244209 5244609 9.23 NA
chr2R 2381692 2382092 8.63 NA
chr3L 10501064 1.1E+07 32.12 NA
chr3R 17898290 1.8E+07 8.52 NA
chr2R 3026993 3027393 13.17 NA
chrX 10303833 1E+07 7.88 NA
chr3R 14454233 1.4E+07 36.52 NA
chr3L 18025845 1.8E+07 19.95 NA
chr2L 20287219 2E+07 16.09 NA
chr2L 4345679 4346079 117.16 NA
chr2L 9634122 9634522 11.33 NA
chr3L 16877184 1.7E+07 10.17 NA
chr3L 2122324 2122724 16.29 NA
chr2R 4879763 4880163 137.45 NA
chr3R 2644941 2645341 9.46 NA
chrX 10726409 1.1E+07 134.08 NA
chr3L 14600755 1.5E+07 30.94 NA
chr4 510734 511134 8.84 NA
chr2L 5624021 5624421 73.71 NA
chr3L 3536945 3537345 9.55 NA
chr3R 12062002 1.2E+07 8.85 NA
chr2L 14706199 1.5E+07 139.00 NA
chrX 5183700 5184100 52.93 NA
chr3L 3288423 3288823 32.31 NA
chr2R 3025547 3025947 14.99 NA
chrX 11664442 1.2E+07 7.60 NA
chrX 14854930 1.5E+07 10.74 NA
chr2R 18174777 1.8E+07 8.71 NA
chr3L 3251997 3252397 20.81 NA
chrX 3635066 3635466 10.09 NA
chr2R 10996713 1.1E+07 9.23 NA
chr3R 22881921 2.3E+07 12.24 NA
chrX 18597909 1.9E+07 80.15 NA
chr2L 9158294 9158694 27.69 NA
chr2R 16825607 1.7E+07 56.13 NA
chr3R 12608116 1.3E+07 11.62 NA
chr2L 7534895 7535295 89.21 NA
chr2L 10671513 1.1E+07 15.38 NA
chrX 5482457 5482857 17.43 NA
chrX 3179317 3179717 16.64 NA
chr2L 2724422 2724822 91.96 NA
chrX 5521871 5522271 16.16 NA
chr3R 9297078 9297478 33.22 NA
chr3L 21645896 2.2E+07 185.80 NA
chr3L 22975164 2.3E+07 11.10 NA
chr2R 8161701 8162101 33.02 NA
chr3L 14205445 1.4E+07 73.53 NA
chrX 244984 245384 25.49 NA
chr3R 9276091 9276491 8.96 NA
chr2R 11668616 1.2E+07 21.22 NA
chrX 8104650 8105050 72.92 NA
chr2L 5771169 5771569 134.39 NA
chr3L 22933332 2.3E+07 55.32 NA
chr3R 3470109 3470509 89.38 NA
chr2R 19539758 2E+07 263.47 NA
chr2R 6451528 6451928 62.69 NA
chr3R 19490171 1.9E+07 13.63 NA
chrX 18108290 1.8E+07 7.85 NA
chr3R 2593957 2594357 32.49 NA
chrX 1411930 1412330 16.58 NA
chr3R 8902971 8903371 13.84 NA
chrX 255479 255879 20.19 NA
chr2R 5429074 5429474 45.43 NA
chr2R 10314445 1E+07 8.70 NA
chr2L 17368494 1.7E+07 51.37 NA
chr3L 505987 506387 299.21 NA
chr2R 1564422 1564822 13.38 NA
chr3R 1977400 1977800 24.44 NA
chr2L 16282064 1.6E+07 56.59 NA
chr3R 796479 796879 354.74 NA
chr2L 18776564 1.9E+07 69.74 NA
chr2R 3188195 3188595 26.50 NA
chr2L 9089526 9089926 8.30 NA
chr2L 15504535 1.6E+07 14.39 NA
chr3R 17313487 1.7E+07 99.96 NA
chr2R 18880564 1.9E+07 11.53 NA
chr3L 9196106 9196506 11.39 NA
chr3R 2535357 2535757 52.89 NA
chr3R 2632355 2632755 52.70 NA
chr2R 21070393 2.1E+07 318.24 NA
chr3R 9034169 9034569 10.71 NA
chr2R 2038597 2038997 285.80 NA
chr3L 21477001 2.1E+07 182.47 NA
chr3L 18821416 1.9E+07 12.62 NA
chrX 19252974 1.9E+07 7.97 NA
chrX 2313542 2313942 113.85 NA
chr2L 9089950 9090350 10.98 NA
chr3R 8904013 8904413 140.53 NA
chr3R 26062726 2.6E+07 9.44 NA
chr3R 26614945 2.7E+07 14.91 NA
chrX 20931595 2.1E+07 78.21 NA
chr3L 19133434 1.9E+07 295.00 NA
chr2R 20925950 2.1E+07 33.65 NA
chr2L 2999050 2999450 8.40 NA
chr3R 25138806 2.5E+07 48.95 NA
chr2R 3205053 3205453 16.20 NA
chr3L 20090364 2E+07 231.82 NA
chr3L 2885562 2885962 62.62 NA
chr2R 3939309 3939709 100.03 NA
chr3R 27754137 2.8E+07 8.40 NA
chr3R 14842971 1.5E+07 47.02 NA
chr3R 7438837 7439237 109.60 NA
chr2L 395357 395757 11.44 NA
chr3L 13853131 1.4E+07 50.03 NA
chr3R 2696540 2696940 131.31 NA
chr3L 16556455 1.7E+07 28.41 NA
chr3R 8889997 8890397 18.21 NA
chr2R 20926436 2.1E+07 12.86 NA
chrX 1293726 1294126 42.91 NA
chr3R 15591916 1.6E+07 22.85 NA
chr3R 7946884 7947284 128.16 NA
chrX 21293230 2.1E+07 21.72 NA
chr3R 26110387 2.6E+07 11.05 NA
chr3R 15064656 1.5E+07 23.40 NA
chr3R 17919657 1.8E+07 147.38 NA
chr3R 19040449 1.9E+07 60.41 NA
chr2R 11545317 1.2E+07 53.47 NA
chr3L 6899799 6900199 30.20 NA
chr2L 8133930 8134330 9.51 NA
chr2R 4281853 4282253 117.26 NA
chrX 15247667 1.5E+07 15.36 NA
chr3R 1975374 1975774 24.71 NA
chr2R 20200624 2E+07 109.92 NA
chrX 5418532 5418932 185.30 NA
chr4 691498 691898 7.98 NA
chr3R 5926320 5926720 102.56 NA
chr2R 18565677 1.9E+07 9.00 NA
chr2R 9821784 9822184 14.76 NA
chr2R 20963930 2.1E+07 83.17 NA
chr2R 3662146 3662546 13.00 NA
chrX 13315062 1.3E+07 117.44 NA
chrX 12097670 1.2E+07 18.44 NA
chr3R 20382628 2E+07 109.52 NA
chr2R 11227030 1.1E+07 198.26 NA
chr2L 4726025 4726425 91.71 NA
chr2L 531510 531910 17.55 NA
chr3L 16734750 1.7E+07 14.57 NA
chr2R 20744717 2.1E+07 40.99 NA
chr3R 13956279 1.4E+07 9.92 NA
chr3L 968164 968564 12.52 NA
chr2R 11227731 1.1E+07 15.82 NA
chr3L 5959967 5960367 17.99 NA
chr2L 6526962 6527362 186.83 NA
chrX 5944520 5944920 9.62 NA
chr3R 14772136 1.5E+07 13.79 NA
chr3L 11217749 1.1E+07 18.71 NA
chr3R 6029254 6029654 28.59 NA
chrX 12841683 1.3E+07 9.44 NA
chrX 10250830 1E+07 7.71 NA
chr2L 5756548 5756948 8.88 NA
chr3L 19854460 2E+07 8.53 NA
chr2R 4284190 4284590 211.40 NA
chr2L 18464056 1.8E+07 7.72 NA
chr3R 18619691 1.9E+07 127.53 NA
chr2L 4660925 4661325 143.60 NA
chr3R 14839748 1.5E+07 31.13 NA
chr3L 6897051 6897451 8.07 NA
chr3R 16627656 1.7E+07 9.25 NA
chr2L 6931330 6931730 10.81 NA
chrX 12609923 1.3E+07 10.01 NA
chr4 1133482 1133882 143.79 NA
chr3R 17405797 1.7E+07 45.58 NA
chr3R 12934592 1.3E+07 8.50 NA
chrX 3237757 3238157 89.27 NA
chr3L 489907 490307 9.27 NA
chrX 1846953 1847353 264.45 NA
chrX 1417302 1417702 24.79 NA
chr3R 12624276 1.3E+07 172.96 NA
chr2L 17603231 1.8E+07 51.82 NA
chr3L 22609902 2.3E+07 22.00 NA
chr3L 10071639 1E+07 13.14 NA
chr3R 9145590 9145990 8.24 NA
chr3R 26912099 2.7E+07 34.84 NA
chr2R 4647088 4647488 42.11 NA
chr2L 14287864 1.4E+07 96.64 NA
chr2R 7953425 7953825 153.23 NA
chr2L 11221514 1.1E+07 9.25 NA
chr2L 16507622 1.7E+07 25.56 NA
chrX 5998771 5999171 16.54 NA
chr2R 17447455 1.7E+07 13.19 NA
chrX 5422451 5422851 14.06 NA
chr3L 17981231 1.8E+07 93.78 NA
chr3R 21534027 2.2E+07 7.68 NA
chr3L 10277970 1E+07 25.20 NA
chrX 1519476 1519876 13.72 NA
chr3R 5039967 5040367 90.03 NA
chr3L 9189711 9190111 21.86 NA
chr3L 21245671 2.1E+07 8.40 NA
chrX 17818092 1.8E+07 10.52 NA
chr2R 4406345 4406745 23.25 NA
chr3L 21007423 2.1E+07 8.93 NA
chr3R 22158048 2.2E+07 10.58 NA
chr2R 15614688 1.6E+07 28.56 NA
chr3L 16463136 1.6E+07 28.56 NA
chrX 17645731 1.8E+07 235.49 NA
chr2R 11649735 1.2E+07 12.29 NA
chr2L 20120821 2E+07 236.92 NA
chr2L 15643782 1.6E+07 37.76 NA
chr3L 11273757 1.1E+07 8.18 NA
chr2R 14441205 1.4E+07 21.52 NA
chrX 17819711 1.8E+07 7.81 NA
chr3R 19157010 1.9E+07 46.18 NA
chr3R 19629400 2E+07 9.06 NA
chr2L 9464407 9464807 46.22 NA
chrX 7135934 7136334 67.46 NA
chr2L 21397242 2.1E+07 59.39 NA
chr3L 3394156 3394556 11.22 NA
chrX 6003882 6004282 122.48 NA
chr3L 5083271 5083671 36.77 NA
chr3R 1026398 1026798 17.14 NA
chr2R 13503920 1.4E+07 18.19 NA
chrX 7572859 7573259 135.40 NA
chr4 445238 445638 118.02 NA
chr3L 2851813 2852213 238.53 NA
chr2L 5365904 5366304 68.04 NA
chr3R 2738413 2738813 18.59 NA
chr3R 16290097 1.6E+07 56.23 NA
chr2L 1006570 1006970 136.55 NA
chr2L 5366401 5366801 9.05 NA
chr3R 2737884 2738284 137.75 NA
chrX 16138761 1.6E+07 34.81 NA
chrX 17862205 1.8E+07 7.82 NA
chr2L 17715847 1.8E+07 77.10 NA
chr2L 17715271 1.8E+07 14.82 NA
chr3R 12725048 1.3E+07 15.43 NA
chr3R 2733778 2734178 111.82 NA
chr3R 7094735 7095135 13.48 NA
chr3R 2798980 2799380 42.43 NA
chrX 11414314 1.1E+07 9.72 NA
chr2L 17784636 1.8E+07 140.61 NA
chr2R 17305000 1.7E+07 15.76 NA
chr2R 13814593 1.4E+07 45.31 NA
chr3R 19685137 2E+07 10.91 NA
chr3R 23911744 2.4E+07 11.55 NA
chr3R 12708271 1.3E+07 25.42 NA
chrX 2918567 2918967 12.06 NA
chr3L 10313918 1E+07 21.96 NA
chr3L 10314787 1E+07 18.15 NA
chr3RHet 2107011 2107411 188.90 NA
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KURZBESCHREIBUNG 
Nach einer Verletzung oder für die Erhaltung von Geweben benutzen adulte 
Organismen oft Mechanismen wie Zellteilung und Differenzierung, die auch während 
der embryonalen Entwicklung genutzt werden. Wenn die Kontrolle solcher 
Mechanismen zum Beispiel durch Mutationen gestört wird kann es zu abnormaler 
Zellteilung und Tumorbildung kommen. Die Entwicklung des Nervensystems der 
Fruchtfliege Drosophila melanogaster ist ein exzellentes Modellsystem um die Mechanismen, 
die während der Entwicklung ablaufen zu verstehen. Neuronale Stammzellen, die 
Neuroblasten genannt werden, teilen sich asymmetrisch und stellen damit die vielen 
tausend Neurone des erwachsenen Fliegengehirns her. Während einer asymmetrischen 
Zellteilung verteilen Neuroblasten bestimmte spezialisierte Proteine an die 
gegenüberliegenden Pole der Zellmembran. Nach der Zytokinese unterscheiden sich die 
zwei Tochterzellen in ihrer Proteinzusammensetzung und Zellgröße. Die große 
Tochterzelle bleibt Stammzelle und wächst und teilt sich weiter. Die kleinere 
Tochterzelle, die Ganglion Mutter Zelle genannt wird, teilt sich ein weiteres Mal in zwei 
differenzierte Neurone. Das Larvengehirn hat eine große Anzahl an sich teilenden Zellen 
und Probleme bei der Kontrolle von asymmetrischer Proteinverteilung, Differenzierung 
und Teilungsrate können zur Tumorbildung führen. Versteht man nun die Prozesse, die 
während der Entwicklung von Neuroblasten in der Taufliege Drosophila melanogaster 
ablaufen, kann das zur Aufklärung von Tumorentstehung beitragen. 
Das Ziel meiner Dissertation war es neue Faktoren zu finden, die Teilungsrate und 
asymmetrische Zellteilung im zentralen Nervensystem der Taufliegen beeinflussen. Zu 
diesem Zweck wurde ein genom-weiter RNAi Screen im larvalen Hirn durchgeführt. Es 
wurden 620 Gene gefunden, die an der Regulierung von Neuroblasten beteiligt sind. Von 
diesen sind 18 Gene notwendig um die korrekte Teilung der Neuroblasten sicher 
zustellen und ihr Verlust führt zu einer abnormalen vermehrten Teilung der 
Neuroblasten. Neben den bekannten Prozessen, die in asymmetrischer Zellteilung 
involviert sind, hat die bioinformatische Analyse Spleißen und transkriptionelle 
Elongation als weitere Schlüsselprozesse in der Entwicklung von Neuroblasten 
identifiziert. Der Screen liefert damit die Basis für weitere Studien. In einem zweiten 
Projekt wurde parallel der epigenetische Regulator lethal (3) malignant brain tumor (l(3)mbt) 
untersucht. Der Verlust von l(3)mbt führt zu tumorartigem Überwachsen des 
Larvengehirns. Die Analyse des Phänotyps führte zu der Schlußfolgerung, daß L(3)mbt 
die Teilung von Neuroepithelien in den optischen Anlagen des Larvengehirns reguliert. 
L(3)mbt stellt dabei sicher, dass die Zielgene des Salvador-Warts-Hippo Signalweges und 
Komponenten des JAK/STAT Signalweges korrekt exprimiert werden. Zudem wurden 
die genomweiten Bindungsstellen von L(3)mbt mittels Chromatinimmunopräzipitation 
und anschließender Sequenzierung bestimmt. Diese Analyse ergab, daß L(3)mbt an 
Insulator Elemente bindet und legt nahe, daß L(3)mbt ein Insulator Protein ist. 
Der Screen hat damit Prozesse identifiziert die parallel oder „downstream“ von 
asymmetrischer Zellteilung die Teilung und Differenzierung von neuronalen 
Stammzellen regulieren. Somit wurden wichtige Einstiegspunkte für weitere 
Untersuchungen zur Entwicklung des Nervensystems geschaffen. Im Zuge des L(3)mbt 
Projektes wurde die Rolle des Salvador-Warts-Hippo Signalweges während der 
Entwicklung des Neuroepithels charakterisiert. Es wurde gezeigt, daß die Deregulierung 
von Entwicklungsprozessen in Neuroepithelien zur Bildung von Hirntumoren führen 
kann. Außerdem konnte L(3)mbt, welches in Vertebraten konserviert ist, eine Funktion 
als Insulator Protein zugewiesen werden. 
 
